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An Interpretation of 'Two Creatures
with the Sun and the Moon'
in Han Tomb Murals
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Abstract:

In the heavenly realm depicted in the central part of the Qianjingtou tomb
ceiling from Luoyang (the later period of the Western Han Dynasty; 206 BC–9
AD) there are two creatures with a human face and dragon-snake body. They
are located next to the sun with a black bird and the moon with a green toad. A
thorough examination and analysis of the mural grave paintings of all 61 Han
tombs with murals unearthed by 2006 frequently reveal the sun and the moon
to be closely linked to these two creatures. They either embrace them with their
snake's bodies or raise them above their heads with both hands. Who are these
two creatures, and what is their symbolical role in the Han tomb murals is the
main topic of the present paper.

Key words:

Grave paintings, the Han Dynasty, Fuxi, Nüwa, the sun, the moon, the cosmic
forces of yin and yang.
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Introduction
The research materials of the present paper were tombs with murals from the
Han1 汉Dynasty (206 BC–220 AD), of which up to 61 had been excavated by
20062. All the tombs that have been unearthed so far, are located north of the
Yangtze River, however the majority of them are situated in Henan 河南 province, especially around Luoyang 洛阳 city3. The city was the capital of the Eastern
Han Dynasty and thus an important economical, political and cultural centre.
The debates on the political, philosophical, cultural and cosmological aspects
unfolding in the capital and other larger cities had a great ascendancy over the
officials and the other members of the ruling class. Thus they got an even more
prominent reflection in the symbolic grave paintings of that region.
Due to larger ruined parts and unrecognizable images, the content design
of the entire tomb's murals many times offers an incomplete picture and disables a thorough reconstruction of pictorial motifs, which by themselves always
preserve their interpretative nature. Numerous experts used different analytical
and methodical approaches to attribute individual images a functional, symbolic, social or political meaning, while one should be careful not to disregard
the "meaning of position" of individual motifs defined by their location in the
entire compositional design, their position in relation to numerous other images and the spatial arrangement of individual architectural and constructional
elements. In attempting to classify the images by content, we can see numerous
different and opposing arrangements of images into individual content frameworks. It is only after having considered the entire compositional design that
numerous motifs that at first glance appeared disconnected, gradually reveal
a hidden image, whereby one should not forget to consider also the connection between the iconographic classification and architectural structure. By
transposing certain images from the mythological or real world into a pictorial representation of three-dimensional structures the form and meaning of

1

2

3

For all Chinese terms except for longer quotes from classical works, the official latinized version of
the People's Republic of China, called pinyin, is used. The character is written only when a particular
expression is used for the first time. In case the understanding of a character contributes to the understanding of the content, this is exceptionally added also when an individual expression is repeated.
When citing literature, primary sources excluded, the characters are not cited.
Nataša Vampelj Suhadolnik, Prostorska in umetnostna zasnova kitajskih cesarskih grobnic dinastije
Qin in Han kot odraz kozmološke percepcije in razumevanja sveta (The Reflection of the Cosmological
Perception and the Understanding of the World through the Arrangement of the Places, Grave
Architecture and Art in the Imperial tombs of the Qin and Han Dynasties), Ph. D. dissertation (Ljubljana,
2006). See also: He Xilin, Gumu danqing : Handai mushi bihua de faxian yu yanjiu (The Paintings of
the Ancient Tombs: Discoveries and Studies of the Grave Murals from the Han Dynasty) (Xi'an, 2001)
(hereinafter: He Xilin, Gumu danqing).
In Henan province there are 21 tombs, in the surrounding areas there are 18 tombs, in Inner Mongolia
内蒙 4, in Gansu 甘肃 6 and in Liaoning 辽宁 province 12 tombs.
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the images as well as individual architectural parts of the sepulchral complex
change. At first, a bare sepulchral framework, offering the deceased a physical
space where his corpse is kept, through individual pictorial images changes
into a diminished form of the universe which within the limits of the cosmic
space preserves the eternity of its own existence. It is only by studying individual scenes within the framework of the entire composition and by researching
the connections between the content classification and architectural elements
that general sociological and symbolic studies will be given a more solid basis.
Thus murals in the tombs can only be interpreted in their original architectural
arrangement.
Considering the above mentioned facts, the article is going to discuss the
motifs of two creatures with a human face and dragon-snake body, frequently
linked with the sun and the moon. Some scholars interpreted these images as
Xihe 羲和 and Changxi 常羲4, in the literary sources of that time often known as
the mothers of the sun and the moon respectively. Although it seems that this
identification corresponds with the literary background, a thorough analysis
reveals a discrepancy with the written records. To find the answers, it is necessary to consider the grave paintings as a whole, to interpret the location of the
motif and link the architectural design with the painting scheme. The literary
tradition, according to which a reinterpretation of the iconographic materials
in connection with the architectural structure was made, and the frequency
of relevant motifs in other grave art products from the same period have also
played an important role. Considering the above mentioned elements, the
reinterpretation of these two creatures with the sun and the moon reveals two
cosmogonic deities, Fuxi 伏羲 and Nüwa 女娲, who demonstrate the cosmic
forces of yang and yin. This is also supported by the way they are depicted, the
location of their motifs and the ancient literary tradition.

Two Creatures with a Human Head and Dragon-Snake Body
The two creatures with a human face and dragon-snake body are quite common motifs in the Han tombs' murals. They are painted on the round ceiling,
on the upper parts of the walls or on the partition beams together with other
celestial bodies and representatives of the heavenly realm. Usually both creatures are juxtaposed with the sun and the moon, which are according to the
widely spread mythology of that time complemented by the image of the bird

4

Huang Minglan, Guo Yinqiang, Luoyang Han mu bihua (Han Tomb Murals from Luoyang) (Beijing,
1996) (hereinafter: Huang, Luoyang Han mu bihua).
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Figure 1: Fuxi and the sun on the ceiling of the Qianjingtou tomb (Huang, Luoyang Han mu bihua, 82)

Figure 2: Nüwa and the moon on the ceiling of the Qianjingtou tomb (Huang, Luoyang Han mu bihua,
85)

(the sun) and the toad (the moon).
This kind of composition is already noticeable (Figs. 1 and 2) in the heavenly realm depicted in the central flat part of the Qianjingtou 浅井头 tomb ceiling from Luoyang (the later period of the Western Han Dynasty).
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The long, slim moustache in the image of the ba 八 (eight) character, labeling the creature who by the lengthened body of the snake supports the sun,
clearly unveils the male image. The image next to the moon, on the contrary,
reveals the absence of male characteristics, while her feminine charm is further
emphasized by the plenitude of the beautifully shaped lips and the elegance of
her slim curved snake body. The same depiction in its entirety is to be found on
the ceiling of the Bu Qianqiu 卜千秋 tomb from the Luoyang city, also dating
from the later period of the Western Han Dynasty. The sun and the moon are
likewise depicted near the two creatures with a human face and snake body. A
thorough examination and analysis of other tombs' murals frequently reveal
the sun and the moon are closely linked to these two creatures. They either
embrace the sun and the moon with their snake's bodies, or raise them above
their heads with both hands. As an illustration, such depiction can be perceived
on the round ceiling of the Beijiao shiyouzhan 北郊石油站 tomb from the early
period of the Eastern Han Dynasty, where the heavenly world of the immortals
appears and disappears between the abundant patterns of the clouds. On the
eastern part of the vault, the female image with a snake's body, supporting the
red sun with both hands, is depicted, while the western part presents the moon
with a toad and a creature with a snake's body, whose male gender is once again
defined by the moustache in the form of the ba character (Figs. 3 and 4).
Some scholars interpreted these images as Xihe 羲和 and Changxi 常羲, in
the literary sources of that time often known as the mother of the sun, bathing her ten suns in a pool of water in the east, and the mother of the moon,
who on the contrary bathes her children – the twelve moons – in the west5.
Although it seems that this identification corresponds to the literary background, a thorough analysis reveals a discrepancy with the written records. In
the records, they are interpreted as two female deities – wives of Dijun 帝俊 –,
who give birth to ten suns and twelve moons. According to the above mentioned examples from the grave paintings, it is perfectly clear that one person
is a woman and the other is a man. Moreover, no written records portrayed
Xihe and Changxi as creatures with a human head and dragon's or snake's body,
while in written records Fuxi and Nüwa are distinctly described as creatures

5

"东海之外, 甘水之间, 有羲和之国. 有女子名曰羲和, 方浴日於甘渊. 羲和者, 帝俊之妻, 是生十日." "Beyond the
Eastern Sea betwixt the Sweet Waters is the home of Xihe. There is a woman named Xihe who regularly bathes the suns in the Sweet Spring. Xihe is the wife of Dijun, and she gave birth to the ten suns."
(Shanhaijing jiaoyi 山海经校译 (Classic of the Mountains and Seas with Rectifications and Translations),
Yuan Ke (com.) (Shanghai, 1995), 245 (hereinafter: Shanhaijing).
"有女子方浴月. 帝俊妻常羲生月十有二, 此始浴之. " "There is a woman who regularly bathes the moons.
The wife of Dijun Changxi gave birth to the twelve moons, and thus commenced to bathe them."
(Shanhaijing, 272).
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Figs. 3, 4: Fuxi and Nüwa on the ceiling of Luoyang beijiao shiyouzhan tomb (Huang, Luoyang Han mu
bihua, 147, 148)

with scaly snake's body. That Fuxi has a scaly body and Nüwa snake-like body
is clearly seen from the rhapsody of a poet Wang Yanshou 王延寿, depicting the
encyclopaedic character of the mural in the Lingguang dian 灵光殿 (The Hall
of the Spiritual Light)6. Nüwa's unusal form is already alluded by the question
posed to the Heaven in the Tianwen (天问) (The Questions of Heaven) from the
Chuci 楚辞 (Songs of Chu).
"女娲有体, 孰制匠之?"7

6

7

"伏羲鳞身, 女娲蛇躯" "Fuxi with scaly body, Nüwa with snaky form." (Quan Hanfu 全汉赋 (Whole
Han Dynasty`s Fu Poetry), Fei Zhengang et. (ed.) (Beijing, 1993), 529. The Hall of the Spiritual Light
was erected in the present county Jiaxiang 嘉祥in the south western part of the Shandong province
between 154 and 129 B. C. Two and a half centuries later, its mural painting inspired poet Wang
Yanshou, who in the poetical form presented its content and described the myriad living creatures of
the universe, as depicted in the wall images. Unfortunately, the Hall was not preserved, however, its
rich mural content is revealed in Wang's rhapsody.
Chuci zhangju buzhu楚辞章句补注 (Complementary Notes on Chuci Zhangju), [Han] Wang Yi (com.),
[Song] Hong Xingzu (com.) (Jilin, 1999), 215.
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(Nüwa has a form, who shaped the body of Nüwa?)

The literary man Wang Yi 王逸 from the Eastern Han Dynasty commented
the above quotation and thus gave a concrete answer regarding Nüwa's image.
王逸注: "传言女娲人头蛇身, 一日七十化."8
(Wang Yi comments: "Tradition says Nüwa has a human head and snake body, in
one day makes 70 transformations.")

In accordance with the written records it is much likely that the above mentioned creatures do not represent the mothers of the sun and the moon, but
instead reveal Fuxi and Nüwa, a male and female deity with a human head and
snake body. Analyzing the Luoyang beijiao shiyouzhan tomb and reviewing the
literary sources, the discrepancy between the records and depicted images, identified as Xihe and Changxi, has already been ascertained by He Xilin 贺西林9. In
his opinion, the images next to the sun and the moon in this same tomb portray
Fuxi and Nüwa10.
That these images truly represent Fuxi and Nüwa, is further revealed by the
characters written by the images. In the Liangshan Houyinshan 梁山后银山 tomb
in Shandong 山东 province we can read the following two characters beside the
image with a human upper part of the body and snake-like tail: Fuxi 伏戲11. The
image of Fuxi is also defined by an inscription on a stone table which composes
the western wall of the Wu Liang shrine 武梁祠 in Shandong province (Fig. 5).
In the stone picture there are two human figures linked by serpentine lower
bodies covered with scales. The figure on the right side, who raises a carpenter's
square with his right hand, reveals the male person, while the figure on the left,
by means of a partly preserved head-covering, on the contrary reveals female
characteristics. This is further confirmed by the comparison of the image with
other similar figures, discovered as part of the Wu family shrines at the same
location (Fig. 6). From their union, a child was born. The inscription on a vertical frame runs as follows:

8
9
10
11

Ibidem.
He Xilin, Gumu danqing, 62–66.
Ibidem.
Guan Tianxiang, Ji Gang, "Liangshan Han mu (Liangshan Han Tomb)", Wenwu cankao ziliao, No. 5
(1955): 44. In the ancient literature there are various ways of writing the name of Fuxi. Beside the
common record with the characters 伏羲, the following characters are also noticeable: 伏戏, 伏牺, 包牺,
庖牺, 宓羲, 虑羲. For more details see: Wang Jian, "Fuxi huagua de shenhuaxue kaocha (Mythological
Study of a Fuxi's Eight Trigram and its Designing)", Zhouyi yanjiu, No. 1 (2004): 10–14 (hereinafter:
Wang Jian, "Mythological Study of Fuxi's Eight Trigram").
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Figure 5: Fuxi and Nüwa, image on stone, Wu Liang shrine (Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, 246)

"伏戲倉精初造王業畫卦結繩以理海内"12
(Fuxi, the bluegreen spirit, initiated leadership. He drew the Trigrams and made
knotted cords to administer the land within the seas.)

The image with a snake's tail, holding a carpenter's square with his hand, is
thus clearly defined as Fuxi, who, according to the remaining part of the inscription, made a great contribution to the evolution of the civilization. Numerous
written records, representing Fuxi and Nüwa as a married couple possessing
the power of creation, clearly demonstrate that the female image next to Fuxi
is Nüwa. The role of Nüwa as the mother of the human race, who kneaded
human beings out of yellow earth and mud, also supports this identification.
"女娲, 伏牺之妹. 祷神祗, 置婚姻, 合夫妇也."13
(Nüwa is Fuxi's younger sister. She prays to god to set up marriage status and join
them as husband and wife.)

A further analysis in the framework of a wider artistic concept which also
12

13

Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine : The Ideology of Early Chinese Pictorial Art (Stanford, 1989), 245 (hereinafter: Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine).
Feng Shi, Zhongguo tianwen kaoguxue (A Chinese Archeoastronomy) (Beijing, 2001), 33 (hereinafter:
Feng Shi). The quotation is recorded in the Fengsu tongyi 风俗通义 (Records of Customs), in which the
author Ying Shao 应劭 (c. 140–206) tries to expound the sources of social customs and traditions,
widespread during the Eastern Han Dynasty.
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Figure 6: Fuxi with a carpenter's square and Nüwa with a pair of compasses, two stone tablets from the
group of Wu shrines in Shandong province (Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, 247)

includes an overview of other paintings – such as carved images on stones and
bricks, as well as images on silk and lacquer, – reveal that the image of two
creatures with human head and snake-like body is a widely spread motif in the
Han grave art. These creatures are often depicted together with the sun and the
moon, however instead of holding the sun and the moon in their hands, they
often hold a carpenter's square and a pair of compasses (Figs. 5, 6). These tools
which enable the creation of straight and circular geometrical shapes allude to
their creative role in the formation of the universe – the round heaven and the
square earth, which is exactly the same role as mentioned in the mythological
tradition.

Fuxi's and Nüwa's Mythological and Cosmic Role
In the literary mythological tradition, Fuxi and Nüwa are represented as the
greatest primeval cosmogonic deities, who from a preexistent substance create

17
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the human race and lead it to the world of civilizational achievements. Nüwa
appears as a goddess who contributes to the formation of the cosmic-natural
order and to the birth of the human race, while Fuxi is a kind of a legendary
ancestor who arranges and leads the human world and instructs it about the
numerous advanced social and philosophical solutions. His greatness thus lay
in the transfer of the divine patterns to human society. As creators of humankind and human society, they seem to establish marital status. This role is clearly
symbolized by their lower serpentine bodies joined together, often depicted in
the Han tombs and also in the iconography of succeeding dynasties.
In accordance with the sixth chapter of the Huainanzi, the goddess Nüwa
repaired the cosmic damage by patching the blue sky with gemstones of five
colours and by using the legs of a giant turtle to replace the damaged pillars.
Thus she saved the world and the entire cosmos from ruin.
"往古之时, 四极废 …女娲炼五色石以补苍天, 断鳌足以立四极."14
(Long ago in ancient times the four poles decayed /…/ Nüwa smelted stones of
five colours to patch up the azure sky and chopped off the legs of a giant turtle to
set up the four poles.)

In the literary tradition we can also find records accounting how Nüwa
kneaded human beings out of yellow earth and mud:
"俗说天地开辟, 未有人民, 女娲抟黄土作人. 剧务, 力不暇供, 乃引绳縆于泥中, 举以
为人. 故富贵者, 黄土人也, 贫贱凡庸者, 縆人也."15
(Tradition says that when Heaven and Earth opened and unfolded, humankind
did not yet exist. Nüwa kneaded yellow earth to shape humans. Albeit she worked
eagerly, she did not have enough strength to finish her task, so she drew thick
cord through the mud and lifted it out to make human beings. Therefore rich
aristocrats are the humans made from yellow earth, while ordinary poor commoners of low social class are the humans made from mud.)

Although tradition breaches the confines of reality, it clearly reflects the
widespread belief during the Eastern Han Dynasty, which attributed Nüwa the
14

15

Huainanzi jishi 淮南子集释 (Huainanzi with Collected Commentaries)', [Han] Gao You (com.), He Ning
(ed.), 1., 2. and 3. vol., from collection: Xin bian zhu zi jicheng 新编诸子集成 (New Edition of Collection
of all Philosophical Works) (Beijing, 1998), 479 (hereinafter: Huainanzi).
Xu Anjiao, "Nüwa Fuxi shenhua yu yinyang zhexueguan" ("Fuxi and Nüwa's Mythology and Yin-Yang
Philosophy"), Qiongzhou daxue xuebao, No. 3 (2003): 80. The quotation is recorded in the Fengsu
tongyi (Records of Customs).
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power of creation. Huainanzi, telling about Nüwa`s seventy transformations in
the initial stage of temporal cosmos16, likewise presents her power of creation.
More than the creator of mankind, Fuxi appears as the instructor and leader of the human race, as a kind of an interjacent figure between the divine and
the human sphere, who transfers cosmic patterns to human society. By numerous advanced inventions he led the people from the state of unconsciousness
to the era of a greater progress and better life. He taught them how to make various tools and instruments, invented nets and showed them the art of fishing
and hunting, created the first records, defined the calendrical system, invented
the first musical instruments, and according to one version even invented fire.
Among all these merits, the invention of divination through the Eight Trigrams
((ba gua 八卦) brought him the greatest glory and appraisals of later authors. A
Quotation from the Baihu tong 白虎通 (Baihu tongyi 白虎通议) (Comprehensive
Discussions in the White Tiger Hall) clearly presents the circumstances before
the arrival of Fuxi and his merits to the human world.
" 伏牺者何? 古之时, 未有三纲六纪, 民人但知母, 不知其父, 能复前而不能复后, 卧
之怯怯, 起之吁吁, 饥即求食, 饱即弃余, 茹毛饮血, 而皮衣苇, 于是伏牺仰观象
于天, 俯察法于地, 因夫妇正五行, 始定人道, 画八卦以治天下, 伏而化之. 故谓
之伏牺也."�17
(Why is Fuxi named Fuxi (The Secret Victim)? In ancient time, where the Three
Bonds and Six Relationships were nonexistent, people only knew their mother
but not their father. They could turn forwards but not backwards. In fear they lay,
in sighs they got up. When they got hungry, they searched for food, when they
were quenched, they threw the remainders away. They ate their own food with
hair, they drank blood and wore skins and reed. And then Fuxi looked up and
contemplated heavenly images, looked down and analysed earthly patterns. He
joined a man and a woman, regulated five xings and founded the principles of
humanity. To rule the world, he devised eight trigrams. Secretly he enlightened
and changed. That is why he is called Fuxi (The Secret Victim).)

Furthermore, the chapter Xici 系辞 from the book of Yijing 易经 likewise
presents his role of the first leader and creator of the human civilization:
"古者包牺氏之王天下也. 仰则观象于天. 俯则观法于地. 观鸟兽之交. 与地之宜 近
取诸身. 远取诸物. 于是始作八卦. 以通神明之德. 以类万物之情. 作结绳而为罔罟.

16
17

Huainanzi, 1186.
Hayashi Minao, "Dui Luoyang Bu Qianqiu mu bihua de zhushi (Explanation of the Bu Qianqiu tomb
with Murals from Luoyang)", Huaxia kaogu, No. 4 (1999): 98.
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以佃以渔. 盖取诸离"18
(In ancient time Baoxi ruled the world. He looked upward and contemplated the
images in the heavens and looked downward to contemplate the patterns on the
earth. He contemplated the patterns of the birds and beasts and the appropriateness of the earth. He proceeded directly from himself and indirectly from things.
Thus he created eight trigrams to find a link with the virtue of the godly light, and
to regulate the status of the ten thousand creatures. He made tied ropes for traps
and fishing nets to use them for hunting and fishing. He probably took this from
the hexagram called li.)

The greatness of his work thus lay in his transfer of divine patterns to human
society. He learned the social and natural rules not from his predecessors, but
directly from nature as he imitated cosmic and natural patterns, as seen in heaven, animals, birds, and on the earth. His unique role of the first leader on the
earth is further presented in the depiction of eleven ancient sovereigns on the
western wall of the Wu Liang shrine19 (Fig. 7).
Wu Hung in The Wu Liang Shrine: The Ideology of Early Chinese Pictorial
Art noticed the unique role of Fuxi as being portrayed at the beginning of the
pictorial genealogy of Chinese predecessors20. According to Wu Hung his role
is clearly indicated not merely by the position at the beginning, but also by his
particular gesture and the manner of his depiction21. He is depicted together
with his female counterpart Nüwa, their serpentine lower bodies interlock.
From the union of these two creator-deities a child was born, a metaphoric
symbolization of humanity. Furthermore, Fuxi with his face and opened arms
turns around towards his descendants, who follow his steps. As Wu Hung already mentioned, the message conveyed by this visual image is clear: Fuxi as the
first image in the pictorial documentation of historical evolution is the creator
and initiator of human history22. His unique status and the role of creator is
18

19

20
21
22

Zhouyi zhengyi周易正义(Zhouyi with the Interpretations), in: Shisanjing zhushu: fu jiaokan ji 十三经注疏:
附校勘记 (The Thirteen Classic Works with Commentaries: Addition of the Textual Studies), [Qing] Ruan
Yuan (col. and com.) (Beijing, 2003) (1. edition 1980), 86 (hereinafter: Zhouyi).
On the western wall of the shrine is in three successive stages documented a chronological account of
Chinese predecessors. Eleven ancient sovereigns are portrayed, identified by inscriptions on the vertical frame of each compartment. The eleven sovereigns could be arranged in three groups: the group
of Three Sovereigns (san huang 三皇), the group of Five Emperors, and the group of rulers of the Xia
夏 Dynasty. The first group consists of Fuxi and Nüwa, Zhurong 祝融 and Shennong 神农. The rulers in
the second group are identical to the Five Emperors (wu di 五帝): Huangdi 黄帝, Zhuanxu 颛顼, Ku 喾,
Yao 尧 and Shun 舜. In the last group we can see the founder and the last ruler of the Xia Dynasty: Yu
禹 and Jie 桀 (Wu Hung: The Wu Liang Shrine, 156–167).
For more details see: Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, 156–167.
Ibidem.
Ibidem.
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Figure 7: The interior of the Wu Liang shrine with the carvings of the 11 ancient sovereigns on the western wall (Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine, 156)

further demonstrated by the device in his hand – a carpenter's square, which
clearly indicates his ability to regulate the world. The fact that Fuxi and Nüwa
often hold the carpenter's square and a pair of compasses in their hands, –
devices, which make possible to draw and design straight lines or square and
round forms –, further allude to their role in the creation of cosmic space, – a
round heaven and a square earth –, and to their domination over both cosmic
domains.

The Symbolic Polarity of the Yin and Yang Cosmic Forces in the
Image of Fuxi and Nüwa
The silken manuscript (Chu boshu 楚帛书) from the middle-late Warring States
Period, found in 1942 in the tomb from Zidanku 子弹库 (Changsha 长沙, Hunan
province), likewise confirms their role in the cosmogonic process of creating
the cosmic space (Fig. 8).
The silken manuscript reveals an interesting structural form on a square
silk base where the outer edge is complemented by images and characters, and
the inner part is composed of two texts written in opposite directions. At the
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Figure 8: Chu silken manuscript (Lu Sixian, Li Di, Tianwen kaogu tonglun (A General Discourse on
Archeoastronomy) (Beijing, 2000), 217)

four sides of the manuscript there is a calendar of the 12 months with individual images. The characters next to the images reveal the names of monthly gods
and monthly prohibitions. The whole structure is arranged according to the
four cardinal directions and four seasons: thus on each side of the manuscript
three months of a particular season are presented, again in accordance with
the spatial orientation as manifested in the wuxing theory of correlates. In the
central part there are two texts. The longer text is connected with astrological fortune-telling. It warns not to disregard the temporal cosmic patterns and
simultaneously lists different troubles which could be caused by such disregard.
The shorter text of 8 lines is a mythological report on the formation of the universe and the appearance of natural processes, such as succession of the four
seasons. In the process of creation itself, mythological figures and deities are
included, among which Fuxi and Nüwa play the key role.
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The text23 reveals that in the spacious and shapeless cosmos, when Heaven and Earth were yet unformed, Fuxi appears and marries Nüwa. From their
union four sons are born. The four sons comprehend the fundamental cosmologic principle of yin and yang and thus cause the beginning of the cosmic
opening, and by that the separation of Heaven and Earth. As at this stage there
is no sun and moon, they calculate the temporal aspect alternately, and create equinoctial and solstitial nodes. The four sons thus became the four deities who symbolize the four seasons. The text further mentions Yu of Xia 夏
禹 and Xie of Shang 商契, the founder of the Xia Dynasty and the legendary
ancestor of the Shang Dynasty, who regulate the circumstances on the earth,
lineate the nine provinces on the earth and simultaneously divide the heaven
into nine fields, bring under control the flooded rivers and enable the equable
and constant flow of yin and yang forces between mountains and rivers. After
many years, Dijun creates the sun and the moon, and the four deities rotate the
heavenly cover and strengthen it by the tree essence of the five colours. Dijun
further defines the orbital course of the sun and the moon, while the four sons
by means of the intercalary month contribute to a more accurate formation
of the calendar. With the division of the temporal unit into dawn, dusk, day
and night, the process of cosmologic formation finally concludes24. In this kind
of mythic description of the coming-into-being of the cosmos, Fuxi is born in
the time of primordial chaos, when the fundamental components of cosmic
space were yet unformed. With the union of Fuxi and Nüwa before the existence of the human race, the first couple of male and female principle appears,
while with their intertwining the process of separation of the heaven and earth
commences. They devote their attention with all their care and accuracy to
the regulations and administrations of the heaven and earth. The separation
of Heaven and Earth already comprises the opposite characteristic of yin and
yang, whose harmonic equilibrium creates and cultivates all ten thousand creatures in the world.
The quotation from the seventh chapter of the Huainanzi reveals a similar
role of the first two deities, who weave the sky and design the earth, as can be
noticed in the Chu silken manuscript.

23

24

The text is very deficient, as a number of characters are illegible, however, today owing to numerous
experts the above mentioned content can be confirmed. Any explanation of this text in the present
paper is based on Feng Shi and Lian Shaoming's transcription of the text. Feng Shi transcribes the text
with an accurate textual analysis in the work Zhongguo tianwen kaoguxue (Chinese Archeoastronomy)
(Beijing, 2001), 13–30 (hereinafter: Feng Shi). Lian Shaoming's transcription is available in the article
with the title "Changsha Chu boshu yu zhongguo gudai de yuzhoulun (The Chu Silken Manuscript
from Changsha and Ancient Chinese Cosmology)", Wenwu, No. 2 (1991): 40–46 (hereinafter: Lian
Shaoming).
For more details see Feng Shi, 13–30, Lian Shaoming, 40–46.
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"古未有天地之时, 惟像无形,…. 有二神混生, 经天营地, 孔乎莫知其所终极, 滔乎莫知
其所止息. 于是乃别为阴阳, 离为八极, 刚柔相成, 万物乃形, 烦气为虫, 精气为人."25
(In the ancient time when there was no Heaven and Earth, there were images and
no shapes /…/ Two deities are born and united, they weave the heaven and form
the earth so deep that nobody knows the greatest depth and so wide that nobody
knows its end. Therefore they divide into yin and yang and separate into eight
utmost poles. The hard and the soft mutually form and thus the ten thousand
things take shape. The muddy qi becomes the insects and the pure qi becomes
humans.)

Gao You, the commentator from the Eastern Han Dynasty, marked the two
deities mentioned above as deities of yin and yang.
"二神, 阴阳之神也." 26
(Two deities are the deities of yin and yang.)

Furthermore, he denoted Nüwa as the deity of yin when commenting
Nüwa`s patching up the image of heaven.
"女娲阴帝, 佐虙戲治者也."27
(Nüwa is the goddess of yin, Fuxi's assistant at ruling.)

The presence of two deities in the primordial stage of cosmos, clearly
named as Fuxi and Nüwa in the Chu silken manuscript from the Warring States
Period, is also noticeable in other quotations28. The comparison of the mythic
description of the creation of the universe with the cosmogonic fragments
from the Huainanzi reveals a progressive transformation of the mythic images
into more abstract notions of natural philosophy. In the process of abstraction
the concrete images of Fuxi and Nüwa thus became two cosmic forces of yang
and yin, which in their own complementary polarity create all ten thousand

25
26
27
28

Huainanzi, "Chapter 7", 503, 504.
Huainanzi, "Chapter 7", 503.
Huainanzi, "Chapter 6", 479.
The first chapter of the Huainanzi likewise clearly presents the two deities forming the heaven and
the earth. They are denoted by the author as erhuang 二皇 (two supremes). The commentator labelled
them as Fuxi and Shennong, however, immediately after that he linked the number two with yin and
yang (Huainanzi, Chapter 1, 4). Many scholars considering the textual analysis of other literary sources defined erhuang as Fuxi and Nüwa (for more details see Feng Shi, 33).
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things in the world. In the seventh chapter of the Huainanzi, which presents
the birth of two deities and their formation of the Heaven and Earth, the abandonment of the mythic domain and the approach towards a more philosophical abstract explanation of the universal creation is already perceivable. Two
deities, born out of the cosmic chaos, divide into yin and yang, which mutually
form as hard and soft, and thus ten thousand things take shape. The third chapter of the same cosmologic reading even more clearly manifests the dualism
of that kind, while the abstraction and rationalization of the cosmic creation
entirely reject the mythic view of the universe. The quotation reads as follows:
" 天坠未形, 冯冯翼翼, 洞洞灟灟, 故曰太昭. 道始于虛霩, 虛霩生宇宙, 宇宙生气, 气有
涯垠. 清阳者薄靡而为天, 重浊者凝滞而为地. 清妙之合专易, 重浊之凝竭难, 故天先
成而地后定. 天地之袭精为阴阳, 阴阳之专精为四时, 四时之散精为万物. 积阳之热
气生火. 火气之精者为日. 积阴之寒气为水. 水气之精者为月. 日月之淫为精者为星
辰, 天受日月星辰, 地受潦尘埃."29
(When Heaven and Earth were yet unformed, everything rising and falling was
shapeless and indefinite, so it was called the Great Beginning. Dao starts in the
nebulous void, the nebulous void creates the space and time, space and time create the primordial qi. Within the primordial qi is a margin. That which is clean
and clear with extending and rising transforms into the Heaven, that which is
heavy and vague with thickening transforms into the Earth. It is easy for the clean
and subtle to join, it is hard for the heavy and vague to solidify. So the Heaven was
formed first and then the Earth. The joint essence of Heaven and Earth forms yin
and yang, the accumulated essence of yin and yang forms the four seasons, the
dispersed essence of the four seasons forms ten thousand things. The hot qi of
the accumulating yang creates fire, the essence of firy qi is the sun. The cold qi of
the accumulating yin creates water, the essence of the watery qi is the moon. The
overflowing essence of the sun and moon forms stars and planets. The Heaven
receives the sun, the moon, the stars and planets, the Earth receives water, downpour of rain, dust and soil.)

The evolution of the universe from the primordial chaos comes into being
by means of the division of binary opposites, inherent in the Dao itself. The
concrete mythological figures are entirely eliminated from the process of the
creation of the universe, while the creation of all ten thousand things is attributed to "the dispersed essence of the four seasons", which originate from the
essence of yin and yang. The four seasons are thus produced from yin and yang,

29

Huainanzi, "Chapter 3", 165–167.
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just as the four sons are descendants of Fuxi and Nüwa. And these four sons
of Fuxi and Nüwa are nothing else than the deities of the four seasons, who
in the absence of the sun and the moon determine the four temporal points
of the universe and after the appearance of the sun and the moon move the
heaven cover to start circling. Furthermore, the text on silk indicates the comprehension of yin and yang and alludes to the linkage of Fuxi and Nüwa with
the interweaving of both forces, from which all creatures originate. The usage
of abstract concepts in the dualistic principle (approach), noticeable in the
quotations from the Huainanzi, thus indicates the remainder of a much older
mythological paradigm, which gradually transformed into the abstract notions
of rational and natural philosophy30.
Wang Jian 王剑, who in his article on research of the mythological version
of Fuxi designing the trigrams compared the mythic tradition of Fuxi`s creation
of the world with the cosmogonic process, recorded in the chapter Xici in the
book of Zhouyi 周易, came to a similar conclusion31. He concluded that Fuxi in
the mythic tradition embodies the divine creator, who contributed to the separation of the cosmic chaos and to the creation of all ten thousand creatures,
while in the philosophical world he (Fuxi) became the conceptual notion of the
original cosmic principle, which originates from the cosmic chaos and primordial qi. He identified Fuxi with Taiji 太极 (The Supreme Extreme), who embodies
a kind of primeval state of a formless chaos, from which everything else derives.
The mythical cosmogony thus transforms into the following abstract image,
recorded in the book of Zhouyi:
"是故易有太极，是生兩仪, 兩仪生四像, 四像生八卦." 32
(Therefore inside the change there is taiji, it gives birth to two relations, two relations give birth to four images, four images give birth to eight trigrams.)

Taiji gives birth to two relations, symbolizing the two poles of yin and yang.
As for the philosophical perception, they are yin and yang, while in the mythological perspective they are Fuxi and Nüwa, who are the cosmologic representatives of both forces. The two relations further give birth to four images, Fuxi
and Nüwa give birth to four sons, who started to represent the four seasons.
Four images give birth to eight trigrams, symbolizing eight natural phenomena
or forces (heaven, earth, thunder, wind, water, fire, mountain and lake). The
harmonic operation of all eight natural forces, manifested in the wane and
30
31
32

See also: Feng Shi, 13–50.
Wang Jian, "Mythological Study of Fuxi's Eight Trigram": 10–14.
Zhouyi, 82.
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growth of the yin and yang forces, enables the existence of all other creatures. On the contrary, the four sons concerning the principle of the two forces
intertwining, contribute to the separation of heaven and earth, to designing
the heaven and its circulation, and thus consequently to the cultivation of all
ten thousand things.
A comparative method of the philosophical and mythological-literary
sources has revealed a gradual transformation of mythological images into
more abstract ideas of natural philosophy. Therefore we can confirm that Fuxi
and Nüwa, a common motif in the grave art, represent the concretization of
the abstract cosmic forces of yang and yin. This is further supported by the fact
that Fuxi and Nüwa often appear together with the sun and the moon, which
likewise indicate and present the forces of yang and yin33.

Conclusion
If we return to the question of the two creatures with a human body and snake's
tail holding the sun and the moon in their hands, – could they or could they not
be defined as Fuxi and Nüwa –, it is precisely their role in the mythological-philosophical tradition that contributes to the affirmative answer.
And finally to conclude this paper I would like to present another interesting fact, noticed in the iconographic scheme of the Han tombs' murals. The
male image – Fuxi is usually linked with the sun. Together they create the principle of yang. Nüwa, on the other hand, is a female divinity, usually linked with
the moon. They represent the principle of yin. In the above mentioned Luoyang
beijiao shiyouzhan tomb, the iconography composition is just the opposite. The
male image is depicted together with the moon and the female image together
with the sun (Figs. 3 and 4). We have already demonstrated that the images do
not depict the mothers of the sun and the moon. How should we than explicate the male next to the moon and the female next to the sun?! As He Xilin
said34, one of possible explanations is offered by the literary records, attributing
Nüwa the capability of 70 transformations in one day35. If so, the male image
next to the moon could be interpreted as Nüwa, but how can be explained the
depiction of Fuxi with female characteristics?! It would also be possible for the
artisan to have made a mistake, however, this assumption very soon disappears
as a similar design appears in the Yanshi Xin cun 偃师辛村 tomb from the period

33

34
35

For more details see: Nataša Vampelj Suhadolnik, "The Symbolic Role of the Sun and the Moon in the
Grave Paintings of the Han Dynasty", Studia historica Slovenica 8, No. 1 (2008): 21–36.
He Xilin, Gumu danqing, 63.
Huainanzi, 1186.
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of Wang Mang 王莽 (9–25). In this tomb the male image is likewise portrayed
next to the moon and the female next to the sun. Therefore, it could not be a
minor artisan's mistake, but he deliberately depicted Fuxi with the moon and
Nüwa with the sun, and thus tinged the interlacement of two forces with an
even stronger interlacement conception36. Fuxi, the deity of the great yang,
combines with the spirit and vital essence of the great yin and vice versa. Nüwa,
the deity of the great yin, intertwines with the vital essence of the great yang.
The quotation from the Huainanzi itself emphasizes the depiction of that kind,
as it clearly talks about a mutual interweaving of yin and yang, which in their
own essence always embrace a little bit of the opposite pole.
"天地以设, 分而为阴阳. 阳生於阴, 阴生於阳. 阴阳相錯."37
(When Heaven and Earth were founded, they divided into yin and yang. Yang is
born from yin, yin is born from yang, yin and yang mutually interlace.)

Suchlike mutual exchange not only puts a great stress on the permanent
intertwining of the two forces, but simultaneously symbolizes the equilibration
and the harmony of the whole universe.
With regard to the appropriate location within the tomb murals, Fuxi and
Nüwa (together with the sun and the moon) embody the forces of yin and
yang, and thus greatly contribute to the perpetual creation of the harmonic
relations inside the cosmic visualization, where the deceased's soul reaches its
eternity. Therefore images with human head and dragon-snake body, holding
the sun and the moon in their hands, represent Fuxi and Nüwa, while the way
they are depicted, the location of their motifs and the ancient literary tradition
clearly reflect their symbolical role of yin and yang.

36
37

For more details see He Xilin, Gumu danqing, 63.
Huainanzi, "Chapter 3", 282.
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Nataša Vampelj Suhadolnik
INTERPRETACIJA DVEH BITIJ S SONCEM IN LUNO
V GROBNEM SLIKARSTVU DINASTIJE HAN

POVZETEK
V grobni umetnosti dinastije Han (206 p. n. š.–220 n. š.) sta na stropu ali na
zgornjem delu predelne stene večkrat prikazani dve bitji s človeško glavo in
kačje-zmajevim telesom, ki v rokah držita sonce in luno ali tesarjev kotnik in
šestilo. Kdo sta ti dve podobi in kakšna je njuna vloga v grobnem slikarstvu je
osrednja problematike pričujočega prispevka.
Podobi sta pritegnili pozornost številnih strokovnjakov, ki so ju poskušali
interpretirati iz najrazličnejših zornih kotov ter prikazati posamezne ideološke
in simbolne tendence grobne poslikave. Medtem ko so ju nekateri identificirali
za Xihe in Changxi (Mati sonc in Mati lun), so ju ostali upoštevajoč literarno tradicijo in ostale materialne dokaze identificirali za Fuxija in Nüwo, dva največja
kozmogonična božanstva v kitajski tradiciji.
Odkrivanje kakršnihkoli oblikovnih, socioloških ali simbolnih podob v
ikonografski kozmpozicijski shemi ostaja fragmentarno vse dokler podobe
ostajajo interpretirane na individualni ravni, saj ne ponujajo celovitega in globljega vpogleda v celotno ikonografsko zasnovo in s tem v originalni zgodovinski pomen. Posamezen motiv slikovnega materiala je bil vedno postavljen
v jukstapozicijo z ostalimi motivi, ki so ustvarjali logično podobo dekorativnih
teženj. Tako je potrebno posamezne motive interpretirati v skladu s celotno slikovno shemo, pri tem pa je odločilnega pomena tudi sama lokacijska umeščenost in s tem povezovanje arhitekturnih delov s slikarsko zasnovo. Seveda je pri
tovrstnih študijah potrebno upoštevati tudi posamezne faktorje, ki prispevajo
k različnosti posameznih grobnih zasnov ter paziti, da ne bi zapadli pod vpliv
prevelike posploševalne težnje. Pričujoči članek, čigar raziskovalni material
predstavlja celotno slikovno gradivo grobne umetnosti dinastije Han, z različnimi interdisciplinarnimi pristopi na osnovi celostne grobne podobe ter takratne literarne tradicije ponovno interpretira obe podobi in prikaže njuno simbolno vlogo v podobi dveh kozmičnih sil yin in yang. Kajti šele njuna vloga, ki
jo igrata v stvarstvu kozmičnega prostora in človeškega rodu, lahko dokončno
potrdi upodobitev Fuxija in Nüwe, in šele tovrstna upodobitev v grobni umetnosti lahko dokončno prispeva h konkretni vizualizaciji zapisane kozmične
podobe, v kateri relevantno mesto zasedata prav Fuxi in Nüwa.
Da Fuxi in Nüwa utelešata kozmični sili yang in yin, jasno prikaže komparativna metoda filozofskih in mitološko-literarnih virov. Primerjava svilene-
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ga rokopisa iz Obdobja vojskujočih se držav (475–221 p. n. š.) s posameznimi
odlomki iz Huainanzija prikaže postopno transformacijo mitoloških podob v
bolj abstraktne pojme naravne filozofije, s čimer lahko potrdimo, da sta v grobni umetnosti pogosto upodobljena Fuxi in Nüwa konkretizacija abstraktne
kozmične sile yang in sile yin. Ti s svojim stalnim prepletanjem prispevata k
nenehnemu stvarstvu harmoničnega odnosa znotraj kozmične vizualizacije, v
kateri svojo večnost doseže pokojnikovo duša.
Podobi s človeško glavo in kačjim telesom, ki v rokah držita sonce in luno,
sta torej Fuxi in Nüwa, način upodobitve, pozicijska umeščenost in literarni viri
pa jasno odražajo njuno simbolno vlogo yina in yanga.
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Austrian court chamber was the seizure of the seigneury and other estates from
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March 1671, and the finishing point for judicium delegatum was the selling of
the seigneury to Ignac Marija count Attems on 17 April 1686. This was a time of
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and the manager of the seigneury were always very busy. They had to rearrange
the administration of the confiscated estates, solve the case of 14 seized serfs
by baron Gaisruck due to the unsettled debts from the previous owner, placate
the dissatisfied peasants, and resolve disagreements between the owners of the
neighbouring seigneuries. Another important event was the witch hunt process
in 1672, which took place in the provincial court of Podčetrtek.
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The aristocratic family of Tattenbach started influencing the history of the seigneury of Podčetrtek in the year 1527, when nobleman Ivan Tattenbach became the seigneury's manager. The young man was very resourceful and soon he
was able to obtain the estate in pledge, i.e. a form of indirect ownership. The
permanent and hereditary ownership was granted to his grandson Ivan Krištof
baron Tattenbach in the year 1612, when he purchased the estate from the diocese of Gurk. The last owner from this family was a well known anti-Habsburg
plotter Ivan Erazem count Reinstein and Tattenbach. The unsuccessful revolt in
1670 had devastating consequences for him and his family. Erazem was beheaded in the assembly room of the town hall in Graz, all of his estates were confiscated, and his only son Anton was sent to a monastery.
The last time Ivan Erazem visited Podčetrtek was in the first half of March
in 1670. When the 39-year-old Erazem was leaving Maribor for Graz on 21
March, he could not have known that he was leaving his Lower Styrian estates
forever. After the arrest the following day, he spent the rest of his life in a prison
cell on Schloβberg, and in Graz, in a small and guarded room in the town hall.
The seigneury's manager Jurij Gornik was not aware of his employer's destiny
until he was visited by the Inner Austrian court chamber councillors Janez
Franc count Dietrichstein and Janez Gašper count Kellersperg on 23 March,
together with count Sahier and his Jacques-Gerard dragoons, who confiscated
the seigneury on behalf of the emperor. They were not responsible for making
an inventory of the movables, however they did seal the chests and cellars, and
they took the money, silverware and useful documents to Graz.1
All of Tattenbach's Styrian estates, i.e. the seigneuries of Podčetrtek, Štatenberg, Rače and Konjice with the incorporated estates of Trebnik and Gojka, and
a house in Graz, were on the day of his arrest officially confiscated and given
to the administration of the Inner Austrian court chamber, and the manager
was councillor Žiga Schoffman baron Hemerles. He soon started composing
an inventory and put the valuables into the office of the Inner Austrian court
chamber cashier. Schoffman and his escort, as well as the assistant Janez Jernej
Gigler arrived in Podčetrtek on 27 March 1670. They ordered a register of the
unsettled serfs' obligations from the year 1665 onwards, and then they walked
around the castle with Gornik and prepared an inventory of all the valuables,
movables and cattle. Due to the threats imposed by another anti-Habsburg
plotter count Zrinski and his soldiers, Schoffman and his assistant did not have
time to prepare a concise list, as instructed by the court chamber. They therefore had to return and compose a more detailed inventory, with the help of

1

Dejan Zadravec, "Plemiška družina Tattenbach in njihove posesti na Štajerskem", Podravina 7, št. 14
(2008): 60–61 (hereinafter: Zadravec, "Plemiška družina Tattenbach").
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Ivan Erazem count
Reinstein and Tattenbach
and
his
decapitation,
gravure, 17th century
(StLA, Sammlungen,
Porträtsammlung,
Graf Johannes Erasmus Tattenbach)

Gornik. They stopped in Podčetrtek on 24 June.2
The inventory of confiscated estates and lists of income for the last ten
months arrived in Vienna at the beginning of March 1671, and they came as an
unpleasant surprise for the court. No one could believe that there was so little
in terms of property and income. For this reason, on 17 April the emperor ordered the Inner Austrian court chamber procurator to go back to the confiscated
seigneuries with his adjunct and check the data. The procurator Dr. Zeiller and
the adjunct Dr. Magerle set off on 25 May. In the seigneury of Podčetrtek they

2

Ibidem, 62–63.
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Front page of Schoffman's inventory of movables from Podčetrtek castle dated 28 March 1670 (ÖStA,
FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Landsberg, karton 41, sign L-8, Inventory of the seigneury
of Podčetrtek, dated 28. 3. 1670, folio 1)

checked all the land registers, church registers and wine registers, and changed
them in a way to show the correct income. They compared the two inventories
composed in 1670, and realised that the second inventory contained movables
which were not listed in the first one. Furthermore, they discovered that there
were a lot of items in the castle which were not listed and they included them
in their specification. They also inquired about the income from corn, wine and
money for the year 1670, as well as the number and sort of complaints against
the manager Gornik and regent Schoffman, the amount of Tattenbach's debt to
individual persons, the amount of serf debt, whether there was any wine that
was not listed in the inventory, how much money the managers had at the time
of Tattenbach's arrest, and how much money had been collected since then
from court fees. After the arrival they composed a detailed list and gave it to the
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Inner Austrian court chamber, as well as to the emperor.3

***
The following year was certainly one of the most demanding for the manager
of the seigneury of Podčetrtek. He had to pay back 14 serfs, there was a witch-hunt against a peasant Jakob Novak, and he also had to resolve the complaints
from the serfs against the seigneury's manager, Ivan Jurij Gornik.
The right that Žiga Ludvik baron Gaisruck had to seize the property of
some serfs, came from a more than 10 year old debt pertaining to the seigneury
of Podčetrtek, which was proven with a receipt, issued by the office of the main
Provincial cashier on 14 July 1655.4 On this day baron Gaisruck made a deposit of half the amount of annual tax for the aforementioned seigneury, which
amounted to 426 florins.5 The seigneury was at that time in the hands of Gotfrid Viljem count Reinstein and Tattenbach. In the next three years, when he
was still the owner, he did not pay back Gaisruck's debt. For this reason the
debt was transferred to the new owner Ivan Erazem on 1 March 1658 with the
purchase of the seigneury. However, Erazem too showed no interest in settling
the debt, even though he was reminded and encouraged to do so by the baron.6 For this reason in 1668 the baron decided to settle the debt through the
court. He complained to the executive committee of the Estates. The president
and other members came to a decision on 11 May 1668 and issued a decree,
which obliged the provincial seizer in the Celje quarter Krištof Müller to seize
as many serfs of the seigneury of Podčetrtek, including their landed property
and yearly tributes,7 as it corresponded with the amount of the unsettled debts.
The seizure was carried out on 11 June 1668.8 Gaisruck's property therefore

3

4

5
6

7

8

Österreichische Staatsarchiv Wien/Vienna (ÖStA), Finanz- und Hofkammerarchiv (FHKA),
Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/2, Report of the
Inner Austrian court chamber, concerning the supervision of the seized seigneuries, dated 25. August
1672, folios 1–6.
Steiermärkische Landesarchiv Graz (StLA), Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Settlement between
the seigneury of Podčetrtek and count Gaisruck, concerning the seized serfs, dated around 1683, folio
1 (hereinafter: Settlement between the seigneury of Podčetrtek and count Gaisruck).
Ibidem, folio 1.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Complaint of the manager of the seigneury of Podčetrtek,
concerning the seized serfs, dated around 1676, folio 1 (hereinafter: Complaint of the manager of the
seigneury of Podčetrtek).
"/…/ vndterthannen vnnd gülten mit deren völligen vrbars diensten, recht vnd gerehtigkheiten, nichtes hieuon des geringisten außgenomben /…/" (StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/5, The seizure
of the 14 serfs of the seigneury of Podčetrtek, dated 11. June 1668, folio 1; hereinafter: The seizure of
14 serfs).
Ibidem, folio 1.
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increased by 14 serfs, six from Vršna vas and eight from Brunka vas.9 These villages were, according to the seigneury's manager Ivan Jurij Gornik, "die besten
landtspergischen 2 dörfer".10 The aforementioned serfs were tenants on 11 ½
farms, which alone contributed 24 ½ florins in money obligations, whereas
their natural yearly tributes were 46 bailers (39.36 l) of wheat, 50 ½ bailers of
oats, and five bailers of millet, seven capons, four chickens, ten eggs, 60 hanks
of yarn and nine bundles of straw.11
The exact time of the seizure was not determined, which gave Gaisruck
the right to own the serfs until the debt was settled. If debt was not settled, the
serfs could stay on his property for an unlimited period of time. The seizure was
implemented in a specific way, since the seizer Müller did not have any land
registers from Podčetrtek. On 11 June 1668 he came to both of the villages,
where he chose the serfs. Because he did not have land registers, which would
prove serfs' obligations, it was of course difficult to choose suitable serfs, whose
obligations would cover the debt. As a result, a mistake was made.12
After four years of enjoying the income from seized properties, the president and other members of the executive committee of the Estates received a
note with enclosed proof that Žiga Ludvik had been given more than he had
been entitled to. On 3 February 1672 the Provincial accountant calculated that
the annual contributions of the seized serfs amounted to 26 nominal pounds and five schillings,13 which was not in accordance with the rules of seizure.
According to these rules, he was entitled to five times the amount of debt,14
which amounted to 21 nominal pounds and 2 2/5 schillings or also 21 ½ nominal pounds.15 Without his own fault he was therefore having an unjustified
benefit in income from 5 1/8 nominal pounds, whereas the ordinary taxes were
paid by the seigneury. In this way he collected approximately 171 florins just
in serfs' money contributions and different taxes in only four years.16 However,
the arbiters decided what should be done with this money. The aforementio9
10

11

12
13

14

15

16

Ibidem, folios 1-1'.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/5, Ivan Gornik's letter to Volk Krištof noble Fuernberg, dated
12. June 1668, folio 1.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Extract from Podčetrtek's land register, concerning the
seized serfs, folios 1-2'.
The seizure of 14 serfs, folios 1-1'.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Extract from land register, concerning the yearly contributions of the seized serfs of the seigneury of Podčetrtek, dated 18. December 1671, folio 1.
"/…/ vnnd weillen dem herrn grafen an statt des competierendt doppelten, gar der 5 fache genuß
gelassen werden muß, /…/" (Settlement between the seigneury of Podčetrtek and count Gaisruck,
folio 2).
The reason, why count Gaisruck was allowed to additionally possess a property in the value of one
and a half nominal schillig, is unknown.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, The amount of ordinary and extra taxes paid for the property in the value of 5 1/8 nominal pounds for the years 1668–1671, dated 5. Februar 1672, folios 1-1'.
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ned amount needed to be repaid to the Inner Austrian court chamber as soon
as possible. Count Gaisruck did not agree with this decision and he wanted to
verify the claim in the accounting office of the Estates. The manager of the seigneury of Podčetrtek Ivan Jurij Gornik complied with his requirement. Even
more, he alone expressed willingness to set a date for the meeting of both parties in the aforementioned accounting office.17 Although the outcome of this
meeting is not known, the sources show that count Gaisruck did not return the
demanded money obligations.

***
At the beginning of 1672 there was a witch hunt in the provincial court of
Podčetrtek. It was led by a provincial judge, Pavel Schatz, and it was against
a 60-year-old peasant Jakob Križan, who was accused of witchcraft. He knew
how to make different potions, tie long necklaces which would encourage or
hinder pregnancy, and so on. When he performed magic on a young couple,
he was visited by numerous patients from different places. The reason for the
court trial was an accusation that at his wedding he made the mayor's son incapable of having children. He was tortured in order to confess. The torture was
horrifying, it broke all the regulations, and it drove Križan to attempt to commit suicide. However, he was prevented from doing so. The torture left Križan
with psychological scars, he could hardly speak and he often had hallucinations of the devil sitting next to him. However, the torturing proved successful.
Jakob confessed to having performed witchcraft with the help of vine, urine,
rings, old nails, herbs and thread used to castrate a cockerel. He also cured certain diseases, such as gout, back pain and pins and needles. If he wanted to perform magic, he had to deny God, the Holy Trinity, the Virgin Mary, angels and
saints, the earth, leaves and grass, sand in water and the sea. The duration of
magic depended on the number of knots which he made on the thread for
days or weeks. Besides the aforementioned magic equipment he also used spells, which he had to say several times. When Križan was supposed to be released,
the judge advised the Inner Austrian government to put a burning cross on his
back, which would tell them whether he was really insane or whether he was
just pretending. The outcome of this is not known.18

17

18

StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Gornik's letter, concerning the definition of appointed day,
dated around 1672, folio 1.
Matevž Košir, Marjeta Tratnik Volasko, Čarovnice (Ljubljana, 1995), 206–207; Sašo Radovanovič, "Bog
se usmili uboge grešne duše. Amen":Čarovniški procesi na slovenskem Štajerskem v letih 1546–1746
(Murska Sobota, 1997), 47–48.
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***
In the same year it was also the serfs who started complaining. They complained against the manager Gornik. They directly contacted the Inner Austrian
court chamber and asked them to form a commission which would settle the
dispute between both parties. Such a commission was formed and it consisted
of one member. The task was entrusted to the manager of Tattenbach's estates, Žiga Schoffman. He received clear instructions when he was given this task.
He had to question both parties and solve the problem to eliminate any future
complaints from the serfs. He also had to write a report for the court chamber.19
Schoffman soon after that went to the seigneury where he summoned all the
serfs. Most of them came, the only ones absent being those from Rodne. When
they were asked what they had against the manager, they replied that they did
not know anything about the complaints. The baron soon realised that the
complaints from the serfs were not entirely true. It was not all the serfs who had
complained, but only the ones from Rodne.20 Only a few serfs therefore wanted
to create an impression that all of them were dissatisfied, in order to make their
complaints seem more serious and to achieve a serious reaction. Knowing this,
Schoffman started to deal with complaints differently. He summoned all the
serfs from Rodne, but they did not come. It took a few calls and threats before
the mayor and two serfs came. They brought a small corn barrel with them.
They explained that they always used to pay their corn contributions in that
barrel, but now they had to do it in a bigger one. Furthermore, they complained
about a high money tribute and ordinary and extra taxes.21 It seems that by then
they had found out about Tattenbach's written confession, which he composed soon after his conviction. Ivan Erazem confessed that after he had become
the owner of the estates he imposed annual contributions and taxes on the
serfs that were too high, and he asked the emperor to lower them.22 The serfs
also told Schoffman that they had sent their representatives to the emperor to

19

20
21
22

ÖStA, FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/1,
The report of the Inner Austrian court chamber to emperor Leopold I., concerning the complaints
of the Podčetrtek's serfs against the manager Gornik, dated 23. December 1672, folio 1 (hereinafter: The report of the Inner Austrian court chamber, dated 23. December 1672); ÖStA, FHKA,
Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/1, The letter of
the emperor Leopold I. to Inner Austrian Privy Council and court chamber, concerning the creation
of impartial court between Podčetrtek's serfs and manager Gornik, dated 11. February 1673, folio 1
(hereinafter: The letter of the emperor Leopold I., dated 11. February 1673).
The report of the Inner Austrian court chamber, dated 23. December 1672, folio 1'.
The report of the Inner Austrian court chamber, dated 23. December 1672, folio 2'.
"Verrers bekhenne ich ofentlich, zu eponerierung meiner conscienz, daß ich von anfang meines
haußweeßens an, von meinen vnderthanen jarlichen ein mehrers steuern, /…/, eingenomben" (ÖStA,
FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/1, Copy of
Tattenbach's declaration, concerning his creditors and other things, dated 12. January 1672, folio 2).
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lower the taxes and sign off any other debts. They also decided not to settle any
debts until the emperor issued a resolution.23
After the questioning the commissioner wrote a report for the court chamber. He thought that the complaints were unjustified.24 The councillors read the
report and agreed that the serfs from Rodne still had to pay their obligations
because otherwise this could lead to other serfs refusing to pay. They also agreed that this affair should be settled as soon as possible because it could lead to a
peasants' revolt. On 23 November Schoffman was asked to arrest the leader and
imprison him, as well as form the independent court which would deal with
the complaints from the serfs. He performed his tasks successfully.
On 23 December 1672 the councillors of the Inner Austrian court chamber
sent the emperor a comprehensive report about the events and at the same
time they asked him if they could deal with the serfs' representatives instead of
him.25 The reply from Vienna arrived a month and a half later. The serfs from
Rodne once again lied to Schoffman. None of the representatives showed up
and nothing was delivered either.26 The verdict from the independent court
was not to the serfs' liking. However, the verdict was not at that time declared
publicly. According to the court chamber and the emperor, Schoffman had to
discuss the verdict with the Inner Austrian government and the court chamber,
and send their opinion to the Inner Austrian Privy Council to consider it. After
that it was possible to declare it publicly and implement it.27

***
The sum of the unsettled ordinary and extra state taxes from Tattenbach's estates amounted to 60,000 florins by the beginning of 1673. Due to the emperor's
active preparation for the war with France, which had spread to the Palatinate shortly before that, and his need for additional money, the Styrian Estates
ceded the debts from the mentioned estates to him. The Inner Austrian court
chamber and the Privy Council were sent an order for the selling of one of
Tattenbach's estates.28 For this purpose, at the beginning of the year 1673 the

23
24
25
26
27
28

The report of the Inner Austrian court chamber, dated 23. December 1672, folios 2-2'.
The letter of the emperor Leopold I., dated 11. February 1673, folio 1'.
The report of the Inner Austrian court chamber, dated 23. December 1672, folio 3.
The letter of the emperor Leopold I., dated 11. February 1673, folio 1'.
Ibidem, folios 1'-2; The report of the Inner Austrian court chamber, dated 23. December 1672, folio 3.
ÖStA, FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/2,
The letter of emperor Leopold I. to Inner Austrian Privy Council and court chamber, concerning the
auction of the Tattenbach's second best property, dated 17. May 1673, folio 1 (hereinafter: The letter
of emperor Leopold I., dated 17. May 1673).
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estimates were provided for them. The estimate was based on the cost of the
dominical property, the contributions and the seigneury's rights. The seigneury
of Podčetrtek was estimated to be worth 89,574 florins and 47 ½ kreutzers, and
it ranked as being the second most valuable of all of his properties. The most
valuable one was the seigneury of Štatenberg, which was estimated to be worth
103,351 florins and 47 ½ kreutzers.29 Štatenberg and Podčetrtek were followed
by the seigneury of Konjice, which was estimated to be worth 67,980 florins
and 15 kreutzers,30 the seigneury of Rače at 65,068 florins,31 the seigneury of
Trebnik at 26,880 florins32 and the court of Gojka, estimated at 7,118 florins.33
However, these estimates were not valid for a long time. Due to the changes
which were introduced, the estimates for some parts of the dominical property
and the contributions were different, and as a result a new report was made in
the same year. The new estimate reduced the value of the seigneury of Podčetrtek by 2,027 florins and 38 ½ kreutzers. The final estimate therefore amounted
to 87,547 florins and 9 kreutzers.
The estimate provided the information about the seigneury of Podčetrtek
being the second most valuable of all the Tattenbach's estates. The aforementioned Land Sovereign's offices in Graz did not inform the emperor about the
value of the seigneury and did not start the selling process, and were therefore
sent a reminder by Leopold I. on 17 May 1673 from Laxenburg. He demanded
the property be sold to the highest bidder (plus offerenti) and the transfer of
money be made to Laxenburg.34 As a result, a resolution about the selling of the
seigneury was soon published. It was noticed by Gotfrid Viljem count Reinstein
and Tattenbach. He was of the opinion that he was still entitled to the property
according to iure domini,35 so he asked the Emperor to stop the selling of the
property until the commission had reached a conclusion about it. His wish was

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

ÖStA, HHStA, Hungarica, 321/A, Valuation of the seigneury of Štatenberg 1673, folio 10'.
ÖStA, HHStA, Hungarica, 321/A, Valuation of the seigneury of Konjice 1673, folio 8'.
ÖStA, HHStA, Hungarica, 321/A, Valuation of the seigneury of Rače 1673, folio 9.
ÖStA, HHStA, Hungarica, 321/A, Valuation of the estate Trebnik1673, folio 10.
ÖStA, HHStA, Hungarica, 321/A, Valuation of the court Gojka 1673, folio 5.
The letter of emperor Leopold I., dated 17. May 1673, folio 1.
Gotfrid's right of ownership over the seigneury of Podčetrtek was based on a solid evidence. Because
his brother Ivan Erazem had not paid the purchase money for the seigneury in time, the latter and his
wife two years later obligated themselves to pawn him the aforementioned estate until the payment
"des lezten taller vnnd pfennings" (StLA, Archiv Attems, 241/1551, Obligation of Ivan Erazem count
Reinstein and Tattenbach to his brother Gotfrid Viljem, concerning the purchase money for the seigneury of Podčetrtek, dated 1. March 1658, folios 1'-2). Ivan Erazem never paid the whole purchase
money to his brother, therefore the seigneury was from 1658 onward de facto in the (semi)possession
of Gotfrid Viljem.
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granted.36 The decision made by the commission was not favourable for Gotfrid Viljem, however he did not stop at this. Further attempts to sell the property were stopped by the emperor again on 12 January 167537 and later again on 7
October. The count said that the selling of the property would harm his claims
made on behalf of Tattenbach at judicium delegatum. At that time some conclusions were still not publicly known, despite the fact they reached these conclusions in August 1674. Gotfrid's claims were big. On the basis of his father's
testament, he claimed the seigneury of Konjice for himself, together with the
incorporated estates of Trebnik and Gojka and two houses (both houses were
exempt from paying town taxes) in Celje and Maribor. But that was not all. He
also demanded the seigneury of Podčetrtek on the basis of ownership. Namely,
although he had sold the seigneury to his brother Ivan Erazem already in 1656
for merely 18,000 florins, the latter never paid him. The emperor interceded for
the count and demanded the publication of the resolution of the aforementioned agency and the implementation of the count's claims.38
In 1675 Žiga Schoffman renounced the managing of Tattenbach's confiscated estates. The accounting office of the Inner Austrian court chamber offered to manage the administration at no additional cost. The councillors of the
court chamber were sceptical at first, but in the end they agreed to it.39 Anton
Canduzzi was appointed the administrator of the confiscated estates. His first
tour of inspection took place on 11 October 1675. On the second day he arrived in Rače in the morning, and the following day he went to Štatenberg, after
inspecting the mill at Polskava. There he spent the night and early the next
morning he set off towards Podčetrtek, where he arrived at one o'clock in the
afternoon.40 He began working after lunch. In addition to this being his first
visit, he also had to resolve a number of complaints against the manager Gornik.
The trial of 1672 did not stop the complaints against the manager Gornik
and his way of managing the seigneury. Three years later the situation escalated.
36
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ÖStA, FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/2,
The letter of emperor Leopold I. to Inner Austrian Privy Council, concerning the request of Gotfrid
Viljem count Reinstein and Tattenbach, dated 27. June 1673, folios. 1-1'.
ÖStA, FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/2,
The letter of emperor Leopold I. to Inner Austrian Privy Council, concerning the request of Gotfrid
Viljem count Reinstein and Tattenbach, dated 12. January 1675, folio 1.
ÖStA, FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/2,
The letter of emperor Leopold I. to Inner Austrian Privy Council, concerning the request of Gotfrid
Viljem count Reinstein and Tattenbach, dated 7. 10. 1675, folios 1-1'.
ÖStA, FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/2,
The letter of emperor Leopold I., concerning the management of Tattenbach's seized properties,
dated December 1675, folios 1-1'.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/8, The list of expenses of Canduzzi's inspection of seized
Tattenbach's properties, dated end of year 1675, folio 1.
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The serfs did not obey his orders and refused to pay corn contributions and do
compulsory labour.41 The Inner Austrian court chamber had to react to this.
To calm the situation, Gornik was removed from his position in the first half
of 1675. The chamber formed a commission to resolve peasants' complaints,
although this commission was not sent to the seigneury for a few months due
to the death of the president of the court chamber. The new administrator was
entrusted with the task.42 He questioned the manager Gornik first and investigated all the complaints filed against him. The number of such complaints was
fairly high. He received 213 written complaints and the same number of oral
complaints. The peasants from Podčetrtek filed these complaints themselves,
and peasants from other seigneuries filed complaints through their owners or
the representatives of these seigneuries. There were two instances of such complaints, namely from Pavel Adamajer nobleman Meyrberg, and a widow Judita
baroness Reising, born Zehendtner.
Baroness Reising, who among other things owned the seigneury of Strmol,
filed a complaint because Gornik took a load of salt from one of her serfs and
she demanded just dealings.43
Meyrberg represented the seigneury of Vitanje as the current inspector of this
seigneury. In 1667, Gornik took a property from a serf from Vitanje called Gregor
Zajc, and sold it to a hunter. The nobleman demanded the property be returned
to his serf.44 Furthermore, he demanded that the seigneury of Podčetrtek settle the
obligations from that property for the previous 17 years, from 1659 to 1675. The
property was part of Graslov's institution, which was part of the seigneury of Vitanje.45
Gornik was unfair towards the women as well. Jera, who was Cvelferjev's
daughter, complained in the year 1670 of caused injustice. The seigneury's
doorkeeper took a horse off her on behalf of Gornik, and the horse was used
by a writer Gašper Wudischon for one of his journeys. She asked them to find
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StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Instructions to Podčetrtek's serfs, dated 15. October 1675,
folio 1.
Ibidem, folio 1; ÖStA, FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/2, Report of the Inner Austrian court chamber to Leopold I., concerning the quarrel between Podčetrtek's serfs and the manager Gornik, dated 29. 11. 1675, folio 1 (Report of the
Inner Austrian court chamber, dated 29. November 1675); ÖStA, FHKA, Innerösterreichische
Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/2, Letter of the emperor Leopold I.
to Inner Austrian court chamber, concerning quarrel between Podčetrtek's serfs and the manager
Gornik, dated 22. December 1675, folio 1 (hereinafter: Letter of the emperor Leopold I., dated. 22.
December 1675).
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, The complaint of Judita baroness Reising against the former
manager of the seigneury of Podčetrtek, dated 27. October 1675, folio 1.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, The complaint of Pavle Adamajer noble Meyerberg against
the former manager of the seigneury of Podčetrtek, dated 21. October 1675, folio 1.
Ibidem, folios 1-1'.
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Podčetrtek Castle at the end of the 17 century (Georg Matthaeus Vischer, Topographia Ducatus Stiriae
1681, Nachdruck (Graz, 1975) 2. Band, Nr. 485)

another horse, as hers had never been shod or ridden, but they did not listen to
her.46 The writer rode her horse to Celje, and from Celje to Konjice and other
places. When he was riding the horse back home, the horse died near a dairy
farm beneath the castle. Jera went to the castle at Easter looking for justice and
demanding a payment for her horse, however she did not get anything. In her
request she asked the commissioner Canduzzi if she could get compensation
for her horse. She supported her claim and the injustice that had happened by
saying that she could have earned a lot of money with her horse.47
A widow named Eva Drobnič also described Jurij Gornik as a very cruel man.
According to her, a few years before Gornik had accused her husband's brother
of theft and sent him to prison for more than a year without any evidence of him
being the thief.48 The costs for prison had to be settled by his brother, Eva's husband Jurij, and Gornik forced him to pay the costs. He also took from them, in just
one year, 110 buckets of wine, and then another 40. Soon after that Jurij died and
left a vineyard and a field to his wife Eva and their seven children. However, the

46

47
48

"/…/ gebeten, weillen selbe rdo feldin niemals geriten worden auch nicht beschlagen ware,
zuuerschone(n) vnnd ein andere zu suechen, aber mein bith ganz khein stadt gefundte(n)." (StLA,
Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/5, The complaint of Jera, Cvelfer's daughter, against the former
manager of the seigneury of Podčetrtek, dated October 1675, folio 1).
Ibidem, folio 1.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, The complaint of Eva Drobnič against the manager of the
seigneury of Podčetrtek, dated October 1675, folio 1.
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wife and children did not benefit from these, because Gornik sold both of them.
He kept the 27 crowns that he got for them, claiming that not all prison costs
had been settled. Furthermore, he wanted to sell another property that belonged
to the widow because he wanted some more money. She gave him the 5 florins
that he demanded. When Gornik found out that the widow was suing him, his
reaction was not in the least appropriate. He said to Eva that he regretted not
selling the other property that she owned.49 Eva expected to get her 150 buckets
of wine back, as well as the sold property. In her opinion, the manager's doings were unjustified because the theft was never proven, and she thought it was
unfair that her husband had to pay for his brother's affairs.50 Despite the fact that
Eva described the story of the second property and the five florins as though they
were connected with the prison costs, this was not the case. In addition to not
claiming the money back, she explained the selling of the property and the five
florins at the very end of the suit, as a kind of footnote. It seems that the mother
of seven felt obliged to explain it in more detail in case Gornik tried to impugn a
judgement. This affair was not connected with her brother-in-law's prison costs.
After her husband's death, Eva Drobnič became involved with her farm worker
and gave birth to an illegitimate child. She paid for her sin by giving the priest
five and a half florins, and she also gave some money to Gornik,51 probably as
payment for court fees. Her complaint was partly successful. The commissioner
Anton Canduzzi studied her complaint and concluded that 27 crowns for the
rest of prison costs was too much and she got 10 crowns back.52
Jurij Glabavs also experienced property problems, however the problem
maker was not Gornik this time, but rather a newly established monastery in
Olimje. Jurij pawned a property in Podčetrtek square for 100 florins to the
Order of Saint Paul the First Hermit on condition it be returned in the same
state it was pawned.53 He went to live on a property in Carniola, which was
inherited by his wife. The Pauline Fathers did not keep to the contract. They
themselves or their tenants pulled down some buildings, and whatever was left
they sold. Jurij asked the commissioner to return the property in the state it was
or he should be paid the amount it was worth before it was pawned, which was
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"als er herr Gornikh nun vernomben d(as) ich ihme clagen wolte hat er mit lachendten mundt vermeldet, es seye ihme layd d(as) er nicht den andere(n) grundt auch verkhauft hat" (Ibidem, folio 1).
Ibidem, folio 1'.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, The complaint of Eva Drobnič against the manager of the
seigneury of Podčetrtek, dated October 1675, folios 1-1'.
11 solutions of complaints of the serfs of the seigneury of Podčetrtek are preserved. They are written
on the reverse of the list of the amount of gunpowder and saltpetre stored in the castle Konjice (StLA,
Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/7, The list of gunpowder and saltpetre, stored in the castle Konjice,
folio 1').
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Jurij Glabavs' complaint against Pauline fathers from Olimje,
dated October 1675, folio 1.
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more than 100 florins.54
Canduzzi did his job with great care. He reached a settlement between the
opposing sides in nearly all the cases.55 He regarded as especially important the
complaints about corn measurements and over-imposed yearly contributions,
which were the complaints dealt with by Žiga Schoffman three years before.
To make sure that complaints about bigger barrels were true, he did an experiment. He placed one barrel in use at that time next to one which had been
used in the past and had been given to him by the serfs. The difference was
noticeable. Three old stricken barrels measured to 2/3 of Graz's barrel less than
the stricken barrels, which were currently in use. He also realised that the serfs
from the Nezbiše office experienced the same injustice, as they had to pay their
contributions in a stricken measure of corn.56
Canduzzi did not pay a lot of attention to serfs' over-imposed yearly contributions. He found out that after Ivan Erazem Tattenbach had become the
owner of the seigneury the entire serfs' yearly money contributions were raised from a good 162 to almost 444 nominal pounds. The commissioner did
not find himself qualified enough to solve the problem of corn measures and
over-imposed money contributions so he left the decision to his superiors. In
a special resumé, which had been enclosed in his report and sent to the Inner
Austrian court chamber, he only expressed his professional findings and indicated possible solutions to settle a dispute. He sided with the serfs in both cases.
He suggested making a new measurement, which would be two cups smaller,
and the serfs' corn arrears be measured on the basis of the new measurement.
He was also in favour of giving the serfs a suitable substitute for already paid
and unjustly increased corn measurements, as well as money obligations.57
The Inner Austrian court chamber agreed with the commissioner's suggestions, however it decided not to implement them. They were afraid of any disagreements that might arise between them and Tattenbach's creditors or potential buyers of the seigneury.58 They informed the emperor about their activities
and their conclusions on 29 November 1675. He did not have any comments
about the commissioner's behaviour or the court chamber.59
He visited the seigneury of Podčetrtek twice more that year. On 10 February 167660 he was disappointed with Andrej Kalin due to his poor management
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Ibidem, folios 1-1'.
Report of the Inner Austrian court chamber, dated 29. November 1675, folio 3'.
Ibidem, folios 1'-2.
Ibidem, folios 2-2'.
Ibidem, folio 2'.
Letter of the emperor Leopold I., dated, 22. December 1675, folio 2.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Receipt of the manager of the seigneury of Podčetrtek
Andrej Kalin to Anton Canduzzi for the paid foxes' pelts, dated 10. February 1676, folio 1.
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and bills which were not issued. A week later he asked his superiors to remove
him from the position of manager. He wanted Kalin removed from any position concerning the administration of the seigneury, however he could stay and
be financed by the seigneury until the official removal from his post, i.e. 7 May
1676, and until he was proven not to have any debts to the seigneury.61 However, this being the time of selling the seigneury's wine, corn and cattle, as well
as working in vineyards and sowing, Canduzzi suggested appointing a temporary manager, who would have to receive the castle keys and the administration from Kalin with no delay. Canduzzi had already chosen his candidate for
this post, a young granary worker and cellarman named Franc Jurij Haißl from
the seigneury of Rače. He probably met him at the seigneury during one of his
inspection visits to the confiscated estates.62
His suggestion was accepted and at the end of February 167663 the temporary manager of the seigneury became the aforementioned Franc Jurij Haißl.
Despite his young age, he was suitable for this post due to his previous similar work done at the seigneury of Rače. Canduzzi was very keen on the young
boy and he thought of him as being responsible, hard working, smart and
enthusiastic about work. Besides all these positive personal characteristics he
had another very important one, which was more than welcome for this post,
namely he was not disliked by the serfs and peasants.64 Haißl did his job very
well, considering the short time he spent at the seigneury of Podčetrtek.

***
Despite the rights stated in the land register, which were implemented in certain areas by the seigneuries, numerous conflicts arose between the owners
of neighbouring seigneuries. The reasons lay in inaccurate descriptions of the
borders of the provincial judiciary courts and neighbouring castles own but
smaller administrative and judiciary territories. A more precise description of
the border was usually provided when a conflict occurred between two owners
of the seigneuries. When the manager of Podčetrtek was Kalin, it was the serf
Štefan Wellas who initiated a more precise description of the border and the
rights of the provincial court in Podčetrtek and judiciary territory of Žusem
61

62
63
64

StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Extract from the Canduzzi's statement, concerning the management of the seigneury of Podčetrtek, dated 18. February 1676, folio 1 (hereinafter: Extract from
the Canduzzi's statement).
Ibidem, folios 1-1'.
StLA, Landesarchiv, Urkundereihe, Urkunde 9. February 1689.
"/…/ auch dennen vndterthonen, souil ich verspuren vnnd abnemben khonnen, nit vnangenemb ist,
/…/" (Extract from the Canduzzi's statement, folio 1').
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castle. When he had slaughtered his cattle, he did not give the ox tongues to
the seigneury of Podčetrtek, despite the fact that he lived in the territory of the
Podčetrtek's provincial court and the seigneury had the right to receive them.
Because he failed to do so, the manager took two oxen from him. The conflict
between the seigneuries arose from the fact that the owner of the seigneury of
Žusem, Dominik baron Reising, thought otherwise. According to him, the aforementioned serf, who lived in the judiciary territory of Žusem castle, was obliged to give the ox tongues to the owner of Žusem. To placate the conflict, baron
Reising ordered his serf not to slaughter any more cattle or send ox tongues to
Podčetrtek castle. He also asked the seigneury of Podčetrtek on 5 January 1676
to return the two seized oxen.65 The outcome of this conflict is not known.
At that same time, there was one more affair that had not been dealt with:
the 14 serfs that had been seized by baron Gaisruck. There were some attempts
to solve it in 1672, however nothing much happened in the following four
years. In the year 1676, the Inner Austrian court chamber ordered the manager Franc Jurij Haißl to solve the problem. He dealt with this differently. The
court chamber did not mind the higher contribution, but was rather bothered
with the fact that Žiga Ludvik received a large income from it. The baron's claim
towards the seigneury of Podčetrtek amounted to only 426 florins and the
interest, but he had gained 2,413 florins from the seized serfs in the previous
eight years. The new way of dealing with the problem was aimed at the payment of obligations towards the baron, which would end the seizure. However,
he was not in favour of this, and the manager of the seigneury of Podčetrtek
had to ask the executive committee of the Estates to abolish the seizure.66 Haißl
was willing to make a deposit of that amount to the chief Provincial cash office,
where the money would stay until the settlement was made, and this way the
seizure would be temporarily stopped.67 However, this attempt was not successful either. Three years later, in November, Gaisbruck earned 3,053 florins68
from the obligations of the seized serfs, which means that in 11 years he earned
8 times the amount of the initial claim.
He was not able to continue with his attempts to delay the settlement. A
new settlement took place sometime after 1682, probably in the following
year. Gaisruck was obliged to pay back 1,291 florins to the seigneury of Podče-
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66
67
68

StLA, Archiv Attems, 241/1556, Attestation of the Dominik baron Reising to the seigneury of
Podčetrtek, dated 5. 1. 1676, folio 1.
Complaint of the manager of the seigneury of Podčetrtek, folio 1'.
Ibidem, folio 1'.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Extract of the serfs' obligations paid to baron Gaisruck
between years 1668–1678, dated 27. November 1679, folio 1.
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trtek69. He seized more estates than he should have in 15 years, and the amount
he earned from them was not justified. Furthermore, he also had to pay 5 %
interest, which amounted to 453 ½ florins70, which means that he owed 1,319
florins, deducting the 426 florins in claims. He had to issue the receipt of the
chief Provincial cashier, proving that he settled all the ordinary and extra taxes
by 1682 for his estate, amounting to 21 ½ nominal pounds, and he also had to
return all the seized serfs.71 The newly appointed count did not agree with the
settlement. In his opinion, the amount of money which he received was not
correct. According to his calculations, he received only 63 florins unjustly, since
the serfs owed him more than 685 florins.72 The outcome of the settlement is
not known due to insufficient evidence; however Žiga Ludvik had the seized
serfs from Podčetrtek throughout the year 1684.73
The Inner Austrian court chamber did not like managing the confiscated
estates and it constantly had problems with it. In the beginning of November
1675 they asked to be removed from the managing position, and suggested
this position be appointed to the emperor, the court chamber from Vienna, or
judicium delegatum. Their wish was granted, and at the beginning of October
1676 the manager became judicium delegatum.74 The latter, which consisted
of five members of the arbitration court, was formed at the end of 1671 by the
emperor and the Inner Austrian Privy Council. It consisted of two councillors
of the Inner Austrian government and the court chamber, and its president
was the vice president of the Inner Austrian Privy Council. Its main task was to
check the justification of the claims of Tattenbach's creditors and reach a verdict.75 After the administration of the confiscated estates was given to judicium
delegatum, the way of managing the estates did not change a lot. The manager
became Peter Lukrecij de Apostolis. Only three days after the appointment he
visited the estates. On 13 October 1676 he arrived in Rače, where he was met
by someone from the Inner Austrian court chamber, probably Canduzzi, and
handed over the estates to him. A few days later he arrived at the seigneury of
Podčetrtek. He had already obtained a report of all the money that was taken
from Podčetrtek to the accounting office of the Inner Austrian court chamber.
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StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/6, Height of ordinary and extra taxes on three nominal pounds,
concerning the years 1668–1682, folio. 1.
Ibidem, fol. 1.
Settlement between the seigneury of Podčetrtek and count Gaisruck, folio 2'.
StLA, Hofkammer, Sachabteilung, 137/5, Further proceedings between count Gaisruck and
Tattenbach's creditors, dated 10. January 1684, folio 1.
StLA, Landschaftliches Archiv, Antiquum VI., EB, Nr. 35, 26. April 1694.
Zadravec, "Plemiška družina Tattenbach": 68.
ÖStA, FHKA, Innerösterreichische Herrschaftsakten, Grafen von Tattenbach, karton 76, sign T-3/1,
Inner Austrian Privy Council's letter to emperor Leopold I., concerning the Abele report, dated 2.
December 1671, folios 1-1'.
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Between the years 1670 and 1675, 21,700 florins were given to the accounting
office. He was also interested in the serfs' debts, the stocks of wine and corn,
meat products, and the number of dominical cattle. He ordered a report concerning this. He soon realised that the debt was fairly high. Since the seizure, it
amounted to 6,816 florins, 879 bailers of wheat, 263 bailers of millet, 1,214 bailers of oats and buckwheat, 229 buckets of wine, 748 capons, 326 chickens, 861
eggs, 8 ¼ pounds of flax, 814 ½ hanks of yarn, 368 flat cakes, 14 pounds of wax,
10 pounds of tallow, 205 metallic rods and vineyard poles, 11 pig shoulders and
sausages, and 12 rabbits.76
While managing the confiscated estates, judicium delegatum also resolved
the claims from Tatenbach's creditors. It finished in May 1679 and they also
published their conclusions. 494 creditors were entitled to Tattenbach's legacy, the amounts being between one and 62,000 florins. They started receiving
the first payments shortly after. First they used what remained of Tattenbach's
money and movables, which were saved in the court chamber and judicium
delegatum, and after they had been used, they started selling his properties.
In the year 1680, they auctioned the seigneury of Konjice with the estate of
Trebnik and the court Gojka. There were no interested buyers for the property, and two years later Janez Krištof and Oton Friderik, both counts Reinstein
and Tattenbach, bought it for 72,000 florins. In 1683 the seigneury of Rače was
auctioned. It was bought by the cashier at the court chamber Boštjan Haydt pl.
Haydtegg.77
The estimates were done for the seigneuries of Podčetrtek and Štatenberg
before August 1684. The seigneury of Podčetrtek was valued as being worth
slightly less than it had been 11 years before; it was estimated to 86,592 florins.
Despite this lower estimate, judicium delegatum thought that the estimate was
too high and did not reflect the current condition of the seigneury. It decided
to ask the emperor to do the estimate again. The second estimate was done by
four authorised valuers, led by Peter Lukrecij de Apostolis. Apostolis and the
other three did not find it necessary to do the estimate in loco. It was done on
the seigneury of Štatenberg between 11 and 13 October 1684. They had all the
necessary data there. However, seven mistakes were made while calculating the
estimate and the final amount came to 77,358 florins and 25 kreutzers78, which
was 1 % less than the correct amount of 78,172 florins and 7 ½ kreutzers.
The members of judicium delegatum realised even before the estimates
were done that the claims from Tattenbach's creditors exceeded the value of
his legacy and therefore all the creditors could not be paid off. They were for76
77
78

Zadravec, "Plemiška družina Tattenbach": 68.
Ibidem, 68–69.
Ibidem, 69.
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ced to compose a list of priority creditors, who would receive money from the
other two seigneuries. On 13 December 1684 they issued a decree stating that
the emperor and some other priority creditors were entitled to receive money
from the seigneury of Podčetrtek, its movables and serfs' debts. The total sum
of the claims from the creditors amounted to 96,820 florins. However, since
only the estimate for the seigneury was provided at that time, and the values of
movables and serfs' debts were not yet known, all the creditors did not have a
firm guarantee that they would get their money. They were assured they would
get money from the seigneury of Štatenberg if the value of the seigneury of Podčetrtek was too low.79 A few months later Ignac Marija count Attems showed
interest in purchasing the seigneury of Podčetrtek. He was a 32-year-old councillor of the Inner Austrian court chamber.

Dejan Zadravec
(NE)VSAKDANJE DOGODIVŠČINE NA GOSPOSTVU PODČETRTEK
MED LETOMA 1670 IN 1686

POVZETEK
Sodelovanje lastnika gospostva Podčetrtek Ivana Erazma grofa Reinstein in
Tattenbach v neuspeli protihabsburški zaroti je privedlo do tega, da je gospostvo cesar 22. marca 1670 vključno z ostalimi grofovimi posestmi zaplenil in
predal v upravo notranjeavstrijski dvorni komori. Slednja se z upravo posesti
ni neposredno ukvarjala, ampak je za to določila posebnega upravitelja, seveda
iz svojih vrst. Na ta položaj je bil že na dan Tattenbachove aretacije postavljen
Žiga Schoffman baron Hemerles, ki je z rednimi obhodi in navodilom upra-
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Ibidem, 69–70.
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viteljem skrbel za kolikor toliko nemoteno delovanje gospostev. Podčetrtškemu gospostvu sta v času njegove administracije ustaljen vsakdanjik zmedlo
kar nekaj večjih dogodkov. Najprej so se začeli poskusi vnovične pridobitve
14 podložnikov, ki jih je zarubil baron Gaisruck zaradi nepovrnjenih terjatev
še prejšnjega lastnika gospostva, v letu 1672 je tukaj potekal (čarovniški) proces proti kmetu Jakobu Novaku, obtoženemu čarovniškega zdravilstva, nato
pa so se začeli podložniki močno pritoževati nad upraviteljem Ivanom Jurijem
Gornikom. Ker njihove pritožbe niso naletele na plodna tla, njihovo nezadovoljstvo ni zamrlo. Zopet so se proti Gorniku uprli leta 1675. Tokrat so šli še
dlje. Med drugim so prenehali plačevati žitne dajatve in hoditi na tlako, kar je v
strahu pred morebitnim kmečkim uporom notranjeavstrijsko dvorno komoro
primoralo, da je odstavila Gornika s položaja upravitelja in imenovala komisijo,
ki je ponovno preverila podložniške pritožbe. Tako kot prvič je tudi tokrat za
edinega komisarja imenovala kar administratorja zaplenjenih posesti. Adjunkt
knjigovodskega urada dvorne komore Anton Canduzzi, ki je nekaj mesecev
pred tem na tem položaju zamenjal Schoffmana, je večino pritožb uspešno rešil.
Oktobra 1676 je upravo nad zaplenjenimi posestmi na željo omenjene komore
prevzel drug organ. Prešla je v roke judicium delegatum oz. neke vrste petčlanskega sveta, ki je bil konec leta 1671 ustanovljen za preverjanje upravičenosti zahtev Tattenbachovih upnikov. Ta organ je obdržal bolj ali manj isti način
uprave, kot je bil prej, in je na mesto upravitelja nastavil sekvestra dr. Petra
Lukrecija de Apostollisa. S svojo poglavitno dejavnostjo je judicium delegatum
zaključil maja 1679. Po njegovih ugotovitvah je bilo do Tattenbachove zapuščine upravičenih skoraj petsto fizičnih in pravnih oseb v višini od enega pa
do 62.000 gld. Za njihovo poplačilo so prišle v poštev vse dragotine in denar,
ki so se še nahajali v blagajni notranjeavstrijske dvorne komore in pri judicium
delegatum, ter zasežene posesti. Ko sta po letu 1683 od celotne zapuščine ostali
le še gospostvi Podčetrtek in Štatenberg, terjatve preostalih upnikov pa so bile
višje od njunih vrednosti, je bil sestavljen seznam prioritetnih upnikov. Tisti na
začetku so lahko imeli precejšnje upanje, da bodo iztržili svoje terjatve, ostali
pa le majhno.
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Introduction
The Ljubljana Franciscans were mentioned for the first time in 1242, but they
were unable to survive the protestant challenge in 1569.1 Later they returned
to Ljubljana but after the death of the Emperor Josef II. Gabriel Gruber's best
student Jožef Marija Šemerl rearranged former Franciscan monastery to serve
the purposed Lyceum. After the earthquake Ljubljana got the market place
there. In the mean while the baroque monastery and now Franciscan church of
Mary's insurrection standed still, even if Mary had to give up the square's name
to Franc Prešeren in 1949. Between the years 1646 and 1660 the church was
erected for the Augustinians on behalf of the Baron Konrad Ruessenstein from
the Upper Carniola castle Strmol. The front walls were finished in 1700, and
half of a century later Francesco Robba made the main altar. The Emperor Josef
II suppressed the Ljubljana Augustinians in 1784 and somewhat later gave their
monastery and church to their Franciscan neighbors from the opposite side of
Ljubljanica River. The Barons Ruessensteins did not care much for the change
and still took care for the church and therefore gave the important alchemical
manuscripts to the new monastery owners, the Franciscans.2

Škerpin’s Books
Žiga Škerpin was the main renovator of the Franciscan library which was in his
times on the other side of the Ljubljanica River. He became the provincial of
Croatian-Carniolan province between the years 1732–1735 and 1745–1748.
He was also the court's secret advisor,3 and acting general definitor of all Franciscans. During his numerous travels through the foreign metropolis including
Italy and Spain he collected books for Ljubljana Franciscan Library established
in 1233.4 Between the years 1733–1746 Škerpin brought to Ljubljana no less
than 1668 titles in 2627 volumes. In this article we will deal mostly with the
mathematical-technical part of his contributions to Ljubljana Franciscan Library.
1

2

3
4

Stanislav Bahor, "Samostanske knjižnice na Dolenjskem. Frančiškani in knjižnica frančiškanskega
samostana v Novem mestu", Rast 66, No. 3–4 (2005): 387–409, here 396, 397, 398.
Alexis baron Ruessenstein, Drittes Buch / von denen zusammen getragenen Schriften des Herren Alexij
Baron von Ruessenstein ((1)694) (Signature of Ljubljana Franciscan Library (hereinafter: FSLJ), signature 29 F 54 (hereinafter: Ruessenstein, Drittes Buch). Copy on 234 pages; Alexis baron Ruessenstein,
Drittes Buech / von denen zusammen getragenen Schriften des Herren Alexij Baron von Ruessenstein
(von Salzburg) ((1)694) (FSLJ-29 F 56). Original on 513 pages.
Franjo Emanuel Hoško, Franjevačke visoke škole u kontinentalnoj Hrvatskoj (Zagreb, 2002), 313.
Maks Miklavčič, "Skerpin (Škrpin) Žiga", in: Slovenski biografski leksikon (hereinafter: SBL) : Knjiga 3
Raab– Švikaršič, ed. Franc Ksaver Lukman (Ljubljana, 1960–1971), 329.
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The second page of the index of the copy of alchemistic manuscript of Alexis Baron Ruessenstein's,
the son of Konrad Baron Ruessenstein from the castle Strmol (Ruessenstein, Drittes Buch ((1)694), 236
(FSLJ-29 F 54) (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran Špelič, OFM))

Alexis baron Ruessenstein about the Quicksilver in his original handwriting Ljubljana Franciscan Library
(Ruessenstein, Drittes Buch ((1)694), 93 (FSLJ-29 F 56) (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran Špelič, OFM))
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The later additional piece of written paper added in Škerpin's comments on the first Aristotle's book
of physics discussing next to last 6th question about accidents (Škerpin, Commentaria in Aristotelis
Stagyritae octo libros Physicorum (1714), 405–406 (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran Špelič, OFM))

The last page of index of Škerpin's comment on the second Aristotle's book of physics (Škerpin,
Commentaria in Aristotelis Stagyritae octo libros Physicorum (1718), 431 (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran
Špelič, OFM))
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In 1744/45 Škerpin also rebound books which he inherited from his precedents in Ljubljana Franciscan Library, although that act is valued differently by
modern researchers of Ljubljana Franciscan Library because older covers and
some marginalia were lost in the process. It is believed that Škerpin got many of
his new leather-bound beauties almost for free during his frequent travels through Italy and Spain, because he just knew how to behave in the learned European societies. He brought so many new items to Ljubljana that he had to rebuild
the new library facilities in the Franciscan Monastery on today's Vodnik Square in Ljubljana. It is sorry to say that those Škerpin's accomplishments did not
benefit much his Franciscan descendants because Škerpin's Franciscan monastery was rebuilt to serve the purposes of Lyceum soon after Škerpin's death.
Žiga Škerpin did not only considerably extend the wealth of Franciscan
Library, but on the Trsat above the Croatian Rijeka and in Klanjec he also
accomplished the textbook on Aristotle's physics with the descriptions of the
modern achievements of his era. His work is today preserved in Ljubljana Franciscan Library.5

Škerpin’s Acquisitions in the Area of Mathematical Sciences
Škerpin acquired the posthumously published textbook of the Franciscan Claudio Frassen who had distinguished between the common and philosophical
vacuum in the spirit of his times. He believed in the real existence of the vacuum
together with Gassendi in spite of the criticism of Descartes or Rohault. Frassen
listed the relevant experiments which checked up the behavior of vacuum. He
was interested in the supposed air outside our atmosphere and tried to solve
the main problem of the vacuum technique of his times, namely the possibilities for the flight of the angels through empty space. He described the experiments with mercury, probably the one form Idria in Carniola, and became very
interested in Boyle's air pump. Frassen tried to press the air and most of all he
liked to conserve the fruits, flowers, meat, and similar devices in vacuum which
he considered to have almost divine properties.6 Many of his contemporaries

5

6

Žiga Škerpin, Commentaria in Aristotelis Stagyritae octo libros Physicorum. Manuscript. The first book
(448 pages) (1714) (FSLJ-6 d 4), and the second book (431 pages) (Trsat, 1718) (FSLJ-6 d 57) (hereinafter: Škerpin, Commentaria in Aristotelis Stagyritae octo libros Physicorum).
Claudio Frassen, José Maria Ribeiro da Fonseca, Philosophiae academicae (Tolosae: Guillelmo
Ludovico Colomer, 1686); Reprint: Philosophiae academicae, 1 logicam et metaphysicam completens
2 primam et secundam partes physicae impertarium completens 3 tertiam partem physicam completens 4 moralem scientiam completens… recens in lucem edita correctior & enendatior /…/ Josephi
Mariae ab Ebora /…/ (Romae: Rocchi Bernabe, 1726), 2: 274, 327, 328, 334, 335, 336, 342, 343, 344
(FSLJ-13 c 28) (hereinafter: Frassen, Fonseca, Philosophiae academicae).
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Copernicus' system in Frassen's philosophy textbook of the Ljubljana Franciscan Library (Frassen,
Fonseca, Philosophiae academicae (1686), 466 (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran Špelič, OFM))

The main title page of Frassen's work kept in Ljubljana Franciscan Library with the exlibris of Ludvik
Gallenfels (* 1662; OFMobs; † 22. 2. 1728 Kamnik), who happened to be the provincial of BosnianCroatian Franciscan province (1702–1704), and the lecturer in Ljubljana main Franciscan schools after
the year 1693 (Frassen, Fonseca, Philosophiae academicae (1686), 466 (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran
Špelič, OFM))
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The title page of the
second
somewhat
shortened edition of
Frassen's work without astronomy paragraphs which Škerpin
acquired for the
Ljubljana Franciscan
Library in spite of
the fact that he
already owned forty
years earlier edition
(Frassen,
Fonseca,
Philosophiae
academicae (1726) (The
courtesy of Dr. Prof.
Miran Špelič, OFM))

shared his opinion believing that Aristotle reasonably proved the impossibility
of vacuum but the omnipotent God had the abilities to create it anyway.
Škerpin used two comments of Aristotle's books of metaphysics and physics of Franciscans Bartolomeo Mastri and Bonaventura Belluti. They accomplished their 2nd addition in 1644 with a little help of the Archbishop of Ravenna
Cardinal Luigi Capponi who employed Mastri as his private theologian in 1642.
Mastri and Belluti tried to measure the relations between the empty vacant spaces and matter in the universe. Their main questions were still the possibilities
of translation in vacuum. It's a pity that they did not bother to learn about the
barometer which Evangelista Torricelli described for the first time in his letter
to the young future Cardinal Michelangelo Ricci dated on June 13, 1644, in the
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The title page of posthumous edition of
the Mastri and Belluti
philosophy beginning with the logics
(Mastri de Meldula,
Belluti
Catanensi,
Physicorum (1708), 1:
369 (The courtesy of
Dr. Prof. Miran Špelič,
OFM))

same year when Mastri and Belluti published their 2nd edition.7
Škerpin also bought his contemporaries' physics, among them the modernized peripatetic physics of the Franciscan Josef Anton Ferrari from Monza.
7

Barthol Mastri de Meldula, Bonaventura Belluti Catanensi, Disputationes in Aristotelis Stagirtae libros
Physicorum: quibus ad adversantibus tùm veterum tùm recentiorum iaculis Scoti philosophia vindicatur (Venetiis: Marco Ginammi, 1644, 2nd edition), 5: 888 (paragraph 12. 1.), 898 (paragraph 12. 1.),
901 (paragraph 12. 1.) (FSLJ-10 b 1); Barthol Mastri, Bonaventura Belluti, Philosophiae ad mntem Scoti
cursus intiger (Venetiis: Niccolo Pezzana, 1708, (1st edition 1678), bookplate: Conventum Labacensis
29 June 1725), 332–338 (FSLJ-18 a 5) (hereinafter: Mastri de Meldula, Belluti Catanensi, Physicorum).
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The index with questions about vacuum and the beginning of discussion on Aristotle's physics in Scot's
sense in Ljubljana Franciscan library (Mastri de Meldula, Belluti Catanensi, Physicorum (1708), 2: 1 (The
courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran Špelič, OFM)).

Ferrari pictured many barometers and also drew strong youngsters who tried to
weight the vacuum. He was also interested in the newly invented steam engines
which slowly penetrated from industrially more advanced England into European coast. He did not forget to show the famous Magdeburg vacuum experiment
with horses performed in Regensburg. The inventor Otto Guericke gave considerable credit to the Ljubljana prince Janez Vajkard Auersperg who attended the
Regensburg diet as the prime minister of the Habsburg Emperor in 1654. Exactly
a century later, Ferrari asked himself about the vacuum and answered according
to Gassendi, Boyle, and the famous Newton. Ferrari had a hard time to figure out
if the vacuum could conserve itself. He resolved that fundamental question with
Torricelli's atomism although he also cited his Cartesian critiques. The main protagonist of atoms was certainly a Roman Lucretius and Ferrari supported him by
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Astronomer
with
the telescope, three
possible
systems
of the world, and
Descartes' vortices in
the Cosmic Vacuum
according to Ferrari
of Monza in the
library of his fellow
Ljubljana Franciscans
(Ferrari da Monza,
Philosophia peripatetica (1754), 3: table
of figures No. 5 (The
courtesy of Dr. Prof.
Miran Špelič, OFM))

experimenting with Magdeburg vacuum halfspheres.8
In 1744 Škerpin bound many Franciscan books in the new covers, among
them the Scot's philosophy of Madrid Franciscan Lecturer of Theology Joanes Meriner. The Ljubljana Franciscan Lecturer, provincial, and later Bishop in
Istria Pavao Budimir previously kept the item in his rooms. Meriner opposed

8

Giuseppe Antonio Ferrari da Monza, Philosophia peripatetica: adversus veteres, et recentiores praeserum philosophos firmioribus propugnata rationibus Joannus Dunsii Scoti subtilium principis /…/ Tomus
secundus. In quo prior physicae pars, hoc est physica generalis explicatur / Tomus tertius. Secundam,
& tertiam physicae partem exponens (Venettis: Thoma Bettinelli, 1754, 2nd edition), 2: 332, 334, 335–
336, 338–343 (FSLJ-2 i 10–12) (hereinafter: Ferrari da Monza, Philosophia peripatetica).
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The title page of
the second part of
Meriner's philosophical curse once belonging to Marc Brenn
and Pavao Budimir
(Budnović) in Ljubljana
Franciscan
Library (Merinero,
Commentariorun in
octo libros Aristotelis
de Physico auditu
(1659) (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran
Špelič, OFM))

vacuum as the strict follower of Aristotle. For him, and he was not alone at all,
the vacuum was in opposition with nature because the bodies were not able
to take any move in vacuum as Franciscan Scot stated many centuries ago. The
main Meriner's question was the possibility of progression in the empty space.
Is the translation there momentous or it takes considerable time anyway?9
Ljubljana Franciscans also acquired Johann Michael Conradi's optics which

9

Joan Merinero, Commentariorun in octo libros Aristotelis de Physico auditu /.../ juxta Subtilis doctoris
Duns Scoti mentem /.../ (Madriti: Matheum Fernandez typographo Regium, 1659), 3: 154, 157–158,
167, 171 (FSLJ-2 g 21–25) (hereinafter: Merinero, Commentariorun in octo libros Aristotelis de Physico
auditu).
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The vision of objects
and the lighter which
Conradi used as his
predecessor of modern endoscope in the
Ljubljana Franciscan
Library
(Conradi,
Der dreyfach geartete
Sehe-Strahl (1690),
table of figures 18
(The courtesy of Dr.
Prof. Miran Špelič,
OFM))

marked the beginning of endoscopy, the optical examination of the inner hollow organs of the human body. Conradi was a castellan in Bavarian Coburg
and his work was approved by the Philosophical faculty of the Jena University.
Conradi dedicated his work to the duke of Saxony Anton Ulrich. According to
the statement on the back cover before the Ljubljana Franciscans the previous
owner of Conradi's book was Anton Dr. Benedikt zu Lockerberger in 1737.10

Ljubljana Franciscan Manuscripts on Mathematical Sciences
Ljubljana had a long decades history of main Franciscan theological school,

10

Johann Michael Conradi, Der dreyfach geartete Sehe-Strahl, in einer kurtzen doch deutlichen
Anweisung zur Optica oder Sehe-Kunst (Coburg: Johann Fridrih Regelein, 1690) (FSLJ-18 c 6) (hereinafter: Conradi, Der dreyfach geartete Sehe-Strahl).
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The simple geometrical optics for
Conradi's endoscope
in
the
Ljubljana
Franciscan Library
(Conradi, Der dreyfach geartete SeheStrahl (1690), table of
figures 2 (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran
Špelič, OFM))

therefore its professors has also to prepare their philosophical lectures including physics almost each year. Most of their individual work remained in manuscripts which are still kept in the Ljubljana Franciscan Library.
In those days students liked to use their professor's manuscripts for the preparation of their examination. During the 18th century the professors mostly
did not mail their lectures to students as the attachments to emails, they even
did not use copying machines. It sounds nearly untrue past but the students
preferred to use their professor's manuscripts and the most beautiful of them
was accomplished by the Bavarian Teofil Zinsmeister who later between 1803
and 1816 lectured on mathematics and Greek Language in Higher Studies of
Novo Mesto.
For his Ljubljana and later Novo Mesto lectures Zinsmeister produced 169
pages manuscript of experimental physics (physica particularis) and afterwards also 173 pages of theoretical physics (physica generalis) although the
reverse order was far more common. He also wrote an interesting manuscript
on theology.
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The signature and title page of Zinsmeister's theological manuscript in Ljubljana Franciscan Library
(Zinsmeister, Tractatus ex Physica (1799), 1 (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran Špelič, OFM))

Zinsmeister put beautiful pictures random in his text. He began his manuscript with a paragraph on the nature of the simple fire (de natura ignis elementaris) and discussed the penetration of light through glass, crystals, or air. That
kind of introductory lectures seems somewhat extraordinary, but Zinsmeister
also discussed fire the in continuation of his manuscript. He pictured the Florentine thermometer, and also noted contributions of Cornelis Drebell, Daniel
Fahrnheit, and Réaumur.
Zinsmeister devoted comparatively short space of 14 pages in twelve paragraphs to the electricity without drawing any figures. This seems somewhat
confusing because it was just the era before Volta's breaking-through discovery
and the electricity studies were extremely popular in Zinsmeister's times. Zinsmeister took some interests in the electrical rubbing machine called machina electrica. He described the electricity of fire. Considering the electricity in
glass and in metals he trusted Benjamin Franklin and his quadrant. It seems
that Zinsmeister accomplished some electrical experiments in nature, but he
did not picture them. He discussed the lighting rod under the German name
Wetterableiter. He mostly cited the publications of his fellow Bavarian Xaveri-
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Zinsmeister's lifespan noted as 11th in
the list of Ljubljana
Franciscan Monastery.
Please note the cross
left of Zinsmeister's
note declaring that
he had already passed
away
(Tyrocinium
seraphicum...
in
duas divisus partes./
Quarum prior noviter
idutorum / Posterb
veró solemniter Professorum / Seriem
continent (Ljubljana
Franciscan
Diary
1658/1660–1828),
159 (FSLJ, the courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran
Špelič, OFM))

us Epp about the magnetism of electricity, and also the Hungarian Jesuit Paul
Mako's opinion about the electricity of Earth.11 Epp and Mako were extremely
popular in those days Ljubljana. Jurij Vega bound Mako's book about lighting
rods with his final examination questions in Ljubljana in 1775 and Balthasar
Hacquet criticized Mako's hypotheses of thunderbolt causing the mine fires.
In 1773 Franz Xaver Epp published the booklet for his Munich students and
Žiga Zois bought the item for his Ljubljana Library. Epp divided 146 pages of his
book into 111 paragraphs about the artificial and natural electricity and added
the philosophical and metaphysical examination theses.12

11

12

Theophil Zinsmeister, Tractatus ex Physica, Manuscript (1799), 1: 3, 19–21, 61, 67, 71–72 (FSLJ-1 d
48) (hereinafter: Zinsmeister, Tractatus ex Physica).
Balthasar Hacquet, "Abhandlungen über die brennende Schwaden der Berggruben", in: Wiener Allerley,
Eine Monatsschrift, ed. Chr. Gottlob Klem (Vienna, 1773), 261–282, here 266–267; Franc Xaver Epp,
Problemata Electrica (Vienna); Reprint: Franc Xaver Epp, Problemata Electrica publicae disputatione
proposita a P. Franc Xav. Epp S.J. in electorali Lyceo Monacensi Professore Physices p.o. Defentibus
Benedicto Knilling, Josepho Hall, Joseph Widman (Monaci: Joannis Nep. Friz, 1773), Pars I (146 pages),
Pars II (83 pages): fig. 3, 120 (fig. 13), 136, 137 (fig. 14). National and University Library Ljubljana
(signature 8558) acquired the book from the library of the deceased Žiga Zois (Archive of Republic
Slovenia, AS 1052, Žiga Zois' special accomplishment, Jernej Kopitar's catalogue on unbound papers,
item No. 23).
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Zinsmeister's
figure of the barometer
(Zinsmeister,
Tractatus ex Physica
(1799), 1: 77 (The
courtesy of Dr. Prof.
Miran Špelič, OFM))

Zinsmeister developed his description of air from Pierre Bouguer's Peruvian discovery of the changing pressure of atmosphere depending on geographical longitude. Zinsmeister cited Guericke and Boyle's vacuum experiments
with whole page description of metal cylinders and recipients. During one
of his later ridings of his own manuscript Zinsmeister added the note about
the accomplishment of the Dutch Christiaan Huygens, French Jean-Antoine
Nollet, and Jakob Leupold. Zinsmeister drew useful sketches of barometer,13
but did not present any figures of air pumps even if they were very popular

13

Zinsmeister, Tractatus ex Physica, 1: 73–74, 76, 77 (fig. 25), 78 (fig. 25 (sic!)).
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Zinsmeister's figure
of the Bošković's
force (Zinsmeister,
Tractatus ex Physica
(1799), 2: 23 (The
courtesy of Dr. Prof.
Miran Špelič, OFM))

in those days. Besides the siphon he added the separate paragraph about the
Magdeburg vacuum half-balls according to the Ingolstadt professor of physics
(1772–1781) Mathias Gabler's theory of force (De vis corporum) which was
not strictly Bošković's although Gabler highly praised Bošković's optics.14 On
the same pages Zinsmeister discussed earthquakes, winds, and sound.
Zinsmeister devoted most of his 173 pages theoretical (general) physics to
the repulsive forces. He described the fine mater of Gassendi and Nollet as the
cause of cohesion. In the margin he drew the famous Bošković's curve. Because
Zinsmeister signed his manuscript in 1799 it is oblivious that Bošković's ex-

14

Zinsmeister, Tractatus ex Physica, 2: 31–32, 1: 83–86; Mathias Gabler, Abhandlung von den Kräften
der Körper (Ingolstadt: Lutzenberger, 1776), 44, 49–50, 199, 216, 221; Mathias Gabler, Naturlehre
(Munich: Joseph Alois Eratz), 295, 336, 383, 439, 460 (hereinafter: Gabler, Naturlehre).
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-Jesuit physics stayed influent for a long time after the death of that famous
Croatian and Bošković's philosophy was still the fundamental idea in the Franciscan schools even if Franciscans were never in excellent relations with the
Jesuits. The fact proves again that the statements of Ugo Baldini about the quick
abandonment of Bošković's ideas after his death is true just for South Italy and
Bošković's physics was widely used in Habsburg monarchy several generations
after Bošković passed away. Zinsmeister supported Bošković's opinions with
later marginal footnotes and he was extremely interested in the behavior of
Bošković's force on minimal distances between the bodies.15
Zinsmeister liked the pioneer of the Bavarian lighting rods Maximus von
Imhof who was probably Zinsmeister's teacher after Imhof replaced Epp as the
full professor of physics, mathematics, and economy in Munich Lyceum after
the year 1790. It is very likely that Zinsmeister himself brought the textbook of
his Bavarian compatriot Imhof to the Novo Mesto Franciscan Library. Imhof
was among the rare authors whom Zinsmeister cited in his manuscript, although just in the later additions in the margins of his manuscript. Zinsmeister
admired Imhof's explanation of the impenetrability of matter which caused
the light reflection. Imhof certainly discussed vacuum experiments considering
the attractive and repulsive forces,16 but he did not cite Bošković's works.
Zinsmeister described the matter according to the Dutch Pieter van Musschenbroek whose measurements he used. Zinsmeister described in details the
central forces which cause the circular orbits. In the third part of his theoretical physics he put in the limelight the problems of static and mechanics of the
translation. He concluded his theoretical physics with the chemical discussions
on crystallization and fermentation.17
Zinsmeister cited the Jesuit Horvat's (Horváth's) physical textbook which
already in 1771 belonged to the Franciscan Library of Sveta Gora above Gorica,18
where Valentin Vodnik used it soon after he ended his school years in Ljubljana in 1781. In 1786, the Emperor Josef II suppressed the Sveta Gora monastery and Horvat's and other books were transported to Ljubljana Franciscan
Library where Zinsmeister had read them. The Croatian Ivan Horvat was one of
the most important supporters of Bošković's ideas in the University of Trnava
15

16

17

18

Zinsmeister, Tractatus ex Physica, 2: 14, 16 (figure 1), 20, 23 (fig. 2), 28, 29 (fig. 3); Ugo Baldini, "The
Reception of a Theory : A provisional Syllabus of Boscovich Literature, 1746–1800", in: The Jesuits II.
Cultures, Sciences, and the Arts 1540–1773, ed. John W. O'Malley, Gauvin Alexander Bailey, Steven J.
Harris, T. Frank Kennedy (Toronto–Buffalo–London, 2006), 404–450.
Maximus Imhof, Institutiones physicae (Monachii: Lentner, 1798), 24, 36, 174 (Franciscan Library of
Novo Mesto).
Zinsmeister, Tractatus ex Physica, 2: 24, 36, 39 (fig. 4), 43, 68, 71, 111, 147, 152–153 (fig. 34–38),
155–156, 159, 167, 169; Gabler, Naturlehre, 353, 647, 635, 640.
Zinsmeister, Tractatus ex Physica, 1: p. 169; Joannis Baptistae Horváth, Instutiones Physicae Particularis
(Tyrnavia, 1770), 477 (FSLJ-21 f 9).
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Aurelius Anžlovar's
(Anshlovar) exlibris in
Horvat's logics in the
Ljubljana Franciscan
Library
(Horváth,
Institutiones Logicae
(1771) (FSLJ-6 d 38)
(The courtesy of Dr.
Prof. Miran Špelič,
OFM))

which was moved to Pest in 1777, and seven years later to Buda. The Ljubljana
Franciscans bound Horvat's textbooks into the hard vellum whose whiteness
later darkened because it was widely used. One of the frequent users of Horvat's books in the Ljubljana Franciscan Library was Zinsmeister's colleague Ivo
Bonelli who taught in Innsbruck but eventually died on duty in Ljubljana taking care of injured soldiers in the eve of the Illyrian provinces.
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Hieber's sketch of
his
experiments
with fluids (Hieber,
Philosophia Corporum
seu Physica (1797), 66
(The courtesy of Dr.
Prof. Miran Špelič,
OFM))

Hieber
Zinsmeister and other Ljubljana Franciscans widely used the manuscript textbook of Zinsmeister's older colleague, the lecturer of philosophy Kastul Hieber. The manuscript was copied in the monastery Cham (Camb), secularized
in 1802 in East Bavaria 50 km Northeast of Regensburg. Hieber published his
early theological works with Rupert Prößl in Munich in 1785–1787. Hieber
published his philosophical works in Pedemontium (Fußberg Castle of Benedictine abbey of Andrech as local centre in Gauting southwest of Munich) until
the new century. His last theological books saw appeared in Bavarian towns of
Regensburg, Landshut and Ingolstadt where he died as lector and guardian in
Central Convent No. 1. Hieber's students accomplished two manuscripts which
Zinsmeister himself or one of his colleagues brought to Ljubljana. The older
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The title page of
Hieber's physics in the
Ljubljana Franciscan
Library (Hieber, Philosophia Corporum seu
Physica (1797), 1 (The
courtesy of Dr. Prof.
Miran Špelič, OFM))

Hieber's manuscript (August) discussed philosophy, mathematics, and some
contemporary astronomy of the Uranus' satellites and comets.19
In the other manuscript Hieber discussed physics and added some unfinished geometrical definitions in the very end. In his discussion of the philosophy
of bodies or theoretical general physics he described the force in the terms of
Newton and Bošković. He filled his Universe with vacuum and accomplished
some experiments on porosity of matter. In his experimental or particular
physics Hieber described the heat as the effect of small particles translation
according to one of the prevailing opinions of his times. In the case of light he

19

Kastul Hieber, Theses Philosophicae ex logicae, Metaphysicae et Mathesi pura quas in conventu studiis Cambensi P.P Fraciscanorum publica disputatione exponit P. Castulus Hieber Philosophiae lector
ord. Defendas… P. D. Gaisberger ((Pedemontium), August 11, 1796) 4: 7 (FSLJ-1 d 50). 2 nd edition
(Pedemontium, 1797) Defendas… J. Solleder. Both printed books in Bayerische StaatsBibliothekDiss.681,7 and 681,6.
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The title page of Hieber's Philosophy with logic, metaphysics and mathematics. Added is unbound small
paper with Hieber's or other Franciscan's calculations (Hieber, Philosophicae, Logicae, Metaphysicae…
(1796), 1 (The courtesy of Dr. Prof. Miran Špelič, OFM))

was unable to decide between the Newton's particles or L. Euler's undulation
theory. Hieber calculated the height of the atmosphere and the weight of air to
refuse the Cartesian anti-vacuum theory with the description of air pumps and
barometers.20

Conclusion
As the young Franciscan in Trsat and Klanjec in today's Croatia, Žiga Škerpin
learned to love mathematical and technical sciences. He soon became the Franciscan leader with many administrative tasks, and therefore he was unable to

20

Kastul Hieber, Philosophia Corporum seu Physica : Pars I generalis ex variis / Novissimis Autoribus
con gesta ac Systemate ordinata pro annis Praelectionibus P. Castuli Hieber (227 pages) / Notiones
et Definitiones ex Geometria (5 unfinished pages separatly paged) (1797), 5, 7–8, 146, 159, 201–205
(FSLJ-15 b 65).
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fulfill his mathematical-technical fashions. Anyway, he used his youthful knowledge for the expert acquisitions of contemporaneous and older literature for
the Ljubljana Franciscan library to enable the scientific research of the future
Franciscan generations. Just in this way his fellow Franciscans of Novo Mesto
were able to accomplish the public lectures on lower lever in 1746 with some
mathematics included and even the internal Franciscan lectures on mathematics and physics on the higher level of Novo Mesto philosophical studies after
the year 1762. Te central schools of Ljubljana equally needed god library which
Škerpin made use of. Škerpin's book collection enabled Franciscans to become
excellent lecturers on mathematical and technical subjects. As Ljubljana Jesuits a century earlier after the opening of their higher philosophical studies in
November 4, 1704, also the Franciscans had to relay on the foreign imported
teachers to begin their newly established schools. The Bavarian Franciscans
Hieber and Zinsmeister completely fulfilled the task in the end of 18th century.

***
Ljubljana Franciscan Library in many aspects preserved the feeling of old times
reading in today Slovenian lands although after the reforms of Emperor Josef II it
was moved across the Ljubljanica River in the monastery of recently suppressed
Augustinians. The Franciscans gathered together their library for long centuries
but only their leader Žiga Škerpin acquired enough books to enable the successful
teaching of the early new sciences. He acquired an extraordinary great amount of
the contemporary and older philosophical literature for the Ljubljana Franciscan
Library in the times when the philosophical literature also contained mathematical, physical, and biological sciences in the librarian's expert group numbered
ten of those days. No less important were Škerpin's acquisitions in the librarian's
expert group numbered twelve containing the medical and pharmaceutics literature. In 1744/45, Škerpin also rebound the books which he inherited from his
precedents in Ljubljana Franciscan Library, although that act is valued differently
by modern researchers of Ljubljana Franciscan Library because older covers and
some marginalia were lost in the process.
It is believed that Škerpin got many of his new leather-bound beauties
almost for free during his frequent travels through Italy and Spain, because
he just knew how to behave in the learned European societies. He brought so
many new items to Ljubljana that he had to rebuild the new library facilities
in the Franciscan Monastery on today's Vodnik's Square in Ljubljana. It is sorry
to say that those Škerpin's accomplishments did not benefit much his Franciscan descendants because Šemerl rebuilt Škerpin's Franciscan monastery to
serve the purposes of Lyceum few decades after Škerpin's death. Much more
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useful were the books which Škerpin acquired, although the domestic Franciscans were not always educated enough to use them for their lecturing. To fit
the demands of the day the Carniolan Franciscans imported the lecturers from
other Franciscan provinces, especially from Bavaria, because the Bavarians
knew better the new scientific inventions. With his efforts Škerpin paved the
way for the Bavarians Franciscans Zinsmeister, Hieber and others who began
the modern mathematical-technical lecturing in Franciscan schools nearly half
of a century after Škerpin's death. Their success could be valued by the manuscripts they left, or by the books they used for their writings. In many aspects
we could suppose that the Franciscan lectures on mathematical and technical
subjects was not at all inferior compared with the lectures of their more famous
Jesuit contemporaries or later lay professors.
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Bonaventura Belluto (Belluti, * Catania 1603; † 1676).
Ivo Bonelli (OFMobs; † September 22, 1809 Ljubljana).
Pavao Budimir (Budnovich, Budnović, * ?1618 Cetinje; OFMobs; † April
3, 1670 Pičen (Pedena) in Istria).
Alois Caponio (Luigi Capponi, * 1583/83 Florence; † 1659 Rome).
Johann Michael Conradi (* 1676; † 1751).
Franz Xaver Epp (* 1733; † 1789).
Honorat Fabri (Faber, Fabry, * 1606/07 Virieux le Grand (Ain); SJ 1626
Avignon; † 1688 Rome).
Josef Anton Ferrari (Giuseppe Antonio. * Monza; † 1776).
José Maria Ribeiro Fonseca (* 1690; † 1752).
Claudio Frassen (* 1620/21; OFM; † 1711).
Mathias Gabler (* 1736; SJ 1754; † 1805).
Ivan Horvat (Johann Baptist Horvath, Horváth, * 1732 Günz; SJ 1751
Trnava; † 1799 Pest).
Kastul Hieber (Castulus, * 1761 Munich; OFMobs 1780; † 1810 Ingolstadt).
Maximusa von Imhof (* 1758 Rissbach in Bavaria; Augustinian 1780–
1802; † 1817 Munich).
András Jaszlinszky (Jaslinszky, * 1715 Szinna near Košice; SJ 1733 Košice; † 1784 Rozsnyó (Rosnaviae, Rožnava) in Bohemia).
Barthol Mastrius (Bartolomeo Mastri, * 1602 Meldola; † 1672 Meldola).
Silvestro Mauro (Sylvester Maurus, * 1618/19) Spoleto in Umbria; SJ; †
1687 Rome).
Joannes Merinero (Juan, * 1583/1600 Valladolid; OFMobs; † 1663).
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Rupert Prößl (fl. 1770–1796).
René Antoine Ferchault de Réaumur (* 1683; † 1757).
Michelangelo Ricci (* 1619; † 1682).
Alexis Baron Ruessenstein (flourished 1663–1694).
Konrad Baron Ruessenstein († August 12, 1668).
Karl Scherffer (* 1716 Gmünden; SJ 1732; † 1783 Vienna).
Jožef Marija Šemerl (Schemerl, * 1754; † 1844).
Žiga Škerpin (* 1689 Kamnik; OFM 1703 Nazarje in Styria; † 1755 Ljubljana).
Evangelista Torricelli (* 1608; † 1647).
Teofil Zinsmeister (Franc, * November 2, 1777 Bavaria; OFM October
10, 1796; † November 12, 1817 Novo Mesto).

Stanislav Južnič
LJUBLJANSKE FRANČIŠKANSKE KNJIGE IN NJIHOVI UPORABNIKI
V ČASU RAZSVETLJENSTVA

POVZETEK
Ljubljanska frančiškanska knjižnica je v marsičem najbolj ohranila patino nekdanjega branja na danes slovenskih tleh, čeravno se je po reformah cesarja
Jožefa II. moral preseliti čez Ljubljanico v pravkar ukinjeni avguštinski samostan. Frančiškani so dolga stoletja zbirali svoje knjižno gradivo, vendar ga je
komaj frančiškanski predstojnik Žiga Škerpin dopolnil tako močno, da je svojim dedičem omogočil uspešno poučevanje novodobnih znanstvenih ved. Prav
on je nabavil izredno veliko število uporabnih sodobnih in starih filozofskih
knjig za svojo knjižnico ljubljanskih frančiškanov; seveda je tedanja filozofija
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obsegala tudi matematične, fizikalne in biološke vede v knjižničarski strokovni
skupini številka deset. Nič manjša ni bila Škerpinova bera v dvanasti strokovni skupini, ki je pokrivala medicinske in farmacevtske vede. V letih 1744/45
je Škerpin dal ponovno vezati številne knjige, ki jih je podedoval od prejšnjih
ljubljanskih frančiškanskih knjižničarjev, čeravno je ta dosežek danes različno ovrednoten s strani sodobnih raziskovalcev frančiškanske preteklosti. Med
delom so bili namreč uničeni stari ovitki, marsikatera zanimiva marginalija pa
je bila odrezana.
Baje je Škerpin na svojih mnogoterih popotovanjih po Španiji, Italiji in drugih delih Evrope marsikatero v usnje vezano lepotico dobil kar zastonj, saj se je
s prirojeno diplomatsko spretnostjo znal pravilno obrniti v belem svetu. Pridobljenega gradiva je bilo toliko, da je moral dodobra prizidati nove knjižnične
prostore v frančiškanskem samostanu na sedanjem Vodnikovem trgu. Žal ta
Škerpinov napor ni veliko koristil njegovim dedičem, saj je Šemerl kmalu po
Škerpinovi smrti predelal frančiškanki samostan za potrebe liceja. Toliko bolj
pa so ljubljanskim frančiškanom koristile Škerpinove knjige, čeravno domače
moči pogosto niso zadostovale za njihovo uporabo pri pouku. Da bi zadostili novodobnim potrebam so zato morali pridobiti v sodobni znanosti izurjene učne moči iz drugih frančiškanskih provinc, predvsem iz Bavarske. Tako je
Škerpin v potu svojega obraza utrl pot svojim bavarskim sobratom frančiškanom Zinsmeistru, Hieberju in drugim, ki so uspešno tlakovali začetke sodobnega pouka matematično-tehniških ved v frančiškanskih šolah domala pol stoletja po Škerpinovi smrti. O njihovih dejanjih in nehanjih pričajo rokopisi, ki so
nam jih zapustili, prav tako pa knjige, ki so jih uporabili za sestavljanje svojih
zapiskov. V marsičem je mogoče presoditi da je frančiškanski pouk matematičnih in tehničnih ved komaj kaj zaostajal za poukom bolj izpostavljenih jezuitov
ali poznejših laičnih profesorjev.
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Abstract:

The paper describes the life of the city of Gorizia (Gorica) during the Great War.
The example of Gorizia (Gorica) is a phenomenon in the history of the Great
War and cities as it stood right on the line of fire between the Austro-Hungarian
and Italian army. The set of circumstances reflects the chronology of World
War I and the Isonzo Front, with its own internal dynamics characteristic of
a nationally mixed city lying at the margins of the state territory. The onset of
the war brought upon the inhabitants of Gorizia (Gorica) the experience of
mobilisation and return of the first wounded soldiers, as well as the arrival of
the first reports from the battlefield. A new milestone in the city's World War I
experience came with the Italian occupation of Gorizia (Gorica) on 9 August
1916. Following the withdrawal of the Italian army after the Twelfth Battle of
the Isonzo the reconstruction of war-torn areas began under the patronage
of Slovenian mayors and committees, which is undoubtedly a unique attempt
at a wartime reconstruction of demolished cities and returning of refugees to
their homes. The end of the war instilled Gorizia (Gorica) and its population
with a new hope for a brighter future, especially after the city administration
came into the hands of the Provincial Department of the National Council in
Ljubljana and common security concerns were entrusted to the 2nd Mountain
Rifle Regiment. Nevertheless, in line with the armistice between Austria and Italy
enforcing the Treaty of London (1915), the city ultimately came under Italian
administration and its future was to become a struggle for reconstruction and
national rights.
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What is the significance of a city at war, reconstruction of life during war?
According to one of the most authoritative world cultural historians, interpreters and readers of the Great War, Jay Winter, the crucial step is to transcend
the often obsolete national framework in an attempt to integrate or fuse highly diverse wartime ordeals into one and unique experience, which is a fairly
sophisticated manner of interpreting history.1 In such a case the state (or the
nation) takes over the leading role in waging warfare, which may be justified in
theory (e.g. Italy waging war against Austria-Hungary), but in reality, war takes
on an exclusively human dimension – men go to war, their actions and deeds
fuel and perpetuate the war, contract disease, survive the war and die by it…
The war is undoubtedly most clearly manifested through the collective life at
the micro level, e.g. community of soldiers, military industry workers, women
struggling in lines for bread, war orphans, etc. A community thus constitutes
a social and geographical whole whose members shape their everyday lives,
while a neighbourhood constitutes an experiential community, and a nation/
state constitutes an imagined community. In this structure, Benedict Anderson argues, a city constitutes the juncture of the latter two, with its virtual and
tangible existence, but is nevertheless closer to a neighbourhood than nation/
state.2 The term community is therefore used to describe life as lived by contemporaries in various environments. And the best way to see through the veil
of this unitary national experience is by confronting the factuality of the daily
life in cities at war that were overwhelmed by the physical reality of enlistment,
inflation of prices and general shortages, as well as by trying to understand how
the urban population itself faced it through identifying the gap between the
virtual and experiential reality. During the war the urban (as well as national)
life was dominated by mobilisation and war loss of various kinds. Winter's basic
thesis with which we can agree is that urban history is most fundamentally
affected by mobilisation and related anxiety of those who remained at home
to provide for their loved ones in the battlefield.3 As Winter concludes, it was
precisely the losses, the endless lists of the fallen, wounded, captured and the
missing that set the basic pace for the wartime life in urban environments. The
shared experience concerning the horrors of trenches led to the shared experience concerning the hardships on the home front. The new situation and new
living circumstances necessitated an immediate adjustment of the community
to the mass mobilisation, and then there was also the need to absorb the shock

1

2
3

Jay Winter, "Paris, London, Berlin 1914–1918: Capital Cities at War", in: Capital Cities at War : Paris,
London, Berlin 1914–1918, ed. Jay Winter and Jean-Louis Robert (Cambridge, 1997), 3–4 (hereinafter: Winter, "Paris, London, Berlin").
Benedict Anderson, Zamišljene skupnosti : O izvoru in širjenju nacionalizma (Ljubljana, 2007).
Winter, "Paris, London, Berlin", 13.
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of mass losses. Perhaps the concern for the loved ones on the battlefield was
the factor common to all members of the community, regardless of their social
origin. In addition to the adaptation to mobilisation and constant concern, the
pace of the city life was plagued by the problems concerning welfare, shelters,
work, basic living conditions and provisions, which led to the construction of
a new hierarchy of urban population after August 1914.4 Every member of the
community had to contribute their share to the war effort, but the number of
those who did not supply the battlefield was far outmatched by the number of
soldiers, their families and those who regularly maintained the supply routes.
The redistribution of rights and obligations, as well as the inadvertent, war-induced redistribution of wartime income and the emergence of the language
of moral judgement, which e.g. distinguished between war profiteers and the
remaining population at war, derive from factors that reshaped social relations with regard to the war burden. Namely, the settlement of wartime material
conflicts only partially reflected the prewar social stratifications. Wartime organisation of work, income and consumption overrode the prewar norms and
procedures. The novelty introduced by the war was the framework of shared
suffering expressed through various forms, from the battlefield to every single
aspect of civilian life.
The description above provides a fitting (although perhaps in a few elements too narrow) framework for an illustration of the life in Gorizia (Gorica) during World War I. Perhaps authorities and heart-felt readers of Gorizia's
(Gorica) history will be disturbed by the fact that in the title of the discussion
on the fate of this (also) Slovenian city I use of explicitly Italian, even irredentist terms, such as maledetta (cursed), santa (sacred) or martire (martyr), but
if we are only willing to surpass the psychological barrier which may sometimes narrow the thinking of the Litoral Slovenes, and open ourselves to the
words and pictures conveyed by direct witnesses of war, we will have to agree
that the mental arc between the sacred and the damned for Gorizia (Gorica)
amidst the maelstrom of the Great War has its rightful and well-grounded place
in the paper at hand. Due to its notorious reputation, it was already during the
war that Gorizia (Gorica) became the muse of (anonymous) anti-war poetry
production, whose simultaneous pacifist motifs spread out a psychological arc
between the sacred and the damned:

4

Jay Winter, "Conclusion: Towards A Social History of Capital Cities at War", in: Capital Cities at War :
Paris, London, Berlin 1914–1918, ed. Jay Winter and Jean-Louis Robert (Cambridge, 1997), 530.
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GORIZIA BE DAMNED (Gorizia tu sei maledetta)
On the morning of the fifth of August
the Italian army began its march
on Gorizia and everyone headed
towards distant places with a sunken heart. /…/
Under the cover of drenching rain
we met with a torrent of the enemy's bullets;
In those mountains, hills and valleys
the last words of the dying were:
Oh, Gorizia, be damned
for every conscious heart!
It was a painful farewell
and no return for many.
You cowards,
snuggling with your wives in woollen beds,
mocking us,
human flesh,
one day you will all be damned.
You call it the Battlefield of Honour,
this piece of land beyond the border;
here the dying cry out: Murderers!
One day you will all be damned.
My dear wife, who cannot hear me,
I'm asking my comrades
to take good care of my children,
as I'm dying with your name in my heart.
Traitorous gentlemen of noble ranks,
you coveted this war.
You mockers of sold meat,
here's what this war has taught us.
(Oh, Gorizia, be damned for every conscious heart!
It was a painful farewell and no return for many.)5 (translated from the Slovene
translation of Kaja Širok)

5

"Oh Gorizia tu sei maledetta" is an anti-war song written in protest of World War I. It was first performed by Michele Luciano Straniero and Fausto Amodei and first released on the record "Il povero
soldato 2". Cesare Bermani in Novara wrote the original in cooperation with a man who heard the
song being sung by infantry soldiers on their capture of Gorizia (Gorica) in August 1916. In 1964 the
song was presented at a festival in Spoleto as part of the "Bella ciao" show, which created much agitation among the audience. The performers Straniero and Amodei, as well as the publisher Leydi were
even reported to the police for publicly insulting the Italian military forces. (http://www.prato.linux.
it/~lmasetti/antiwarsongs/canzone.php?id=47&lang=it)
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Moving back to the framework set by the West European historiography
for the life in West European capitals of Berlin, London and Paris, we may find,
both with pride and horror, that Gorizia, the capital of the Princely County of
Gorizia and Gradisca, set a unique example of war tax, casualties, as well as redistributed rights and contribution to the war. Why could the city described by
Italian historian Fulvio Salimbeni from Trieste as the best of the three national
worlds of Europe6 boast the title of an unmatched phenomenon and serve as
a unique example of a world battlefield with the city caught in the middle of
the battlefront and whose theatre of death was open for twenty-nine months?
Its population, which – as the native Baroness Maria della Mercedes Baum De
Baguer keenly observed and commented (unlike her compatriots from the
continental part of the monarchy who would only speak or read of the war) –
was indeed anxiously expecting news from the battlefield, could soon discover
that this was not a war of major orators who would lead masses to conflict, nor
was it a major watershed event that would lead to the purification of peoples,
creation of new nations or forging of new destinies… As they could witness on
a daily basis, this was a war of amputated limbs scattered across the corners of
military hospitals in the centre of the city and a war of thousands of soldiers
fallen in valleys ends and left there to rot as food for voracious worms.7
The chronology of the life in Gorizia (Gorica) is the chronology of the
Austro-Hungarian war and in many aspects also the chronology of the Slovenian territory and population in the period 1914–1918, albeit with a few important and unique differences. The chronology of Gorizia's experience of World
War I may also be divided into Austrian (conditional) and Italian – irredentist experience. The former, relating to exclusively military events of the First
World War and their impact on the life of the inhabitants of Gorizia (Gorica),
also comprises the Italian "side" whereas the latter primarily focuses on two
dates that were of crucial importance for the Italian irredentist movement and
its aspirations for the final unification of Italy, and hence takes on a more political and emotional connotation. Thus, the most crucial events according to the
Austrian war chronology were the outbreak of the war in August 1914, Italy's
entrance into the war on 24 May 1915 and the twenty-nine-month carnage
on the Isonzo frontline, whereby 9 August 1916 is the common point to both
chronologies and, in military terms, represents the Sixth Battle of the Isonzo,
in which the Italian army pushed through the Gorizia (Gorica) bridgehead and
seized the city, whereas the Austro-Hungarian army pulled behind the new
frontline. From the Italian perspective, 9 August marks the day on which Gori6

7

Fulvio Salimbeni, "Gorizia e l'Isontino nella prima guerra mondiale", Studi Goriziani : rivista della
Bibliotecca statale 46 (1979), 15.
Ibidem, 22.
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zia was redeemed – redenta – for the first time. Then followed a new watershed
military event in the Twelfth Battle of the Isonzo, in which the Italian army was
pushed back much further than the Austro-Hungarian army had been after the
fall of Gorizia, that is, all the way to the Piave River, and the ensuing end of the
war upon the conclusion of armistice, with regard to which Italian chronology
places emphasis on 7 November 1918, when the Italian army recaptured and
ultimately "redeemed" Gorizia (Gorica). All the aforementioned chronological
divisions relate to measures and developments that shaped the life of the city,
a conglomerate of the Slovenian and Italian war experience, which was sometimes completely free of national distinction and at other times profoundly
affected by it.
Heavy clouds began to gather over Gorizia (Gorica) on 28 June 1914 or as
Andrej Gabršček wrote:
The festive atmosphere among the inhabitants of Gorizia (Gorica) on that fine
day of St. Peter and Paul was, just one hour after Franz Ferdinand was assassinated in Sarajevo, shattered by the news of the murder, which instantly set ablaze
the most horrible conjectures regarding its consequences that seem inevitable.8

Black flags were hoisted everywhere and the entire city was stunned into
silence, which foreboded, as France Kremžar wrote, a storm and evil days at
hand.9 On Sunday 26 July 1914 the news reached Gorizia of partial mobilisation; the announcement was displayed on notice boards all over the city as well
as published in the local liberal newspaper Corriere Friulano and the gazette of
the Friuli People's Party, L’Eco del Litorale, along with reports of clamour that
seized the streets of Gorizia (Gorica) together with patriotic manifestations
and music bands. On 1 August 1914 the Slovenian newspaper Soča published
a similar announcement of mobilisation, which ultimately dispersed the last
hopes and doubts:
the city of Gorizia (Gorica) swarmed with mobilised boys and men who had to
abandon their threshing and buckwheat sowing, cattle and ripening vines, their
parents, loving wives and growing children. Having put on new military uniforms, they were no longer what they had been the day before: now they were
nothing but soldiers designated for combat and death.10

8

9

10

Andrej Gabršček, Goriški Slovenci II : 1901–1923 (Ljubljana, 1934), 465 (hereinafter: Gabršček,
Goriški Slovenci).
France Kremžar, "Pred dvajsetimi leti na Goriškem", in: Goriški spomini : Sodobniki o Gorici in Goriški
v letih 1830–1918 (hereinafter: Goriški spomini) (Gorizia, 2002), 414.
Ibidem.
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In 1910 Gorizia (Gorica) counted 7000 military servicemen, but there is no
indication on the exact number of soldiers sent to the battlefield in 1914;11 a
rough estimate may perhaps be derived from the fact that the postwar Littoral
counted 15,000 war widows and orphans.12
On 1 August 1914, at the onset of hostilities, the working, disbelieving and
confused inhabitants of the Isonzo basin and Gorizia (Gorica) suddenly found
themselves at war. After Italy's declaration of neutrality, the fear of internment
led many citizens of Italian nationality to leave for the Kingdom of Italy, and a
considerable number of men on the Austrian roster decided to flee and volunteer in the Italian army. The Austro-Hungarian declaration of war and entrance
into World War I was immediately followed by the first measures of security-political nature, the search for the so-called enemies within, Serbophiles, traitors, offenders of the imperial name, spies, etc. The measures were particularly
heightened in the monarchy's border area, the so-called Austrian Littoral. Competent police and military circles which had already drawn complete lists of
politically suspicious persons prior to the war launched a series of house searches and persecutions. The brunt of the arrests, internments and confinements
was borne by the Slovenian and Croatian community, with as many as 305
arrests executed in the Gorizia (Gorica) and Istrian area in autumn 1914.13 The
majority of suspects brought to the Gorizia Castle (and later transferred to the
Ljubljana Castle) were members of the middle class (officials, lawyers, teachers,
students, priests, etc.). Some 60 Slovenes from Gorizia (Gorica) were arrested
on Serbophile or Russophile charges, including Andrej Gabršček, Dr. Dinko
Puc, financial officer Milan Hočevar, Dr. Alojzij Gradnik, and his brother, Head
Teacher Jožef Gradnik.14 At the time, the measures targeted neither Austrian
citizens of Italian nationality nor the so-called regnicoli (Italian citizens residing or working in the Habsburg Monarchy), as the Austrian authorities did
not want to risk a diplomatic dispute with Italy, and then still an Austrian ally.
During the time of Italy's neutrality some Austrians of Italian nationality set out
for Italy; according to some statistics, 2000 citizens left Gorizia,15 some legally
and most men on the Austrian roster left the monarchy illegally. As May 1915

11

12

13

14
15

Paolo Malni, "La grande guerra dei Goriziani", in: Isonzo/Soča, 1918–2008, Allegato al no/Priloga k št.
79–880 (ottobre–nov./okt.–nov. 2008), 4 (hereinafter: Malni, "La grande guerra dei Goriziani").
Girogio Salateo, Gorizia martire redenta : le tristie tragiche vicende dell'Isontino e del Friuli nella prima
guerra mondiale (Venezia, 2008), 55 (hereinafter: Salateo, Gorizia martire redenta).
Franco Cecotti, "Internamenti di civili durante la prima guerra mondiale. Friuli austriaco, Istria
e Trieste", in: Un esilio che non ha pari: 1914–1918 : profughi, internati ed emigrati di Trieste,
dell’Isontino e dell’Istria. (Trieste, 2001), 72 (hereinafter: Cecotti, "Internamenti di civili durante la
prima guerra mondiale").
Gabršček, Goriški Slovenci, 473.
Italico Chiaron, "Goriziani del Regno e dell'Impero nella guerra mondiale", in: Isonzo/Soča, 1918–
2008. Allegato al no /Priloga k št. 79–880 (ottobre–nov./okt.–nov. 2008), 10.
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drew closer, an increasing number of Italian citizens fled to Italy, including
regnicoli who feared that in case of war they would find themselves in a hostile
state, and there were also the first recorded departures of Gorizian noble and
middle-class families that had the opportunity to move into the interior of the
monarchy. Thus, in the days prior to the outbreak of the war between Italy and
Austria-Hungary the entire County of Gorizia witnessed some 7000 persons
leaving for the Kingdom of Italy,16 including 116 inhabitants of Gorizia (Gorica) and 324 inhabitants of the entire region who volunteered into the Italian
army.17 The latter were formally and legally Austrian deserters who would face
instant death penalty once caught by the Austro-Hungarian army.
Similarly as the rest of monarchy's population, the inhabitants of Gorizia
(Gorica) anticipated a swift and victorious ending of the military operations
and an imminent return of their soldiers: "The Austrian Nice was no longer a
care-free city and the tidings brought by the first wounded soldiers or official
news /…/ foretold an unseen disaster. Nevertheless, people still hoped that the
tragedy of war would soon come to an end."18 Gorizia (Gorica) and the entire
border region of Friuli had a special status in the days of Italy's neutrality; the
war was perceived quite differently on either side of the border. Major seasonal
migrations were typical of Friuli and the outbreak of the war interrupted a significant inflow of money, after some 84,000 emigrants had to return to join the
army. On the other hand, work at home was almost non-existent. By winter
of the first year into the war the population already felt the dramatic presence
of the disastrous conflict in their city and region: in anticipation of their ally's
crossing over to the Entente side, Austro-Hungarian units were stationed along
the border, and whoever was not called up faced major unemployment, especially in construction and heavy industry, as well as the shortage of the most
basic necessities since the beginning of the war, which led to great poverty and
general discontent.
24 May 1915, however, destroyed the very last hopes and illusions, with
Gorizia (Gorica) finding itself on the frontline of one of the world fronts.
According to some interpretations, the "fate of our city was no longer so much
a part of the history of the Habsburg Monarchy as it was a part of the Italian
Kingdom".19 The wave of political measures against the enemies of the monarchy reached its high point, cracking down on any Italian citizen in the monarchy aged between 18 and 50, and nearly any Austrian citizen of Italian nationality. Italian citizens who had had failed to leave Gorizia (Gorica) by 25 May 1915
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were deported to the Katzenau and Wagna camps (162);20 women, children
and elderly Italian citizens were sent back to Italy via Switzerland in compliance with the agreement on the exchange of civilians. Soon afterwards the
Austrian authorities unleashed a wave of repression against the inhabitants of
Gorizia (Gorica), Austrian citizens of Italian nationality who (potentially) harboured irredentist aspirations. As a result, the Austrian Littoral witnessed 2987
internments, 1895 confinements and 9866 expulsions to Italy;21 some inhabitants of Gorizia, mostly representatives of the city political elite, including the
Mayor of Gorizia (Gorica), Giorgio Bombig, were interned or confined.22 Upon
Italy's entrance into the war the provincial governor Luigi Faidutti and the provincial authorities moved from the city to Vienna, from where they primarily
concerned themselves with refugees from Gorizia (Gorica) and later, at the
closing of the Isonzo Front, with the reconstruction of the war-torn province.
The liaison between the command of the city's defence, which was taken over
by the Commander of the 58th division, General Ervin Seidler, was the district
commander, Baron von Appelstofen, who soon transferred the bulk of the personnel to Ajdovščina. After the arrest of Mayor Bombig the city administration
came into the hands of Commissioner Ernest Dandini and focused largely on
the provision of supplies, assistance to refugees, information on the fallen soldiers, and organisation of a group of workers to clean away the rubble. The city
authorities also issued an interesting decree on changing street names which
had previously been dedicated to "the great names of Italy": Via Dante was
renamed Via Radetzky, Via Petrarca was renamed Via Taghetoff, etc.23 Since the
beginning of the fighting church bells were silent, the tramway stopped running the streets,24 and all schools were shut down; it was forbidden to walk on
roofs and stand in front of windows, move on the streets after 8 p.m. and hang
or display anything on windows.25
Nevertheless, no political reason affected the movement and life of the city
population so profoundly and directly as did the developments on the battlefield. The fear of the war's destructive power gradually drove the population
out of the city, which at the onset of the war counted some 30,000 inhabitants
(according to the 1910 census). Thus, by June 1915 Gorizia (Gorica) was left
with only one half of its population and a large number of refugees from pla-
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ces occupied by the Italian army. The number of local inhabitants changed in
parallel with the fierceness of the battles: during the Fourth Battle of the Isonzo in November 1915, for instance, Gorizia (Gorica) was abandoned by a considerable part of its population, when the city's centre bore the brunt of the
fight and the maelstrom demolished or caused severe damage to all churches
in the city. Public offices were moved to cellars, the safest among which was
apparently the so-called bacon pantry (Speckkammer), and the provision commission was forced to move into an arched cellar.26 At the time, 680 houses
in Gorizia (Gorica) were totally destroyed, 824 severely damaged, 1279 damaged and no building in the city was left untouched.27 In the "lulls between clashes" many inhabitants of Gorizia (Gorica) returned to the city, only for each
battle to wash a new wave of refugees to the monarchy's interior. By the end
of November 1915 Gorizia (Gorica) was left with 5000 inhabitants, 12,000 in
winter 1915/1916, and 9000 in July 1916. These waves show a steady decline
in the population as well as their deep attachment to their native city despite of
harsh living conditions and authorities' instructions to leave. When the situation became unbearable in face of destructive battles, the inhabitants of Gorizia
(Gorica) finally decided to leave with virtually no time for preparations:
Then [in the lull during the Fourth Battle of the Isonzo, for example – note by PS]
emerged from the black shadows bleak impressions of people and their waggons
laden with a few items of clothes, dishes and children, rushing from the devastated city into the unknown world to save their lives. Grown up children followed
the waggons, also carrying bundles and essential clothing. Just as six months ago,
whole processions wandered into the silent white night and just as six months
ago, there were scenes of hardship and suffering.28

Damir Feigel, too, offered an illustrative description of the city's life:
The citizens were gradually introduced in the mystery of the battle. Stringent
regulations, departing families, the distant thundering of the artillery, shells flying to the north of the city, shells flying to the south of the city – and there we
were stuck, utterly numb, amidst the perfect storm. Our cannons responded, lead
white and dark brown clouds were rolling over the eastern hills.29
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The inhabitants of Gorizia (Gorica) received regular news about the developments on the battlefield, according to Feigel, who would often be "informed"
in a local coffee house, which "was always packed with customers. They would
enter and read ten-days old and even older newspapers. /…/ The news of the
incoming mail and newspapers electrified the clientele. Everyone wanted to be
the first to read the latest and much wanted newspapers."30 The regulars would
be informed of the latest developments first-hand, so to speak, when the main
waiter at "Feigel's" coffee house would convey at the same hour every day what
he had heard from military cooks or soldiers enjoying a day's rest in the city.
The fierceness of the battles was felt from the very beginning, driving the local
inhabitants to shelters where they spent a horrific night of the first onslaught
from the enemy:
We were not even aware that the first hostile offensive had been repelled. We only
knew that the hostile attack had been unsuccessful. The battle was still a nameless one; it was only after her sister was born and separated from her that it was
baptised as the First.31

The atmosphere of apprehension in which the population of Gorizia (Gorica) lived is best illustrated in the diary entry written by a teacher Lucija Bortolotti:
18 November 1915. I have to make special note of this day. It's hell. The attack
started at half past midnight. Now it's 9 a.m. and it still hasn't ceased. /…/ The city
is shrouded in smoke. /…/ For now I can't say anything for certain, but if we live
to see another day, then we'll write more [she left the city with her mother on 22
November 1916, first to Dornberk and later to Volosko – note PS]. All offices in
Gorizia are closed today. There's going to be no sleep for us tonight, as the attack
is to start at 11 p.m. They say: four children and their custodian were killed in Via
Macello [Slaughterhouse street – note by PS], a girl from the same street was left
armless, a woman from Grad lost her legs. Lots of wounded. The main square
is flooded, 30.5 grenades fell on the well piercing the pipes. Shops are closed.
Women and children run towards Šempeter, crying and screaming. There's utter
devastation everywhere. 19 November. We got up at 2 a.m., the bombardment
started as it did last night. /…/ Dead civilians on the Duomo Square. /…/ I can no
longer tell Italian grenades apart. They have specific sounds: bearlike, catlike,
doglike noises…21 November. We woke up at 2 a.m. again. All-night bombardment, lots of casualties. We have no choice but to leave.32
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Even though the young teacher wrote that she should make special note of
that day, there was a number of days following in her diary until her departure that started with the same introduction. In addition to projectiles launched
from either side, the daily life was marked by severe shortages. Stuck in the middle of the battlefield, Gorizia (Gorica) already tasted the fate that other Slovenian and Austrian cities would in 1916 and 1917 immediately after the beginning
of clashes. On 1 July 1915 Lucija wrote:
There's a severe shortage here. Food is not supplied, they're afraid they would
have to leave it to the Italians. Milk sells for 30 cents; oil, rice, flour, barley, petroleum, salt, vinegar, soap, etc. are no longer available at any price. Eggs sell for 12
cents, meat is only available twice a week, and sugar sells at 72 cents per kilo,
pasta at one crown and 60 cents. There's no yeast for bread, they refuse to bake it
(sic) due to the lack of wood. Coal and tobacco have run out.33

In summer 1915 the city and its surroundings were facing yet another
danger; due to the heat, poor sanitary conditions, malnutrition and the strong
presence of soldiers who were transferred to the new front from the eastern
battlefield, the Gorizia (Gorica) region was hit by a spread of contagious diseases, especially cholera, which could not even be suppressed by vaccination
and other prophylactic measures and disappeared only with the first autumn
winds. Dysentery caused by malnutrition was a constant problem throughout
the war.34 The city also struggled with heaps of bodies; the civilian cemetery was
turned into an entrenched battleground criss-crossed by military pathways,
unburied "fresh" bodies and destroyed graves offering shelter to the soldiers.35
On All Souls' Day, 2 November 1915, the sound of cannons replaced the ringing
of church bells:
The skies over Gorizia are being ripped apart from the constant banging, roaring
and howling. /…/ In churches candles are burning in catafalques and dark silhouettes are kneeling in obscure corners. /…/ The road to the cemetery is empty, only
withered leaves of wild chestnuts are slowly falling on soggy ground. /…/ Last year
candles on the graves burnt all night, shivering in the wind as silent signs of the
eternal Light, eternal Love. This year the hills are lit by ominous signs of human
passions.36
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The Fourth Battle of the Isonzo (10 November–5 December 1915), which
brought new but not the last destruction upon the city, was especially savage:
The skies cleared over Gorizia (Gorica) and the stars were still bright, when on
the eighteenth of November, at 5 a.m. on the dot, countless Italian cannons
beyond the bridges of Gorizia (Gorica) opened their fusillade, spitting iron and
fire over the sleeping city. Grenades hissed and whistled in a frenzied dance
through night's silence, smashing and pounding into houses that were collapsing with a thundering roar. Fragments of roofs, walls, windows and facades were
crumbling onto the streets as if during an earthquake. Amidst the rumble, broken windows and shards of dishware were clattering and fragments of grenades,
stones and bricks were raining and pouncing on windows, hallways and stone
pavement. And at the very first sunlight fiery tongues and clouds of black, dirty
smoke flashed into the sky and rolled over the city.37

The Sixth Battle of the Isonzo and 9 August 1916 are a new milestone in
the life of the bleeding city. On 6 August 1916 the Italians launched an offensive
and the next morning the inhabitants of Gorizia (Gorica) began to flee towards
Ajdovščina and confusion also took hold of the authorities, which that same
afternoon started feverish preparations for the departure from the city. Following the breach of the defence line near Podgora and the fall of Sabotin on
8 August, it became clear that the defence pillars of Gorizia's bridgehead were
overrun. At 2 p.m. on the same day an order was issued to move the population
out of Gorizia (Gorica) and Solkan, with their waggons turned towards Prvačina. Gorizia (Gorica) fell, it was redeemed, occupied, conquered; it became a
fort. Just what a sight it was for its conquerors or, in other words, the sheer gravity, profundity and thoroughness of devastation the maelstrom brought upon
the city was bitterly illustrated by Alojzij Res:
The streets were an unbearably sad sight to behold, covered with stones, bricks,
as well as shards of iron and glass. Broken gutters, smashed shutters, as well as
torn electric and telephone wires dangled from houses. Great holes stared from
dead houses showing devastated apartments with ruined furniture. Torn curtains
swayed into the streets, fluttering in the wind like flags. Here and there I hopped
over a huge crater dug out by the grenade in the middle of a paved street. Judging
from stones, soil and gravel scattered far and wide, the torn off plaster, punched
iron shutters of shops, as well as thrashed doors and windows, the grenade must
have crashed violently. Sometimes huge, up to twenty-eight millimetre wide
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City's Cemetery (Archive of the Society Soška Fronta)

grenades flew in, even breaking in half two-storey buildings like toy houses. /…/
White moonlit nights shone a warm light over Gorizia (Gorica). Black shadows
followed sharp silhouettes and drew dark monsters over demolished houses and
war-torn streets. Bare buildings protruded into the night, moonlight was shining
through smashed windows into devastated apartments and the glow of fire was
hovering over the city under the blood red sky.38

Upon its arrival in the city, the Italian army found 3200 people who had
remained in their homes for various reasons: some stayed to welcome the
"redeemers", others failed to escape, and still others refused to leave their
homes. As stated in the report, the Italian authorities carried out studies and
a census of the "remaining" population for historical and statistical reasons to
establish the demographic fluctuations during wartime. The numbers obtained
by the Italian census were similar to those mentioned previously in this text: on
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1 September 1915 the initial number of the population was reduced by half to
14,500, two months later it increased to 16,500, the December survey recorded
a drop to 10,930, during spring months of 1916 the number rose to 12,400, and
on 1 August Gorizia counted 12,510 inhabitants. A few days into the occupation, the Italian authorities kept an especially watchful eye on male inhabitants aged 14 or older and their political orientation: 561 were found to be antiItalian, 59 were to be placed under supervision, 8 were to be interned, and 33
were considered undeterminable. The census counted 1387 women, 289 boys
and 308 girls aged 14 or younger.39 On 6 September 1916 the Italian authorities counted 2652 inhabitants. Not including the 597 children, the population
was divided by nationality into 1596 Italians, 414 Slovenes, 27 Germans and
18 other nationalities; by gender into 1695 women and 957 men; by religion
into 2612 Catholics, 28 Jews and 12 Protestants.40 Of those who remained in
Gorizia, some 450 inhabitants were ordered to leave for having no appropriate place of residence and means of sustenance; 110 Gorizians were sent to
internment for suspicion of espionage. The latter measure was aimed particularly against the Slovenes who were suspected of spreading anti-Italian sentiment. On the other hand, the Irredentists and the so-called refugees (fuorusciti – Italians, citizens or non-citizens of Italy with permanent residence in the
so-called redeemed provinces who voluntarily returned to Italy after 4 August
1914) obtained permission to return to the city. The Italian authorities did not
evacuate Gorizia, nor did they hinder anyone's departure from the city, which
was being constantly drained of its inhabitants, only that this time Italy became
their primary destination. In April 1917 the authorities sent some 100 Gorizian women with 300 children and adolescents to Montenero near Livorno for
safety reasons. Thus, just prior to the Twelfth Battle of the Isonzo, when the
withdrawal became inevitable, Gorizia (Gorica) counted only 2000 inhabitants. Around 50 of them managed to hide in cellars or attics, so that the then
number of Gorizia's population was the so-called historical minimum of the
city population, almost the year "0".41
Even though the city headquarters under the command of General Giovanni Cattaneo announced additional measures for the protection of civilians,
the latter had already sunken into despondency and indifference to the wartime conditions, which made them careless and unconcerned. Women moved
about doing their errands and chatting, men walked the streets freely, children
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played carefree and the number of casualties began to rise.42 When in November 1917 the District Commander, Baron Baum von Appelstoffen, returned to
the city, which had been evacuated by the Italian authorities, the local armed
police force submitted him a report on casualties which recorded 231 Gorizians killed and buried in the cemetery, while omitting those who were buried in
the fields and gardens.43 By the end of the Isonzo Front some 400 inhabitants of
Gorizia (Gorica) were estimated to have been killed by projectiles.44
As was the case throughout the occupied territories, the Italian authorities
set up the city government in Gorizia (Gorica) as well. They appointed Civil
Commissioner Cosoli, Military Commissioner, Major Giovanni Sestilli, and the
aforementioned General Giovanni Cattaneo who was to be in charge of the
city defence. As the interim commissioner stated to the Gorizia (Gorica) chiefs
of staff, the city was in a state of utter desolation, covered by heaps of garbage,
ruins, as well as human and horse corpses.45 The new master attempted to clean
the city within the first days into the occupation, as well as remove the rubble
and barbed wire barricades to instil the few remaining inhabitants with a sense
of security. While the booming of cannons continued he changed the direction
of projectiles and reorganised the orientation in the city in light of new dangerous areas.
Among the most burning problems facing the new city authorities was the
provision of the local population with the most basic food such as bread, rice,
pasta and salt. From the municipal warehouse left by the previous municipal
authorities they distributed goods for free or at very accessible prices, to boost
the inhabitants' morale. In the ensuing weeks the authorities set up a system of
regular food supply with the assistance of the Second Army Command. Within
the first days of the occupation, when the water distribution system was damaged, the city also required regular supply of drinking water. Refusing to rely on
the distribution system that drew water from the sources in Kromberk, which
were in the hands of the Austrian army, the Italian authorities used wells whose
water was surely fit for drinking (e.g. the well of the Ursuline Convent). One
of the first public services set up by the Civil Commissioner was the city utility company, which set to work immediately by organising groups of garbage
collectors and gravediggers, and determining a provisional graveyard to bury
the dead bodies that were lying all over Gorizia (Gorica). The city streets were
disinfected and garbage cleaned up. Special care was devoted to the prepara-
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Children in the cellar of the Ursuline Convent (Archive of the Society Soška Fronta)

tions for the autumn flooding by organising two groups of workers and collecting the necessary materials to provide appropriate protection against possible
floods. The Civil Commissioner's further measures aimed to set the foundations
of public administration on the model of other administrations set up by the
Italian authorities throughout the occupied territories (e.g. in the Trent, Upper
Isonzo and Brda areas),46 even though the situation in Gorizia (Gorica) necessitated, more than anything else, the introduction of "first aid" measures, the
primary objective of which was to protect private and public property. Protection of movable and immovable artistic heritage, museum collections and
public archives was entrusted to art historian Ugo Ojetti, authorised representative of the central occupational authorities of the General Secretariat for
Civil Affairs, who was in charge of the service for the protection of movable
and immovable cultural heritage in the entire occupied territory. According to
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the Italian art historians, Gorizia (Gorica) could not boast a rich collection of
medieval and antique arts, as the Austrian authorities just before the outbreak
of the war had already removed the most precious treasures. Private collections
were moved to safer locations as well.47 The Civil Commissioner emphasised
that on its arrival in the city the Italian army found most buildings with their
doors smashed open and looted, which he deemed the result of the enemy's
plundering and chaotic escape from the city. On the other hand, he also admitted with regret that the Italian soldiers were no more immune to such conduct.
Therefore, he recommended to the military chiefs of staff that they should, in
case of further occupations, especially of cities, allow entrance into the city
to the minimum possible number of soldiers to prevent any looting and also
for the simple reason that the army barracks were the constant target of the
enemy's fire. On the very first day of occupation two groups of carabineers
were set up to ensure surveillance of the most important buildings in the city
(libraries, museum, banks, churches, schools). In addition to cultural heritage,
special concern was devoted to land offices and public archives as holders of
written proofs about the city's property. On their arrival the Italian authorities
found the archival heritage stored safely in the cellars of the judicial palace. The
Civil Commissioner's objective was to establish and organise the civil life in all
spheres of public administration with the assistance of municipal officials. The
first and immediate measures were followed by setting the foundations of public health care, the opening of recreational grounds (ricreatorio) for children
aged 10 years and younger with free lunch as a temporary form of instruction
in the occupied territories (educational-recreational facility). The social aid
system, which was introduced with utmost deliberation, produced an at least
twofold effect: on one hand, to assure the population of the good intentions
of the Italian authorities and, on the other, to produce an immediate calming
effect. In Gorizia (Gorica) financial assistance was granted to 340 families of
enlisted soldiers, 9 families of internees and 100 poor families.48 Financial aid
and pensions were granted regardless of whether the beneficiary was enlisted
in the Austro-Hungarian army or whether pensions were in the domain of the
Austrian authorities. Other spheres of public administration that were being
gradually introduced by the Civil Commissioner included public finances and
taxes, trade and municipal finances. As elsewhere in the occupied territories,
here, too, measures were introduced against Austrian citizens (of mostly German nationality), such as confiscation or liquidation of private property in case
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of the ten most notable companies in Gorizia (Gorica).49 Meanwhile, the life
of the city embraced new habits by celebrating new holidays, reviving the old
local fetes and receiving the unannounced visit from the Italian King on 20
August 1916. The inhabitants of Gorizia appeared to have quickly forgotten the
previous monarch, Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph, as the news of his death left
them completely indifferent, while the Provincial Governor of Gorizia (Gorica)
convened a condolence session of the provincial committee in Vienna. The
autumn days brought three so-called autumn offensives, with minor corrections to the front in the Karst, and the first signs of exhaustion on either side of
the frontline. The winter of 1916/17 created a static condition as well as new
austerity measures (restrictions on the sales of meat, vegetables, sugar, flour,
bread and oil):
Such was the life of Gorizia (Gorica) and its tax to the Fatherland, the arms of
this Fatherland wreaked havoc on it until 9 August 1916 and October 1917, and
neither was it spared the wrath of the Austrian arms, which made its destruction
complete.50

As the reconstruction of the city began already in the days of Italian occupation, hence during wartime, it probably represented a unique example of the
Great War, and it continued at accelerated pace following the Italians' swift
departure from the city and battlefield at the end of October 1917. The Italian authorities called on the inhabitants to alleviate the war's devastation by
remedying the immediate damage. They also encouraged the rural population
to work the land and city gardens that lay sheltered from the bombs (by e.g.
providing them with seed supplies).
The autumn of 1917 – and the fatal Austro-German or the Twelfth Battle
of the Isonzo – drew closer. Gorizia (Gorica) fell on 28 October; the soldiers
of the highly heterogeneous Austro-German army re-entered the abandoned
and devastated city. Then followed the return of the first refugees, especially
those who awaited the Italian army's withdrawal in the rear of the battlefield. By the end of December 1917 1500 refugees returned to their homes and
15 taverns opened their doors,51 while the remaining population had to wait
until the early summer of the following year when the return of refugees from
camps and other shelters in the monarchy was officially launched. September
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1918 saw the return of 8000 inhabitants of the city and its surrounding areas.52
On 11 November 1917 the Gorizia (Gorica) region was visited by as many as
three emperors, Austrian Emperor Karl, German Emperor William and Bulgarian Emperor Ferdinand, which was undoubtedly an unforgettable event for the
few inhabitants of areas along the frontline.53 In the early 1918 public offices
reopened in Gorizia (Gorica) after having been moved to Cerkno during the
battles of the Isonzo, including the local court with its President Judge, Dr. Alojzij Gradnik.
Those days marked the beginning of a systematic reconstruction of the ruined city, as well as the struggle for its (political) future. The deeply torn and
generally uncertain Gorizian-Slovenian sentiment was splendidly illustrated by
Andrej Gabršček:
There was a strange struggle in the souls of political men. On one hand, there
was fear with regard to the final victory of the world war and hence fear of the
Entente's defeat, while on the other, the Slovenes were pleased to see our land
being set free of the hereditary enemy. All the heroic deeds of our soldiers accomplished on the Italian front should be considered from this perspective, because
our soldiers did not fight here for Austria but for the liberation of Slovenian soil
from serfdom to the old Italian enemy.54

This, however, is already a matter concerning the political destiny of the
city, which is not the subject of this discussion. The breakthrough at Kobarid
and the withdrawal of the Italian army allowed the commencement of reconstruction works, assessment of damage, autumn farm chores and cleaning projectiles from the fields. By the end of November 1917 the concern for a systematic reconstruction of the province and orderly return of refugees to their
homes was taken over by the Vienna-based "Central Committee for the Return
of Refugees and Reconstruction of the Littoral" led by Andrej Gabršček. Under
the patronage of the lieutenancy in Trieste (Trst) the state-level "Provincial
Commission for the Reconstruction of the Littoral" was set up that also included a small number of Slovenian representatives. At that time Andrej Gabršček
made a stop in Gorizia (Gorica) on his journey to Trieste (Trst) for the first time
after his confinement and
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Visit of the Kaiser Karl I. in Gorizia (Gorica) on 29. October 1917 (Archive of the Society Soška Fronta)

here I could see with my own eyes the horrors of the last war. The loan bank
building, which housed my printer's shop and apartment, was half-demolished
and my apartment in complete shambles with most of the furniture stored in
one room on the ground floor. The entire stack of my books in the attic was completely ruined. /…/ I turned and ran from my former paradise of useful diligence55

Thanks to the double role of some members of reconstruction organisations, Slovenian artisans were exempt from military service as being indispensable for the reconstruction of the Littoral. The Viennese "Central Committee"
remained in operation until 1920, when the so-called refugee question was settled and the reconstruction task was taken over by the " Union of Slovenian
Mayoralties". Also taking an active part in the reconstruction of the city and
province of Gorizia (Gorica) was Maks Fabiani, who opened an information
office for refugees in Vienna and took over the leadership of the Department for
Construction and Planning at the Provincial Commission. In the period 1917–
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1922 Fabiani drew almost 100 urban plans for the destroyed areas lying from
Bovec to the Adriatic Sea.56 Mayors of devastated municipalities were unquestionably the most active agents in organising and implementing reconstruction
works. During the first year of reconstruction they were the ones who alerted
the Slovenian provincial diet and parliament members from Gorizia and Trieste to the discriminatory treatment of the Slovenian population in the liberated territory and to the lagging reconstruction of devastated Slovenian places.
In mid-February 1918 the "Union of Mayors of War-Torn Municipalities" (later
renamed "Union of Slovenian Mayoralties") was founded in order to combine
their efforts in a systematic reconstruction. The union endeavoured to facilitate
the reconstruction works by restarting joinery shops, brickworks, lime works,
stonemasonries, and quarries.57 A two-day session of 80 representatives of
destroyed municipalities in Gorizia (Gorica) on 14–15 February 1918 was concluded with a resolution that the war damage was caused by both belligerent
sides. They demanded a concurrent reconstruction in Friuli, undisturbed return
of refugees and provision of care, equal distribution of basic food supplies as
well as basic food supplies earmarked specifically for the province of Gorizia
(Gorica). They called for the exemption from military service for homestead
owners and teachers, and an assessment of war damage. Special emphasis was
placed on the danger of projectiles and mines in the fields and the need for
their removal, as well as the need for reparations and setting up of transport
network and means. The representatives pointed to the inappropriate requisitions in the Littoral and demanded open trade via Idrija, the return of one
third of land under military administration, place nomenclature in vernacular,
immunity documents and compensation for mayors. They demanded a larger
number of officials and an official confirmation of the "Office of Slovenian Mayoralties of War-Torn Municipalities in the Littoral" and its regulations, as well as
access to drinking water. They condemned the attempts to give Slovenian land
to the so-called outlanders, urged for universal assistance and expressed their
support for the May Declaration. The union operated through its head office
based in Gorizia (Gorica) under the leadership of a committee of 17 members chaired by Mayor of Bilje, Ivan Saunig. In November 1917 the Slovenian
newspapers reported that the reconstruction of the province had been placed
under the patronage of Berlin, but even more disturbing were the deliberations
on introducing German language instruction and education.58 Therefore, the
Union of Mayoralties, too, submitted to the Yugoslav Club a resolution in which
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it alerted to the statements of the German Volksrat in Graz concerning the free
passage to the Adriatic and corrections to the border, and expressed its indignation over a possible introduction of Germandom in the Littoral.59 During the
spring months the campaign for the reconstruction of the province of Gorizia
(Gorica), which was primarily to take place in the form of economic and charity
activities, spread and reached across the border to Carniola, from where many
refugees were returning. The provincial authorities, too, were not at a complete
standstill in their reconstruction efforts, but their effect was so negligible as to
fill people with indignation. Therefore, the "Provincial Advisory Committee for
the Reconstruction of the Princely County of Gorizia-Gradisca" met on 18 February 1918, composed of 34 members, 15 of which were Slovenes, 11 Italians
and the rest representatives of various offices and institutions. Governing bodies began to return to the city as well (district government, local branch of the
provincial committee). Nevertheless, the life in Gorizia (Gorica) continued to
be difficult and full of uncertainties. Suspicious persons rambled in the streets,
soldiers conducted violently, and the city again resembled a war zone after a
new wave of devastation.60 Even so, the preparations for a new school year in
autumn were well underway. The summer months, which provided the most
favourable time for reconstruction, left Slovenian mayors who invested all their
energy to rebuilding the ruined areas with new bitter conclusions:
Wherever there is something useful to obtain, we the Slovenes always come third
in line, as is the case with the reconstruction, which favours the Friulians and
Gorizian Germans; wherever there is something useful to obtain, we the Slovenes
always come second in line, and so it is with the provision of the basic necessities, which favours the Friulians; but wherever there is a bitter price to pay, the
Slovenes are the first, which is why they have precipitated all this refugee misery
upon us, so as not a drop of it remains to be brought upon the Friulians and Germans.61

Indeed, the refugee question became highly contentious when the homebound refugees were denied any kind of support by the authorities. Financial
institutions and artisan cooperatives were gradually returning to the province
to accelerate the reconstruction works. A new reconstruction momentum was
also to be found in the Provincial Department of the National Council for the
Province of Gorizia (Gorica) founded in September, which also assumed political authority in the province, but failed to clearly articulate whether it also held
59
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The ruins of the operating room (Archive of the Society Soška Fronta)

authority over the Italian population and interests.
In the autumn of 1918 the province was "stricken by yet another calamity, a plague that became known as the Spanish flu", as physician Anton Brecelj
wrote.62 The plague hit entire families, especially girls and young women. The
unrestrained spread of the disease only further added to the uncertainty of the
autumn days, which Brecelj, who himself contracted the disease, described as
follows:
Disturbing reports were coming from the Italian battlefield, and the military in
the province, which was of predominantly of German and Hungarian descent,
was getting more and more confused. /…/ Gorizia was buzzing with activity.
The National Council was in constant session. On 19 October we received news
that on the previous day Czechoslovakia had proclaimed its independence in
Prague, Yugoslavia was to do the same on that very day in Ljubljana and Zagreb.
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The inhabitants of Gorizia found us in an awkward position, abandoned and
not knowing what to do. On 30 October roads from Italy came alive. Automobiles, waggons, horses wandered the muddy roads, rail carriages were packed, all
roofs crammed with soldiers clasping on to steps and bumpers. On 31 October
the chaos was reaching its peak. The streets and squares all over the city were
teeming with agitation. The National Council was looking for a reliable company that would help it assume the power and re-establish order. A Czech battalion arrived in the evening to its succour. /…/ On 1 November the onslaught
from Italy was even greater, with pedestrians pushing their way ahead between
vehicles. The Czechs left in fear that they might lose their connections with their
distant homeland. The National Council was still powerless. There was no link
with Ljubljana, no reports, no newspapers, while telephone and telegraph lines
were constantly occupied by unknown chiefs of staff. /…/ 2 November. Thank
God! The Slovenian Rifle Regiment No 2, our former Mountain Regiment No 27,
arrived in Gorizia and pledged its allegiance to the National Council. We immediately seized the entire political and military administration, railway, post office,
court and all other governing bodies in the name of Yugoslavia. The magnificent
Slovenian flag was hoisted on the Gorizia Castle, as well as on the building of the
district government in Travnik, where the National Council had been moved and
sat in permanent session in those days. The entire Gorizia (Gorica) was solemnly
dressed in Slovenian flags.63

The November events – the disolution of Austria-Hungary, the conclusion of armistice, and the establishment of the State of the Slovenes, Croats
and Serbs (SHS) – brought new circumstances to Gorizia's reality, above all the
anxiety and uncertainty, which was logical in light of the fact that "the enemy is
knocking on our door".64 In addition to taking over the public administration,
the basic task of the Provincial Department was to maintain law and order. On
2 November 1918 the department called for the setting up of national guards
that would supervise the retreat of the disintegrated Austro-Hungarian army,
which took place precisely across the Province of Gorizia (Gorica) and Slovenian territory. On that same day the rebellious 2nd Mountain Rifle Regiment
arrived in Gorizia (Gorica), pledging its allegiance to the Provincial Department and assuming tasks, which B. Marušič described as follows:
With its arrival the fairly chaotic conditions in Gorizia (Gorica) were tamed, it
[the regiment] placed its guards in front of various warehouses and the like, to
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prevent unwanted riots that might result from haggling between the soldiers and
civilians, collected the goods from the hagglers and stored them in warehouses,
from which they would be distributed among civilians and military personnel.65

Gorizia (Gorica) awaited the arrival of the Slovenian Regiment covered in
Slovenian tricolours, which had been fluttering in the wind ever since the establishment of the Provincial Department.
Until the arrival of the Italian authorities or, according to the Irredentist
"counting", until the second "redemption" of Gorizia (Gorica) on 7 November
1918, the city's administration was mainly in the hands of the Provincial Department, which operated on the premises of the district government, under the
Slovenian flag and the symbol of the State of SHS. In light of the calls of the Provincial Department, District Government and Archbishop Sedej it is possible
to conclude that the administration of the Provincial Department was marked
by extremely chaotic conditions throughout the Province of Gorizia (Gorica).
These were the days of the withdrawal of the Austro-Hungarian army during
which order was difficult to maintain, since in an attempt to take matters into
their own hands the population raided on military convoys and warehouses,
stealing military and other materials, as well as breaking into and looting empty
apartments. The authorities were compelled to order the closing of all taverns
at 8 p.m. and all coffee houses at 9 p.m., issue a ban on selling spirits after 8 p.m.,
and a night time curfew after 9 p.m. In this way they wanted to "put an end to
this shameful and criminal activity, so as not to defile the just obtained freedom
with acts unworthy of a free citizen."66
The short-lived authority of the Provincial Department came to an end on
5 November 1918, with the arrival of the Italian army and the first representatives of the Italian authorities. Following the Austro-Hungarian armistice, Italian
soldiers "rushed"67 into Gorizia on 6 November compelling the National Council to call off Slovenian national guards. On 7 November the city witnessed the
arrival of the Italian regular army and War Minister Guiseppe Del Nava. The first
steps taken by the Italian military authorities seemed promising after the head
of the Italian military command in Gorizia (Gorica), General Paveri de Fontana,
invited the President of the Provincial Department and Commander of the 2nd
Mountain Rifle Regiment to discuss the situation in Gorizia (Gorica). But before
long the Italians revealed their true intentions by demonstrating who the real
masters were in the city. They demanded the withdrawal of the 2nd Mountain
Rifle Regiment (which actually took place) and the removal of all national
65
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guards from the warehouses, which were to come under the supervision of
the new authorities. The National Council protested unsuccessfully against the
calling-off of the national guards and "[o]n that same day the Italians disarmed
our Rifle Regiment".68 Pursuant to the provisions of the armistice between Italy
and Austria-Hungary, the regiment was ordered to leave Gorizia on 8 November. The city bid a grateful farewell to Slovenian soldiers in the Travnik square,
accompanied by a solemn speech by the President of the Provincial Department, Dr. Karel Podgornik, and singing "Hey, Slavs". ' [F]lowers were showering
down upon them like rain, while the streets were resounding with shouts and
cries of hope that they would meet again one day."69
The regiment set out towards the Vipava Valley to Ajdovščina, and then
continuing its way via Črni vrh, Idrija, Žiri and Škofja Loka marched into Ljubljana on 11 November, where on 13 November it became part of the army of
the State of SHS.
New measures were also introduced in other spheres of administrative life:
on 7 November 1918 the post, telegraph and telephone traffic was set up beyond the demarcation line and the branch of the Ljubljana credit bank in Gorizia
(Gorica) was dissolved. The Provincial Department introduced a post courier
service between mayoralties, public offices and national guards in the surrounding villages. In anticipation of the ultimate destiny of Gorizia (Gorica), the
Provincial Department issued a proclamation on 8 November 1918 that was,
according to B. Marušič, also to be its last one. The proclamation emphasised
that the new situation was only temporary and was to last until the imminent
arrival of the Allied forces, a component part of which were also the members
of the Italian army, but nevertheless called on the inhabitants
to greet them, treat them with courtesy and in the spirit of mutual support, so
that the representatives of the Agreement and the United State and especially
soldiers of lower ranks are given the opportunity to become familiar with the
true ethnic situation in the province and the cultural maturity of our nation!70

Nevertheless, the events took a different turn than expected by the Provincial Department, as the next day the newspaper Goriška straža [Guard of
Gorizia] was issued for the very last time.
The postwar period may have witnessed the creation of new authorities
and a new state, but the old war-related problems in the city and its surroundings remained. The reconstruction of city buildings was sluggish. Houses lay in
68
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ruins still well into 1920, as described by Bogumil Vošnjak, who in November
1920
/…/ stood /…/ with my wife Nada on the ruins of our house known by the name
Judita. The war wreaked havoc on Gorizia (Gorica). All our furniture was stolen.
The most precious memories were destroyed. There was no trace left of my valuable library. All those magnificent Grohars, so full of sunshine and Slovenian sentiment, were gone.71

Dr. Brecelj gave the following moving description of the last "Slovenian"
days in Gorizia:
6 November meant the beginning of black days for the wretched Gorizia (Gorica). Italian flags began to emerge between Slovenian ones along the promenade,
where a procession started at around 9 a.m. The horsemen at the head of the procession carried white flags, behind them followed the flags of the Entente states
and representatives of the Entente armies, who were followed by the Italian army.
/…/ It was only a week since the sun of freedom had risen upon the Slovenes in
Gorizia.72

In November 1918 the city of Gorizia (Gorica) and its surroundings opened a new path of trials, which were especially testing for the Slovenian inhabitants. The wartime developments surely demonstrated the power of the military machine, and even greater power of human will, which not only is capable
of breaking the military machine but also enduring the war ordeals and setting
the foundations for a new life.

***
War as a distinctly human experience is most poignantly displayed at the micro
level, in communities formed on the basis common interests (e.g. communities
of soldiers) or well-established communities through which a city experiences
war in a most traumatic manner. It confronts a series of experiences that are
typical of urban environment: mobilisation and waiting for the news from the
battlefield obscured the boundaries between social classes, while the new distribution of burdens, rights and obligations, as well as concern for daily suste-
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nance created new social relations and set new moral foundations.
Within the framework of identifying the war experience of the urban
population described above the author also tried to place the experience of
the city of Gorizia (Gorica), which ultimately turned out be a phenomenon in
the history of the Great War by placing the city in the middle of the battlefield
between Austria-Hungary and Italy. To some extent, the interlacing of events in
the city reflects the chronology of World War I and the Isonzo Front, with the
known milestones, such as the assassination of the Austro-Hungarian heir to
the throne, the outbreak of the war, Italy's entrance into the war, 9 August 1916,
the Twelfth Battle of the Isonzo, and the end of the war. However, the way in
which Gorizia (Gorica) experienced the Great War also displays specific internal dynamics that could only come to surface in a nationally mixed city lying at
the margin of the state territory. The onset of the war brought upon the inhabitants of Gorizia (Gorica) the experience of mobilisation and return of the first
wounded soldiers, as well as the arrival of the first reports from the battlefield.
At the same time it also unleashed a wave of arrests, internments and confinements against politically suspicious persons. The Slovenian national community was the most severely affected by the period just prior to Italy's entrance
into the war, whereas at the beginning of the Isonzo Front the surge of political
persecutions began to target the citizens of Italian nationality. During the war
the city population was affected by various emigration waves. Italian citizens
or Austrian citizens of Italian nationality left the city legally, and military servicemen set out for Italy illegally. The beginning of the war with Italy triggered a
wave of refugees, while the fierceness of the battle on the Isonzo also determined the pace with which the city population moved out of and returned to the
city, even though it was severely damaged, plagued by disease, and faced with
the shortage of the most basic necessities and food ever since the outbreak of
the war. Prior to the Twelfth Battle of the Isonzo, only 50 inhabitants remained
in the city, which at the time reached an all-time demographic low. An important milestone in the history of World War I is 9 August 1916, the day on which
the Italian army seized the city and introduced new measures in the sphere of
public administration and provision of basic life's necessities. While the direction of projectiles changed, the battles raged on unabated. Following the withdrawal of the Italian army and the return of the territories into the Austrian
hands, the Slovenian mayors and offices which had retreated from the battle
zone in summer 1915, launched a campaign for the reconstruction of destroyed places. This campaign was surely a unique example of wartime reconstruction demolished cities and return of refugees to their homeland. The end of the
war instilled Gorizia (Gorica) and its population with a new hope for a brighter
future, especially after the city administration came into the hands of the Provincial Department of the National Council in Ljubljana and common security
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concerns were entrusted to the 2nd Mountain Rifle Regiment. Nevertheless, in
line with the armistice between Austria and Italy enforcing the Treaty of London, the city ultimately came under Italian administration and its future was to
become a struggle for reconstruction and nationality rights.
Gorizia's experience of war has been given several names deriving from
the Italian irredentist vocabulary, such as damned (maledetta), sacred (santa),
martyr (martire). However, if we are only able to overcome the prejudice which
sometimes obscures our insight into the history of Gorizia (Gorica) due to the
history written by Italian oppressive policy against the Slovenian national community after World War I, we can agree that Gorizia's unique experience of war
indeed draws an arc from the sacred to the damned.

Petra Svoljšak
GORICA, PREKLETO IN SVETO MESTO MED DVEMA OGNJEMA

POVZETEK
Vojna se kot izrazito človeška izkušnja najbolj izrazito izživi na mikroravni, v
skupnostih, ki so se oblikovale glede na "interes" (skupnosti vojakov), oziroma na že utemeljenih skupnostih, med katerimi je mesto doživljalo vojno na
posebno travmatičen način. Soočalo se je s skupkom izkušenj, ki so v nekaterih izrazih izključna last mestnega okolja: mobilizacija in pričakovanje novic
s fronte sta brisala meje socialnih razredov, toda nova razporeditev bremen,
pravic in dolžnosti, skrbi za vsakdanje preživljanje, so ustvarili nova socialna
razmerja in postavila nove moralne temelje. V predstavljeni okvir razpoznavanja izkušnje mestnega prebivalstva v vojni je avtorica poskušala postaviti tudi
izkušnjo mesta Gorice, vendar je le-ta pokazala, da predstavlja Gorica fenomen
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v zgodovini vélike vojne in mest, saj je bilo mesto v središču bojev med ognjenima črtama avstro-ogrske in italijanske vojske Preplet dogodkov v mestu je
po eni strani odsev kronologije prve svetovne vojne in soške fronte, z znanimi
mejniki kot so atentat avstro-ogrskega prestolonaslednika, izbruh vojne, vstop
Italije v vojno, 9. avgust 1916, 12. soška ofenziva, konec vojne. Toda goriška
izkušnja odraža posebno notranjo dinamiko, ki je mogla biti značilna predvsem za nacionalno mešano mesto na robu državnega ozemlja. Začetek vojne
je goriškemu prebivalstvu prinesel izkušnjo mobilizacije in vračanje prvih
ranjencev ter neposrednih bojnih novic v mesto. Obenem se je nad politično
sumljive osebe zgrnila val aretacij, internacij in konfinacij, v obdobju pred vstopom Italije v vojno je bila najbolj prizadeta slovenska nacionalna skupnost, z
izbruhom vojne na soškem bojišču pa se je val političnih preganjanj preusmeril na državljane italijanske narodnosti. Mestno prebivalstvo je bilo med vojno
izpostavljeni različnim izseljevalnim tokovom, italijanski državljani ali avstrijski državljani italijanske narodnosti so odhajali legalno in vojaški obvezniki
ilegalno v Italijo, začetek vojne z Italiji je sprožil val beguncev, ostrina bojev
na Soči pa je odločala tudi o tem, kako se je mestno prebivalstvo umikalo in
se vračalo v mesto, čeprav je bilo to močno poškodovano, v njem so razsajale
bolezni in že kmalu po izbruhu vojne z Italijo se je moralo soočati s pomanjkanjem osnovnih življenjskih potrebščin in hrane. Pred 12. soško ofenzivo je
v mestu ostalo le še 50 prebivalcev, mesto je doseglo demografsko dno. Mejnik
v mestni prvovojni zgodovini predstavlja 9. avgust 1916, ko je mesto zasedla
italijanska vojska, uvedla nove ukrepe na področju uprave in aprovizacije; smer
bojnih izstrelkov se je obrnila, srditost bojev pa ni pojenjala. Po umiku italijanske vojske in vrnitvi ozemelj pod avstrijsko okrilje, so slovenski župani in uradi,
ki so se poleti 1915 umaknili v zaledje, sprožili akcijo obnove porušenih krajev,
kar je zagotovo edinstven primer obnavljanja porušenih mest še v času vojne,
ter vračanja beguncev v domovino. Konec vojne je Gorici in njenemu prebivalstvu utrnil kanček upanja na svetlejšo prihodnost, saj je oblast v mestu prevzel
Pokrajinski odsek Narodnega sveta v Ljubljani, skrb za varnost pa 2. gorski strelski polk. Toda premirje med Avstrijo in Italijo je določilo, da v veljavo stopijo
členi Londonskega pakta, mesto je prevzela italijanska uprava in bodočnost
mesta je krenila v boj za obnovo in narodnostne pravice.
Goriške vojne izkušnje se je oprijelo več opredelitev, ki izhajajo sicer iz
italijanskega iredentističnega besednjaka, kot so prekleta – maledetta, sveta –
santa, mučenica – martire, vendar če se otresemo predsodkov, ki včasih meglijo naš pogled v goriško zgodovino zaradi zgodovine, ki jo je pisalo italijansko
narodno zatiranje slovenskega prebivalstva po prvi svetovni vojni, moremo
pritrditi, da je goriška edinstvena vojna izkušnja pot med lokom od svete do
preklete.
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Kurzfassung:

Mit dem vorliegenden Studium werfen wir einen besonderen Blick auf das Leben
des slowenischen Bischofs Dr. Ivan Jožef Tomažič (1876–1949), der auf der
Freundschaft mit dem Jesuiten P. Michael Hofmann (1860–1946) gegründet
ist. Wichtiger Anhaltspunkt – hier am meisten zum ersten Mal veröffentlicht
– ist die reichliche Korrespondenz zwischen den beiden, vor allem in den
dreissigen Jahren des XX. Jahrhunderts, die im Archiv der Erzdiözese Marburg
(Maribor) in Slowenien aufbewahrt ist.
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Einleitung
Mit dem vorliegenden Studium möchten wir einen besonderen Blick auf das
Leben des slowenischen Bischofs Dr. Ivan Jožef Tomažič (1876–1949) werfen,
der sich auf die jahrelange Freundschaft mit dem Jesuiten P. Michael Hofmann
(1860–1946) gegründet ist. Die Geschichte ist so oft im Grunde ein Netz mit
vielen persönlichen Begegnungen, die immer neu sie prägen und bilden. Ivan
Jožef Tomažič und P. Michael Hofmann lebten fast in gleicher Zeit und erfüllten
wichtige Aufgaben im Dienst der Kirche und der Leuten. Darum war für uns
interessant, einige Aspekte ihres Zusammentreffens hervorzuheben, vor allem
die, die aus ihrer reichlichen und am meisten noch nicht veröffentlichen Korrespondenz, die sich im Archiv der Erzdiözese Marburg (Maribor) in Slowenien
befindet, herauskommen.

Ivan Tomažič (1876–1949) und Michael Hofmann (1860–1946)
Ivan Tomažič wurde am 1. Avgust 1876 in der Pfarre St. Nikolai bei Friedau (Sv.
Miklavž pri Ormožu) in einer ziemlich armen Familie geboren. Die Eltern, vor
allem Mutter Marija, vermittelten ihm den Glauben in einer lebendigen Weise.
In der katholischen Erziehung spielte eine grosse Rolle auch der Kaplan J. Mlasko (1850–1901), der auch finanziell half, so dass Ivan das Gimnasyum in Laibach (Ljubljana) besuchen konnte. Nach dem Abschluβs des Gymnasiums, als
ihm die Mutter schon verstorben war, trat er in das Priesterseminar in Marburg
an der Drau (Maribor). Dort studierte er die Theologie und im Jahr 1898 wurde
als Priester geweiht. Nach einigen Jahren, in denen er als Kaplan diente, zuerst
in der Pfarre St. Georgen an der Stainz (Sv. Jurij ob Ščavnici) und dann in Cilli
(Celje), absolvierte er in den Jahren 1903–1906 die höheren Theologiestudien
in Innsbruck mit der Dissertation Die Exklusive bei der Papstwahl. Schon im
Juli 1905 wird er als Sekretär des Bischofs Dr. Mihael Napotnik (1889–1922)
ernannt. Viele Jahre wurde er als Mitarbeiter des Bischofs Napotnik und dann
des Bischofs Dr. Andrej Karlin (1923–1933) tätig, darum hatte er die Situation in der Diözese von Lavant – die von 1859 ihren Sitz in der Stadt Marburg
(Maribor) hatte – sehr gut gekannt. Im Jahre 1928 wurde er zum Weihbischof
ernannt und nach dem Tode des Bischofs Karlin wurde er im Jahre 1933 Bischof
von Lavant. Die Diözese leitete er als guter Vater, mit Geduld, mit Vernunft und
vor allem mit dem Herzen. Sein bischöfliches Leitmotiv und Spruch war Non
ego, sed Deus, das er schon als jünger Priester ausgewählt hatte. Insbesondere
setze er sich um die Entwicklung in der Diözese der Katholischen Aktion, um
die Beatifikation des slovenischen Bischofs A. M. Slomšek (1800–1862), um die
Ausbildung in Richtung einer katholischen Erziehung und Glaubensvertiefung
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Ivan Tomažič als junger Priester (NŠAM,
fond Tomažič)

von Priestern und Laien ein. In der Zeit, in der er Bischof war, entstand in Marburg unter dem Berg Kalvarija ein neues Priesterseminar, das leider wegen der
Okkupation und des Krieges niemals als solches dienen sollte. In der Diözese musste er mit der Verbreitung der Ideologien des Nazismus und des Kommunismus sich konfrontieren. Nach schweren Jahren des zweiten Weltkriegs,
erkrank er und starb am 26. Februar 1949 in Marburg.1

1

Ilaria Montanar, Il vescovo lavantino Ivan Jožef Tomažič (1876–1949) tra il declino dell’impero
austro-ungarico e l’avvento del comunismo in Jugoslavia (Roma, 2007) (weiter: Montanar, Il vescovo
lavantino Ivan Jožef Tomažič (1876–1949)).
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Michael Hofmann wurde am 27. Avgust 1860 in Kundl (Tirol) geboren.
In den Jahren 1873–1881 besuchte er das Gymnasium in Salzburg und dann
von 1881 bis 1888 die Berufsstudienjahre in Rom im Germanikum. Priester
wurde er am 28. Oktober 1887 in Rom. Am Priesterseminar in Salzburg wurde
er zuerst Studienpräfekt: von 1888–1892 wurde er hier auch als Subdirektor,
Dozent und Katechet tätig, bis er von 1892 bis 1895 ausserordentlicher Professor für Kirchengeschichte und Kirchenrecht an der theologischen Fakultät
in Salzburg ernannt wurde. In den Jesuitenorden trat er im Jahr 1895 ein. Von
1897 bis 1918 war er Professor für Kirchenrecht an der theologischen Fakultät
in Innsbruck. 1900 wurde er Regens im Nikolaihaus in Innsbruck. Wegen der
grossen Zahl der Studenten2, wurde in einigen Jahren ein grosses Theologenkonvikt mit dem Namen Canisianum errichtet und im Jahre 1911 eingeweiht.
Derselbe Pius X. lobte im Jahr 1913 das Canisianum – das wurde ein wahres
Zentrum für einen gebildeten Klerus – mit den Worten "Da in Innsbruck können wir für alles sicher sein". Im ersten Weltkrieg fügte die Hälfte des Canisianums als Kriegslazzaret. Im Canisianum sorgte Hofmann auf eine besondere
Weise für ein Verständnis und unterstützte die Einheit unter den Konviktoren
aus verschiedenen Nationen. In den Zeiten der Not und des Hungers nach dem
ersten Weltkrieg erlaubte das Canisianum vielen Studenten aus allen Ländern
ein ruhiges und gutes Studium. Vom 1919 bis 1924 leitete P. Hofmann das Germanikum in Rom. Von 1925 bis 1938 leitete er wieder das Canisianum in Innsbruck. Am 21. November 1938 wurde das Canisianum von den Nazionalsozialisten geschlossen, darum übersiedelten Hofmann und die Konviktoren nach
Sitten im Wallis (Schweiz). Als im Sommer 1945 das Canisianum wieder nach
Innsbruck übersiedelte, blieb Hofmann in Sitten wegen der Krankheit. Dort
starb er im Januar 1946.
Sehr bekannt ist eine Hofmanns-Charakterisierung von H. Rahner (1900–
1968) "Claritas et certitudo actionum: mit keinem besseren Wort könnte man
Wesen und Wirkkraft /…/ kennzeichen. Was ich bin, das will ich auch sein. Nicht
mehr. Nicht weniger."3

2

3

Am Theologischen Konvikt der Jesuiten begann 1898 seine theologisch-philosophischen Studien
auch Clemens August von Galen (1878–1946), der zukünftige "Löwe von Münster" und Kardinal.
Auch andere zukünftige Erzbischofen und Kardinalen wurden in Innsbruck Alumnen des desselben
Konviktus und studierten in der theologischen Fakultät, z. B. Adam von Sapieha (1867–1951); Dr.
Joseph Frings (1887–1978); Dr. Konrad von Preysing (1880–1950). Zwischen den beiden Weltkriegen
hier studierten auch weitere bekannte Gestalten der Ukrainischen Griechisch-katolischen Kirche.
"Hofmann Michael", in: Biograpisch-Bibliographisches Kirchenlexikon : Band XIV : Voltaire–Wolfram
von Eschenbach (Herzberg, 1998), 1094–1095.
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Die Begegnung und die Korrespondenz mit P. M. Hofmann
Wann sich Tomažič und Hofmann für das erste Mal miteinander trafen? Tomažič
wohnte im Nikolaihaus4 in Innsbruck vom Jahr 1903 bis zum Sommer 1905. Er
erzählt uns selbst, dass, als er sich ins Doktoratstudium immatrikulierte, Jesuit P.
Michael Hofmann, damals Rektor des Nikolaihaus, ihn gütig aufnahm und ihm
die folgenden Worte sagte, die Ivan für das ganze Leben im Herzen brachte – er
erinnerte sich daran, als er Bischof ernannt wurde – "Das Gottes Vorsehen in
ihren Entscheidungen nie irrt."5
Ivan besuchte die Vorlesungen vier Semester6 – vom 1. Oktober 1903
bis 31. Juli 19057 – von denen erinneren wir nur einige: Moraltheologie und
Pastoral, Pastoralenkonferenzen (Dr. Noldin8), Dogmatik und Exerzitazionen
(Dr. Kern9), Pastoralenkonferenzen und Dogmatik (Dr. Müller10), Exegese und
Übungen (Dr. Flunk11), Bibel-patristischen Seminar (Dr. Fonk12). In Innsbruck
studierte Ivan sehr fleissig, so dass P. Hofmann über ihn am 27. Dezember 1904
ein grosses Lob schrieb:
Der gefertigte bezeugt, dass der Hochw. Herr Johann Tomažič, Priester der Diözese Lavant, seit Oktober 1903 an der theologischen Fakultät der Universität Innsbruck höheren Studien mit unermüdlichen Fleisse und sehr guten Erfolge abliegt:
er hat eine ausgezeichnete wissenschaftliche Abhandlung geliefert und das erste
Rigorosum mit sehr guten Erfolg bestanden: und als Alumnus des theologischen

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

Das theologiestudium in der innsbrucker theologischen Fakultät wurde noch einmal im Jahr 1857
eingeführt. Die Jesuiten, die das Priesterkollegium "Nikolaihaus" im 1858 erbauten, sorgten dafür.
Vrgl. Bogdan Kolar, "Študentje teologije s slovenskega etičnega ozemlja na Universi v Innsbrucku od
njenih začetkov do konca Habsburške monarhije", Bogoslovni vestnik 56 (1996): 491–504.
Ivan Jožef Tomažič, "Pozdravni pastirski list", Oglasnik lavantinske škofije VI (1933): 45–46. "Previdnost
božja se v svojih sklepih nikdar ne zmoti".
Nadškofijski arhiv Maribor – Erzdiöcezan Archiv Maribor (weiter: NŠAM), fond Tomažič, fasc. 3,
Innsbruck, Meldungsblatt, 2–7.
NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 3, Innsbruck.
Hieronymus Noldin, Jesuit, wurde in Salurn im Jahr 1838 geboren und Priester im 1861. Vrg.
Schematismus der Säkular und Regular – Geistlichkeit der Diözese Brixen 1904 (Brixen, 1904), 170
(weiter: Schematismus – Diözese Brixen 1904).
NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 3, Innsbruck, Meldungsbuch des Studierenden Johann Tomažič, Priester,
aus der Diözese Lavant, inscribiert in der Theologischen Fakultät der k. k. Universität zu Innsbruck
den 30. September 1903; Univ. Archiv, Theol. Nationale, Wintersemester 1903/1904, 1 Innsbrucker
Semester. Josef Kern, Jesuit, wurde in Aigen im 1856 geboren, Priester im 1884, Dekan der thelogischen Fakultät im 1904. Vrg. Schematismus – Diözese Brixen 1904, 171.347.
Josef Müller, Jesuit, wurde 1863 in Huf geboren und Priester im Jahr 1893. Vrg. Schematismus – Diözese
Brixen 1904, 171.
Mathias Flunk, Jesuit, wurde 1850 in Aichnach geboren und Priester im 1882. Cf. Schematismus – Diözese
Brixen 1904, 171.
Leopold Fonck (oder Fonk), Jesuit, wurde in Wissen im 1865 geboren und Priester im 1889. Vgl.
Schematismus – Diözese Brixen 1904, 171.
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P. Michael Hofmann
(www.canisianum.at)

Konvictes in jeder Hinsicht sich die vollste Zufriedenheit seiner Vorgesetzten
erworben hat.13

Nach drei erfolgreichen Rigorosen – am 24 Juni 1904 (Moral- und
Pastoraltheologie); am 3 März 1905 (Bibel); am 3 April 1906 (Dogmatische
Theologie)14, verteidigte er am 4. April 1906 die Dissertation Die Exklusive bei
der Papstwahl15 und wurde mit Auszeichnung bestanden16.

13
14

15

16

NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 3, št. 3, Abschrift des Dokumentes.
Cf. Katholisch-Theologische Fakultät Innsbruck (weiter: KTFI-Dek), Liber Suffragiorum examinum
rigorosorum ab anno 1901–1968, N. 852, 70, 900.
Vrg. NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 3, Innsbruck. Das Titel wurde vom ersten Censor, R.D. Michael Hofmann
und vom zweiten, R.D. Michael Emil, am 14. Februar 1904 bestätigt. Vrgl. KTFI-Dek, Verzeichnis der
Doktordissertationen, welche bei der Theologischen Fakultät der Universität Innsbruck überreicht
wurde. Dieses Verzeichnis wurde im Juli 1908 angelegt und die früher überreichten Dissertationen
wurden nachgetragen. Vrgl. Brief an das Diözesanarchiv in Marburg aus dem Herr Ruschitzka,
Bibliothek aus der theologischer Fakultät in Innsbruck, 19. September 2002.
NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 3, Kopie der Bestätigung: "Postquam et dissertatione, cui inscribitur "Die
Exklusive bei der Papstwahl" et examinibus legitimis laudabilem in universa Theologia doctrinam
probavit fideique professionem emisit, Doctoris ss. Theologie nomen et honores, iura et privilegia,
quae ad Augustissimo Imperatore ac Rege atque a Pontificibus Romanis concessa sunt, contulimus
in eiusque rei fidem hasce litteras universitatis sigillo sanciendes curavimus. Oemniponte, die quarto
mensis Aprilis anno millesimo nongentesimo sexto". Vgl. Univ. Archiv, Theol. Promotionsbuch I, 86.
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Kolorierte Ansichtskarte, Innsbruck am Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts (NŠAM, fond Tomažič ali tudi v
NŠAM, Zbirka razglednic)

Wir besitzen keine Kopie mehr der originalen Dissertation, nur eine mögliche Abkürzung in slowenischer Sprache, die als Traktat mit dem gleichen
Namen "Veto ali exkluziva pri volitvi papeža", in bekannten Voditelj v bogoslovnih vedah für das Jahr 1910 publiziert wurde. Der letzte Teil des Manuskripts
enthält eine Ergänzung mit einigen Ereignissen aus 1909.17 Also wurde P. Hofmann der erste Zensor und das bedeutet, dass er begleitete, führte und beratete Tomažič durch sein Studium und Arbeit für die Dissertation. Die Erwählung
des Themas der Dissertation – ermütig, ob wir denken, dass die Monarchie
in Österreich noch tätig war – sicher etwas bedeutet. Wahrscheinlich wollte
Tomažič die Bedeutung des Heiligen Vaters und die Mission der Kirche, frei von
den politischen Einflussen, betonen. Im Jahre 1904 hatte der Heilige Vater Pio
X., mit dem Konstitution Commissum Nobis für immer die Exklusive bei der
Papstwah aufgehoben. Etwas bedeutete sicher für Tomažič, dass P. Hofmann in
Rom studiert hatte. Er konnte ihm fast sicher eine grosse Liebe für die Kirche,
für den Papst vermitteln, weit von der Denkweise von der Los-von Rom-Bewegung, die auch in Maribor ihre Vertreter hatte. Die Los-von Rom Bewegung, die

17

Über einigen Aspekten der Dissertation, man sieht die genannte Monographie über Bischof Tomažič.
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sich in Österreich, im Schönen-Kreis18 vor allem in Jahren 1898–1901 entwickelt hat, als Ziel hatte die Einheit der Österreich mit dem Deutschen Reich und
gleichzeitig die Austretung aus der katholischen Kirche und die Eintretung in
den Protestantismus19.
In Innsbruck bekam Tomažič eine ignatianische Ausbildung, er machte oftmal die Exerzitien mit den Jesuiten. Er gehörte auch dem Gebetsverein
von Priestern, dem "Associatio sacerdotalis convictus oenipontani" vom Herzen Jesu, für welchen eine besondere Sorge P. Hofmann hatte. Wir besitzen das
Diplom von J. Tomažič vom 12. Juni 1904, mit dem Unterschrift des P. Hofmanns. Das bedeutet, dass Tomažič in Innsbruck die Spiritualität vom Herzen
Jesu vertiefen konnte. In diesem Sinn waren Tomažič und Hofmann auch in der
Spiritualität eng verbunden. Eine besondere Einstimmung und eine gemeinsame Sorge für die Heiligkeit der Priester bezeichneten, prägten und vertieften
die Freundschaft zwischen Tomažič und Hofmann. Wir besitzen nämlich mehrere Briefen, die die beiden noch jahrelang miteinander geschrieben haben,20
die diese Freundschaft zeugen.

Vor dem ersten Weltkrieg
Für die Jahre vor dem ersten Weltkrieg, als Lavant und Innsbruck noch zur gleichen Habsburgischen Völkersheimat und der katolischen Kirche in Österreich
gehörten, besitzen wir mehrere Karten oder Schreiben zwischen Hofmann und
Tomažič, die über eine tiefe Verbundenheit vor allem im Gebet sprechen. Schon
am 28. August.1906 schrieb so z. B. P. Hofmann dem Hofkaplan Tomažič in
einer Karte: "Auf der Heimfahrt vom Katholikentag sende ich Ihnen die besten
u. herzlichsten Segenswünsche zum Namensfeste. Libentissime Tui memor
ero in s. sacrificio. Auf dem rüttelnden Bahnzug, P. Hofmann".21 Der Rektor des
Nikolaihaus und dann des Canisianums schaute mit einem grossen Interesse
und Aufmerksamkeit auf die Situation und die Ereignisse in der Diözese Lavant.
Im Jahre 1911, als Tomažič enger Mitarbeiter des Bischofs Napotnik war, so
schrieb P. Hofmann über die Publikation der Akten der Diözesansynoden von
Lavant (Marburg in Steiermark):

18

19

20
21

Der Begründer von der Los-von Rom-Bewegung, Georg Ritter von Schönerer, wurde in Wien am 17.
Juli 1842 geboren und starb im Schloss Rosenau am 14. Avgust 1921. Aus 1879 führte er die deutsche
Nationalpartei. Er trat in die evangeliche Kirche und vertiefte ein hartes Nationalismus, die auch Hitler
beeinflusste. Vrg. Franz Stauracz, Los von Rom (Wien, 1901) (weiter: Stauracz, Los von Rom).
Vgl."Los von Rom Bewegung", in: Lexikon fur Theologie und Kirche, VI (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1993–
2001), 1061–1062; Stauracz, Los von Rom.
Vgl. NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 21.
Vgl. NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 21.
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Es können leider nur einige Schlagworte aus dem reichen Inhalte hier geboten
werden. So finden sich im ersten Teil eine principielle Klarlegung über das rechtliche Verhältnis des Vereinswesens zur kirchlichen Autorität (S. 250 ff.); die Grundsätze zur Beurteilung der sog. Frauenfrage (S. 255 ff) und der Unterrichtsprache
in Religion (S. 386 ff.). Ausgezeichnet sind die Unterweisungen für Pastoration der
Studierenden (S. 428 ff) und gegen die überhandnehmende Sittenverderbnis (450
ff). Aus dem zweiten Teil "de cultu divino" verdienen besondere Beachtung die bis
ins kleinste gehenden Vorschriften für Pflege des Kirchengesanges (559 ff) über
kirchliche Kunstgegenstände und deren Erhaltung (S. 612 ff). Hervorragend an
Bedeutung ist im dritten Teile die Darlegung der Rechtsbeziehungen zwischen den
Pfarrern und ihren Hilfspriestern (S. 690 ff); die Anweisungen über Seelersorge der
Gefangenen, über Seelersorge in Städten und grösseren Orten; über religiöse Pflege
der schulentlassenen Jugend und die Sorge für die Auswanderer. Ist eine erfreuliche Erscheinung in der Geschichte der Kirche, dass mit dem Aufleben der Synoden auch ein Erblühen des ganzen christlichen Lebens die naturgemässe Folge
war, so darf man den eifrigen Hirten der Lavanter Diözese, Fürstbischof Exzellenz
Dr. Michael Napotnik, von Herzen beglückwünschen, dass es in so kurzer Zeit seiner Energie gelungen ist, eine reihe von Diözesansynoden abzuhalten. Bei nicht
wenigen Abschnitten der vorliegenden "Operationes et Constitutiones" ist auch
eine reiche einschlägige Literatur verzeichnet, was von der Sorgfalt Kunde gibt, mit
welcher diese Vorschriften abgefasst und herausgegeben wurden.22

Aus den Jahren 1913–1914 besitzen wir mehrere Karten und Briefen, vor
allem persönlicher Natur. Es geht z. B. um Glück-Wünsche zum Namenstag
oder Geburtstag, um miteinandere Erinnerungen im Gebet23; das spricht über
tiefsten Vertrauen und Hochhachtung und über treue Gesinnung zwischen den
beiden, die Grundlage für die zukünftige Treffen und Briefen wird, die immer
mehr von einem persönlichen und internationellen Atmen geprägt werden.

Die zwanzige und dreissige Jahre
Als P. Hofmann die Nachricht über die Hilfsbischofernennung von Tomažič
bekam, vermittelte er ihm aus Canisianum am 14. Juli 1928 seine Freude mit
diesen Worten:

22
23

NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 3, 14.
Am 24. August 1913 so schrieb z. B. P. Hofmann dem Hofkaplan Tomažič: "Carissime! Von meinem
stillen /…/ Ferienaufenthalt sende ich Ihnen die besten u. innigsten Segenswünsche zum Namensfeste.
In sacro Tui memoriam specialem agam. Vale! In charitate Ss. Cordis Tuus P. Hofmann S. J." NŠAM,
fond Tomažič, fasc. 21.
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hochwürdigster Herr Bischof, innig verehrter und lieber Freund!
Gestern las ich in den Acta Ap. Sedis Ihre Ernennung zum Hilfsbischof für die
Diözese Lavant. Meine Freude war übergross. Ich darf es Ihnen wohl verraten,
dass ich oft schon im Stillen Gedanken und Herzenwünsche hatte, Gott möge Sie
zum Hirten für viele Seelen machen. Diese stille Hoffnung ist in Erfüllung gegangen – Gott sei gepriesen dafür! Ich weiss, wie Sie denken, und dass Sie vor allem
die Bürde der Verantwortung vor Augen haben. Es ist gut, wenn man das heilige
Bischofamt mit einer gewissen heiligen Scheu auf sich nimmt – umso mehr setzt
man dann seine ganze Hoffnung auf den Herrn, und wird ausschliesslich stark in
Cristo. Meine armen Gebete gelten Ihnen nun ganz besonders. Im Namen aller
Patres und Konviktoren spreche ich Euer Bischöflichen Gnaden die innigsten
Segenswünsche aus und füge das Versprechen unseres Gebetes hinzu.
Nun bringt mir Ihr lieber Brief eine zweite recht freudige Nachricht: dass ich Sie
bei den fünftätigen Exerzitien hier begrüsse darf. Recht herzlich willkommen. Ich
werde für das Incognito, da Sie es so wünschen, Sorge tragen; nur unseren Patres
darf ich wohl unter Verschwiegenheit die freudige Mitteilung machen. Es genügt,
wenn Eure Bischöfliche Gnaden um 20 Uhr am 22. Juli eintreffen; denn der Einleitungsvortrag kann leicht in irgend einer Weise ergänzt werden.
in der Hoffnung auf ein freudiges Wiedersehen grüsst Euer bischöflichen Gnaden
in Christo ganz ergebener
							P. Michael Hofmann S.J.
Dazu schrieb: Wie ich bei der Apost. Administratur erfuhr, sind Kleidungen für
Bischöfe in Innsbruck nicht erhältlich; die Ap. Admin. macht ihre Bestellungen
immer durch den Schneidermeister Menner Johann in Innsbruck, Schulstr. 13.
Das liesse sich eventuell bei den Exerzitien machen.24

Aus folgenden Worten ist es klar, die Unterlegung des Dr. Tomažič, in
Innsbruck eigene persönliche Exerzitien zu machen, als Vorbereitung für die
bischöfliche Konsekration. So können wir besser verstehen, wie eng seine Beziehung mit Innsbruck – und vor allem mit dem Canisianum – war, ob er, als es
möglich war, solche Momente dort gerne unterhalten wurde.
Am 29. Oktober 1928 antwortete P. Hofmann dem Bischof in Marburg, die
ihm Ihre Glückwünsche zum Namenstag geschickt hatte. Er schrieb auch das
folgende:
Zugleich danke ich hezlich für die Uebersendung des Zeitungsberichtes, den ich
mit Dank wieder zurückerstatte. Ich weiss gut, wieviele Sorgen und Verantwor-

24

NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 21.
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Ivan Tomažič, Residenzbischof (NŠAM,
fond Tomažič)

tung das Herz eines Bischof oft drücken können. Weil Sie aber die Sache des Heilandes führen, ist der göttliche Meister Ihnen jederzeit ganz besonders nahe mit
Gnade und Liebe und Kraft. Das wünsche ich Ihnen aus ganzer Seele …25

Die Korrespondenz zwischen den Freunden geht weiter. Am Anfang des
Jahres 1931 antwortete der Rektor des Canisianums dem Bischof Tomažič, die
ihm am 18. Jänner geschrieben hatte. Hofmann teilte das Zusendung von 300
Christusbildchen mit und dann schrieb er weiter:
Hochwürdigster Freund!
Unser Herzens – und Geistesleiter ist vor allem unser göttlicher Meister. Ich
glaube, dass die Frage: Was hätte Jesus wohl in dieser Lage getan? Und die noch
wirksamere: Heiland ist es Dir lieb, dass ich dies oder jenes tue oder unterlasse?

25

NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 21.
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Ich glaube, dass diese Frage uns überaus viel Licht und Kraft bringt.
Mit der Bitte um den heiligen Bischöflichen Segen verharrt in treuer Liebe und
Hochachtung
Ihr treuergebener
P. Mich. Hofmann S. J.26

Aus Canisianum bekam Dr. Tomažič einen Brief von dem Freund auch am
6. Mai 1931, der uns informiert, dass Tomažič in dem Heligen Land gewesen
war und auch dass er für arme Studenten der Innsbrucker theologischen Fakultät besondere Sorge veräussern hatte:
/…/ Verehrter und lieber Freund!
Ihr lieber Brief von hoher See war mir eine grosse Ueberraschung, aber auch
eine herzliche Freude. Ich beglückwünsche Euer Excellenz von Herzen zur grossen Gnade, die Stätten des Heiligen Landes besuchen zu können, und dort vom
Geiste unseres göttlichen Herrn und seiner gebenedeiten Mutter viel in die Seele
aufzunehmen. Recht innig danke ich für Ihr heiliges Gebet an jenen ehrwürdigen
Stätten für unser Haus und mich Armen.
Ihre gütige Spende habe ich für arme Theologen verwendet und danke innig
dafür. Ihr "Quaestio" beantwortet P. Schmitt in sehr bestimmter und klarer Weise,
und ich glaube, Euer Bischöflichen Gnaden sollten sich vollkommen beruhigen.
Ich heisse Sie auch wieder recht herzlich in Ihrer Heimat willkommen.
Um den heiligen Bischöflichen Segen für uns alle bittet Euer Excellenz in Hochschätzung und Liebe treuergebener
P. Mich. Hofmann S. J.27

Die Weihnachtwünsche und die Bitte um "memento" für das ganze Canisianum herauskommt im Hofmanns-Brief vom 9. Dezember 1931.28 Spürte er
damals schon die Gefahr, die in nächsten Jahren ihm viele Sorgen gebracht hätte?

Der Fall Trstenjak (1933–1934)
Für die Jahre 1933–1934 besitzen wir eine reiche Korrespondenz zwischen
Tomažič und P. Hofmann. Es ist kein Zufall: im August 1933 wurde Tomažič als
ordentlicher Bischof der lavanter Diözese ernannt. Am 2. August gratulierte
P. Hofmann dem neuen Bischof: er rief den Gottes Segen über so viele neue
26
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Verantwortungen und sah Ihre lange Erkenntnis der Situation in der Diözese
als die beste Grundlage für die Vollendung der neuen Mission. Er brachte die
Wünsche auch im Namen des ganzen innsbrucker Priestersvereins, dem Tomažič aus Jahren des Nikolaihauses gehörte und seine Mitglieder in der ganzen
Welt hatte:
Verehrter lieber Freund!
Zeitungen brachten die Nachricht, dass der Hl. Vater Sie zum Bischof von Marburg
ausersehen hat. Von Herzen beglückwünsche ich Ew. Excellenz zum Vertrauer
des Statthalters Christi u. wünsche Ihnen reichen Segen für Ihre Person und Ihre
Diözese aus dem anbetungswürdigen Herzen unseres göttlichen guten Herrn. Ich
ahne einigermassen, welch grosse Bürde an Arbeit u. Verantwortung Ihnen auferlegt ist u. deshalb will in jeden Tag bei dr. Hl. Messe Sie dem Herzen Jesu empfehlen. Sie haben aber andererseits denkbar günstige Bedingungen zur segensreichen
Ausübung Ihres Amtes, namentlich eine volle Erkenntnis der Diözese selbst29.
Erlauben mir Ew. Bischöfliche Gnaden auch, dass ich als Präses des Priestergebetsvereines Ihnen die Segenwünsche des ganzen Vereines darbringe …30

Am 14. November 1933 begann zwischen den beiden eine ausführliche
Korrespondenz über Dr. Anton Trstenjak (1906–1996), der damals das Doktoratsstudium in Innsbruck abgeschlossen hatte. P. Hofmann lieβ Dr. Trstenjak in
dieser Weisung kennenzeichen:
Es ist mir eine aufrichtige Freude Ihnen berichten zu können, dass der hoch.
Herr. Trstenjak am 11. November zum Dr. der Theologie promoviert worden ist.
Was mich noch viel mehr freut ist die Hoffnung, dass Ew. Excellenz an ihm einen
frommen, eifrigen tüchtigen Priester erhalten. Er war seinerzeit stark "jugendbewegt"; hat aber in den /…/ Wein viel Wasser gegossen, u. ist zur goldenen Mitte wie
ich hoffe gekommen. Er ist lenksam. Gebe Gott, dass ich richtig gesehen habe! Oft
denke ich an Sie, bete für Sie u. wünsche aus ganzer Seele, dass Ihre Arbeiten, Ihre
Sorgen, Mühen u. Leiden vom reichsten Segen des Heilandes begleitet seien. Mich
u. unsere Alumnen in Ihre hl. Messen u. Ihren hl. bischöflichen Segen einschliessend verbleibe ich in Hochschätzung und treuer Liebe …31

Ob Rektor so klar über eine Sympathie des Dr. Trstenjak für das Jugendbewegung sprach, bedeutet, er hatte von ihm eine sehr gute Erkenntnis. Am nächsten Tag sandte Dr. Trstenjak einen Brief dem Bischof von Lavant. In diesem
29
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Brief informierte er den Bischof über ein wichtiges Problem, das er mit seiner
Hilfe lösen wollte. Dr. Trstenjak wurde nämlich für das nächste Jahr als Mitredakteur einer sozialen Zeitung, "Beseda" ("Das Wort"), ernannt. Darum möchte
er dafür von dem Bischof einen Rat bekommen.32 Das war eine wichtige und
schwere Sache: der Bischof Tomažič war unruhig und besorgt. Das ist sichtbar
auch aus einigen Worten, die er schnell auf den Brief geschrieben hatte.33 Er
nahm keine eilige Überlegung. So hat er lieber eine genaue Antwort noch für
einige Zeit verschoben. Das Problem kam zur Lösung am 22. Dezember 1933,
wie uns Tomažič selbst in einer Anmerkung mit rotem Bleistift informiert.34
Er schrieb dazu auch in einem langen und klaren Brief, den er am Vorabend
der Weihnachtsfest dem P. Hofmann gesandt hatte. Der Brief ist wirklich sehr
interessant, weil uns viele Informationen anbietet. Vor den Augen bekommen
wir eine ausführliche Beschreibung von mehreren Problemen und Sorgen, die
Tomažič am Anfang ihres neuen Amtes entgegen gehen sollte:
Lieber P. Regens,
vor mir liegen drei teure Briefe, geschrieben von Ihrer väterlich guten Hand, datiert vom 22.12.1932, 2. August und 14 November 1933. Schwere Erkrankung des
seligen F.B. Dr. Karlin zu Neujahr 1933, sein Tod im frühjahr, kanonische Visitation von ca. 40 Pfarren im Sommer, die unterdessen erfolgte Verfügung der göttlichen Vorsehung betreff der Diözese, darauf Visitatio Liminum zugleich Pilgerfahrt, eine früher nicht geahnte Häufung von amtlichen Agenden, und Schwierigkeiten /…/ hatten zur Folge, dass Hunderte von Privatbriefen unbeantwortet
bleiben mussten. Statt dessen zelebrierte ich – ausgenommen Pflichtmessen –
fast ununterbrochen /…/ ad impetrandum divinum adiutorium et pro omni bono
iis, qui mihi sunt boni et amici et apud Deum intercessores. Am 29. September
d. J. las ich die hl. Messe in Florenz zu S. Maria Novella für guten P. Regens und
besuchte darauf die Kirche s. Michele, von wo ich mir vornahm, sofort das Bildchen /Altarbildkopie/ nach Innsbruck zu senden, kam aber weder dazu noch zur
Ausführung anderer Schreibvorsätze. Parcat mihi Dominus, et Tua Paternitas!
Nun danke ich herzlichst für geschätzten Bericht über Dr. Trstenjak und seine
Promotion, sowie für alle ihm zugewandte Gunst und Fürsorge – besonders
noch dafür, dass der finanziell nicht gut situierten Diözese so günstige Bedingungen gewährt und ihm in letzter Zeit eine dotierte Stelle zugewiesen wurde.
Ich will den Heiland bitten, er möge über das Innsbrucker Konvikt desto reichli-
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chere Schätze seines göttlichen Herzens niederströmen lassen. Herr Dr. Trstenjak
befand sich zur Zeit seiner Heimkehr in Gefahr, ins Redaktionskonsortium einer
minder gut orientierten Laibacher Zeitschrift hineingezogen zu werden. Zuerst
schien er geneigt zu sein, einzuwilligen, in der Absicht, die Publikation in richtige
Bahnen zu lenken, machte aber richtigerweise die Zustimmung des Bischofs zur
Bedingung. Vorsichtig schob ich die Entscheidung auf. Vorgestern meldete er mir,
das Konsortium hätte ihn – wohl als voraussichtlich einen für desser Zwecke zu
korrekten Priester – abgelehnt. Er selbst preist die göttliche Vorsehung, dass sie
ihn ins Innsbrucker Konvikt geführt. Deo gratias!
Nun kurz: Euer Hochwürden und den hochw. PP. und dem ganzen Haus recht
friedliche, gnadenreiche Weihnachten und viel viel Segen Gottes im neuen Jahre.
Morgen werde ich eine hl. Messe auf diese Meinung aufopfern. Schönen Dank
auch für unverdiente ehrende Erwöhnung der "Korrespondenz" Nov. 1933. Beigelegt 10 $ für Priestergebetsverein und Arme Konviktoren, je zur Hälfte. Sehr
bitte ich um gütigen Einschluss ins Gebet und Memento. Euer Hochwürden
immer treu und dankbar ergebener.35

Der Bischof Tomažič bekam eine Antwort von P. Hofmann am Anfang
Februars 1934:
Hochwürdigster Herr Bischof und Freund!
Leider spät, aber von Herzen kommt mein Dank für Ihr gütiges, liebes Schreiben
vom 24. December 1933. Der Heiland vergelte Ew. Bischöflichen Gnaden reichlich die treue Liebe gegen unser Haus. Im Namen des Hochwürdigen Pater Rektors Donat und aller PP. Sage ich innig Dank für Ihre Glückwünsche zum heiligen
Weihnachtsfeste und für das Jahr 1934, ganz besonders für das grosse Geschenk
des Heiligen Messopfers, das Sie für unser Haus Gott aufgeopfert haben. Mit den
Gedanken bin ich oft bei Ihnen – mit dem Herzen immer, weil Sie in dieses arme
Herz für immer eingeschlossen sind und bleiben. Gerne bete ich für Sie, damit
Jesus Sie segne, Sie erleuchte und Sie stärke. Ich ahne in etwas, "welch" schwere
Last von Arbeit und Verantwortung ein jeder Bischof trägt; in Ihrer Lage trifft das
noch in erhöhtem Masse zu. Für das hochherzige Geschenk von 10 $ recht herzlichen Dank.
Sehr erfreut bin ich, dass der Hochwürdige Herr Dr. Trstenjak durch Ihre väterliche Fürsorge und Klugheit einer grossen Gefahr der Seele entronnen ist. Er hat
ohne Zweifel gute Grundsätze, hat das Uebermass von "Jugendbewegung", das er
nach Innsbruck mitgebracht hat, gemässigt und geklärt; trotzdem könnte eine
Umgebung anderer Art ihm allmählich schaden, wenn er nicht schon sehr gefes-
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tigt ist. Ich schätze ihn sehr auch aus dem Grunde, weil er ein offenes Wort gern
und willig annimt und sich lenken lässt. Unser Haus macht auch eine Krise durch:
schon im Oktober hat kein einziger Priestertum-kandidat, der aus Deutschland
nach Innsbruck kommen wollte, von den deutschen Behörden Erlaubnis erhalten, nach Oesterreich zu gehen; die "alten" Alumnen, die schon in Innsbruck
gewesen waren, durften zurückkehren; diese werden aber mit der Zeit "aussterben", wenn sie nicht überdies noch früher nach Deutschland zurückberufen
werden. Aus einer Diözese müssen auf Anordnung der betreffenden CivilBehörde
alle Ostern 1934 zurück. Da etwas über 100 deutsche Alumnen hier sind, wäre
es, auch im Interesse der internazionalen Zusammensetzung unseres Hauses, ein
Schaden, wenn sie alle auf einmal heimkehren müssten. Doch möge Gottes Wille
geschehn, der immer so liebevoll für sein Haus am Inn gesorgt hat. Ich bitte aber
innig um Ihr heiliges Gebet, dass nur Gottes Wille an uns geschehe. Mit der innigen Bitte um den Heiligen bischöflichen Segen für mich und unsere Alumnen
verbleibe ich in Hochschätzung und Liebe Ew. Excellenz treu ergebener.36

Dieser Brief erklärt uns, dass die Situation in Deutschland – Hitler war
damals schon ein Jahr an der Macht – ihre Folgen auch in Österreich hatte,
und auch im Canisianum. Die Einführung der Tausend-Mark-Sperre im Sommer 1934 den Zustrom neuer Theologiestudierender, vor allem aus Deutschland, unterbunden hatte. Trotzdem nahm damals die Zahl der Konviktoren
nur wenig ab, aber die Situation wurde immer schwerer. "Seit 1933 lag die Frage
eines ‘Anschlusse' wie ein Schatten auf dem ganzen Land".37 Die Verschlechterung der Situation erreichte den Höhepunkt in Jahren 1937–1938.

Die Jahre 1937–1939
Aus den Jahren 1937–1939 besitzen wir interessante Briefe zwischen Tomažič
und Hofmann, die uns viel verstehen lassen, neben der persönlicher Wohlwollen, über die Situation im Konviktum und über das Leben von Jesuiten in Innsbruck. Am 28. August 1937 schrieb P. Hofmann einen Brief, der so lautet:
Ew. Excellenz, hochwürdigsten Bischof und Freund!
Zum Feste Ihres grossen himmlischen Beschützers meine innigen Segenswün-
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sche u. mein armes Gebet! Dass Sie gerade das Martyrium des Varläufers zur Jahreserinnerung erhalten haben, kommt mir wie ein Sinnbild, eine Vordeutung
vor; es passt so recht für jeden apostolischen Bischof. Gott erhalte Ihnen bei der
vielen u. schweren Arbeit die Gesundheit! Gerne u. oft denke ich an Sie. Es geht
durch Gottes Erbarmungen mir recht gut. 14 Tage war ich zum ausruhen in der
Schweiz, u. nun gehe ich gern wieder an die Arbeit eines neuen Jahres, für das ich
mir Ihren hl. bischöflichen Segen innig erbitte. Der gute P. Lercher hat uns recht
unerwartet u. plötzlich verlassen. Am 4. 8. abends plauderten wir gemütlich in
der Abendrekreation, u. am 5. morgen fanden wir ihn friedlich in den Armen des
Bruders des Schlafes. Er hatte gut heingehen. R. in Pace Ch.
In Verehrung u. Liebe Ihr treuergebener
P. Mich. Hofmann S. J.38

Wichtig sind dann vor allem einige Briefe im Latein von August 1938, die
uns das schwere Klima, die man auch in Österreich wegen des Nationalsozialismus atmete, spüren lassen. Es war wircklich eine schwere Stunde der Geschichte: erinneren wir uns, dass der Einmarsch deutscher Truppen am 12. März
1938 und die Annexion nicht mehr verhindert werden konnte. Damals wurde
Österreich politisch von der Landkarte versschwunden. Wie Rolf Steininger
damals schrieb, "Neben Begeisterung, Jubel, Zustimmung, Hoffnung auf bessere Zeiten und viel Opportunismus gab es damals auch Österreicher, die mit
dem, was geschah, nicht einverstanden waren."39
Tatsächlich war Tirol das erste österreichische Bundesland, in dem der sogenannte "Anschluss" vollzogen wurde und am 5. April war Hitler zusammen mit
Himmler in Innsbruck. Auch in Innsbruck waren in vorigen Jahren die Nazionalsozialisten die stärkste Partei geworden. Der Anschluss hatte Auswirkungen
auch auf die Universität. Am 14. März wurde der neue Rektor installiert, am 22.
März kam es zur "Säuberung" der Universität durch den nazionalsozialistischen
Dozentbund. Auch unter den Studenten kam es zu drastischen Ausschlüssen.
Selbsverständlich kam es zur Aufhebung der Theologischen Fakultät. Das Diarium der theologischen Fakultät, das vom Dekan Josef Hofbauer SJ (1892–1972)
am 8. August 1938 abgeschlossen wurde, spricht sehr klar dafür. Im Sommersemester 1938 wurden Professoren unter dem Anschein der Legalität, der neuen
Gesetzgebung folgend, in Pension geschickt. Das Ende war längst geplant und
die konkrete Aufhebung der Theologischen Fakultät mit dem 20. bzw. dem 22.
Juli erfolgte. Die Fakultät wurde regelrecht geplündert. Die Vorstände ande-
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rer Institute der Universität konnten aussuchen, was sie für ihre Bibliotheken
haben wollten. Erinnern wir uns, dass damals weist das Mitgliederverzeichnis
des Priestergebetsvereines – dem nicht alle ehemaligen Canisianer angehörten
–, insgesamt fast 3000 Mitglieder und Freunde in verschiedenen Staaten. Zum
Zeitpunkt der Aufhebung gab es ungefähr 4000 lebende Canisianer und viele
von ihnen waren in hohen kirchlichen Positionen. Die Nazionalsozialisten
wollten die Fakultät still und leise in die Sommerferien verschwinden lassen.
Aber es ging nicht so einfach dazu. Der Heilige Vater Pio XI. errichtete am 15.
August 1938 eine kirchliche Hochschule päpstlichen Rechts, mit zwei Fakultäten, eine philosophische, die im Jesuitenkollegium unterbracht wurde, und
eine theologische, die im Canisianum war. So schien es die Priesterausbildung
gesichert zu werden: die Ausbildung, staaatlich verunmöglicht, sollte kirchlich weitergehen. Der Rektor des Canisianums, P. Lakner, war gleichzeitig Rektor der neuen Theologischen Fakultät. Dekan der Theologischen Fakultät war
Hugo Rahner.40 P. Hofmann informiert uns über diese Situation. Er schrieb dem
Lavanter Bischof am 27. 8. 1938 einen Brief, in dem er mitgeteilte, was passierte,
als die Theologische Fakultät in Innsbruck von der Regierung gesperrt wurde:
Excellentiae Vestrae Reverendissimae
Iam notum esse suppono facultatem theologicam Oenipontanam (Innsbruck) a
gubernio e gremio Universitatis status exclusam et abolitam esse, postquam PP.
Societatis Jesu per 81 annos in eadem philosophiam scholasticam et theologiam
circiter 24.000 auditoribus, e quibus fere 14.000 in Convictu Canisiano erant,
docuerunt. Reverendissimus et Illustrissimus DD. Sigismundus Waitz, Archipiscopus Salisburgensis et Administrator Apostolicus Administraturae InnsbruckFeldkirch seminarium suum diocesanum in ipsum Collegium seu Convictum
Canisianum transtulit, professores Societatis Jesu facultatis theologicae tamquam magistros seminarii cum approbatione Sedis Apostolicae constituit; simul
etiam, uti firmiter speramus, Summus Pontifex pro sua erga Canisianum, quod
"suum" appellare dignatus est, benignitate Collegio Canisiano facultatem concedet tribuendi gradus academicos omnes tum in philosophia tum in theologia.
Ita in futurum quoquq iuvenes ex variis nationibus et familiis religiosis in Collegio Canisiano sub directione PP: Societatis Jesu degere et scientiis philosophicis
theologicisque studere et ad sacerdotium educari poterunt. Velit Excellentia Vestra Reverendissima Collegium Canisianum etiam in hac nova forma fovere sicut
hucusque eidemque iuvenes selectos ad sacerdotium educandos et ad Lauream
doctoralem aspirantes committere. Sicut tempore praeterito etiam in futuro sollere cura nobis erit, ut alumni Canisiani sacerdotes fiant, qui vitae sanctitatae et
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Brief von I. J. Tomažič
an P. M. Hofmann,
26. September 1938
(NŠAM, fond Tomažič,
fasc. 21)

doctrina salutari boni in vinea Domini evadant. Rogamus igitur humillime ut
Excellentia Vestra Reverendissima Collegii nostri memoriam faciat in sanctis sacrificiis et orationibus utque nobis auxiliis divinis tantopere indigentibus benedictionem episcopalem impertiat. Excellentiae Vestrae Reverendissimae gratissimo
sese commendat animo Pater Rector et Pater Regens Collegii Canisiani, Oeniponte, die 27 Augusti 1938.41
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Die Situation wird immer schwerer. sie blieben im Gebet verbunden, wie
Tomažič am 26. September 1938 dem Regens versicherte:
Desto inniger danke ich jetzt für alle vorausgegangenen Beweise der Freundschaft und Vereinigung im Gebete /…/ Täglich erwähne ich beim Memento ausdrücklich das Canisianum, dessen Leitung und Zöglinge, wie früher, so jetzt in
seiner neuen Form. Am kommenden 29. d. M. werde ich die hl. Messe für Euer
Hochwürden und Ihre Anliegen aufopfern. In dieses hl. Opfer werde ich allen
Glück-und Segenwünsche für Innsbruck zusammenfassen ….42

Die "neue Form" des Canisianums war eine Zwischenlösung: Berlin und
Wien fühlten das als eine Provokation. Das Wintersemester begann schon normal, aber im November rächten sich die Nazionalsozialisten: am 21. November
1938 wird das Canisianum als Amtssitz des Oberfinanzpräsidums zugeschrieben. Die Jesuiten hatten sich schon vorbereitet, so dass am 23. November P.
Hofmann als Regens das Asyl in Sitten (Sion –Valais in der Schweiz) nennen
konnte, das ein Altkonviktor, der Bischof von Sitten, Victor Bieler (1881–
1952), angeboten hatte. Nur Ausländer, nicht reichsdeutsche Konviktoren
konnten ausreisen. Dazu kommt noch zu Schwierigkeiten mit dem Schweizer
Bundesrat43. Im Dezember 1938 schrieb P. Hofmann im Latein dem Bischof in
Marburg über diese Situation:
Excellentiam Vestram Reverendissimam certiorem facimus quod potestas civilis Germaniae aedificium Collegii Canisiani in Innsbruck cum horto pro fine civili occupavit, nudis verbis asserens, se eodem indigere. Cum protestatio nostra
oretenus et iuridice opposita non obtineret effectum, omnibus viribus curavimus, ut alumni nostri, maxime exteri, studia sua prosequi et ad sacerdotium se
praeparare possent. Suavis Dei providentia domum aptam nobis procuravit in
ragione aliqua Tyroli valde simili, sed salubriore adhuc aere et situ non minus pulchro quam Innsbruck, scilicet in urbe Sion (Sitten, Ct. Wallis) Helvetiae, ubi inde
a 12. Decembri 1938 alumni nostri exteri –circiter 90– magna cum tranquillitate
studia theologica in Pontificia Facultate Canisiana, illuc pro tempore translata,
prosequuntur. Tum Episcopus Sedunensis, Excell. D. Dr. Victor Bieler, tum Officiales civiles et populus eximie pius magna benevolentia imo cum gaudio nos
susceperunt, adeo ut alumni nostri non solum valde vontenti sint, sed laeti studia
sua denuo suscipiant postquam per 8 dies exercitiis spiritualibus vacabant.Excel-
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lentiae Vestram enixe rogamus, ut benevolentiam quam Collegio Canisiano in
Innsbruck exhibuit, eidem seminario nostro pro tempore Seduni existenti conservare non dedignetur – amici in tribulatione duplo aestimantur et amantur. Ad
festa Natalitia D. N. vota optimo Excellentiae Vestrae ex corde offerimus rogantes,
ut alumni nostris et nobis benedicas. Devotissimi fr. Lakner, Rector Collegi Canis.
Michael Hofmann, Regens. /…/ Hochw. Freund! Der Herr schlägt Wunden, aber er
heilt sie auch – sit nomen Dni benedictum.44

In der Lavantiner Diözese war die Situation ebenfalls nicht so einfach: der
Bischof Tomažič zeigte eine besondere Sorge für die Zukunft der Priesterkandidaten, wie aus einigen Worten, die er am 26. 9. 1938 dem Regens schrieb, verstehen können:
Drei grosse Anliegen möchte ich in besonderes Memento und Gebet empfohlen
sein lassen: Bau des neuen Diözesan-Priesterseminars, Renovierung der Domkirche, meine bevorstehende Reise ad Limina. Vieles würde ich os ad os sagen
können. Wie wäre ich Gott dankbar, wenn ich lieben P. Regens einmal hier
begrüssen dürfte!
In grösster Verehrung und immerwährende Dankbarkeit Euer Hochwürden in
Christo ergebenster
Ivan Tomažič. 45

Im August 1938 hatte nämlich Dr. Tomažič den Grundstein des neuen Priesterseminarium gesegnet. Leider wird dieser Bau nie für die Priesterkandidaten
dienen, weil im April 1941 die deutsche Truppe in Marburg marschrierte und
alles besetzte.
Am 28. September 1939 schrieb P. Hofmann, immer aus Wallis, noch einen
Brief:
Ew. Excellenz hochwürdigster Herr Bischof und geliebter Freund! Ihre gütige
Wünsche zu meinem Namenstag u. das grosse Seelenalmosen des hl. Messe,
wofür ich innigst danke, waren wirklich glühenden Kohlen auf mein schuldbewusstes Haupt. Sie haben mir mit Ihren hochwürdigsten Confratres durch die
überaus liebevolle Begrüssung von Ljubljana aus, eine so grosse Freude gemacht,
wie ich schon lange keine mehr gehabt. Ich verschob den Dank auf Ihr liebes
Namensfest – und siehe, auch diesen gute Vorsatz wurde nicht ausgeführt – ich
war gerade auf Reisen im Wallis; aber ich habe das hl. Opfer u. die Tagesgebete
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für Sie u. Ihre Anliegen Gott aufgeopfert. Nun bitte ich recht herzlich um Verzeihung. Ihr lieber Brief vom 28. 9. verpflichtet mich noch mehr zu Liebe u. Dank.
Bald wir ein Korresp. Blatt Ihnen erzählen, wie gut der Heiland mit uns u. mit mir
armen Sünder ist. Wir leben im Wallis vielleicht im ruhigsten u. sichersten Winkel
von Europa – Gott sei gepriesen für alles! Ich bin Ende August ins 80. Lebensjahr
"hineingeschlichten", fühle mich gesund u. wohl. O wie gut ist Gott! Am 15. Sept.
haben wir das 2. Jahr in diesem lieben, gesegneten Asyl begonnen. Wie nahe stehe
ich den Pforten der Ewigkeit! – u. ich freue mich, dem Heiland mit seinem an Barmherzigkeit überreichen Herzen entgegen zugehen. Gott segne Sie, Ihre Mühe,
Ihre Sorgen, Ihre Herde! Segnen Sie auch Ihren, Ihnen von Herzen ergebenen …46

Bischof Tomažič versicherte sein Memento im Gebet. So hatte er am 25.
September 1939 geschrieben:
Hochwürdigster P. Regens,
Wie alljährlich, werde ich am kommenden St. Michaelsfest die heilige Messe für
Euer Hochwürden, für Canisianum und für dessen Zöglinge aufopfern. Im übrigen
schliesse ich das Konvikt samt Leitung täglich in meine Opfer und Gebete ein.
Sehr bitte ich um gleichen Liebesdienst.47

Zwischen dem zweiten Weltkrieg
Aus Sion schreibt P. Hofmann noch einige Briefe; einige sind verloren gegangen, andere nicht. Wir besitzen zum Beispiel einen Brief, datiert vom 20. August
1941:
Ew. Excellenz, hochwürdigsten Herr F. Bischof.
Beim herausnahm Ihres lieben Namens-Festes wird es immer etwas freudigunruhig im Herzen Ihres alten Regens, obwohl es schon bald 38 Jahre her sind,
dass ich Sie kennen, hochschätzen u. lieben gelernt habe. Empfangen Sie deshalb
meine innigen, von Herzen kommenden Glückwünsche für Ihre Person u. die
grossen Aufgaben, die Ihnen gestellt sind. Gott erleuchte u. stärke Sie! Darum will
ich besonders am 29. d. M. für Sie beten. Der Gedanke, dass Sie für die grossen
Werke des göttlichen Meisters sich abmühen u. Seines besonderen Segens teilhaft
werden, lasse Sie die schwere Seelenlast mutig u. vertrauend tragen. Oft denke
ich an Sie. Als 81-Jähriger bin ich den Fasen der Ewigkeit nahe gekommen u.
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Brief von P. M. Hofmann an Bischof Tomažič, 20. August 1941 (NŠAM, fond Tomažič, fasc. 21)

bitte deshalb innig um Ihren Segen. Ich bin gesund, zufrieden, freue mich aber in
der Hoffnung auf eine baldige Heimkehr. Dass ich dann nicht allzulange vor der
Porta angusta warten muss, helfen Sie mit Ihrem hl. Opfer u. Gebet.
Ihrem treuergebener
Mich. Hofmann.48

Immer im August, in einem anderen Brief, schrieb der Regens zum Bischof
Tomažič:
Ihr liebes Namensfest ist immer ein festlicher Gedenktag "für mich – so tief stehen Sie drinnen im Herzen des alten Regens. Aus ganzer Seele entbiete ich Ihnen
viel Gnade u. Segen für Ihre Person u. Ihre Diözese, u. bete für Sie in dieser Meinung beim hl. Opfer. Unsere Zeit bringt viel Arbeit u. Sorge besonders für einen
Hirten vieler Tausende von Seelen mit sich – der Princeps Pastorum wird in
solchen Lagen auch reichlichere Gnaden ausgiessen. Ich hörte einmal, dass Sie
krank gewesen seien. Wenn es richtig sein sollte, wünsche ich von Herzen volle
Genesung. Ich hoffe, dass Herr Trstenjak seinem Ordinarius Freude u. Trost berei-
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tet. Mir geht es gut; ich bin gesund u. lebe zufrieden u. habe nur einen Wunsch,
bald in das grosse Vaterhaus heimberufen zu werden. Gott hat an mir die Barmherzigkeit geübt, dass ich von Herzen sprechen kann: Dominus dedit, Dominus
abstulit – sit nomen Domini benedictum. In Innsbruck sind alle meinen Sterne
erloschen- dafür leuchtet ein freundliches Sternlein um so heller: Tua, Pater, providentia gubernat! Vale et benedic mihi. Excellentiae Vestrae in Ss. Corde addictissimo Mich. Hofmann. /…/ Ich hoffe, dass unser Vereinsheft April 1941 in Ihre
Hände gelangt ist .49

Am Ende des Monats so antwortete der lavantiner Bischof:
"Sehr verehrter Herr Doktor, Der Empfang Ihres beiden lieben Schreiben vom
Ende Juli und von zweiter Hälfte August wird mit tiefstem Dank bestätigt. Am
morgigen Tage wird Ihrer wie in den früheren Jahren ganz besonders gedacht
werden. Pro invicem!"50

Schluss
"Pro invicem" sind die letzten geschriebenen Worte, die über die Beziehung
zwischen Tomažič und Hofmann besitzen. Wahrscheinlich wurde diese Freundschaft von diesem Moment weiter vor allem durch die miteinandere Erinnerung im Gebet und in der Messe weitergeführt.
Im Sommer 1945 übersiedelte das Canisianum wieder nach Innsbruck.
Wegen der Krankheit blieb P. Hofmann in Sitten. Weit von ihren Studenten
und Priesterkandidaten lebte nicht mehr lange: er starb im Januar 1946. Für
das Jahr 1946 besitzen wir leider nur einen Teil des Diariums, das Tomažič vom
1. November 1946 bis zu seinem Tod im Februar 1949 weiter geschrieben hat.
So können wir nicht überprüfen, ob er über den Tod von P. Regens informiert
wurde und ob er einige Worte dafür schrieb. Trotzdem haben wir den Beweis
gegeben, dass zwischen Ivan Jožef Tomažič und P. Michael Hofmann durch so
viele Jahre eine Freundschaft vertiefen wurde, die, damals wie auch heute, stärker als jene menschliche Bedingungen und Grenzen – der Sprache, der Kultur,
des Völkern, der Nationen und Staaten, der Ideologien – sein kann und den
Weg auf eine bessere Zukunft vorbereiten kann.
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Ilaria Montanar
ŠKOF IVAN JOŽEF TOMAŽIČ (1876–1949) V LUČI KORESPONDENCE
S P. MICHAELOM HOFMANNOM (1860–1946)

POVZETEK
Večkrat je zgodovina v svojem bistvu sestavljena in prežeta z mrežo mnogih
osebnih srečanj in odnosov, ki jo vedno znova zaznamujejo in označijo. V tem
prispevku želimo gledati na življenje lavantinskega škofa Ivana Jožefa Tomažiča (1876–1949) iz posebnega zornega kota: upoštevajoč namreč njegove stike
in dopisovanje z jezuitom, P. Michaelom Hofmannom (1860–1946).
Mladi duhovnik Tomažič se je v letih 1903–1905 izobraževal na jezuitski
teološki fakulteti v Innsbrucku. Takratni rektor univerze je bil jezuit p. Michael
Hofmann, ki je l. 1903 sprejel Tomažiča v tedaniji jezuitski konvikt sv. Miklavža.
Ob tej priložnosti mu je namenil pomenljive besede, ki jih je Ivan hranil v svojem srcu skozi celo življenje, saj jih je celo ponovil, ko je bil trideset let kasneje
imenovan za rezidencialnega škofa v Mariboru: "Previdnost božja se v svojih
sklepih nikdar ne zmoti".
V Innsbrucku je Tomažič vneto študiral in P. Hofmann je naslovil na lavantinsko škofijo posebno pohvalo in zahvalo. Poleg teološkega izobraževanja, je
Tomažič v istih letih lahko poglobil svojo duhovnost, ozirajoč se na ignacijansko duhovnost, takrat posebno prežeto s pobožnostjo Jezusovega Srca, katere
pomembni predstavnik je bil prav P. Hofmann. V innsbrucku je Tomažič dosegel doktorat iz bogoslovnih ved z obrambo disertacije "Die Exklusive bei der
Papstwahl" leta 1906, ko je že začel opravljati službo tajnika lavantinskega knezoškofa Mihaela Napotnika v Mariboru.
Shranjene pisne vire Nadškofijskega arhiva Maribor pričujejo, da se je spoštljivi odnos med Tomažičem in p. Hofmannom nadaljeval tudi kasneje, ko sta imela,
vsak na svoj način, pomemnljivo vlogo v službi Cerkve. Med njima so ostale neke
vrste prijateljske vezi skozi celo življenje, saj sta si pogosto dopisovala, v različnih
zgodovinskih obdobjih, pred prvo svetovno vojno, v dvajsetih in tridesetih letih
dvajsetega stoletja ter tudi med drugo svetovno vojno. Največ gradiva, večinoma
še neobjavljenega, izhaja iz tridesetih letih in najde prostor v tem prispevku.
Omenjena pisma so namreč zanimiva tudi za nas: izražajo osebni pristop
teh dveh osebnostih k različnim vprašanjim takratnega časa, dajo nam marsikaj razumeti o tedanjih zgodovinkih okoliščinah in težavah, ki so zaznamovale odločilni čas pred drugo svetovno vojno, ter pričujejo, kako lahko v resnici
osebne in iskrene vezi prijateljstva presegajo mnoga kulturna, jezikovna, narodnostna stališča in meje.
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Introduction
During the last year and a half of World War II, the primary goal of Anglo-American intelligence agencies was to infiltrate Germany, as well as Austria, in order
to organise an intelligence network and an Austrian resistance movement,
which would then spread from Austria into Germany and Hungary. The OSS
also tried to foster connections with the members of the Austrian Communist
Party and other resistance groups to encourage them to oppose the Nazis. To
this end, the OSS sent missions and teams to the Slovenian partisan territory
within the 4th Operative Zone in order to infiltrate Austria. These had no intention to work among the Slovenian partisans, save to take advantage of their
help to enter Austria. The missions were codenamed "Maple", "Orchid", "Dania",
"Gutherie", and "Grady-Mansion". The head of Anglo-American Mission in the
4th Operative Zone was OSS Major Franklyn Lindsay who coordinated work
with Anglo-American missions and the Slovenian partisans. Beside them there
were also other various smaller teams and individuals that came into contact
with Slovenian partisans. The partisans however prevented all efforts to gather
intelligence reports from Austria, infiltrate agents, and spur an Austrian partisan
movement within the Third Reich.1
In the autumn of 1944, the Americans and the British began to alter their
opinion on the state of the resistance in Austria, based on the first reports coming in from the country. It was established that there had been no sign of resistance among the Austrian population. Although they knew of smaller anti-Nazi
groups, these were to all intents and purposes passive. At the same time, the
Americans grew ever more dissatisfied with the Slovenian partisans' unwillingness to help them push north. The OSS thus decided to send its teams into
Austrian territory directly, without prior approval from the Slovenian partisans.
These groups were mostly made up of Austrian nationals, deserters from the
German army, and left-wing supporters, who almost always met with a tragic
end, as they were captured by the Nazis.2 One of these teams, which should
have landed directly on Austrian soil, was "Dania".

1

2

The National Archives and Records Administration Washington D.C. (NARA), documentation Office
of Strategic Services: Record Group (RG) 226, Entry (E) 154, Box (B )14, (File) F 185, Project Austrian
Desk SI, 2. 3. 1944, 1–3; More on the OSS and the infiltration of other American missions into Austria:
Dušan Biber, "Ameriške misije, slovenski partizani in prodor na sever," in: Zbornik Janka Pleterskega,
ur. Oto Luthar in Jure Perovšek (Ljubljana, 1998), 419–420; Gorazd Bajc, Operacija Julijska krajina
(Koper, 2006), 117–121.
Bogo Gorjan, Zavezniške misije na Koroškem in Štajerskem 1944–1945 : Pperacija Avstrija (Koper,
2003), 158.
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The Head of Anglo-American mission in the 4th Operative Zone, OSS Major Franklyn Lindsay, on the
ceremony in Podhom, 1944 (The National Museum of Contemporary History, Ljubljana, Slovenia)

Descent of the "'Dania" Team and Contact with Slovenian Partisans
The mission was organised by the Austrian Section (or the Secret Intelligence – SI) and comprised well-trained agents from whom the OSS expected
much. The team's missions resembled those carried out by other teams: infiltrating Austria and researching the possibility of gathering intelligence. It was
lead by Captain Wood George Gerbner and the radio operator was Sergeant
Alfred Rosenthal (Ronald). They were accompanied by a deserter from the German army, George Mitchell (Paul Krock), who had relatives and acquaintances
among his left-wing friends around Graz. His mission was to find a refuge for
the team leader and the radio operator among his friends. The team also carried
a large sum of money.
They were supposed to parachute over the town of Deutschlandsberg, west
of Graz, but on 7 February 1945 the air crew dropped the team somewhere near
Vuhred in Slovenia, owing to poor navigation and incorrect instructions. Gerbner and Rosenthal failed to recover all of the necessary equipment, as well as
find Mitchell, who lost them after the plane jump. Mitchell had a key role within
the trio, because he had contacts with his relatives and friends around the city
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of Graz. On 9 February 1945, Rosenthal and Gerbner, listening to conversations
from their hideouts by the road and talking to farmers, discovered that they
had landed in Slovenia and not Austria. Being unable to locate neither Mitchell
nor their equipment, they realised they could contact the partisans with the
help of the local population and then make their way to Bari. Both succeeded,
sending intelligence reports after coming into contact with the partisan ranks.3
The team members remained in the field for over 4 months. In mission
reports to the OSS they recounted their experiences with Slovenian partisans in
the area north and south of the Sava River, where they were stationed between
7 February and 15 May 1945. On 17 February, they made their way to the 4th
Operative Zone with the assistance of the partisans. The British Major Owens
helped them send a telegram with their location to Bari. They also made the
acquaintance of Bob Plan (Robert Perry), a member of the "Mansion-Grady"
team. The very next day an order was dispatched from Bari to return there as
soon as possible. However, for the moment, it was impossible. In their base
reports they described skirmishes with the Germans, as well as the difficulties
of getting through numerous communications.
Aided by the partisans, they reached Ljubljana on 10 May 1945 and later
Trieste, where they reported to members of the OSS. From Trieste, Gerbner and
Rosenthal, together with the British flying corps, flew to Udine on 15 May and
from there to Foggia and to Bari.4

"Dania" Team Reports on the Slovenian Partisan Army
Gerbner and Rosenthal sent information pertaining to the enemy and partisan
armies, as well as to Home Guard propaganda. They also commended the high
partisan morale and the courageous partisan fighters. Nevertheless, they were
also critical, Gerbner being disappointed over the lack of democracy among the
partisans. Officers for example had certain perquisites, such as better clothing,
loggings, and food. Rosenthal on the other hand was less critical when it came
to the differences in treatment of officers and common soldiers, seeing this as
merely an extension of Yugoslav military habits. Officers were entitled to privileges and more luxury because they had greater responsibilities, despite the
scarcity of food, clothing, and weapons.
The two team members judged the partisans' relations with the Home-

3
4

NARA, RG 226, E 99, B 32, F 1, Progress Report, German-Austrian Section, 16–28 February 1945, 1.
NARA, RG 226, E 99, B 33, F 4, Monthly Report for May 1945, 31. 5. 1945, 3; E 99, B 32, F 1, Progress
Report, German-Austrian Section, 16.– 28. 2. 1945, 1–2; RG 226, E 124, B 28, F 220, Report on
Operation Dania, 20. 5. 1945.
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guards as being very hostile. The partisans feared the Homeguards because
of their good knowledge of the countryside. In addition, they despised them
because of their fascist ideology. To be captured by the Homeguards meant
torture and a sure death. The partisans shot some of the captured members of
the Homeguards, others they either accepted among their ranks or sent them
home without weapons and equipment. The Homeguards' political strength
was directly bound to the strength of the German military apparatus. In larger
villages, they strengthened their influence among the local population with the
support of a large portion of the clergy, which feared the radical changes partisan rule would bring. Homeguard units were made up of men, chosen during
the German mobilisation in Slovenia, as well as partisan deserters.
Gerbner and Rosenthal detected conflicting political views among Slovenian peasants. On the one hand, they were proud of the partisans' achievements.
On the other, they were uncertain about future political and military events in
Slovenia and Yugoslavia. On the whole, the peasants were friendly and generous in supplying the partisans with food. The partisans continually posed questions to the two "Dania" team members as to American political goals in Yugoslavia. Rumours started circulating in the territory occupied by the Homeguards
that Anglo-American forces had declared war on the Soviet Union.
The partisans, as opposed to the peasants, were more specific about the
future Yugoslav authorities. They emphasised they did not want the pre-war
form of government and claimed they would fight any external or internal
power that would seek to re-establish the old regime. According to the opinion
of both "Dania" members, the partisans were hopefully asking for an AngloAmerican occupation to counteract the partisans. They saw the partisans as a
successful military force that also wanted to implement radical changes in the
economic, societal, and political spheres. Everyone feared the changes Josip
Broz Tito, working under the tutelage of the Soviet Union, could implement.
It was also hoped the Anglo-American occupation would pave the way for the
development of a "democratic" form of government in their country. In contrast to other OSS mission members, Gerbner and Rosenthal had unfettered
access to partisan officers, fighters, and to the local population.5
The two members of the "Dania" team encountered strong, unrelenting,
and unanimous demands to annex Klagenfurt and Trieste to post – war Yugoslavia among partisans and in all Slovenian circles. They judged this irredentist
thinking strong enough as to compel Tito to staunchly demand the annexation of these two cities, lest he lose political reputation among his ranks. They
reported on how partisans considered Klagenfurt and Trieste as being their

5
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towns and how they were prepared to fight for them. The partisans were completely taken by surprise when Anglo-American forces occupied Trieste and
thus saw the arrival of New Zealand troops as unnecessary meddling. By talking to partisans, they ascertained that the Yugoslav territorial claims for Trieste
and Klagenfurt were based on the national principle, on historic right, and on
the fact that Yugoslavs had gained the right to occupy the two cities because of
their liberation efforts on the battlefield.6

The Fate of George Mitchell
George Mitchell jumped a few minutes before the other two members and was
certain he had landed in Austria. He landed up a tree somewhere in the Drava
Valley. He was lightly wounded and failed to transmit the light signal to the
remaining two. Gerbner and Rosenthal thus followed the wrong signal, which
ended up elsewhere on the ground, jumping over an entirely different part of
the landscape. After landing, Mitchell came to a village on the northern bank
of the Drava River. Dressed as a German soldier, he soon drew suspicion. He
was arrested and subsequently released. Soon after, he was arrested by two
members of the Gestapo, who had been mislead by the insignia on his uniform.
However, after a meticulous background check of his documents, the Gestapo
discovered that the name of the city clerk, purported to have issued the documents, had been faked. He was charged as a spy, but nevertheless successfully
defended himself and had a good alibi. He was given a more lenient sentence
and sent to the prison in the artillery barracks in Maribor.
After eight days, Mitchell managed to escape from prison, since the ally
bombing of Maribor also damaged the artillery barracks. Two days later, he
made his way home to his wife, where he also hid. The home of his strongly
pro-Nazi parents served as a hiding place as well. On 14 April, Mitchell's father
came home with the news of President Roosevelt's death, thanking God for the
demise of the most notorious of war criminals. The statement sparked a heated
row between father and son. The father consequently betrayed his son to the
German secret police and to members of the SS. Mitchell managed a timely
escape, spraining his ankle in the process. He spent the next couple of days
hiding out at the homes of his acquaintances. Meanwhile, his wife contacted a
bishop in Graz who provided shelter and financial support. It was at this time
that he contacted Franz Weber from the OSS team "Greenup". Mitchell spent
the remaining days of the war in his hiding place, which had fallen under the

6
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Soviet Occupation Zone. He never left his hiding place for fear of a Russian soldier raping his wife. In the end, Captain Jules Konig made it possible for Mitchell and his wife to safely move to the British Occupation Zone. On June 1945,
Captain Konig conducted an interview with him in Carinthia, which served as
the basis for Mitchell's report.7

Conclusion
The "Dania" team was one of the most promising missions organised by the Austrian branch of the OSS. The landing, which took place far from the arranged
target and in another country's territory, made it impossible for the team to
complete any goals linked to the gathering of intelligence data in Austria. The
intelligence reports were nevertheless valuable for OSS analysts, because they
contained useful information on the partisan movement and its goals. For the
first few days after landing, the men had no equipment, food, or additional
clothing. They only survived and were later evacuated with the help of the local
Slovenian population and the partisans. The OSS analysts were of the opinion
that the blame for the "Dania" team's lack of success cannot be attributed to
Gerbner and Rosenthal. The end of the report thus reads:
After finding themselves in a situation in which they were unable to complete
the mission, they decided to try and return to base. The fact that they managed
to make their way through hostile territory in extremely difficult conditions only
confirms their intelligence, their sangfroid in the face of difficult circumstances,
and their moral and physical durability.8

***
During the last year and the half of the war, Anglo-American forces attempted
to infiltrate intelligence missions into Nazi Germany and Austria. The goal was
to set up an intelligence network and organise an Austrian resistance. To this
end, missions and teams to infiltrate Austria were sent to the partisan territory
within the 4th Operative Zone. However, they were unsuccessful, the partisans
preventing any northern progress. The latter feared the formation of a separate
resistance movement, one not under the control of the Slovenian partisans.

7
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Ceremony on Maverelen to honour the
arrival of he AngloAmericans,
1943
(The National Museum of Contemporary
History,
Ljubljana,
Slovenia)

The failure prompted the American Office of Strategic Services (OSS) to consider sending its missions directly into Austria without the knowledge of the
partisan leadership. One of these operations was "Dania". It was organised by
the Austrian Section (or Secret Intelligence – SI) and comprised well-trained
agents from whom the OSS expected much. The team's missions resembled
those carried out by other teams: infiltrating Austria and researching the possibility of gathering intelligence. It was lead by Captain Wood George Gerbner,
the radio operator was Sergeant Alfred Rosenthal. They were accompanied by
a deserter from the German army, George Mitchell. Instead of reaching Austria;
the team landed in the Drava Valley near Vuhred by mistake. Rosenthal and
Gerbner made contact with the Slovenian partisans, sent reports on the partisan movement, and were finally evacuated with the help of the latter. Mitchell
was captured, managed to escape, and live through the rest of the war in Austria. Despite landing in Slovenia and not in Austria, the team sent intelligence
data. Most of the reports contained information on the partisan movement;
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however the team never managed to infiltrate Austria and report on the state
of the resistance on its territory. Operation "Dania" was one of the most promising missions organised by the Austrian branch of the OSS. It nevertheless failed
owing to poor navigation and incorrect crew instructions. The landing, which
took place far from the arranged target and in another country's territory, made
it impossible for the team to complete any goals linked to the gathering of
intelligence data in Austria.

Blaž Torkar
AMERIŠKA OBVEŠČEVALNA SKUPINA "DANIA" IN NJENO DELOVANJE
MED SLOVENSKIMI PARTIZANI MED DRUGO SVETOVNO VOJNO

POVZETEK
Zadnje leto in pol vojne so si Anglo-Američani prizadevali organizirati prodor
obveščevalnih misij v nacistično Nemčijo in Avstrijo, da bi tam organizirali
obveščevalno mrežo in avstrijsko odporništvo. V ta namen so na partizansko
ozemlje 4. operativne cone pošiljali misije in skupine za prodor v Avstrijo. Vendar so pri tem bili neuspešni, saj so jim partizani onemogočali slehern prodor
na sever, zaradi strahu pred organizacijo ločenega odporniškega gibanja, ki ne
bi bilo pod nadzorom slovenskega partizanskega gibanja. Zaradi neuspeha je
ameriški Urad za strateške službe (Office of Strategic Services – OSS) razmišljala o pošiljanju svojih misij neposredno v Avstrijo, brez vednosti partizanskega vodstva. Ena takih skupin je bila tudi skupina "Dania". Organizirana je bila
s strani avstrijske sekcije oziroma tajnega odseka (SI) in sestavljena iz dobro
izurjenih obveščevalcev, od katerih so v OSS veliko pričakovali. Naloge skupine
so bile podobne nalogam ostalih skupin, in sicer infiltracija v Avstrijo in raziskovanje možnosti pridobivanja obveščevalnih podatkov. Vodil jo je stotnik Wood
George Gerbner, radiotelegrafist je bil vodnik Alfred Rosenthal, z njima pa je bil
še dezerter iz nemške vojske George Mitchell. Skupine je po nesreči namesto v
Avstriji pristala v Dravski dolini blizu Vuhreda. Rosenthal in Gerbner sta vzpostavila stik s slovenskimi partizani, pošiljala poročila o partizanskem gibanju in
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nazadnje bila evakuirana s pomočjo partizanov, medtem ko je Mitchell padel
v ujetništvo, uspel pobegniti in nazadnje dočakal konec vojne v Avstriji. Skupina je kljub pristanku v Sloveniji in ne Avstriji, pošiljala obveščevalne podatke.
Večina poročil je zajemala informacije o partizanskem gibanju, ni pa skupini
uspelo prodreti v Avstrijo in poročati o stanju odpora na njenem ozemlju. Skupina "Dania" je bila ena najobetavnejših misij, ki jih je organizirala avstrijska
sekcija OSS, vendar je propadla zaradi napačne navigacije in navodil posadke.
Pristanek skupine daleč stran od dogovorjene točke, na ozemlju druge države,
je skupini onemogočil, da bi dosegla kakršnekoli cilje, povezane s pridobitvijo
obveščevalnih podatkov iz Avstrije.
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Introduction
In the 20th century, the Church was subjected to two violent confiscations of its
property. The first violent property confiscation was carried out by the Kingdom
of Yugoslavia with the King Alexander Karađorđević by the so-called ''agrarian
reform'', which was actually no reform at all, but only an act of stabilisation
of the internal political situation. The second, much more painful and violent
confiscation of the Church property was carried out after World War II by the
Titoist authorities, which confiscated the large majority of the Church property on the basis of irregular and dishonest legal foundations. From the legal
aspect, agrarian reform represents a set of measures which directly affect the
change in ownership and use of the land property, so that certain legal entities
are expropriated and their rights are taken over by the state, with the possibility of compensation, which depends on the conditions of the agrarian reform
as such. This also applies to the state's further disposal with the land acquired,
either retaining it for its own needs or transferring the rights to a third person
free of charge, with or without special conditions and limitations.1
After World War II, the new communist authority saw in the implementation of the land reform primarily a political means for strengthening its power,
where the agrarian reform was carried out in the form of nationalisation of
property assets called in the history literature ''patriotic nationalisation''; confiscation covered the property of the German enemy and the property of collaborators with the occupier.2 The concept of the post-war agrarian reform differed from the pre-war positions held in Slovene politics above all as regards
the Church estates and individual agricultural landowners.3 The Communist
Party of Yugoslavia (CPY) had begun to prepare for the implementation of the
agrarian reform already during the war. Though it had not used the term agrarian reform, it had acquired economic and legal basis for the post-war changing
of the property ownership relationships with the adoption of the ''Decree on
the transfer into state ownership of enemy property, on management of the
property of absent persons by the state, and on the confiscation of property
seized by occupation authorities.''4

1

2
3
4

Hrvoje Kačer, Nacionalizacija i denacionalizacija (Nationalisation and denationalisation). Doctoral
Thesis, University of Split (Split, 1997), 39.
Constitutional Court Decision (OdlUS), U-I-60/98.
Dragan Veselinov, Agrarno pitanje u Jugoslaviji (Agrarian Issue in Yugoslavia) (Beograd, 1981), 118.
Official Gazette (Off. G.) of Democratic Federal Yugoslavia (DFJ), No. 2/25.
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Legislation
Endeavouring to implement the principle that the "land belongs to those who
work it'', the CPY began preliminary work for drawing up the Federal Law on
Agrarian Reform and Colonisation.5 The act defined only the basic principles
and methods of agrarian reform implementation. Individual Yugoslav republics adopted their own acts, taking into account their respective historical and
economic specificities. In Slovenia, the Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation was adopted by the Slovenian National Liberation Committee (SNOS)
Presidency at its 4th session on 17 December 1945.6 Both acts, the federal and
the Slovenian, have undergone some amendments concerning their implementation.7 The act was governed by two principles, i.e. that land should be
given in full private ownership of those who have little or no land, and that
land should be given to those who work it. Hence, land and forest holdings
were expropriated in accordance with the mentioned articles, namely:
• large land estates,
• land holdings owned by banks, enterprises, share-holding companies
and other institutions,
• land holdings of churches, monasteries, religious and other institutions,
• land of farmers in excess of the maximum of 20 to 35 hectares of arable
land and in excess of the maximum of 10 to 25 ha of forests,
• land of non-farmers in excess of the maximum size of 3 ha of arable
land and of 5 ha of forests in forest areas with no arable land.
Churches, monasteries and religious institutions could retain 10 ha of arable land or forests, or even 30 ha of arable land and up to 30 ha of forests in
the case of religious institutions of historical and special importance. Farmers
were allowed to retain maximally 45 ha of arable land and forests. Land and
forest holdings of large landowners, banks, enterprises, share-holding companies were expropriated with all buildings and equipment, with all agricultural
live stock and dead stock, and forest stock – without any compensation. The
latter applied also to the church land.
With the Law on Procedure with Expropriated and Confiscated Forest
Lands, expropriated forest holdings became general people's property. Land

5
6

7

Off. G. of DFJ, No. 64/45.
Off. G. of the Slovenian National Liberation Committee and the National Government of Slovenia
(SNOS and NVS), No. 62/45.
Off. G. of Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia (FLRJ), No. 24/46, and Off. G. of People's Republic
of Slovenia (LRS), No. 30/46.
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Land measurement in Lavrica pri Ljubljani (Slovenska kronika XX. stoletja : 1941–1995 (Ljubljana,
1997), 125)

holdings mainly passed into a special land fund, from which land was allocated
to farmers having little or no land. No compensation was paid for land confiscated from farmers and non – farmers; instead, the state took over the confiscated land with all subsisting burdens that were removed by expropriation.8
Land holdings of non-farmers who exploited land over tenant farmers and
vineyard labourers were also expropriated in whole without compensation.
Expropriation covered land, buildings and equipment, and live and dead stock
of the holding, required for regular farming.9
The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry – which was founded in 1946 by
the Law on the Reorganisation of the Government of the People's Republic
of Slovenia (LRS), when the Ministry of Arable Farming or agriculture and the
Ministry of Forestry were united – was in charge of the implementation of the
agrarian reform in Slovenia.10 The department for agrarian reform and colonisation at the Ministry of Agriculture, issued, on 16 January 1946, instructions for

8
9
10

Off. G. of FLRJ, No. 106/47.
Off. G. of SNOS and NVS, No. 62/45.
Off. G. of LRS, No. 20/46.
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implementation of the Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation in Slovenia11,
and the "Rules on the allocation in usufruct, use and cultivation of confiscated
and expropriated land and forest holdings that remain property of the state."12
Both the instructions and rules were addressed to all county and district commissions for agrarian reform.
The instructions were issued in order to ensure correct and uniform interpretation of individual provisions of the Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation. The instructions explained in detail the individual articles of the Law on
Agrarian Reform and Colonisation.
The instructions were subdivided into individual lots as follows:
• General instructions, in which articles 3, 4, and 5 of the Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation were explained in detail. The articles
defined the meaning of the land register and cadastral status, right to
inherit, and the assessment of the burdens and debts of the expropriated land.
• Expropriations, in which it was explained which large land holdings
fell under the agrarian reform, the manner of expropriation, and the
status of landowners. Particularly detailed was the description of the
Church property. The property of the Church included the whole land
holding of a parish and of all parish branches, all benefice land owned
by parish priests, assistant priests, etc., and all other land of provostries
and deaneries that was located within one parish.
• The land fund, in which the importance of the fund, its structural form,
and types of agricultural holdings that were transferred into the fund
were explained.
• Allocation of land, in which it was explained who was the applicant for
land, the size of a land holding that could be allocated, and organisation of the co-operative system.
• The implementation of the agrarian reform, where the organisation
and operations of the district commissions for agrarian reform were
defined in detail.
The most important bodies of the district commissions for agrarian reform
were:

11

12

Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor (Regional Archives of Maribor) (hereinafter: PAM), Dolnja Lendava OLO
1945–1960, box 22, Instructions for implementation of the Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation
in Slovenia.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Rules on the allocation of confiscated and expropriated land and forest holdings that remain property of the state, in usufruct, exploitation and cultivation.
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•
•
•
•

executive committee (IO);
plenum;
office;
committee of economic experts.

The IO was the executive body for the implementation of the agrarian
reform. Its task was to receive from the local people's committees (LOs) the
data concerning declaration of holdings falling under the agrarian reform, and
reception of applications of land applicants. The IO drew up minutes on the
statements submitted by the expropriated landowners and by the land applicants. The most important task of the IO was the issuing of decisions on the
expropriation of land holdings and allocation of land to land applicants. The
committee also received requests and appeals of the expropriated owners and
land applicants. The committee acted in the following composition: chairman,
vice-chairman, secretary, assistant, and second assistant if required. The IO
would take its decision on expropriation and allocation of land at sessions, at
which, in most cases, all members had to be present. If a session was not attended by at least three members (chairman or his deputy and secretary with one
assistant), the session did not have a quorum. Prior to taking each decision, the
IO should have heard all parties concerned: both the owner who was being
expropriated and the land applicant who requested the allocation of his land.
The plenum of the district commission for land reform was a consulting
body of the commission in carrying out the agrarian reform. The plenum was
usually called for all important cases of land expropriation and allocation. The
plenum consisted of 8 to 14 members, representatives of land applicants selected by an assembly of delegates from individual LOs of applicants for land allocation. The plenum sessions were led by the chairman of the IO or his deputy.
Because the plenum was a consulting body, its conclusions were taken in the
form of proposals.
The committee of economic experts was an auxiliary body of district
commissions for agrarian reform. Its role was to give expert opinions at the
commission's request. The committee of economic experts included agricultural, forestry and geodetic experts, a representative of welfare services and a
judge of the district court.
Rules on the allocation in usufruct, exploitation and cultivation of confiscated and expropriated land and forest holdings that remain property of the
state were subdivided into five lots as follows:
• Object of allocation; the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry determined which land and forest holdings could be allocated to land applicants.
• Beneficiaries; indicated were institutions which could be allocated the
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•

•

•

confiscated land holding.
Conditions of allocation; determining which allocated land and forest
holdings remained property of the state, which were leased for a certain period, and conditions for use of the allocated land and forest holdings.
Allocation process; procedure of filing an application for allocation of
land, detailed conditions for allocation of land and forest holdings in
usufruct and use were laid out in a contract concluded between the
Government and institution to which the land or forest holding was
allocated.
Record keeping; records of the land leased according to the provisions of these rules were kept by the department for administration of
state-owned holdings at the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. The
records had to include a reference number and date of the lease contract, data on the leaseholder, object of the lease with the specification
of areas from cadastral data, etc.

On the same day as the instruction on implementation of the Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation in Slovenia was issued, i.e. on 16 January 1946,
the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry, Janez Hribar, appointed commissions
for agrarian reform on the basis of the Law on Agrarian Reform. The commissions were county and district commissions and had four or five members. County commissions were in Celje, Maribor, Novo mesto, and Ljubljana.13 Besides
that, 25 district commissions were established in Slovenia.14
For implementation of the agrarian reform, district commissions were the
most important ones, since they had to carry out agrarian reform in the field
(of course, with the co-operation of local authorities, and above all with the
help of the committees of land applicants. District commissions were also the
body that issued decisions on expropriation and allocation of land. In carrying
out the agrarian reform, important role was also held by committees of land
applicants (five to seven members), who actually led the implementation of
the agrarian reform in their environment, because they knew it best.
Their task was to review the declarations of landowners and to give an opinion on who should be expropriated and by how much and by how much, and
to whom and how much land should be given.

13
14

Off. G. of SNOS and NVS, 7/46.
District commissions were active in the districts of Celje – City, Celje – Surroundings, Slovenske
Konjice, Šmarje pri Jelšah, Šoštanj – Gornji Grad, Maribor – left bank, Maribor-right bank, Ptuj, Murska
Sobota, Gornja Radgona, Prevalje, Dolnja Lendava; Novo mesto, Krško, Trebnje, Črnomelj, Kočevje;
Rakek, Škofja Loka, Ljubljana – surroundings, Jesenice, Grosuplje, Kamnik, Kranj; Ljubljana – city.
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Building of a co-operative house near Celje (Slovenska kronika XX. stoletja : 1941–1995 (Ljubljana,
1997), 140)

The agrarian reform in Slovenia was fully implemented in four months in
1946, except in the areas which had not yet been annexed to Yugoslavia. By
order of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry of Slovenia, the deadline for
completion of the agrarian reform was 15 March 1945.15 Confiscation of land
on the one hand and its redistribution on the other hand was a political action
of the CP. However, not all were enthused with the implementation of agrarian
reform. The reform was above all opposed by large landowners and the Church.
Among the expropriated landowners, the Church was in the first place, both as
regards the size of the land and the number of holdings. The state regarded as
a land holding for expropriation, land holdings of one parish, one bishopric,
and land holdings of individual religious orders.16 Thus, according to the data of
the historian Vladimir Stipetić, 431 church holdings measuring 48657 ha were
expropriated in Slovenia. This represented 80 % of all parishes in the territory of Slovenia, without the Primorska region. The proportion of expropriated
church land holdings thus represented approximately 18 % of the land fund. In

15

16

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26. Weekly reports – telephone report of 2 March 1946
from the county agrarian commission.
Zdenko Čepič, Agrarna reforma in kolonizacija v Sloveniji 1945–1948 (Agrarian reform and kolonisation in Slovenia 1945-1948) (Maribor, 1995), 122 (hereinafter: Čepič, Agrarna reforma).
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this way, the Church was in the second place as regards the surface area of the
expropriated land, immediately behind the large landholders. On the scale of
Yugoslavia, the expropriated church land holdings in Slovenia were even in the
first place with 28 %, before Croatia with 27.9 %, and the Vojvodina region with
19.2%. In the county of Maribor, which included the districts of Maribor with
the surroundings, Slovenska Bistrica, Ptuj, Radgona, Ljutomer, Murska Sobota,
and Lendava, there were 163 Church estates measuring 3610 hectares. Thus,
the proportion of church holdings in the county of Maribor represented only
7.6 % of all church land property in Slovenia.17 In the district of Lendava there
were 327 hectares of church estates, which represented 9 % of all church property in the county of Maribor.18
With the agrarian reform, many churches were thus deprived of the material background for their maintenance. According to the archival data, the
Church was, with the agrarian reform, deprived of 230 to 233 hectares of land
in the Lendava district. This meant 70 % of all church property in the mentioned district, which places the Church in the first place as regards the expropriated and seized land holdings in the district. In the district, 248 hectares of large
landowner land were expropriated; with respect to the total size of large landowner holdings, which was 1056 hectares, only 23 % of land was thus expropriated and seized. In addition to the Church and large landowner estates,
there were expropriated 38 hectares of land holdings of individual companies
and 98 hectares of land holdings that, due to any reason whatsoever, remained
without the owner or legal successor during the war.19 Thus, 614 hectares of
land were confiscated in the Lendava district.20
Three parishes in the Prekmurje region also fell into the category for expropriation of the Church property according to the then legislation on agrarian
reform, namely Dolnja Lendava, Dobrovnik, and Bogojina. All three, in fact,
exceeded the maximum of ten hectares.
Preparations for implementation of the agrarian reform had started in
some places already before the Law on Agrarian Reform was passed on 17
December 1945. Thus, already on 20 September of 1945, the National Government of Slovenia, i.e. the Ministry of Agriculture, sent to the local national liberation committee (NOO) of Dolnja Lendava a letter concerning the declaring

17

18

19
20

Stipetić Vladimir, Agrarna reforma i kolonizacija u FNRJ godine 1945–1948 (Agrarian Reform and
Colonisation in FNRJ in the period 1945–1948) (Zagreb, 1954), 437–439. The same data on the number of expropriated Church estates were also used by historian Čepič in: Agrarna reforma.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter to the county agrarian commission in Maribor,
No. 48/46, and Letter concerning statistical data, No. 41/18.
Čepič, Agrarna reforma, 122.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter to the county agrarian commission of Maribor,
No. 48/46.
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of land holdings which fell under the agrarian reform.21 In the letter, the Ministry requested that the local NOO should prepare maximally correct and detailed inventories of the land holdings, since they were to have been the basis for
implementation of the agrarian reform. In this connection, the ministry proposed that the large landholders should be given a possibility to fill in the data
concerning the property status in certain forms by themselves, while the local
NOO should check these data and confirm their accuracy. For inventory of the
land holdings larger than 100ha, the local NOO could use the data of the Statistical Office of Slovenia for July 1945.22
Activities in connection with implementation of the agrarian reform continued already in October 1945, when the Ministry of Agriculture sent to (this
time) all district NOOs a letter entitled ''Correct interpretation of the various
provisions of the federal Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation.''23 The letter explained in detail which landowners fell into the category of large landowners, the size of arable land and the status of the agricultural holding. The
letter was important for the Church, above all since it defined the appointment
of heads to land holdings that were owned by banks, share-holding companies, enterprises, to holdings of the Church, monasteries, religious institutions.
Also important are the contents of the last item of the letter,24 which somehow already forecast or foresaw that many unclear situations and issues would
emerge in implementation of the agrarian reform.
In the area of the Prekmurje region, the inventory of land holdings that fell
under the agrarian reform was prepared by the Agricultural Section of the Dolnja Lendava NOO on 19 October 1945. The letter was sent to the Ministry of
Agriculture in Ljubljana. In the inventory of holdings falling under the agrarian
reform, the following property status was entered in respect of the parishes of
Dolnja Lendava, Bogojina, and Dobrovnik:

21
22

23

24

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Declaration of land falling under the agrarian reform.
In 1944, the Slovene national liberation council founded the Statistical Office of Slovenia. A year later
the Slovene statistics became part of the federal state administration.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Correct interpretation of various provisions of the
Federal Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation.
Ibidem. Item 4 of the mentioned document indicates that the agrarian reform and colonisation act
is a framework act containing general instructions. Therefore, in the continuation of agrarian reform
there will arise various issues that will be conclusively explained only in the agrarian reform act for
Slovenia. Until the mentioned act has been passed, the district and local NOOs shall in all doubtful
cases consult with the Ministry of Agriculture. At the same time, the district NOOs should report all
issues and shortcomings that occur in agrarian reform implementation to the Ministry of Agriculture.
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Table 1: Property status of the Dolnja Lendava parish25

Estate
owner

Place

Dolnja
Lendava

Status

Religious
institution

Cadastral
municiNo. of
No. of
No. of pality and
property Property
members place of
sheet
File
jurisdiction

Arable land
(fields,
meadows,
orchards,
vineyards)
ha

A

m2

6

Dolnja
Lendava

717

10

13

43 30

Non-arable land
(meadows, hills,
building plots)

ha

Total

a

m2

ha

A

m2

45

25

13

88

55

Dolnja
Lendava

Religious
institution

6

Čentiba

344

41, 515

10

51 41

-

-

-

10

51

41

Dolnja
Lendava

Religious
institution

6

Dolga vas

632

15

30

17 12

-

-

-

30

17

12

Dolnja
Lendava

Religious
institution

6

Dolga vas

633

15

4

69 47

-

-

-

4

69

47

Dolnja
Dolnja
Lendava Lendava
parish
Dolnja
Lendava

Religious
institution

6

Dolnja
Lendava

718

381, 1633

-

32

-

32

55

-

64

60

Religious
institution

6

Dolga vas

302

1124

15

-

-

-

15

36

11

Dolnja
Lendava

Religious
institution

6

Mostje

104

86

8

-

20

-

-

-

8

-

20

Dolnja
Lendava

Religious
institution

6

Mostje

105

86

1

1

79

-

-

-

1

1

79

55 15

-

77

80

84

32

95

TOTAL

25

83

9

36 11

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 22, Inventory of land holdings falling under the agrarian
reform.
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Table 2: Property status of the Bogojina parish26

Estate
owner

Place

Status

Cadastral
Arable land
Number municiNo. of
No. of
Non-arable land
(fields, meadows,
of
pality and property Property
(forests, building
orchards,
members place of
sheet
File
plots)
vineyards)
jurisdiction

RomanCath.
parish
priest

Total

ha

a

m2

ha

a

m2

ha

A

m2

8

20

Bogojina,
Dolnja
Lendava

203

-

18

93

27

2

15

93

21

RomanCath. Bogojina
Church

Filovci

407

497

-

-

-

14

38

75

14 38 75

RomanCath. Bogojina
Church

Bogojina,
Filovci

390

741

-

-

-

9

78

35

18

93

27

26

33

3

Hauko
Jožef

Bogojina

TOTAL

9

78 35

45 25 30

As is evident from the documents, the parish priest Jože Hauko cultivated
land by himself with his family and did not lease it, and he and his organist
obtained wood from the church forest as usufruct. The forest holding fell under
property sheet number 741 into the category of acquisition of patronage maintenance of the Bogojina Roman-Catholic church.

Table 3: Property status of the Dobrovnik parish27

Owner

Parish
office

Place

Dobrovnik

Cadastral
municiNo. of
No. of
Number
Main
pality and
of
property Property
occupation
place of
sheet
File
members
jurisdiction

RomanCatholic
parish priest

2

Bogojina,
Dolnja
Lendava

TOTAL

26

27

-

-

Arable land
(fields,
meadows,
orchards,
vineyards)

Non-arable
land
(meadows,
hills, building
plots)

Total

ha

A

m2 ha

a

m2 ha

A

m2

77

10

24

-

-

-

77 10 24

77

10

24

-

-

-

77 10 24

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 22, Inventory of land holdings falling under the agrarian
reform.
Ibidem
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For the confiscated property, the district commission for agrarian reform
of Dolnja Lendava had to issue a decision on expropriation. An individual decision was issued on the basis of articles 6 and 9 and in connection with articles
3, 4, and 13 of the Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation in Slovenia, and
official findings of the commission's discussion. All expropriated property was
expropriated for the benefit of the land fund under Article 14 of the mentioned
Law, with all buildings and equipment, all live and dead farm and forest stocks
with the limitation according to the second paragraph of Article 9 of the mentioned Law, without right to compensation for all land holdings within Slovenia. An appeal on the decision issued was allowed and was to be filed with the
county commission for agrarian reform of Maribor within 15 days. In addition
to the preamble, the decision also contained an explanation. In the explanation it was noted that land holdings of churches, monasteries and religious institutions fall under the agrarian reform according to the first paragraph of Article
9. Churches, monasteries and religious institutions retain 10 hectares of fields,
gardens, orchards, vineyards, meadows, non-arable land and forests, wherein,
within the meaning of the second paragraph of Article 9, the church and benefice land holdings and land holdings of other religious institutions within the
area of one parish are regarded as a single whole and should, therefore, retain
in total 10 hectares of land. The decision issued was to be sent to the expropriated person, local people's committee (LO), county and district LOs, Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry in Ljubljana, and to the district court.28 All issued
decisions were the same, both in terms of form and contents (contents of the
preamble and explanation), for all expropriated church land holdings.29
The decision on expropriation of the land holding of the Roman-Catholic
parish office of Dolnja Lendava was also issued in such a form on 22 January 1946.30 The decision stated that all property of the parish office of Dolnja
Lendava passes into ownership of the People's Republic of Slovenia (LRS); at
the same time, the pasture right in the Urbarial Community31 was also expropriated, and also four shares owned by the Roman-Catholic choirmaster and

28

29

30

31

The expropriation decisions issued were, in my opinion, sent to the local, district and county People's
Committees (LO) for the purpose of constant control over their social and political activities.
Decisions on expropriated persons were also forwarded to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry,
in my opinion with the intent of keeping records on agrarian reform implementation. District courts
needed the decisions above all for entering newly created ownership relationship in the land register.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 25, Decision on expropriation of the Turnišče RomanCatholic parish office.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Decision on the expropriation of the Dolnja Lendava
Roman-Catholic parish office.
The urbarial community was a patent adopted in feudalism. By this patent Jospeh II in 1789 limited subjects' burdens to a pecuniary tax determined on the basis of yield. In this way, urbarial forced
labour, ninth/tithe and church tithe were abolished.
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teacher in the Urbarial Community of Dolnja Lendava. The decision specified
the land plots which, according to the second paragraph of Article 9, remained
in ownership of the expropriated person. Thus, a building plot measuring 77
ares and 36 square metres, a vineyard measuring 31 ares, a field measuring 3
hectares, 89 ares and 34 square metres, and a meadow measuring 3 hectares, 2
ares and 30 square metres remained in the ownership of the mentioned parish office. In the explanation it was stated that this specific case involved the
church benefice land holding in the Dolnja Lendava parish, and as the surface
area exceeded 10 hectares, the decision was legally justified. The decision was
signed by secretary Jože Pečnik and chairman of the Dolnja Lendava district
agrarian commission, Martin Legen.32
An appeal was filed against the decision issued on 28 January 1946 by the
Roman-Catholic parish office of Dolnja Lendava, yet unsuccessfully. On 26
February 1946, the county commission for agrarian reform in Maribor issued
a decision in which it determined that the appeal would not be granted and
that no further appeal was possible against the decision issued in the meaning
of Article 29 of the Law on Agrarian Reform. In the explanation it was stated
that the contested decision issued by the Dolnja Lendava district commission
for agrarian reform fully complied with the legal provisions of the mentioned
Law. The decision was signed by secretary Anton Kimovec and chairman of the
county agrarian commission in Maribor, Anton Peternelj – Igor.33
The mentioned parishes of Dolnja Lendava, Bogojina and Dobrovnik were
not the only ones in the Prekmurje region whose property was confiscated. But
the fact is that these parishes were the largest in terms of the extent of land
holdings and hence the largest amount of property was taken from them. The
agrarian reform also covered the parishes of Beltinci, Turnišče, Črenšovci, Velika Polana, Kobilje, and the Roman-Catholic School at Odranci.34 The total size
of the land holdings of the parishes of Dolnja Lendava, Bogojina and Dobrovnik covered slightly less than 207 hectares and represented 63% of the total
church land holdings in the Lendava district. Of this, 180 hectares were arable
land, and 27 hectares or 13% was non-arable land. However, we must realise
that the category of non-arable land35 in the three cases dealt with includes

32

33

34
35

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 25. Decision on expropriation of the Dolnja Lendava
Roman-Catholic parish office.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 25, Expropriation of the land holding of the Dolnja
Lendava Roman-Catholic parish office, No. 134/3.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Statistical data, forms No. 10 – church holdings.
It not possible to deal with non-arable land in the Prekmurje region in the same way as in other
Slovene regions. We must above all take into account the fact that hills and other areas are also part
of non-arable land which in other regions represent a negligible portion of land holdings, both in
church and all other land holdings.
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Harvesting in Prekmurje, September 1947 (Slovenska kronika XX. stoletja : 1941–1995 (Ljubljana,
1997), 150)

forest in the extent of 96 %, while the remaining 4 % are building plots. From
the mentioned data it can be easily concluded that these three parishes had
205 hectares or 99 % of quality estate that fell under the agrarian reform. In my
opinion, the authorities were also aware of these data, i.e. of the quality of the
estate, as they reviewed in detail the inventories of land holdings sent by NOOs.
The situation was the same in the case of the inventory of land holdings falling
under agrarian reform sent by the Dolnja Lendava district NOO.
In examining the land holding inventory, the Ministry of Agriculture found
some shortcomings for the Dolnja Lendava district, namely that the mentioned
lands involved lands which the church in Dolnja Lendava had obtained on the
occasion of abolishing patronages on the former Esterhàzy estates. Form the
data of the ministry it was, in fact, evident that the surface area of the land plots
entered in the land register Property File 1124 of the Dolnja Lendava cadastral
municipality was 34 hectares, 82 ares and 99 square metres. However, in the
inventory sent by the Dolnja Lendava NOO, only a surface area of 15 hectares, 36 ares and 11 square metres is indicated. The ministry also did not agree
with the data for Dobrovnik. They gave the local NOO the task of establishing
the property status of St. Jacob's Church in the cadastral municipalities or c.m.
of Žitkovci, Radmožanci, Kamovci, and Dobrovnik. For them, the data were
to be indicated separately for each c.m. and each property sheet by giving the
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numbers of property sheets and land register property files. The mentioned
contents of the letter sent by the Ministry of Agriculture to the Dolnja Lendava
district NOO on 3 December 1945 gives a clear indication of the importance of
church property for the political authorities.36
The authorities checked with especial care the inventories of church property and compared them with their own data obtained from the land register. The authorities also did not allow for the property of the individual parish
offices to be treated as a whole, but instead the property had to be dealt with
separately for each parish office. The authorities wanted, by any means, to take
away as much church property as possible. To this end, the county commission
for agrarian reform in Maribor submitted an overview of monasteries and other
religious institutions to all district agrarian commissions on 21 August 1946.

Table 4: List of monasteries and other religious institutions in the area of the Maribor district commission
for agrarian reform37

Ref. No. Name of monastery or religious institution

Total area

Land distributed so far

ha

a

m2

ha

364

83

51

304

16

08

87

4

88

20

1

Minorite convent in Ptuj

2

Convent in Veržej

3

Home of St. Joseph at Kapela

4

Convent of Crusade Order in Ptuj and
Ljutomer

803

84

97

5

Convent of St. Magdalena at Studenice

332

62

89

a

m2

Left to owner
ha

a

m2

Congregation of school sisters in Ljubljana

6

36

37

•

Dolnja Lendava district

1

32

00

•

Prevalje district

4

82

58

•

Slovenska Bistrica district

0

98

84

•

Maribor district

17

28

41

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Inventory of land holdings falling under agrarian
reform MK, No. 260/1.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 3, Overview of monasteries and other religious institutions, No. 178.
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Pupils' seminary in Maribor
•

Ljutomer district

6

91

95

6

91

95

•

Ptuj district

1

54

66

1

54

66

•

Gornja Radgona district

2

98

53

2

98

53

17

29

84

17

29

84

228

48

91

176

76

78

51

72

13

24

26

50

20

98

75

3

27

77

2

95

92

14

27

33

14

27

33

80

84

50

174

65

42

95

92

51

117

61

48

18

51

18

363

94

91

7

8

Dominican monastery of St. Jacob in the
Maribor-surroundings district
Lavantine bishopric:

9

•

Maribor-city district

•

 aribor-surroundings district
M

•

Ptuj district

•

Slovenska Bistrica district

Benedictine monastery Admont:
•

Maribor-city district

•

M
 aribor-surroundings district

•

Gornja Radgona district

•

Ljutomer district

•

Ptuj district

10

11

The county commission for agrarian reform in Maribor prepared the list on
the basis of the land register files. Despite that, it forwarded the list to all district
commissions for agrarian reform in order that they would check and establish
the following:
• correctness of the name of monastery or religious institution,
• correctness of the indicated total surface area of the land holding,
• how much of land of an individual monastery or religious institution
had already been distributed by individual district commissions,
• how much land should still be distributed,
• how much land was left to individual monasteries and religious establishments,
• if on the land concerned there was any building, church building, e.g., a
monastery or a residential building for nuns and monks, or a commercial building, stables, dairy, and in what condition the buildings were,
and their extent.
The letter included also a warning that the list should be forthwith supple-
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mented with the data on any other monastery or religious institution exceeding 10 hectares located in the area of an individual district.
The list clearly shows how great was the interest of the authorities to take
away from the Church by agrarian reform not only immovable property in the
form of land holding, but also its residential, commercial and other buildings.
The objective of the authorities was not only to destroy the Church economically, but also to prevent, to a large extent, its active operation.

Implementation of Agrarian Reform
Implementation of the agrarian reform in Slovenia was in charge of district
and county agrarian commissions that were approved by the decision of the
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry on 16 January 1946.38 Thus, 5 county and
28 district commissions were approved. Individual district commissions were
directly subordinated to individual county commissions.
Implementation of the agrarian reform in the district of Dolnja Lendava
was in charge of the local commission for agrarian reform of Dolnja Lendava in
the following composition:
• chairman: Martin Legen, farmer from Trnje,
• deputy: Imre Gjura, small-holding farmer from Dolnja Bistrica,
• secretary: Jože Pečnik – Maček, steward from Mislinja,
• assistant: Pavel Korošec, agricultural clerk from Kobilje.
The district commission of Dolnja Lendava was directly subordinated to
the county commission for agrarian reform of Maribor in the following composition:
• chairman: Anton Peternelj – Igor, agricultural worker from Delnice,
• deputy: Mica Levačič – Rokova, worker from Maribor,
• secretary: Anton Kimovec – Srečko, worker from Litija,
• assistant: Franc Bajec, lawyer from Maribor.
A relatively small number of farmers, and even fewer lawyers were involved
in the county and district commissions: The only lawyer actively involved in the
agrarian commission was Franc Bajec in the county commission of Maribor.
The majority of the nominated members of agrarian commissions were workers.39 Such an educational structure of the agrarian commissions predicted,

38
39

Off. G. of LRS, No. 7/46.
Off. G. of LRS, No. 7/46.
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in my opinion, many errors in implementation of the reform. Agrarian commissions, in addition to carrying out the agrarian reform, were also the administrative body that issued both decisions on expropriation and also decisions
on land allocation. I assume that individual commissions were not qualified for
this function. In examining the archives documents on agrarian reform in the
Archives of the Republic of Slovenia40 and in the Regional Archives of Maribor41, I have not found any document which would require any training or
even education of the members of agrarian commissions for the requirements
of implementation of the reform. Instead of carrying out training or education
courses for the requirements of implementation of agrarian reform, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry continually controlled in every detail and directed execution of the work of commissions with letters addressed to individual
agrarian commissions. We can say that the work of commissions was almost
entirely directed by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry.
The Dolnja Lendava district agrarian commission began its work on 8
December 1945. The first task it carried out was setting up the committees of
land applicants. In this connection, the commission organised several meetings in villages at which the members of the commission acquainted people with
the law on agrarian reform. By 21 December 1945, the Dolnja Lendava district
commission had set up 18 committees of land applicants with 145 committee
members.42 In February 1946, the commission had 2800 registered land applications. At these meetings, land applicants submitted various proposals regarding the implementation and also the distribution of the expropriated land.
One of the proposals was also to expropriate church holdings up to 3 hectares.
In this way, the scarce forests owned by the Church would also fall under the
agrarian reform. This meant that the land fund, which until then had only 640
hectares of arable land, would have been increased.
The influence of the Party on the implementation the agrarian reform was,
among others, evident from the contents of individual reports prepared by the
agrarian commissions. In the yearly report of the Dolnja Lendava OLO dated
20 November 1946 it was written that the popular masses are satisfied with
the implementation of the agrarian reform. Such a claim was above all propagandistic in nature. The Party had to convince the popular masses about the
rationality of and need for the implementation of agrarian reform. It especially

40

41
42

Arhiv Republike Slovenije (Archives of the Republic of Slovenia) (hereinafter: ARS), Fond SI AS 1118,
Ministry of Agriculture
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO, 1945–1960.
Committees of land applicants were set up in the following places: Trnje, Pince, Gornji Lakoš,
Žižki, Dolnja Bistrica, Kobilje, Trimlini, Velika Polana, mala Polana, Nedelice, Črenšovci, Gomilica,
Kostanjevci, Dolnja Lendava, Gornja Bistrica in Radmožanci. PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960,
box 26, Report addressed to the county committee of OF, Agricultural division, in Maribor, No. 13/45.
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focused its efforts on ''linking'' farmers to itself with promises that they would
live better after the implementation of the agrarian reform; that they would
become real owners of the land. To this end, it used all its power of propaganda
and its knowledge. Yet, the truth in respect of the implementation of the agrarian reform is substantially different. On the one hand, enthusiasm of people for
implementation of the agrarian reform was shown in the reports, while on the
other hand, they sharply criticised all who openly opposed the agrarian reform.
Thus, not only economically strong individuals and the Church were not satisfied with the reform, but also all other participants in the agrarian reform (land
applicants) who, despite promises, remained without land or got just a small
fraction of it.43
Already before the agrarian reform was in full swing, the Ministry of Agriculture ordered an inventory of stocks of land holdings that would pass into
the Land Fund. By implementing this letter, the authorities tried to prevent the
live and dead agricultural and forest stocks from being sold, carried away and
destroyed on the holdings that were to be expropriated in whole in accordance
with the Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation in Slovenia. The inventory
had also to be carried out, among others, on the holdings of churches, monasteries and all religious institutions. The district agrarian commissions for agrarian reform, upon completing the inventory, had to nominate a suitable and
reliable person who would temporarily take over and be responsible for the
stocks until the final take-over which was to be carried out according to the
instructions of the Ministry of Agriculture.44
As regards confiscation of the church property, inhabitants of individual
parishes also came forward in some cases. Thus, on 21 December 1945, the
local NOO and church board of Odranci together requested the Dolnja Lendava district commission for agrarian reform to allow a part of the Beltinci parish
land holding to be allocated to the Odranci parish. They justified the transfer
of part of the holdings from the Beltinci parish to the Odranci parish by the
fact that the Odranci parish had been founded as an independent parish as
late as in 1942 and had been right up till then part of the Beltinci parish. The
municipality of Odranci had asked for its part of the Beltinci parish already in
the same year. However, at that time, a Hungarian priest was serving at Beltinci and he, as well as the then Hungarian occupation authorities, rejected the
proposal.45 The Dolnja Lendava district commission for agrarian reform also

43

44

45

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 3, Annual report of the Dolnja Lendava OLO, No. 228/146.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Inventory of stocks on land holdings transferred into
the Land Fund, No. 40/1.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Application for land allocation, No. 834/45.
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sharply responded to the request for the allocation of part of the Beltinci parish
land holdings to the Odranci parish. It opposed the proposal and described the
contents of the request as untrue. The committee additionally emphasised the
criminal responsibility of those who give untrue statements within the scope of
implementation of the agrarian reform.46
The proposal submitted represents, in my opinion, an attempt by inhabitants of the mentioned parish to save church property. By transferring part of
the ownership, the Beltinci parish would not be subject to the agrarian reform,
as with the transfer of part of its holdings to the Odranci parish its ownership
share would not exceed 10 ha. In this way, the church land would remain intact.
The will of the people, which the authorities claimed firmly to support, was in
this case neglected or insignificant despite the signatures of the whole NOO.47
The then vicar general for the Pomurje region, Dean Ivan Jerič, did not
agree with the contents of the letter. He sent to the district NOO, the Dolnja Lendava commission for agrarian reform an explanation concerning the
transfer of part of the holdings from the Beltinci parish to the Odranci parish.
He explained that the contents of the request sent by the local NOO and the
church board of Odranci were, by no means, untrue, and that all written down
statements could be proved by documents kept in the archives of the Odranci
branch or in the archives of the Beltinci parish office.48 The letter of the vicar
general Jerič remained without reply. On the basis of the Jerič's letter and other
information obtained in connection with the activity of Dean Jerič, the district
NOO sent a letter to the county Liberation Front (OF) committee, agricultural
division Maribor. The letter stated that Dean Jerič had tried to obtain documents from the ''institute for protection of historical values'', on the basis of
which he would be able to prove that the church at Turnišče had a historical
value and would thus not become subject to the agrarian reform. By the letter it
was suggested that the institute should not issue a document that would define
the historical value of the Turnišče church.49 The proposal of Vicar Jerič was, of
course, not accepted, as can be seen from the inventory sheets for the area of
the Turnišče parish.50
The district NOO or the Dolnja Lendava commission for the agrarian
reform carried out its mission in the district in connection with the implemen-

46
47
48

49

50

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter to Church board in Odranci, No. 23/45.
Ibidem.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO1945–1960, box 26, Letter to district NOO and agrarian commission,
Dolnja Lendava, No. 17.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter to county committee of OF, agricultural divsion Maribor, No. 8/46.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 25, Inventory and distribution of the land owned by the
Turnišče Roman-Catholic parish office.
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List of farming establishments in Lendava
and its surrounding area. Pursuant to
the Agrarian Reform
Law 83 landowners
were expropriated of
their land, 11 of them
entirely (Slovenska
kronika XX. stoletja : 1941–1995
(Ljubljana,
1997),
124)

tation of the agrarian reform in accordance with its abilities and knowledge.
From the examined archive documents it can be understood that some local
agrarian commissions had considerable difficulties in implementing the agrarian reform. This is confirmed by various appeals submitted by individual expropriated subjects.51
The appeals had the same denominator, i.e. no knowledge of or incorrect

51

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter to the local NOO in Hotiza, No. 9/45.
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interpretation of the agrarian reform act. This resulted in numerous irregularities and errors, as in some instances, residential buildings, religious homes and
even lodgings of sacristans and curators were expropriated, which should not
have happened.52
Irregularities were also reported by the chairman of the district court in Dolnja Lendava. If only up to one half of the individual property was confiscated, no
household plot was left to the owner. Individual agrarian commissions were of the
opinion that the owner could live at the expense of the spouse. He also emphasised that some cases of carrying out confiscation of property were very deficient, yet
this was noticed only after the time the court decision became final.53
From the beginning of 1946, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry required that individual county commissions submit weekly reports for the purpose of a detailed examination of the implementation of agrarian reform. Hence,
individual district commissions had to submit a weekly report on the implementation the agrarian reform for their respective district. Also the Dolnja Lendava
district commission, which performed its tasks very conscientiously, judging by
the contents of the reports preserved. The first preserved weekly report from the
Dolnja Lendava district covered the data from 19 January to 17 February 1946,
when it was forwarded to the county agrarian commission in Maribor.54
Weekly reports were elaborated in tabular form and were subdivided into
six units, that is: into large land holdings, land holdings owned by banks, enterprises, share-holding companies and other legal entities; into land holdings of
churches, monasteries and religious institutions; into land holdings that during
the war remained without owners due to any reason whatsoever; into a surplus of land holdings of non-farmers who were not large landowners; and into
surplus of agricultural holdings. For all units, the number of the expropriated
holdings, the total area of the holding, the size of the land distributed in the
previous week, and the total size of the distributed land had to be reported.
In addition to the mentioned data, the report also included the data on the
number of land applicants who obtained the expropriated land. After exami-

52

53

54

An example of this kind of expropriation is the St. Francis Home in Črešnjevci. This home had the
majority of its property in the district of Čakovec. On the basis of the decision of the agrarian commission of Čakovec and the county agrarian commission of Varaždin there were expropriated all immovable property owned by the St. Francis Home in Črešnjevci, located in the cadastral municipalities of
Cerkovljani/Čakovec district, Črešnjevci, Žižki and Trnje. For more on this, see PAM, Dolnja Lendava
OLO 1945–1960, box 3, Letter to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, department for agrarian
reform and colonisation, Ljubljana, No. 116/1-47.
Lovro Šturm, Ozadje slovenskega pravosodja 1945–1950, zvezek 1 in 2 (Background of the Slovene
Justice System 1945–1950, volume 1 and 2) (Ljubljana, 1995) (hereinafter: Šturm, Ozadje slovenskega
pravosodja 1945–1950, 302.)
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Weekly statement of the Land Fund and of land applicants for expropriated land holdings for the period from 19 January to 17 February 1946.
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ning the archive documents, it can be seen that 5 weekly reports of the Dolnja
Lendava district agrarian commission were sent to the superordinated county
commission in Maribor. The last weekly report was issued on 1 April 1946.55
In this report, wrong data were given for all expropriated categories, except
the data on the total number of land applicants to whom the expropriated
land was also allocated. The mentioned wrong contents were evident from the
penultimate or 4th report of 16 March 1946.56
Thus, as far as the size of the expropriated land is concerned, we shall use
the mentioned 4th weekly report, while for examination of the number of land
applicants, the 5th report will be used. The results of agrarian reform implementation in the Dolnja Lendava district will not change even if the last report
is left out.
Table 5: Weekly statement of the land fund and land applicants for expropriated holdings from 9 to 16
March 1946.57

Individual groups falling under agrarian reform

Total area of arable
land

Distributed in the last
week
All distributed land
(from 28 February to 9 (by 15 March 1945)
March 1945)

Ha

A

m2

ha

a

m2

ha

a

m2

248

5

25

45

35

67

248

5

25

38

24

12

-

-

-

37

92

89

233

13

73

18

62

34

233

13

18

Land holdings that remained without owner during
war due to any reason

98

27

92

-

-

-

39

50

56

Surplus land holdings of non-farmers who were not
large landowners

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Surplus agricultural holdings

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

617

71

5

63

98

1

558

61

88

Large land holdings
Land holdings owned by banks, enterprises, shareholding companies and other legal entities
Land holdings of churches, monasteries and religious
institutions

TOTAL

55

56

57

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Weekly statement of the Land Fund and of land applicants for expropriated land holdings for the period from 22 March to 1 April 1946.
In examining all five weekly reports in the order of their dates, the figures (on the number of the
expropriated holdings, the total area of the holding, the size of the land distributed in the previous
week, and the total size of the distributed land holding) were gradually increasing up to the fourth
report. The data in the mentioned fourth report are, in fact, already final data on implemented agrarian reform in the district of Dolnja Lendava. The data from the latter were also used as the final data
in Table 5. The fifth weekly report covered, however, the figures which substantially differed from
the data indicated in the fourth weekly report. I assume that an error occurred in filling in the tabular
representation of agrarian reform implementation when writing the fifth report.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Weekly statement of the Land Fund and of land applicants for expropriated land holdings for the period from 9 to 16 March 1946.
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Examination of all mentioned accessible reports gave a clear picture both
of the speed and intensity of expropriation, and of the redistribution of the
church property. From the first already mentioned report it can be seen that in
the Dolnja Lendava district, 94.13 hectares of church property were confiscated and redistributed by 27 February 1946.58 The second report was prepared
on 28 February 1946. The size of the church holding confiscated in the respective week was 75 hectares; in total, the size of the church property confiscated
by that date was slightly more than 169 hectares of land.59 The third report was
prepared on 9 March 1946. The total area of all confiscated church property
was by then already slightly more than 214 hectares.60
The fourth weekly report can also be called the final report, as it is evident
from the report that implementation of the agrarian reform was concluded
by 15 March 1945. The total number of land applicants in the Dolnja Lendava
district was 2800. The arable land was distributed to 221 land applicants. In
the fund there still remained 1.2 hectares of forest and 42 hectares of non-arable land. By 16 March 1946, all expropriated land was distributed to 1286 land
applicants.61
By 1 April 1946, the number of land applicants who obtained land increased
to 1532, as is evident form the already mentioned 5th weekly report. Due to the
large number of land applicants and the relatively small land fund (614 hectares), only 55% of all land applicants obtained land from the mentioned fund.
In order to distribute land to the largest possible number of land applicants,
the authorities had to fragment the expropriated land into very small parcels,
the consequence of which was uneconomic use of the fertile Prekmurje soil
By such manner of allocation of land holdings, the authorities ''did only a disservice'' to the farming people, since despite the land allocated, the standard
of living of the local farmers did not improve. With the agrarian reform, the
authorities had also made the former owners of the expropriated land poor
and incapable of surviving on their own. This was in particular true for individual church institutions which earned their living with their property and
were able to carry out their mission. Thus we can say that the agrarian reform
carried out in the Prekmurje region did not bring anything good to the people,
on the contrary, their situation had worsened. The only ''victory ''of the then

58

59

60

61

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Weekly statement of the Land Fund and of land applicants for expropriated land holdings for the period from 22 March to 1 April 1946.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Weekly statement of the Land Fund and of land applicants for expropriated land holdings for the period from 18 to 22 February 1946.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Weekly statement of the Land Fund and of land applicants for expropriated land holdings for the period from 22 February to 9 March 1946
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Weekly statement of the Land Fund and of land applicants for expropriated land holdings for the period from 9 to 16 March 1946
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authorities was that, in effect, it economically almost ruined the Church by the
agrarian reform.
The Dolnja Lendava district commission for agrarian reform carried out its
task very well. It also distributed all confiscated church property entirely; the
same also applied to large land estates, banks, enterprises, share-holding companies, and other legal entities. Despite the fact that the area of the land holdings which remained without an owner during the war due to any reason was
almost 100 hectares, the commission distributed only 50% of this land. This
clearly shows that the main purpose of the agrarian reform was to seize the
property of all those who were perceived as opponents by the authorities. Everything else that followed from this was, however, of secondary importance.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry did not only manage the agrarian
reform in terms of the contents and professional guidance through county and
district agrarian commissions, but also encouraged competition among individual agrarian commissions. Thus, at the beginning of 1946, an instruction
for the May Day contest, which ensued as a consequence of Titos's new-year's
missive that the working people in all the country should enter a general renewal contest.62 The commissions for agrarian reform competed in the following
points:
• Which commission will be the first to expropriate and redistribute all
land by 10 March 1946;
• Which commission will be the first to expropriate all large land holdings, all banks, enterprises, church land holdings, and land holdings
without owners by 31 March 1946;
• Which commission will be, by 28 February 1946, the first to take inventory of the stocks and protect the stocks on all holdings to be expropriated in whole;
• Which will be the first to establish the exact scope of the land fund;
• Which will most regularly submit accurate weekly reports;
• Which commission will best organise the distribution of land from the
political and technical aspect;
• Which commission will submit the largest number of reports and articles for newspapers;
• Which commission will establish the largest number of undeclared
land holdings by 28 February 1946;
• Which commission will, by 31 March 1946, report the largest number of owners who were, without justification, selling stocks after 28
August 1945;

62

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Instruction for the May – Day competition.
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•

 hich commission will as rationally as possible dispose with the offiW
ce material and fuel for cars, and which will spend less funds for their
maintenance and repair;

The list of competition disciplines was, in my opinion, very carefully and
purposefully drawn up. The contents of competition elements practically
covered the course of the whole agrarian reform. The whole competition had
only a quantitative objective in terms of property confiscation on the one hand,
and the size of the land fund on the other hand. The time limits set for individual competition disciplines prove that the authorities wanted to deal swiftly
with all reactionary forces in the state and, by agrarian reform, to win to their
side above all rural and working population who benefited the most from the
implementation of the agrarian reform.
The Dolnja Lendava commission for agrarian reform submitted written
results of the competition to the county agrarian commission in Maribor in
May 1946.63 The commission for agrarian reform reported about the competition as follows:
1. T
 he agrarian commission expropriated all large land holdings, church
holdings, and holdings without owners by 10 March 1946;
2. The commission did not manage to distribute all expropriated land;
3. Inventory of all stocks was completed by 28 February 1946;
4. T
 he commission did not manage to establish the exact scope of the
land fund;
5. The commission did not manage to submit regular weekly reports;
6. T
 he commission made all efforts to distribute the land as correctly as
possible. Problems occurred in connection with the large number of
land applicants. Thus, land from the land fund was allocated only to
one half of the applicants. As a consequence, the applicants obtained
on average 28 ares of arable land or 18 ares of vineyard;
7. T
 he commission submitted two articles with photos for publication,
one of which was not published;
8. T
 he commission did not notice any undeclared land holdings;
9. I n the district there were reported no cases of the expropriated owners
unjustifiably selling their stocks after 28 August 1945;
10. The commission did not use the official car already from 5 March 1946.
The data in the report concerning the conducted competition were realistic, as they coincide with other examined individual archive documents dea-

63

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Report – May Day competition.
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ling with the agrarian reform implementation in the Dolnja Lendava district.
Perhaps, the answer concerning point 4 on implementation of the competition is not clear. According to all documents, the agrarian fund was completed
already on 15 March 1946, and comprised 617 hectares according to the last
weekly report of 16 March 1946.64
Simultaneously with implementation of the agrarian reform, media propaganda (Agitpop) took place against all opponents of the agrarian reform,
above all against the Church. County propaganda commissions were also set
up for this purpose. By depicting the Church as one of the main actors opposing the agrarian reform, the authorities tried to convince people that above
all the Church was to blame for slow implementation and distribution of the
confiscated land. District commissions for agrarian reform usually responded
to all remarks and protests of Church representatives by summoning the local
inhabitants, at which meetings they sharply dealt with the representatives of
the local church and promised the people that they would not seize any of their
property, but that they would only get the land and that in this way the ''better
farmers who are the pillar of our agricultural production'' would be helped. So
the district commissions expropriated, as fast as possible, the church holdings,
for which various land applicants ''fiercely competed''. 65
For the requirements of the attack launched against the Church, the
authorities used the media, political meetings, radio stations, stage boards, and
printed media;66 they also prepared special brochures to this end. For preparation of one such brochure, a request was submitted by Viktor Merc, a member of the CMD, to the Dolnja Lendava district agrarian commission that they
should prepare all written and ''orally well substantiated'' statements of those
parishes and priests who fought fiercely against the agrarian reform. Considered as appropriate were only the most ''unfavourable and biting'' remarks
against implementation of the agrarian reform.67
The Dolnja Lendava district agrarian commission submitted, for the
requirements of preparation of a brochure or bulletin, a letter with appeals

64

65

66

67

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Weekly statement of the Land Fund and of land applicants for expropriated land holdings for the period from 9 to 16 March 1946.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter to county propaganda commission of Maribor
No. 113/46.
Printed media were not favourably inclined towards the Church. Negative articles against the Church,
priests, monks, nuns and agrarian reform were almost every day published in the newspapers Slovenski
poročevalec (Slovenian Reporter) and Kmečki glas (Farmers’ Voice). For an example of negative writing about the Church see "Stiškemu samostanu naj se ne pusti več kot 10 ha zemlje (Stična monastery
should be left with no more than 10 ha of land)", Kmečki glas, 1. 1. 1946, No. 1; "Stična", Kmečki glas,
24. 1. 1946, No. 4; "Delitev zemlje v Stični ('Distribution of land in Stična)", Slovenski poročevalec, 16.
2. 1946, No. 40.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter for brochure, No. 484.
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against the expropriation of the church land.68 The letter stated that Dean
Ivan Jerič was the largest opponent of expropriation of church holdings. In
his appeals he endeavoured to prove that the Turnišče church was a historical
monument. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry did not grant the appeals.
In the villages of Brezovica and Bogojina, people were against expropriation of
church holdings. However, in the opinion of the agrarian commission, such a
position was actually not their own but ''instigated by priests''.
In the Dolnja Lendava district, Church property was fully expropriated and
entered in the land register by June 1946.

Table 6: List of all expropriated church holdings entered in the land register in the Dolnja Lendava district on 26 June 194669

Ref. No.
1

Owner
Roman-Catholic benefice St. Ladislava
Roman-Catholic church St. Ladislava

Place

Cadastral municipality

Beltinci

Mala Polana

Roman-Catholic parish church of St. Mary's Assumption
Roman-Catholic teachers' office

Turnišče

Roman-Catholic church
Roman-Catholic parish benefice

2

Dolnja Lendava

Roman-Catholic religious community

Nedelica

Roman-Catholic Teachers Training School

Renkovci

Roman-Catholic parish church of St. Maria
School institution

Turnišče

Dolga vas
Lipa

Roman-Catholic Teachers Training School
School institution

Gomilica

School institution
School institution

68

69

Turnišče

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Parish appeals against expropriation of the Church
land property.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter – expropriated Church holdings as recorded in
the land register.
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Roman-Catholic benefice of the Holy Cross

Mala Polana

Roman-Catholic parish
Municipality medical fund

Črenšovci

Roman-Catholic Teacher Training School
Roman-Catholic church community
3

Roman-Catholic Teacher Training School
School founding land holdings

Črenšovci

Roman-Catholic Teacher

Trnje

Roman-Catholic school
Roman-Catholic Teacher

Žižki

Roman-Catholic school institution

Dolnja Bistrica

Roman-Catholic Teacher
St. Jacob's church

Radmožanci

Roman-Catholic parish
4

Roman-Catholic parish of St. Jacob
Roman-Catholic parish

Žitkovci
Dobrovnik
Dobrovnik

Roman-Catholic Teacher Training School
Roman-Catholic church of St. Jacob
5

6

Roman-Catholic school
Roman-Catholic Teacher
Roman-Catholic church community
Roman-Catholic parish

Srednja Bistrica

Kamovci
Odranci

Kobilje

Odranci
Kobilje
Motvarjevci

Roman-Catholic Church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
7

Roman-Catholic church
Roman-Catholic Teachers' School

Velika Polana

Velika Polana

Roman-Catholic Teachers' holding
Roman-Catholic parish office
Roman-Catholic church

Dolnja Lendava

Roman-Catholic parish benefice
Roman-Catholic Church of St. Catherine

Mostje

Municipality of Dolga vas, Roman-Catholic parish branch

Dolga vas

Roman-Catholic Church of St. Catherine

Dolga vas

Roman-Catholic parish
8

Roman-Catholic school
Roman-Catholic school

Čentiba
Dolnja Lendava

Roman-Catholic Teacher Training School

Kapca

Community school institution
Municipality of Dolnja Lendava

Dolnja Lendava

Roman-Catholic school
Roman-Catholic teachers' office

Petišovci

Roman-Catholic Teacher Training School

Gaberje

Roman-Catholic school

Gornji Lakoš

Roman-Catholic parish
9

Roman-Catholic parish Church of the Ascension
Roman-Catholic parish church
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All expropriated land holdings were entered in the land register. By this
act, the authorities practically fulfilled their wishes to deprive the Church of
its economic power. By confiscation of church property, the authorities wanted to subordinate the Church and make it dependent on the ruling elite. In
this way, the authorities would – once and forever – get rid of the only real
opposition force. The only two unexpropriated church land holdings were in
the Dolnja Lendava district: St. Francis Home in Črenšovci which, in cadastral
municipalities of Črenšovci, Žižki and Trnje, owned in total 1 hectare, 12 ares
and 58 square metres of fields, and 1 hectare, 81 ares and 36 square metres of
meadows; and the Yugoslav province of School Sisters with the seat at St. Peter
near Maribor, which had in total 1 hectare and 32 ares of land holdings in the
cadastral municipalities of Dolnja Lendava, Žižki and Turnišče.70

Allocation of Confiscated Property
As regards the allocation of land and buildings under Article 16 of the Law on
agrarian reform and colonisation in Slovenia, there were many inclarities71
owing to which the activities of individual agrarian commissions were not co-ordinated and were carried out on the basis of personal understanding and
interpreting of Article 16 of the Law. The agrarian reform was slow in progress.
The Ministry of Justice informed the presidency of the Government of the
People's Republic of Slovenia (LRS) about this in its report in February 1948.72
The Ministry wrote in the report that until then the courts had received only
very few proposals for registration into the land register, as not all district commissions for agrarian reform had the material needed in order to propose the
necessary registration. In this respect the ministry warned the department for
agrarian reform at the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry to expedite the work
of district agrarian commissions. Therefore, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry issued a circular on allocation of land under Article 16 of the Law on
Agrarian Reform.73 It proposed that due to time pressure, agrarian commissions

70

71

72
73

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter – expropriated Church holdings as recorded in
the land register.
Inclarities concerning allocation of land to agrarian applicants existed already before the adoption
of the agrarian reform act. The scope of issues concerning allocation of land from the agrarian fund
is also evident from the fact that in 1948 it was still necessary to explain how and in what manner to
allocate land to the land applicants, despite the fact that the authorities wanted to conclude the agrarian reform by March 1946.
Šturm, Ozadje slovenskega pravosodja 1945–1950, 63–66.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Circular on allocation of land under Article 16 of the
Law on Agrarian Reform and Colonisation in Slovenia and amendment of Circular XI., No 5082/1 of
22 October 1947.
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should issue final decisions instead of temporary ones. In this way, the work of
the department for agrarian reform at the ministry would be unburdened. The
mentioned ministry should, according to the provision of Article 16 of the Law
on Agrarian Reform, approve the issue of final decisions. Due to the battle against time, the ministry advised the district agrarian commissions that all land
applicants should engage their own land surveyors. In simple words, if they
wanted land, they had to bring a land surveyor with them. Thus we may conclude that in allocating land, professional knowledge and accuracy were not
important, but only the time of execution. The distribution of land from the
land fund was, actually, concluded by recording the owners in the land register.
And this was not possible before the final decisions on ownership were issued.
In allocating the confiscated property by the agrarian reform, the agrarian
commission for Dolnja Lendava faced quite a few problems. On the one hand,
it had the largest problems with the agrarian fund, which was small, and on the
other hand, with the large number of land applicants. Due to that, there occurred conflicts and accusations among individual land applicants in respect of
the justification of land allocation. In the Dolnja Lendava district, the pressure
of land applicants on the land fund was slightly mitigated by colonisation in the
Apače valley, to which about 30 families having no land or housing migrated in
March 1946, and by the colonisation of the Vojvodina region, where 63 families
settled. Churches that owned forests were allocated 2 hectares of forest each, in
addition to the maximum of 10 hectares. They intended to solve the problem
of a too small land fund also by industrialisation of the Prekmurje region, when
the majority of people would be employed in factories, and the farmers would
only cultivate the soil. Agrarian land was first allocated to applicants with no
land or to those holding only 3–4 hectares of land. With the allocation of land,
the applicants also obtained the stock of the respective expropriated holding.74
By 1 March 1946, 322 ha of agrarian land had been distributed in the Dolnja
Lendava district.75 The land was distributed among 648 land applicants.76 Land
applicants for church property were mainly individuals. When taking over the
allocated land and stocks, they had to sign ''boundary records ''and confirm that
they were acquainted with the boundaries of the holding, which are ''indisputable and marked with permanent boundary markers''.77

74

75

76

77

PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 3, Letter to the county agrarian commission in Maribor,
No. 1573/1.
It was not clear from the examined documentation how much of the total distributed agrarian land
was owned by the Church.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter to county agrarian commission in Maribor, No.
48/46.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 25, Inventory and distribution of the land owned by the
Turnišče Roman-Catholic parish office.
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In examining the archive documents on the inventory and distribution of
land holdings of individual parishes in the Dolnja Lendava district, we can establish that approximately 2 to maximally 40 ares of land were distributed to
individual applicants.78 In connection with the expropriated church land and
land of other expropriated owners, the county agrarian commission of Maribor
sent the instruction on usufruct of the produce on the expropriated holdings.79
The instruction was subdivided into two points. The first determined the
manner of usufruct of produce on the expropriated church holdings, and the
second point dealt with the manner of usufruct on non-farmer land holdings. In my opinion, the Instruction was issued because, above all, church agricultural areas were cultivated and managed with due diligence. Therefore, the
demand for allocation of Church holdings was very large. Thus, the Dolnja Lendava district agrarian commission virtually fragmented the church property
and as such divided it among as many as possible land applicants. For example,
part of the church holding of the Turnišče parish measuring 13.15 hectares was
distributed among more than 50 land applicants. This means that, on average, 2.7 ares of church land were allocated to one applicant.80 The expropriated
church estate in the Dolnja Lendava district also included 20 types of church
educational institutions.81
All mentioned institutions were managed by local people's committees
(KLO). The institutions owned from 3 to maximally 8 hectares of land. The district agrarian commission prepared a proposal in connection with the expropriation of Church educational institutions specifying how the KLO should
deal with the expropriated church institutions. It was proposed that individual
KLOs should allocate 2 hectares to schools for school requirements, such as
playgrounds, building plots and gardens, while the remaining estate should be
distributed among individual land applicants.82

78
79

80

81

82

Ibidem.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box. 26, Usufruct of produce on expropriated holdings, No.
161/46.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 25, Inventory and distribution of the land owned by the
Turnišče Roman-Catholic parish office, No. 2.
Roman-Catholic Teacher Training Schools were in Turnišče, Črenšovci, Dobrovnik, Velika Polana
and Dolnja Lendava. School institutions were in Turnišče Črenšovci, and Dolnja Lendava. RomanCatholic schools were in Črenšovci, Odranci, and Dolnja Lendava. For more on this, see PAM, Dolnja
Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Letter – expropriated Church holdings as recorded in the land
register.
PAM, Dolnja Lendava OLO 1945–1960, box 26, Agrarian land confiscation from agrarian applicants
with allocated school land, No. 80/47.
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Division of land in Slovenia after World War II (http://www.casnik.si/index.php/2011/08/22/agrarnareforma)

***
To sum up, implementation of the agrarian reform in the Dolnja Lendava district did not attain its objective. Despite the fact that with the agrarian reform
actually all arable land was distributed, this did not solve the largest problem,
i.e. the bad situation of a large number of small landholders that were exposed
to poverty and lack of resources. Difficulties remained; despite political ideas,
legal regulation and various forms of state support, the majority of owners were
not capable of providing for their families on their land. In the implemented
agrarian reform, the Church was the most affected among all owners. By confiscation, Church institutions lost large amounts of property that ensured their
subsistence and hence the carrying out of their pastoral activities. By the implemented agrarian reform, the authorities wanted to achieve economic dependence of the Church on the ruling elite. The Church has, however, learnt to live in
modest material conditions, to develop large self-incentive of priests, to ensure
good ''transfer'' of faith through parish cathehesis, to lean the church life on the
sacraments and praying, and piety of the people. After Slovenia gained independence in 1991, the Church with its international connections undoubtedly
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contributed largely to international recognition. After democratisation, it has
also attained a considerable level of willingness for reconciliation, also with
former persecutors and torturers.83
Democratisation of society has brought, among others, also the adoption
of legal bases by which the injustices inflicted could have been remedied in
the great majority of cases. For the field of property status, the adoption of the
Denationalisation Act (ZDen) is by all means the most important one. ZDen
has given hope to denationalisation beneficiaries that the state will remedy the
injustices that had been committed against them in the post-war period.

Darko Ščavničar
ODVZEM CERKVENEGA PREMOŽENJA Z AGRARNO REFORMO
PO LETU 1945 NA PRIMERU ŽUPNIJ DOBROVNIK, LENDAVA IN
BOGOJINA

POVZETEK
V 20. stoletju je bila Cerkev podvržena dvema nasilnima odvzemoma njenega
premoženja. Prvi nasilni odvzem premoženja je izvedla Kraljevina Jugoslavija
s kraljem Aleksandrom Karađorđevićem s t. i. ''agrarno reformo'', ki pa ni bila
nobena reforma, ampak le dejanje stabilizacije notranjepolitičnega položaja.
Drugi, veliko bolj boleč in nasilen odvzem cerkvenega premoženja je po koncu
83

Peter Kvaternik, Brez časti, svobode in moči. Vpliv komunizma na pastoralno delovanje Cerkve v ljubljanski nadškofiji (1945–2000) (Without honour, freedom and power : The impact of Communism on
pastoral activity of the Church in the Ljubljana archbishopric (1945–2000)) (Ljubljana, 2003), Peter
Kvaternik, V prelomnih časih. Rezultati mednarodne raziskave Aufbruch (1995–2000) (In Times of
Radical Changes. Results of the international research Aufbruch (1995–2000)) (Ljubljana, 2001); Off.
G. of the RS, No. 271/1991-I.
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druge svetovne vojne izvedla titiostična oblast, ki je na podlagi nepravnih in
nepoštenih zakonskih temeljih odvzela veliko večino cerkvenega premoženja.
Nova komunistična oblast je po drugi svetovni vojni v izvedbi agrarne reforme videla v prvi vrsti politično sredstvo za utrjevanje svoje oblasti. V želji, da
se uresniči načelo, ''da zemlja pripada tistemu, ki jo obdeluje'', je KPJ začela s
pripravo zveznega Zakona o agrarni reformi in kolonizaciji. Zakon je opredeljeval le temeljna načela in osnovne načine izvajanja agrarne reforme. V Sloveniji je zakon o agrarni reformi in kolonizaciji sprejelo Predsedstvo SNOS 17.
decembra 1945 na svoji 4. seji. Cerkve, samostani in verske ustanove so lahko
obdržale 10 ha zemlje ali gozda ali pa celo 30 ha obdelovalne zemlje in do 30
ha gozda, če je šlo za verske ustanove zgodovinskega in posebnega pomena.
Agrarna reforma je bila v Sloveniji v celoti izvedena v štirih mesecih leta 1946,
razen na območjih, ki še niso bila priključena k Jugoslaviji. Tako je bilo v Sloveniji razlaščenih 431 cerkvenih posesti, ki so po površini merila 48657 ha. To je
predstavljalo 80 % vseh župnij na ozemlju Slovenije, brez Primorske. Delež razlaščene cerkvene posesti je tako predstavljal približno 18 % zemljiškega sklada. S tem je bila Cerkev na drugem mestu po površini odvzete zemlje, takoj za
veleposestniki. V mariborskem okrožju, ki je zajemalo okraje Maribor z okolico,
Slovensko Bistrico, Ptuj, Radgono, Ljutomer, Mursko Soboto in Lendavo, je bilo
163 cerkvenih posesti v velikosti 3610 hektarjev. Tako je delež cerkvene posesti v
mariborskem okrožju predstavljal le 7,6 % celotne cerkvene posesti v Sloveniji. V
okraju Lendava je bilo cerkvene posesti 327 hektarjev, kar je predstavljalo 9 % vse
cerkvene posesti v mariborskem okrožju.
Z agrarno reformo je tako bilo mnogim cerkvam odvzeto materialno zaledje za njihovo vzdrževanje. Cerkvi je bilo v lendavskem okraju odvzeto z agrarno
reformo po arhivskih podatkih od 230 do 233 hektarjev površin. To je pomenilo 70 % vsega cerkvenega premoženja v omenjenem okraju, kar jo uvršča na
prvo mesto razlaščenih in zaplenjenih posesti v okraju. V okraju so razlastili in
zaplenili 248 hektarjev veleposestniške zemlje; glede na skupno velikost veleposestniški posestev v izmeri 1056 hektarjev, je bilo razlaščene in zaplenjene le
23 % zemlje. V skupino za razlastitev cerkvene posesti so po tedanji zakonodaji
o agrarni reformi spadale tudi tri prekmurske župnije, Dolnja Lendava, Dobrovnik in Bogojina. Vse tri so namreč presegale maksimum desetih hektarjev.
Cerkvena posest je bila v okraju Dolnja Lendava v celoti razlaščena in vpisana v zemljiško knjigo do junija leta 1946. S tem dejanjem je oblast praktično
uresničila svoje želje o odvzemu ekonomske moči Cerkvi. Z odvzemom cerkvene lastnine si je oblast hotela Cerkev podrediti ter jo narediti odvisno od vladajoče elite. S tem bi oblast enkrat za vselej opravila z edino pravo opozicijsko silo.
Če povzamemo, lahko ugotovimo, da izvedba agrarne reforme v okraju Dolnja
Lendava, ni dosegla svojega namena. Kljub temu, da se je z agrarno reformo
pravzaprav razdelila vsa obdelovalna zemlja, ta ni rešila največjega problema,
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in sicer slabega položaja velikega števila malih posestnikov, ki so bili izpostavljeni revščini in pomanjkanju. V izvedeni agrarni reformi je bila od vseh lastnikov posesti najbolj prizadeta Cerkev. Cerkvenim ustanovam je bilo odvzetega
veliko premoženja, ki jim je omogočalo preživetje in s tem opravljanje njihove
pastoralne dejavnosti. Vendar se je Cerkev kljub težkim ekonomskim razmeram naučila živeti materialno skromno, razviti veliko samoiniciativnost duhovnikov, zagotoviti dokaj dober ''prenos'' vere preko župnijske kateheze, nasloniti
cerkveno življenje na zakramente in molitev ter ljudsko vernost.
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0 Introduction
There have been relatively few studies written on the question of the hard-currency deposits of the savers in Ljubljanska banka d.d. A quick keyword search
for "savers" and 'Ljubljanska banka' in COBISS returns only 5 hits of which three
are newspaper articles, one graduate thesis and one doctorate thesis. Despite this, if we stack all the newspaper articles dedicated to this topic over the
past years together, it would certainly be over a metre high. This is why I find it
necessary to outline the history of the conflict, the conflict itself and its implications and to answer the fundamental question: whether it is (still) a question
of international law or a political question par excellence which needs to be
solved politically as (international) legal answers do not suffice.
This is exactly the area that triggers problems as politicians on both sides
have found no common language. Slovenia insists that the question of the
hard-currency deposits of the savers of Ljubljanska banka d.d. is a question of
succession which should be dealt – accordingly with the Vienna Agreement
of 2001 – within the framework of the Bank for International Settlements in
Basel, on the basis of the principle of territoriality, whilst Croatia maintains that
"the question" is a (international) legal problem of private property rights and
therefore cannot be part of succession negotiations amongst countries of the
former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY). It is on this basis that
each party remains on its own side of the divide and the question that troubles people and worsens interstate relations remains unsolved and continues
to cause "jitters" in international relations.
This analysis is composed of six parts. The first part of the article presents
a short introduction to the Socialist Yugoslavia monetary system in the period
1945 to 1990. The second chapter is devoted to the explanation on how Slovenia after its independence solved the question of savers having their deposits in
foreign banks operating in the Slovenian territory, while the third part focuses
on the history of Ljubljanska banka d.d. issue in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the fourth part I present the key facts from the Succession Agreement and the judicial decision of the European Court of Human Rights on the
appeal of three savers. The fifth part of the article presents the decision of Slovene Constitutional Court, which opened the possibility to Slovene tribunals
to decide on the topic. Finally, the sixth part describes the later development
in the topic between Slovenia and Croatia. I conclude the article with some
observations and conclusions, which may be instrumentalised for the further
research on the topic.
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1 The History of the Conflict Concerning the Hard-Currency
Reserves of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana
If we want to understand the scope of the conflict surrounding the hard-currency deposits of the Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana we must first look at
the development of the banking system of the Socialist federative republic of
Yugoslavia (hereafter SFRY), its constant changes and the anomalies that consequently led to this conflict. Below, I briefly analyse the characteristics of the
formation and functioning of the banking system which influenced the position of Ljubljanska banka in the crucial years between 1989 and 1991 in SFRY.

1.1 The banking system of the People’s/Socialist federal republic of
Yugoslavia
1.1.1 The 1945–1967 period
After the end of the Second World War a new political and economic entity was
formed on the territory of the former Kingdom of Yugoslavia, drastically different from the former system and modelled on the Soviet Union. Its economic
system was based on a planned economy,1 meaning that private economic initiatives were undesired. But nevertheless, the Communist Party of Yugoslavia
(CPY) didn't achieve this at once, but rather incrementally. Lazarević and Prinčič2 note that the CPY didn't kill off the private sector and replace it with a centralised planned economy (as the classical Marxists and Leninists would assume), but they stifled it slowly, simultaneously strengthening the public sector.3
The consequence of this incremental stifling was the establishment of three
sectors: the state sector, the co-operative sector and the private sector, which
was to be abolished as soon as possible for the "public good". As a result the landowners faced expropriation at the hand of the people's power in Yugoslavia
whilst other monetary institutions in Slovenia faced "self-abolition" or a silent

1

2

3

Janko Prunk, Kratka zgodovina Slovenije (Ljubljana, 2008), 160. More on the development of Slovene
economy in ex-Yugoslavia see Peter Vodopivec, Od Pohlinove slovnice do samostojne države: slovenska zgodovina od konca 18. stoletja do konca 20. stoletja (Ljubljana, 2006), 363–385.
Žarko Lazarević and Jože Prinčič, Zgodovina slovenskega bančništva (Ljubljana, 2000), 21 (hereinafter: Lazarević and Prinčič, Zgodovina slovenskega bančništva).
Lazarević and Prinčič (Zgodovina slovenskega bančništva, 201) note that a rapid suffocation and a
leap from private to state-owned would promote dissatisfaction in the people, which could hinder
the organisation of the political regime.
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liquidation.4 The period between 1945 and 1948 financially mirrored the pattern of the Soviet Union which distinguished between credit institutions on the
basis of location (national, regional, local etc.). Yugoslavia (at this time still the
Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia) (FPRY) wanted to remove everything
that originated from the times before the war, which is why it centralised the
banking system. This was evident in the creation of two banks in 1947: the
National Bank of the FPRY and the National Investment Bank which had branches in all places of economic importance.5 The role of the National Bank of
the FPRY was a "draft" of modern central banks. It primarily dealt with money
supply policy and had the role of balancing foreign trade, whilst the National
Investment Bank was based on being a creditor for non-refundable investment
resources,6 something we would now refer to as a development bank.
The post war period was not kind for the development of banking. The
unresolved question of Trieste, the dual circulation of currencies in zone B
and its unconsolidated economic and financial structure, the conflict with the
Informbiro7 etc., all led to the creation of new banks in 1948 whose primary
focus was financing the development of agriculture and agricultural cooperatives. But these were unsuccessful. That is why August 1948 brought new forms
of banking: communal banks and regional savings banks.8 These were the first
signs of the federalisation of the FPRY, but not for long. After consolidating
power in the early 1950s, there was a restoration of the banking system in 1951.
This revision merged the National Bank of the FPRY with the National Investment Bank of the FPRY. On the 26th March 1952 the new subject assumed all
obligations and rights of the "cancelled" monetary institutions. The National
Bank took on a universal nature as it brought together the money supply policy,
deposit and credit (investment) functions.
The constitutional reforms and development of the country demanded
that the FPRY revise the banking system. The deposit and credit functions were
withdrawn from the National Bank and transferred to communal and savings
banks. This is how the National Bank of the FPRY started to develop its true

4

5
6
7

8

Lazarević and Prinčič (Zgodovina slovenskega bančništva, 210) enumerate private banks, which were
liquidated pace by pace in years after the end of WWII: Hipotekarna banka jugoslovanskih hranilnic v
Ljubljani, Celjska posojilnica, Dolnjelendavska hranilnica, Prekmurska banka, Kreditna banka Murska
Sobota, Banka in hranilnica za comitat Zala and Kreditni zavod za trgovino in industrijo.
Ibid.
Ibid., 238.
Jože Prinčič (V začaranem krogu : slovensko gospodarstvo od nove ekonomske politike do velike
reforme : 1955–1970 (Ljubljana, 1999), 16) notes that the conflict with the Informbiro caused that
trade between the PFRZ and countries allied with the USSR firstly declined (years 1948–1949) and
then shrunk drastically. Consequently there were delays in the implementation of the plan as well as
the tendency towards rapid nationalisation and collectivisation.
Uradni list FLRJ, Uredba o komunalnih bankah in krajevnih hranilnicah, n. 71/598, 21 August 1948.
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face as the central bank with both the money supply and control functions. The
development of the banking system was swift. By 1960, there were 38 independent communal banks (CB), 5 branches of CB, 7 branch offices, 4 county
banks with 9 of their branches operating in Slovenia.9 The change of economic activity, which was converging towards a more market-oriented economy,
necessitated adjustments in the banking sector which was unequipped to cater
to the needs of the economy. The first demands (after the latest reform) occurred in 1959 and increased for a full 4 years until the National Assembly passed
the Law on banks,10 determining that banking would be done by the National
bank and commercial banks, with national banks becoming the de facto central bank and the commercial banks (Yugoslav investment bank, Yugoslav agricultural bank and the Yugoslav bank for foreign trade) became the depositors,
creditors and credit guarantors for communal banks. The consequences were
drastic. The dispersed accountability led to a tendency towards new changes,
especially the de-territorialisation of the banking sector and the breadth of the
founders of new banks – these were no longer solely political organisations,11
but also companies and other organisations.12
In 1965 the board of the Splošna gospodarska banka found that the bank
fulfilled the criteria for transformation into an investment bank. This was carried out in 1966.13 But because these were the years in which the economic
situation of the SFRY wasn't good, the bank didn't have sufficient liquidity and
couldn't satisfy the needs of the economy which is why the decision was passed
to increase the bank's solvency by merging with the Kreditna banka in Hranilnica Ljubljana. The Splošna gospodarska banka and the Zajednička komercialna
banka Novi sad became affiliated to the Kreditna banka in Hranilnica Ljubljana
on the 31 December 1967. Three years later it was renamed Ljubljanska banka.14

1.1.2 The banking system between 1967 and 1991
During the whole post-WWII period, the numerous reforms of the banking
system were aimed at making the banks more effective and increasing their

9
10
11
12
13

14

Lazarević and Prinčič, Zgodovina slovenskega bančništva, 283.
Uradni list FLRJ, Zakon o bankah, n. 10/118, 15 March 1961.
Cf. also Bogomil Ferfila and Paul Phillips, Socioeconomic History of Slovenia (Ljubljana, 2008), 15.
Lazarević and Prinčič, Zgodovina slovenskega bančništva, 336–348.
At the end of 1965 five new investment-commercial banks (Kreditna banka Celje, Kreditna banka
Koper, Gorenjska kreditna banka Kranj, Kreditna banka in hranilnica Ljubljana in Kreditna banka
Maribor) and three commercial banks (Kreditna banka Nova Gorica, Kreditna banka Ptuj in Pomurska
kreditna banka) were established on the territory of the Socialist republic of Slovenia (ibid., 358).
Ibid., 348–358.
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liquidity; they were, however, for the most part unsuccessful. The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY), as was the country's name after its renaming
in 1963, was a borrower (and debtor) both in the West and the East. Foreign aid
to the SFRY differed from year to year. During 1962–1966 it amassed to 20 % of
all the aid the SFRY received after the WWII.15 Aside from foreign aid another
important source of national income was also foreign credit which, in 1965
amassed to 1.2 billion USD. By 1969 it had already tripled.
A large foreign debt also had a great impact on internal relations within
the economy: the banking sector was unable to work efficiently; banking services were lagging behind the demand and their services were often directed
at inefficient sectors, which led to monetary losses. Changes in the economic
system that were brought about by greater federalisation stemming from the
Constitution of 197416 and the increased implementation of the so-called self-management with the Law on Associated Labour (1976) demanded changes in
the banking system as well.17
The 1974 Constitution defines the role and position of the National Bank
of Yugoslavia and the national banks of the republics in articles 260–263.18 The
National Bank of Yugoslavia became a classical central bank and the national
banks of the republics began adopting the contours of central banks, with the
exception of the money supply policy. The policy of self-management, which
led to the creation of various different types of organisations of associated
work, did not bypass the banking sector. Banks subsequently began transforming into three types of banks: internal banks, basic banks and associated
banks. Internal banks were the smallest unit of the banking system and had the
role of guaranteeing the monetary, banking and credit business of members
of its Basic Organisation of Associated Labour (BOAL). An internal bank could
also be set up by members of the BOAL which were directly associated through
their work processes. Basic banks were the next step in self-managing banking
socialism. The problem in establishing a basic bank was that the legislator had
not foreseen any requirements for the number of members needed, which led
to non-selective crediting which did not take place in the same sector, amongst
different elements of companies. The associated banks however, represented
15
16
17

18

Jugoslavija 1918–1988, Savezni zavod za statistiku (Beograd, 1989), 147.
Lazarević and Prinčič, Zgodovina slovenskega bančništva, 374.
Already in 1971, the state was not a warrantor for hard-currency deposits anymore. With the adoption of the new Law on banking sector, commercial banks (and their founders) became responsible
for all deposits within the country (ibid., 374).
Until 1972 the National Bank of Yugoslavia had functioned as a central bank, with six branches in
all six republics. Constitutional Amendments XX do XLII (from 1972) widened the national-banking
system of Yugoslavia with the establishment of two additional national banks covering Kosovo and
Vojvodina (Jože Prinčič and Neven Borak, Iz reforme v reformo (Ljubljana, 2006), 100 (hereinafter:
Prinčič and Borak, Iz reforme v reformo).
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the pinnacle of the banking structure. They did not have full operational capacities, as they could only undertake certain tasks. Their role was primarily one of
co-ordination as they were meant to be better at managing certain tasks than
basic banks. Aside from this they could also (i) combine resources for specific
causes, (ii) rent and approve loans within the SFRY and abroad, (iii) oversee the
foreign exchange and (iv) give guarantees and avals.19
Ljubljanska banka was re-established (or it would be better to say
reorganised)20 on the 27 June 1972.21 By 1977 it was an amalgamation of nine
special BOALs with legal personalities, nine special BOALs without legal personality and five special BOALs "in development".22 It also grew rapidly. So it
was that in 1981 there were 21 basic banks in the system of Ljubljanska banka
(as an associated bank), eight of which – it must be noted – , were situated
outside the territory of the Socialist Republic of Slovenia: (i) Basic Bank Zagreb;
(ii) Basic Bank Belgrade; (iii) Basic Bank Sarajevo; (iv) Basic Bank Novi Sad; (v)
Podrava Bank Koprivnica; (vi) Basic Bank Skopje; (vii) Basic Bank Titograd and
(viii) Basic Bank Priština.23 Despite various problems that arose due to structural problems in the lack of the legal definition, the associated Ljubljanska banka
quickly began undertaking international ventures and in the four years from
1977–1981 it increased the number of foreign representatives from 13 to 21.24
The Law on the Fundamental Principles of Banking and Credit System of
198525 didn't change the organisational structure of the banks. The change
came in 1989 with the Law on Banks and other Financial Institutions,26 which
defined banks as "independent self governing financial institutions, which provide deposits, credits and other banking services". The law also foresaw the closure of internal banks by 1990. The next, key law which ‘caused' the problem of
the savers of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana27 was the Law on Rehabilitation,

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

27

Lazarević and Prinčič, Zgodovina slovenskega bančništva, 383–400.
The predecessor of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana was established in 1955.
This is the formal data, because the treaty between its founders was signed on that day. In August
1972 Ljubljanska banka, in cooperation with Iskra Commerce Ljubljana, established a bank in Federal
Republic of Germany; in 1973 the Banka Koper became part of the Ljubljanska banka group.
Lazarević and Prinčič, Zgodovina slovenskega bančništva, 382–3.
Ibid., 403.
Ibid., 404.
Uradni list SFRJ, Zakon o temeljih bančnega in kreditnega sistema, n. 70/85, 20 December 1985.
Uradni list, Zakon o bankah in drugih finančnih organizacijah, n. 10/89, 17 February 1989; Uradni list,
Zakon o spremembah in dopolnitvah Zakona o bankah in drugih finančnih institucijah, n. 40/89, 7
July 1989. The latest is sometimes quoted as the "Marković's reform".
According to Prinčič and Borak (Iz reforme v reformo, 477) Ljubljanska banka had 450 million USD of
negative capital in 1987, ranking it on the sixth place among nine banks.
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Insolvency and Liquidation of Banks and Other Financial Institutions.28 According to Zupan29 the key part of the law that most probably caused the unresolved question of the savers of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana was article 25,
which allows for the rehabilitation of banks if they have become the branches
of other banks. In Zupan's opinion (ibid.), the legislature wanted to consolidate
the banking sector, which is why they allowed the freedom to choose between
acquisition and liquidation.30 Under this framework the Sarajevo and Zagreb
Basic Banks became branches of the parent branch Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
Ljubljana, named Ljubljanska banka d.d., Main Branch Zagreb (in Croatia) or
rather Ljubljanska banka d.d., Main Branch Sarajevo.31 Then the story started
to become complicated.
Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana had no other option but to comply with
the instructions of the federal Law on Banks and Other Financial Institutions
and within one year a proposal was put forward for the rehabilitation of the
Ljubljanska banka d. d., Main Branch Zagreb to the NBY, which was implemented in November 1990. The board of governors discussed this requirement, but
didn't adopt a final resolution. In contrast, the Ljubljanska banka d. d., Main
Branch Sarajevo operated with limited cash flow and within the framework
of significantly reduced foreign currency liquidity from 1990 onwards. This is
why Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana (the main branch) had to guarantee the
Sarajevo branch dinar and foreign currency liquidity to allow it to operate.

28

29

30

31

Uradni list, Zakon o sanaciji, stečaju in likvidaciji bank in drugih finančnih organizacij, n. 84/89, 22
December 1989; Uradni list, Zakon o spremembah in dopolnitvah zakona o sanaciji, stečaju in likvidaciji bank in drugih finančnih organizacij, n. 63/90, 26 October 1990.
Zupan Aljaž, Problematika Ljubljanske banke v slovensko-hrvaških odnosih (Ljubljana, 2005), 22
(hereinafter: Zupan, Problematika Ljubljanske banke).
One of my interviewees explained that the National Bank of Yugoslavia (NBY) forewarned all implicated parties that it would not allow liquidation of banks, except in exceptional circumstances,
which would not apply to Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana. Thus the Yugoslav authorities "forced"
Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana to rehabilitate the Zagreb, Sarajevo and Skopje branches, but this
did not happed due to the dissolution of Yugoslavia.
The document of the MFA (2006) stated that, in accordance with the Act on Banks and Other Financial
Institutions, the founder of Ljubljanska banka, Basic Bank Zagreb on 2 October 1989 (without permission) passed a resolution on the restructuring of the bank into a branch with the title Ljubljanska
banka d.d., Zagreb Main Branch (officially it was only re-registered on 29 December 1989 at the
Zagreb trade court – Zagrebački trgovački sud) and they failed to inform the assembly of Ljubljanska
banka d.d., Ljubljana, which was convening on 19 December 1989. On 19 December Ljubljanska
banka d.d., Ljubljana registered as a limited company coming into force on 1 January 1990 (MZZ,
Informacija o prevzemu jamstva nekdanje SFRJ za devizne hranilne vloge, 10 March 2006 (hereinafter: MZZ, Informacija o prevzemu jamstva)).
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2 Independence of Slovenia and the "Territorial Approach"
On the 25 June 1991 the Assembly of the Republic of Slovenia adopted the
Basic Constitutional Charter on the Sovereignty and Independence of the Republic of Slovenia which is the fundamental document of Slovenian independence on the basis of which Slovenia became a sovereign state.32 The Constitutional
Act for the Implementation of the Basic Constitutional Charter on the Sovereignty
and Independence of the Republic of Slovenia (henceforth CAIBCC), published
in the Official Gazette of the RS additionally stated in Article 19 that
Dinar saving deposits and funds in current personal accounts, deposited in
banks on the territory of the Republic of Slovenia, which were, until this act (CAIBCC) came into force, guaranteed by the National Bank of Yugoslavia, are guaranteed by the Bank of Slovenia, according to the situation on the date when this
act comes into force.
Dinar savings deposits and funds in current accounts of persons who are residents on the territory of the Republic of Slovenia, deposited in the Postal Savings
Bank that have been guaranteed by the National Bank of Yugoslavia as of the
date that this act comes into force, are to be guaranteed by the Bank of Slovenia
according to the situation as at that date.
The liability for the foreign currency in foreign exchange accounts and
foreign currency savings accounts invested in banks within the territory of the
Republic of Slovenia which have until now been guaranteed by the SFRY, will be
assumed by the Republic of Slovenia as of the date that this act comes into force,
according to the situation as at that date.

Slovenia operationalised the third paragraph of Article 19 CAIBCC in 1993
with the Discharge of Liability for Unpaid Foreign-Currency Deposits Act,33
which allowed all banks operating within the territory of the Republic of Slovenia to independently dispose of their hard-currency deposits on the basis of
the principle of territoriality.34 Slovenia thus solved the issue of hard-currency
deposits.35
Because of the question of negotiations with creditor banks of the SFRY
and the threat that the creditors of the London club could demand that Slovenia
32

33
34

35

Uradni list, Ustavni zakon za izvedbo temeljne ustavne listine o samostojnosti in neodvisnosti
Republike Slovenije /UZITUL/, n. 1/91, 25 June 1991.
Uradni list, Zakon o poravnavanju obveznosti iz neizplačanih deviznih vlog, n. 7/93, 4 February 1993.
Slovenia issued bonds to commercial banks, with the maturity on 30 June 2022. The annual interest
rate of these bonds is 8 % (Article 4 of the ruling).
Arhar exposed that in June 1991 five foreign banks were present in Slovenia; four from Serbia and one
Croatian. However, savings in these banks were treated in the same way as savings in Slovenian banks.
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repay the total debt of the SFRY, the Republic of Slovenia passed amendments
to CAIBCC36 in 1994. Thus Article 22(b) stated that:
The Ljubljanska Banka d.d., Ljubljana and the Kreditna banka Maribor d.d., Maribor shall transfer their respective business and assets to the new banks created
hereunder.
Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the Ljubljanska
Banka d.d., Ljubljana and the Kreditna banka Maribor d.d., Maribor shall retain:
full contingent joint liability under the 'New Financing Agreement' (NFA)37 and
other contingent liabilities arising out of relations with the National Bank of
Yugoslavia and the former SFRY if the debtors are located in another republic of
the former SFRY;
the corresponding amount of the related contingent claims;
full liability for hard-currency ordinary and savings accounts not guaranteed by
the Republic of Slovenia under section 19 hereof;
liabilities to the National Bank of Yugoslavia and foreign creditors that were
guaranteed by the SFRY and the resources for which have been used by the ultimate beneficiaries from other republics within former Yugoslavia;
the claims related thereto.
The Ljubljanska Banka d.d., Ljubljana shall maintain its links with the existing
branches and subsidiaries of Ljubljanska Banka d.d., Ljubljana based in the other
republics on the territory of the former SFRY, but shall retain the corresponding share of claims against the National Bank of Yugoslavia in respect of hardcurrency savings accounts.

In accordance with the CAIBCC (the old) Ljubljanska Banka d.d., Ljubljana
was not liquidated,38 but it continued to exist and still exists in Slovenia today.
All of its obligations remain active and, as the MFA found, all liabilities and cla-

36

37

38

Uradni list, Ustavni zakon o dopolnitvah ustavnega zakona za izvedbo Temeljne ustavne listine o
samostojnosti in neodvisnosti Republike Slovenije, n. 45/94, 22 July 1994.
The Preamble of the amended CAIBCC states that the enforcement of claims of foreign creditors, as
well as entities of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) who have become
creditors to the purchase of claims from the new financing agreement (hereinafter referred to as NFS)
under which even banks established in the Republic of Slovenia are collectively liable for the repayment of the total debt, which would seriously jeopardise the financial and economic system of the
Republic of Slovenia.
Kreditna banka Maribor d.d., Maribor did not have branches outside the territory of the Republic of
Slovenia, which is why it is irrelevant for this analysis.
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ims of Ljubljanska Banka d.d., Ljubljana on its books39 towards legal entities in
the area of the former common state, are subject to succession negotiations.40

3 The Independence of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina and the
Acts Connected to the Operation of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Zagreb
Main Branch and Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo Main Branch41
3.1 The operations of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Zagreb Main Branch
The operational problems of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana in Croatia started immediately after the transformation from Ljubljanska banka d.d., Basic
bank Zagreb to Ljubljanska banka d.d., Main Branch Zagreb (henceforth Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB).
After the expiry of the Brioni Agreement and the establishment of Croatian
sovereignty on the 8 October 1991, Croatia ratified the Act on Taking over Federal Laws in Finance which meant that from 8 October 1991 former Federal
Acts were applied as Acts of the Republic of Croatia.42 Consequently this means,
according to the MFA that on the 8 October 1991 the guarantee of the SFRY
applied for hard-currency deposits in Croatia or rather that the banking institutions of Croatia were still formally under the authority of the National Bank
of Yugoslavia. With the takeover of the federal laws as its own, Croatia adopted
the same system that the federation had. Not only that, Croatia even broadened
the general guarantee scheme to include also foreign citizens, which meant that
the Croatian system of guarantees was broader than the system of the SFRY, but
only until 23 December 1991, when it limited the conditions again to Croatian
nationals only (Narodne novine 71/91). At the end of November 1993 Croatia
passed the Decree on the Conversion of Nationals' Hard-Currency Bank Deposits
into Croatian Public Debt,43 which primarily protected Croatian nationals that
39

40
41

42
43

The yearly reports of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana for 1991 in 1992 warn that "the balance sheets
of the Ljubljana Bank and the Zagreb Main Branch could not be consolidated because of the political situation in Croatia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina". In same reports it is also written that "The
Ljubljana Bank had little or no control over the activities of its operations in those two countries and
had little prospect of being able to transfer any funds to Slovenia in the foreseeable future" (Case of
Kovačić and Others v. Slovenia (44574/98, 45133/98 and 48316/99), European Court of Human
Rights (Strasbourg, 2008), 13 (hereinafter: Judgement Kovačić et al. vs. Slovenia).
MZZ, Informacija o prevzemu jamstva.
This chapter is summarised from information on the adoption of the guarantee of the SFRY for foreign currency deposits prepared by the MFA in 2006 (10 March 2006) and other internet sources
accessible to the author.
"Zakon o prevzemu zveznih zakonov s področja finance", Narodne novine, n. 53, 8 October 1991.
"Zakon o pretvaranju deviznih depozita građana u javni dug Republike Hrvatske", Narodne novine, n.
106, 25 November 1993.
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could prove their nationality with a document (domovnica) and had deposits
with banks in the territory of the Republic of Croatia.44
The conversion to Croatian public debt was completed by the end of 1993
when 76,000 foreign (hard) currency deposits, the equivalent of around 600
million DEM, were transferred from Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB. At the same
time 133,000 foreign currency deposits remained in Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
ZMB, the equivalent of 300 million DEM (internal source). Despite the limitations on operations, by 1995 Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB had paid out 8 million
DEM in funds.45 Figure 1 enumerates the events in connection to the restrictions on the operating of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB.

Figure1: Timeline of events46

8.10./1991 – The Croatian National Bank (CNB) delivers working instructions for Ljubljanska banka
d.d., Ljubljana in its Zagreb branch (unclear division)
16.10./1991 – CNB delivers a notification on the status of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB in Croatia to
Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana (in Ljubljana), in which it emphasises that Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
Ljubljana can not have a branch in Croatia.
26.11./1991 – The Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Croatia and the Croatian National Bank
inform Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana, about how Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB operates, but state
that they know nothing about the Public Accounting Office of the Republic of Croatia failing to
process acceptance orders of Croatian legal persons (obligors of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB), which
consequently leads to the diminished liquidity or rather the illiquidity of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB.
28 January 1992 – CNB begins to restrict the scope of banking operations of Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
ZMB.
5 February 1992 – Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB receives a dinar credit worth 64 million dinars from the
NBY to pay off depositors. Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB had to return the second credit, equivalent to
50 million, to the NBY which means that it runs out of funds to repay depositors of Ljubljanska banka
d.d., ZMB.
11 June 1992 – Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana attempts (in accordance with the Law on changes of
Law on Banks and other Financial Institutions; OG SFRY 40/89) to establish a mixed bank Ljubljanska
banka JSC d.d., Zagreb, but fails (CNB rejects it on 26 June 1992).

44
45

46

Judgement Kovačić et al. vs. Slovenia, n. 13.
Miran Heric, the former director of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana thusly explains how Ljubljanska
banka d.d., ZMB paid its obligations due to the foreign exchange savers despite limitations placed
on its operations: "The Zagreb branch still has some of its assets, which it rents out or markets in
other ways. It got some income from its limited business. In the cases of judicially won lawsuits we are
trying to negotiate the deadlines for payments. It is also important to note that in Germany, where
there were legal proceedings brought against Ljubljanska banka, the court of higher instance ruled in
favour of our bank. This is the case law that essentially means the end of litigations in Germany as the
court declared itself to lack jurisdiction to solve such disputes" (Stanislav Kovač, "Intervju z Miranom
Hericem", Mladina, 20. February 1996, 22).
Source: MFA, 2006, and internal sources.
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31 May 1993 – The CNB severely reduces all business operations of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB, which
was forced to use all its assets to repay its savers.
28 June 1995 –The Governor of the CNB awarded Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB a leading number
on the basis of the Resolution on awarding leading depository institution serial numbers (Narodne
novine 40/95) (it is listed under number 47).
24 February 1996 – The Croatian Payment Transaction Institute blocks the giro account of Ljubljanska
banka d.d., ZMB due to problems with liquidity. From this day forth, all proceeds are spent on
enforcements against Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB.
23 February 2000 – The treaty between Slovenia and Croatia on arrangements concerning the
regulation of property comes into force in the Republic of Croatia, which states in Article 15 that "the
parties shall refrain from adopting any measures that would detract or limit rights provided for in this
treat"
14 July 2000 – The Croatian Payment Transaction Institute receives instructions from the Governor of
the CNB to close the giro account of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB.

Even though a concise presentation is illustrative enough, a commentary of
the chosen dates depicts more accurately the functioning or rather the restrictions on the operations of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB. In 1991 the financial
authorities of Croatia also took other measures which caused the blockade of
business with Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB. The account 623 for the functional operation of the branch was therefore closed and the assets of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB blocked. They also made it impossible to carry out foreign
payment transactions (including with Slovenia) which led to the withdrawal
of all funds of (foreign) legal and natural persons from Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
ZMB. Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB has not been provided with any documentation for any of these acts. The instructions (8 October 1991) of the Croatian
National Bank in fact determine that Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB ought to be
free to operate under normal conditions until the 30 June 1992. This deadline
was extended to 30 September 1992 in accordance with the decision made
by the CNB. Furthermore, the message that the Ministry of Finance of the
Republic of Croatia and the CNB sent to Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana (16
November 1991), said that the question of the status, rights and obligations
of Ljubljanska banka d.d. and its ZMB must finally be clarified, but this never
occurred. As conversational partners have indicated, Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
ZMB had a sui generis legal status from 10 December 1992 which was incompatible with Croatian legislation concerning the banking sector. Consequently a
number of constrains ensued, which restricted the liquidity and consequently,
the bank's operations. Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana attempted to resolve
this sui generis status with the establishment of a Ljubljanska banka JSB d.d.,
Zagreb, but the Croatian monetary authorities rejected this proposal. The operating rights of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB in the territory of Croatia were
extended from month to month. The last extension of the deadline occurred
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on the 1 April 1993 when the Council of the CNB adopted the resolution that
deadline for operations of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB be extended to 31. 5.
1993 but only under the condition that Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana (and
consequently the ZMB) satisfactorily resolve the issue of the foreign currency
deposits of its savers (those who hadn't transferred their assets to the public
debt of the Republic of Croatia).
The instructions that Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB received from the CNB
on 31 May 1993 are practically identical to previous instructions barring that
unlike earlier instructions, it indefinitely extended the operating time of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB (or at least until the next resolution of the CNB) referring to the solution of the case by way of government experts, despite the fact
that the April instructions had proclaimed that Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB
would be abolished. These instructions stated that the CNB would inform Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB of the final deadline for liquidation in a timely fashion. Contrary to the instructions issued, Croatia found that Ljubljanska banka
d.d., ZMB had lacked a work permit from 31 May 1993 onwards.47
Thus tension arises – the CNB issues work instructions (and will subsequently communicate the terms of liquidation) yet Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
ZMB allegedly has no work permit? But the case goes even further. In 1995 Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB received the lead number in the register of depository
institutions. The fact that Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB got a depository institution serial number brings us to the conclusion that it had to have a work permit
which negates the Croatian statements, that Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB didn't
have one as it was not compliant with Croatian legislation (ex. supra). Even in
the face of this the CNB (18 June 1999) denies having issued a work permit to
Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB.
In 1996 the Croatian Payment Operations Institute froze Ljubljanska
banka d.d., ZMB's giro account due to a lack of liquidity. As a consequence Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB suspended operations in all branch offices in Croatia
because it had no resources with which to function.48 Despite the decision between Slovenia and Croatia on "regulating common property (cf. table 1) from
February 2000, the Croatian Payment Operations Institute "received instructions" on the 14 July 2000 from the Governor of the CNB dr. Željko Rohatinski
that Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB has to be closed. This is the instruction that
actually cancelled the work permit from 1993. The Governor of the CNB dr.

47
48

Željko Rohatinski, Sporočilo guvernerja Ž. Rohatinskega št. 620-230/2000-3.
Milivoje Žugić, Memorandum o problemima vezanim za štednju hrvatskih štediša kod Ljubljanske
banke d.d. Ljubljana Glavna filijala Zagreb (Zagreb, 2001), 2 (hereinafter: Žugić, Memorandum o
problemima) presents that three subsidiaries and more than 30 offices of Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
ZMB, were closed on the end of January 1996.
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Željko Rohatinski, in a letter dated August 25, 2000 in reply to the correspondence from Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana from the 7 August 2000, notes
that "Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB has had no basis for conducting business
since 31 May 1993 in accordance with the laws and regulations of the republic
of Croatia and is therefore abolished". He goes on to say "we appreciate that this
does not impact the resolution of the problem of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB
on the inter-state level".49
The consequence of the final act of the CNB from 2000 was that Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB had no giro account into which the debtors could pay
their outstanding obligations or into which the money that Ljubljanska banka
d.d., ZBM recovered through the courts could be deposited. Yet the claims of
the debtors of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB still exist. On the 31 December
2007 Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB still had assets amounting to 484.2 million
€, while the value of the hard-currency deposits was 173.4 million € (internal
source).50
Croatia's politicians and specialists have a uniform position. In their opinion Slovenia must repay the money to Croatian savers because the Croatian
authorities are convinced that Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana was transferring money back to Slovenia, which is why Slovenia as the debtor ought to pay
off its debts.51 Slovenian specialists and politicians are not as uniform in their
opinions. Despite this, the prevailing opinion is that Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
Ljubljana does not owe anything to the Croatian savers because the money that
they invested remained in the territory of the Republic of Croatia. To illustrate this I cite the statement of prof. Ivan Ribnikar, long-time Vice-Governor of
the Bank of Slovenia, given in 1998, in which he states (summarised from STA,
1998) that:
It seems that we will not be able to come to an agreement on our own and should
this be the case, the next step is arbitration. Although the substantive side of
things is clear: we have nothing to pay. The loans that were granted on the
basis of the Croatian saver's foreign currencies savings were granted to Croatian
companies. When the companies failed, the bank (he was referring to Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZMB – added by the author) found itself in crisis. But this is not
Slovenia's problem and from a substantive point of view the country has no obligations towards anyone. Furthermore, it is known that Slovenia utilised the prin-

49
50

51

Sklep HNB 620-52/2000-17.
More than 85,000 deposits are in the range between 0 and 100 €, 24,581 deposits range between 100
do 500 €. 10,157 deposits are higher than 1,000 € (but lower than 5,000 €) (internal source).
MVPEI, Priopćenje za javnost 60/06; MVPEI, Priopćenje za javnost 63/06; MVPEI, Priopćenje za
javnost 207/07; HNB, Priopćenje za javnost 14. 3. 2006.
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ciple of territoriality in addressing the foreign currency deposits of savers /.../ and
therefore we demand that this be resolved in the same manner in Croatia.52

3.2 The operating of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo Main Branch
According to the data of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo Main Branch (henceforth Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB) from 1989, it had 301 million DEM on its
accounts in obligations to its depositors. After war broke out, saving in foreign
currencies stopped which led to the cumulative decrease to 256 million DEM
in April 1992. At that time Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB managed 164,000 hard-currency deposits, of which 115.360 applicants had less than 100 DEM in their
account. According to the regulations of Bosnia and Herzegovina, these savers
are not considered as foreign exchange savers.53
The history of the transformation of Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB began
with a resolution of the government of Bosnia and Herzegovina at its 153rd session on the 19 June 1993. The resolution of the government of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which was passed without informing the main branch,54 Ljubljanska
banka d.d., Ljubljana, states the following:
The government has, in its 153rd session on the 19 June 1993, dealt with the
application of Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB concerning the approval of a reorganisation of its status and decided that (1) it agrees that Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB
may reorganise itself and register with the competent court in Sarajevo under the
title Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo and (2) the assets, rights and obligations of

52

53
54

The territoriality approach is defined as more appropriate also in the Concurring opinion of Judge
Ress, exposing: "The successor States to the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia have adopted different legislative rules as regards the criteria which must be fulfilled if an account holder at
the Ljubljana Bank claims an entitlement from one of the former subsidiaries of this bank in one
of the republics. These different rules are the very reason for this case because Slovenia permitted
claims from all those living on its territory while Croatia accepted such claims only from those who
held Croatian nationality. Under the normal rules of state succession, territoriality is the first criterion to divide claims and to justify any entitlement, not so nationality (see Yearbook of the Institute of
International Law, Vol. 69, Session of Vancouver (2001), 712–742, Resolution on 'State Succession
in Matters of Property and Debts', in particular Article 11). Therefore, there are good reasons to conclude that the Slovenian legislation is more in harmony with these normal succession rules than the
Croatian legislation. Debts that cannot be apportioned in accordance with the territoriality principle
should be apportioned equitably, bearing in mind the result of the apportionment of other property
or debts on the basis of the territoriality principle".
Interview with Borut Ožura, Ljubljana, 2008.
Despite this, the Resolution of the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina states, that this was done
at the behest of Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB. This would consequently mean that it was requested
by a branch unbeknown to the main office. If this is correct, and it would be an uncommon practice,
the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina still ought to have verified that a branch could independently apply for a change of status.
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Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB are transferred to Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo as
its legal successor.55

In the Resolution 01-431/93 of 24 June 1993, the National Bank of Bosnia
and Herzegovina gave consent to the decision of the Government of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. Consequently the Order concerning the entry into the court
register was issued on 2 July 1993.56 The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
had always allowed the use of foreign currency saving on accounts at Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB. In accordance with the Law on Opening Balance Sheets of
Companies and Banks (the law on privatisation) (Official Gazette FBiH 12/98)
Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo would have to deliver it starting balance to
the Ministry of Finance (Article 5). This was done on the 7. December 1998,
but the Ministry of Finance did not decide on the matter as the status of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo was still unclear.57 Given that there was no decision returned, Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo could not have been privatised,
consequently the only remaining option was liquidation. In 2002 the government of BiH did a salto mortale by adopting the resolution to no longer apply
its resolution of 1993 regarding the establishment of the new legal entity Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo.58
The result of this was that in 2004 the attorney general of Bosnia and Herzegovina brought action against Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo demanding
the annulment of the bank's entry into the court register.59 This was withdrawn
a year later, even though the suit did have a statutory basis. In May 2006 the
Government of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina facilitated the sale
of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo to the limited company Validus from Varaždin; the buyer took over the employees of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo. The
liquidation of the company ensued on 4 October 2006.
The Decision of the Municipal court of Sarajevo60 is interesting because of
two main emphases. Firstly, the finding that Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo,
which was created in 1993, cannot be held responsible for the issue of hard-currency deposits of savers of Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB, because Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo is not legal successor of Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB.
This finding of the court is peculiar primarily due to the aforementioned fact

55
56

57
58
59
60

Vlada BiH, Sklep 011-26/93.
Ožura (2008) warns that the Decision on the inscription in the Register was officially published only
in 2001 and that the inscription was confirmed by the Supreme Court on the 19 March 2002.
Opčinski sud, Sodba Ps – 595/03 – III, p. 2.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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that the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina itself passed the resolution
(that was approved by the National bank of BiH) that it "agreed to the transformation of the status of Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB into Ljubljanska banka
d.d., Sarajevo" and that "the rights and obligations of Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
SMB be transferred to Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo".61 The final court Decision is that the "part of the entry that says that it ‘was created with the change
of status of Ljubljanska banka d.d., SMB to Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo be
struck" and that "the assets, rights and obligations of Ljubljanska banka d.d.,
SMB transferred to Ljubljanska banka d.d., Sarajevo".62
Despite the fact that the Bosnia and Herzegovina confirmed the issue of
foreign currency deposits as being one of succession issues, both with the ratification of the Agreement on Succession Issues (henceforth ASI) and the Law on
determining means of fulfilling internal obligations of the Federation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina of 27 November 2004, they still treat this issue as an obligation of Slovenia to repay the savers of Ljubljanska banka d.d., SBM their deposits.

4 The Agreement on Succession Issues and the Decision of the
European Court of Human Rights
The Agreement on Succession Issues (also known as the Vienna agreement on
succession) was signed on 29 June 2001. Slovenia ratified it a good year later, on
8 August 2002;63 it came into force in 2004 when it was ratified by the Republic
of Croatia. The relevant part dealing with the foreign-currency savings issue is
expressed in Article 7 of the Annex C:
Guarantees by the SFRY or its NBY of hard currency savings deposited in a commercial bank and any of its branches in any successor State before the date on
which it proclaimed independence shall be negotiated without delay taking into
account in particular the necessity of protecting the hard-currency savings of
individuals. This negotiation shall take place under the auspices of The Bank for
International Settlements.

Arhar explains64 that there came to be four meeting of the successor states
under the framework of the Bank of International Settlements (BIS) in Basel
(to be more precise) with dr. Hans Maier, who was retained by BIS to media-

61
62
63
64

Vlada BiH, Sklep 011-26/93.
Opčinski sud, Sodba Ps – 595/03 – III.
Uradni list, Zakon o ratifikaciji Sporazuma o vprašanjih nasledstva, n. 71/02, 8 August 2002.
Interview with Dr. France Arhar, Ljubljana, 2007.
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te between the former republics of Yugoslavia. The negotiations resulted in a
compromise suggested by the mediator and backed by Serbia, Macedonia and
Slovenia and opposed by Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina which is why
it was not adopted, as the Vienna agreement stipulates that only consensual
agreements are valid.
While Slovenia states on the territorial approach, Croatia refuses it by saying
that Slovenia is adapting the territorial approach to its needs. For illustration I
quote the position of the Croatian National Bank on the issue, stated in its press
release on 14 March 2006, where it was written that:
/.../ the Slovenian representatives only refer to the principle of sovereignty when
it is in their interest to do so, because they agreed to a percentage based division in
the Vienna Agreement by which they would be entitled to 16.3 % of the total assets
of the NBY. Croatia rejects the modification of principles based on their utility./.../
/.../ That the talks in Basel ended without a result because Slovenia and Croatia,
Macedonia and Bosnia and Herzegovina could not reach an agreement on the
regulation of the outstanding issues of foreign currency deposits of the savers of
Ljubljanska banka d. d./.../

After the meeting in Basel it became clear that this issue is hardly to be solved bilaterally. That is why some multilateral institutions took part with their good offices.
The first was the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly, which adopted the
Resolution 1410 (2004)65 stressing that it is necessary to first enable Ljubljanska
banka d.d., Ljubljana to recover the debts owed to it so that it can repay its own
debts when Croatia allows it to conduct business. In addition to this, Resolution
1410 makes the following recommendations which the countries ought to take
into account in the search for a solution of the problem of the foreign currency
deposits of the savers of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana (selected points):
1. The Assembly welcomes the fact that certain groups of savers have received at
least partial compensation from their governments: those who deposited their
savings in Ljubljanska Banka offices in Slovenia or in "the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia"and those who accepted the Croatian Government's limited
offer to transform the savings into Croatian national debt. It considers that similar solutions should be offered to all those whose savings were lost in the collapse
of the banking system in the SFRY.
2. However, notwithstanding the decision of the Court to declare two individual

65

Council of Europe, Repayment of the deposits of foreign exchange made in the offices of the Ljubljanska
Banka not on the territory of Slovenia, 1977-1991, Resolution 1410 (2004) (Strasbourg, 2004).
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applications from Croatian depositors admissible,66 the Assembly considers that
the matter of compensation for so many thousands of individuals would best be
solved politically, between the successor states, instead of an already overburdened Court. The Assembly therefore:
•

appeals to the successor countries of the SFRY to address without further
delay the plight of the depositors of hard-currency savings in former Yugoslav banks, many of whom lost access to their modest life savings in the collapse of the banking system of the SFRY;

•

proposes that the four countries concerned (Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Macedonia – B. U.) set up a collective fund under the auspices of the Council of Europe in order to compensate the depositors for the
capital of their original foreign-currency savings, possibly with some compensation for inflation, in order to help the savers, who have been deprived
of access to their life savings for more than ten years. The fund should be
financed by all four governments concerned, in principle proportionately to
foreign-exchange deposits made on the territory of each of the countries. In
negotiating the precise burden-sharing arrangement between the successor
countries of the SFRY, due account should be taken of the following factors,
in so far as they can be properly established:
i.

actual hard-currency transfers made to the Ljubljana office of Ljubljanska Banka of savings deposited in offices located in other republics and use of such funds for the economic development of Slovenia;

ii.

the possibility offered, or not, to Ljubljanska Banka to pursue its
banking activities in the other republics after the breakdown of the
SFRY, thus making it possible for the Ljubljanska Banka to recover
debts owed by clients for loans granted;

iii.

t he fact that compensation has already been given to depositors by
some states and that the claims of these depositors have been taken
over by those states;

iv.

invites the European Union to examine the possibility of making a

v.

instructs its Committee on Economic Affairs and Development to

contribution to the collective fund;
study the arrangements for setting up the above-mentioned collective fund.

However, the case of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana ZMB/SMB was brought
also to the European Court of Human Rights in the case of 6 November 2006

66

The Resolution was adopted in 2004, the Court presented its Decision in 2006, after that the Grand
Chamber made its decision in 2008.
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which was approved by the Grand Chamber on 3 October 2008. The lawsuit
of the group of three savers67 was rejected due to procedural errors (judgement
204 of the Decision) and because of a lack of legal interest (judgement 203 of
the Decision). A key section of the judgement of the European Court of Human
Rights which draws on the Vienna agreement is Court Assessment 256 which,
amongst other things, states that:
the Court observes at the outset that it has received applications against all of
the SFRY successor States Parties to the Convention from applicants who have
been affected by these matters. Several thousand such applications are currently
pending. Even though such issues fall within the Court's jurisdiction as defined
in Article 32 of the Convention, the Court can only subscribe to the view of the
Parliamentary Assembly in Resolution 1410 (2004) that the matter of compensation for so many thousands of individuals must be solved by agreement between
the successor States. In this respect, the Court notes that several rounds of negotiations have already been held between the successor States, at different levels,
with a view to reaching an agreement on the solution of the issues which remain
unsettled (see paragraphs 95 to 111 above). The Court calls on the States concerned to proceed with these negotiations as a matter of urgency, with a view to
reaching an early resolution of the problem.

This judgement sets a precedent for all other potential similar lawsuits that
have been and have yet to be brought against Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana.
The reason for this precedence lies not in the structure of the ruling, but in
its content. While Slovenia emphasises that it won on the basis of its arguments,
Croatia stresses that the Court didn't rule on the "content" but on the procedure
and that the arguments themselves have yet to be considered. Regardless of
the differing opinions, the decision of the Court indicates that the countries
will sooner or later have to solve this question that restricts the relationships
between them.68

5 The Decision of the Constitutional Court in 2009 and Possible
Consequences
The Constitutional Court of the Republic of Slovenia ruled, in its ruling from
3 December 2009, that the 23rd Article of the Republic of Slovenia Succession
67
68

Judgement Kovačić et al. vs. Slovenia.
Jani Sever, "Intervju z Božom Dimnikom", Mladina, 24. October 2004, available at http://www.mladina.si/tednik/200442/clanek/slo-intervju--jani_sever/.
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Fund (Sklad Republike Slovenije za nasledstvo) and the High Representative
of the Republic of Slovenia for Succession Act (Visoki predstavnik za vprašanja nasledstva) (henceforth FRSHRS)69 was to be abolished.70 The history of
FRSHRS dates back to 1993, when the Slovenian Parliament adopted the Law
of the Republic of Slovenia on Succession,71 of which the first Article states that
the:
Enforcement of claims and settlement of the obligations of the Republic of Slovenia and legal and natural persons within the territory of the Republic of Slovenia in the division of property, rights and obligations of the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, established the Fund of the Republic of Slovenia for the
enforcement of rights and obligations in the process of succession,
Article 15 points out that
Legal and natural persons that have outstanding claims and obligations towards
entities of the former Federation, shall enter into a contract with the Fund by way
of which they transfer all outstanding claims and liabilities onto the Fund and
authorise it to recover claims and settle obligations on their behalf.

The Law of the Republic of Slovenia on Succession was amended repeatedly
(OG RS 38/94; 40/97; 7/03 and 86/04)72 and finally replaced with the Law of
the Republic of Slovenia Succession Fund and the Republic of Slovenia High
Representative for Succession (FSHRSA) (OG 29/06) which in indent 1 of Article 2 provides that the
Fund of the Republic of Slovenia for Succession which was established on the
basis of the Republic of Slovenia Succession Act (Official Gazette RS, no. 10/93,
38/94, 40/97, 7/03 – Decision of the CC and 86/04 – ATFSCPA) shall be transformed into the Republic of Slovenia Succession Fund.

69

70
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Uradni list, Zakon o Skladu Republike Slovenije za nasledstvo in visokem predstavniku Republike
Slovenije za nasledstvo (ZSNVPN), n. 29/06, 21 March 2006.
Uradni list, Odločba o razveljavitvi 23. člena Zakona o Skladu Republike Slovenije za nasledstvo in
visokem predstavniku Republike Slovenije za nasledstvo, n. 105/09, 21 December 2009.
Uradni list, Zakon o Skladu Republike Slovenije za sukcesijo, n. 10/93, 24. februar 1993.
Uradni list, Zakon o spremembah in dopolnitvah zakona o Skladu Republike Slovenije za sukcesijo,
n. 38/94, 30 June 1994; Uradni list, Zakon o dopolnitvah zakona o Skladu Republike Slovenije za
sukcesijo (ZSSuk-B), n. 40/97, 4 July 1997; Uradni list, Odločba Ustavnega sodišča št. U-I-195/99-35,
n. 7/03, 23 January 2003; Uradni list, Zakon o preoblikovanju Sklada Republike Slovenije za sukcesijo
in ustanovitvi javne agencije Republike Slovenije za nasledstvo (ZPSSJAN), n. 86/04, 5 August 2004.
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Article 2 however, provides that
the Fund shall be established with a view to implementing the Agreement on
Succession Issues (Official Gazette of RS –MP, no. 20/20) and the consequent
assertion of rights and settlement of obligations of the Republic of Slovenia in the
division of property, rights and obligations of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (hereafter SFRY) and performing other tasks associated with the
questions of accession from the former SFRY.

A key Article in the resolution of the hard-currency deposits of the savers
of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana, ZMB and SMB is Article 13 which states
that:
Proceedings before courts of the Republic of Slovenia concerning foreign currency deposits in a commercial bank or any of its branches in any country of the
former SFRY which have been suspended or deferred on the basis of the Fund of
the Republic of Slovenia for Succession (Official Gazette of RS, no. 10/93, 38/94,
40/97, 7/03 – Constitutional Court decision and 86/04 – (ATFSCPA) shall remain
suspended or deferred. Procedures referred to in the previous sentence which
have resumed are to be re-suspended or re-deferred.
The procedures referred to in the previous paragraph are suspended or deferred
until such a time as a solution is reached about assuming the guarantee of the
SFRY or its National Bank of Yugoslavia for the applications in accordance with
the Article 7 of Annex C of the Agreement on Succession Issues, and on completion of this term continue ex officio.

Thus, Slovenia froze any final decisions on pending issues of foreign currency deposits concerning the returning of deposits to savers in Ljubljanska
banka d.d., Ljubljana ZMB (or SMB). Consequently all these deposits would be
waiting for the outcome of the agreements between the two countries which is
still not on the horizon. But the events unfolded differently.
Andro and Alan Perić,73 both citizens of the Republic of Croatia, appealed
against the Court of Cassation decision (Cp 7279/2006, on 31 January 2007)
and they contested Article 23 of FSHRSA, because it was supposedly in contradiction with the first paragraph of Article 23 of the Constitution of the Republic
of Slovenia,74 because according to their statements:

73

74

The whole explanation is – because of non-availability of documents (legal constraints) – quoted
from the Decision of the Constitutional Court Up 1857/07-70, available in Uradni list n. 105/09.
Uradni list RS, Ustava Republike Slovenije, n. 33/91, 28 December 1991.
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"it allegedly delays the enforcement of legal protection for an indefinite and indefinable time in the future, making it impossible to effectively exercise the right to
a judicial decision based on the merits of the case."

Article 23 of the Constitution of RS states that:
Everyone is entitled to a decision on their rights and obligations and charges
against them without undue delay (author's emphasis) delivered by a independent, impartial tribunal established by law. They can only be tried by a judge
appointed pursuant to rules previously established by law by judicial order.

The question that arises from this is what the definition of "undue delay" in
this context should be, or rather can the compliance with an international treaty be considered as a "necessary on unnecessary action". This is also the National Assembly's response to the initiative. In its response, it stresses the importance of solving the dispute within the framework of international treaties
(especially Article 7 of Annex C), which was agreed upon in 2001 and sets out
that the possibility of continued litigation would be in violation of the Vienna
agreement from 2001. The Constitutional Court ruled that the interpretation
of the National Assembly that,
Article 23 FSHRSA is based on the provision of Article 7 of Annex C ASI and that
on the basis of the second paragraph of Article 153 of the Constitution of the
Republic of Slovenia, as a ratified international treaty, takes precedence over the
national legislation and that (2) the continuation of interrupted judicial proceedings prior to the successor countries of the former SFRY reaching an agreement
on the undertaking of guarantees of SFRY or the NBY for foreign currency deposits, in fact, contrary to ASI and as such inadmissible/.../ (Point 16 of the Decision),

was incorrect. In fact the Constitutional Court found that it is not true that
Article 23 of FSHRSA is just an operationalisation of Article 7 of Annex C of ASI
(point 17). The Constitutional Court concluded that postponing to an indeterminate time in the future, which Article 23 implies, shall prejudice the right of
parties to justice or may possibly even deny it to them. That is why
the Constitutional Court was not required to balance the weight of the consequences of the prejudiced human right in relation to the weight of the contested
provision to pursue the public interest under so called strict proportionality test,
because no objective measure, albeit a permissible one, which excludes the right
outlined in Article 23 of the Constitution, can be justified by and withstand the
test of proportionality (point 20 of the Decision).
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Given this ruling, the Constitutional Court found Article 23 of the FSHRSA to be unconstitutional and repealed it with 5 votes for and 3 against. This
allowed the legal proceedings that had been stopped or postponed under Article 23, to resume. According to information published in the newspaper Dnevnik on 15 February 2010, proceedings resumed in the case of a Croatian saver
who filed a suit against Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana in 1994 and demanded 1,430 USD. According to Dnevnik, the District Court ruled in her favour on
12 March 2010 and awarded her the principal, but dismissed her claim for the
payment of interest.75 Around the same time the Finance reported that a court
in Našice (Republic of Croatia) had delivered the exact opposite verdict – that
the claim against Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana was inadmissible, because
the precondition for solving this issue was resolving the issue of succession.
And thus the vicious cycle came full circle. The third acute case is the Decision
of the District Court in Ljubljana that Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana should return 81,118 USD (plus interest) to a Bosnian saver. Whether it will do so,
given that it has no funds, is unclear. The advocate of the Bosnian saver, Franc
Bucik, only underlined that according to Slovenian law and European directives "the country guarantees for saving deposits".76
The question that arises is what the potential ramifications of the Decision
of the Constitutional Court are, especially the varying interpretations of the case
law. On one hand the courts do not have clear jurisdiction while they must also
decide on these issues and also the case law in Slovenia and elsewhere is multifarious. As it appears, the issue is by no means solely a legal one, but also has
a broad political dimension, which ought to be dealt expediently by political
elites. Primarily for the benefit of the savers that entrusted their savings to the
bank, which can no longer return them, mainly because it has been prevented
from operating and also has no more assets with which to repay its savers.

6 The Recent Search for Solutions of Hard-Currency Savers

The fact that the saga of the issue of the savers of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana has never finished was also evident at the meeting of Prime Ministers
Pahor and Kosor in Bohinj at the end of July 2010. At this meeting the Prime
Ministers agreed, that they would attempt once again to solve the issue of
the unpaid deposits at the Bank for International Settlements in Basel, namely

75

76

"Okrajno sodišče v Ljubljani je razsodilo v prid hrvaške varčevalke Ljubljanske banke", Dnevnik, 12.
March 2010, available at http://www.dnevnik.si/novice/slovenija/1042344407.
"Slovenci presudili u korist štediše Ljubljanske banke", Večernji list, 5. December 2010, available at
http//www.vecernji.hr/index.php?cmd=show_clanak&clanak_id=224414&action.
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an agreement of how to solve this question was to be reached within three
months.77 The Croatian media warned that – if a solution was not reached in
Basel – three different possibilities of solving the "Slovenian debt" could arise,
namely: (a) Slovenia could agree to the compromise of the Basel proposal –
half via the principle of territoriality and half according to the private law, (b)
repayment of the savers by NLB d.d. when it finishes capitalisation and (c) offsetting the debts and claims of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana against Croatian clients.78
The expectations that BIS would accept the offer of the role proved to be
incorrect. According to information in Večernji list, BIS declined the Croatian
initiative to help solve the matter of savers in Ljubljanska banka d. d., ZMB as
it alleged to "not /be/ able to offer any addition services to those already on
offer in 2001 and 2002".79 Of course the question the public immediately raised
was "who had cheated whom".80 Slovenian internet forums overflowed with
opinions that "Croatia /had/ once again tricked Slovenia into unblocking the
closure of chapter IV. " whilst Croatian forums were of the opinion that "the
Slovenians had succeeded in 'forcing' Kosor into this, even though it would not
bring benefits for the savers"81 So it was that another attempt as resolving the
matter of the savers had become the sole point for mutual political sniping and
the creation of a milieu of mistrust amongst the parties concerned.

7 Conclusion
The chain of events that I portrayed in the analysis above shows that the dispute surrounding the foreign currency reserves of the savers of Ljubljanska banka
d.d., Ljubljana has long since superseded the legal question and is (fast becoming more and more of) a political question. It concerns a number of relationships and processes between the political elites of countries that emerged
on the territory of the former SFRY and cannot find a common language that
would aid the solution of this burning issue, mainly for a benefit of the common man,82 for whom these foreign currency deposits mean a lot. The ramifi-
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Lidija Kiseljak, "Štediše Ljubljanske banke dobit će novac, ali ne za tri mjeseca", Večernji.hr, 1. August
2010.
Lidija Kiseljak, "Četiri scenarija za rješenje pitanja štediša Ljubljanske banke", Večernji.hr, 1. August
2010.
Ljubica Gatarić, "Propao dogovor oko Ljubljanske banke: Basel odbio Hrvatsku", Večernji.hr, 14.
November 2010.
Ibid.
Own notes from various fora.
Zdravko Latal, "Po denarju izgubili še živce", Delo, 18 January 2008, 32.
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cations that arose are problematic and particularly long-term.
The first consequence of the unresolved dispute concerning the foreign
currency deposits of the savers of Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana is the prohibition of all companies in which NLB d.d. has any share, entering Croatia's
market.83
The second consequence are threats towards the procurement and use of
Slovenian goods. But in this field there are a number of different practices of
official institutions of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, the official authorities rarely answer the calls of Udruženje za zaštitu
štediša u Bosni i Hercegovini, which is a representative of the savers in Ljubljanska banka d.d., SBM, whilst the Croatian national authorities and politicians,
even those in high ranking positions, are often vocal about their opinions in
the matter of the savers of Ljubljanska banka d.d., ZBM,.
The third consequence of the dispute is the low and untrustful business
and investment climate, which has been reflected in three affairs of Pipo Čakovec, Sunčani Hvar, TLM Šibenik, Konzum, Mercator, hydroelectric plan on the
Neretva river and others. Above all else, the key consequence of this conflict is
that time and time again, the issue of the unresolved foreign currency deposits
is raised at high-level meetings and whilst hopes are repeatedly raised, there is
still no solution in sight.
Thus, I conclude that it is time to address the concerns within the legal framework, but with the necessary political will. Above all, it is necessary that the
matter should be removed from the agenda of political malfeasance that serve
the national political scenes. Without this step, it will be impossible to arrange
mutual legal relations, and in particular to take care of those who are, in relation to the political elites, in a worse off position; the so called common man
whose only fault was to place his trust in a bank and whose greatest crime was
"to be at the wrong place at the wrong time" (that is, that the status of the SFRY
was unresolved upon its dissolution) and that he assumed that the democratic institutions would do their job and refund him the money that he had loaned to the banks. But here begins the question of the democratic deficit, which
would necessitate an altogether different analysis.
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Željko Rohatinski, "Intervju guvernera Hrvatske narodne banke dr. Željka Rohatinskog za 'Privredni
vjesnik' od 29. lipnja 2006. godine", available at http://www.hnb.hr/priopc/hpriopc.htm; Šeni Sever,
Nikola and Lidija Kiseljak, "Rohatinski: Ljubljanska banka može v RH kad podmiri dugove", Večernji.
hr, 29 July 2010.
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Boštjan Udovič
JE VPRAŠANJE DEVIZNIH VLOG VARČEVALCEV LJUBLJANSKE BANKE
d. d., LJUBLJANA POLITIČEN ALI (MEDNARODNO)PRAVNI PROBLEM?

POVZETEK
Pričujoča analiza se ukvarja z vprašanjem deviznih vlog varčevalcev Ljubljanske
banke d.d., Ljubljana Glavna podružnica Zagreb in Glavna podružnica Sarajevo.
Avtor v njej osvetljuje zgodovinska dejstva, ki so pomembna za reševanje tega
meddržavnega spora, ki še danes močno obremenjuje politično ozračje med
državami in predvsem ekonomsko-gospodarske odnose. Ti so na posebni preizkušnji že ves čas od razpada Socialistične federativne republike Jugoslavije.
Avtor ugotavlja, da je vprašanje deviznih vlog varčevalcev Ljubljanske
banke d.d., Ljubljana vezano predvsem na Hrvaško ter Bosno in Hercegovino
predvsem zaradi dejstva, ker ti državi nista, čeprav sta ratificirali Dunajski sporazum iz leta 2001, pristali na teritorialni način reševanja vprašanja, medtem ko
so Srbija, Črna gora in Makedonija na to, sicer zaradi različnih razlogov, pristale.
Zgodovinski pregled kaže, da korenine težav deviznih vlog varčevalcev
Ljubljanske banke d.d., Ljubljana izhajajo predvsem iz neprestanih sprememb
in 'revolucij' v jugoslovanskem bančnem sistemu vse do razpada SFRJ. Te neprestane spremembe, predvsem pa deponiranje deviz v NBJ in zadnje t. i. Markovičeve reforme (1989 in 1990), so vozel deviznega varčevanja zavozlale, razpad
skupne države pa ga je samo še zategnil. Balkanske vojne, ki so se zgodile po
razpadu SFRJ so povzročile, da je na tem področju vladal kaos, kajti države se
niso mogle/želele dogovoriti, kako urediti delovanje obeh podružnic. Posledica je bila, da je na Hrvaškem hrvaška oblast vedno bolj omejevala poslovanje
zagrebške podružnice; v Bosni in Hercegovini, pa je vlada sklenila, da se ustanovi nova pravna oseba namesto sarajevske podružnice, a je bil ta sklep leta
pozneje razveljavljen. Rezultata sta bila v obeh državah enaka – obe podružnici
sta z vedno bolj omejenim poslovanjem imeli manj komitentov, manj prilivov
in tako nista mogli izplačevati deviznih vlog varčevalcem, kar je vodilo do nelikvidnostne spirale. Hrvaška oblast je s sklepom o ukinitvi žiro računa leta 2000
dokončno onemogočila poslovanje Ljubljanske banke d.d., Ljubljana Glavna
podružnica Zagreb, predvsem pa njeno izterjavo dolgov do hrvaških podjetij iz
sodnih postopkov, ki se še odvijajo na hrvaških sodiščih; podobno je storila tudi
bosanska vlada, ko je Glavno podružnico Sarajevo 'nacionalizirala', nato pa je
sklep o 'nacionalizaciji' razveljavila.
Sporazum o nasledstvu – poznan tudi kot Dunajski sporazum – iz leta
2001 je v 7. členu priloge C določil, da se o vprašanju jamstev za devizne hra-
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nilne vloge "nemudoma začnejo pogajanja v okviru Banke za mednarodne
poravnave" v Baslu. Države so se srečale na štirih srečanjih, a ta niso obrodila
sadu zato, ker predlogi odločitev niso bili sprejeti soglasno, kot to predvideva
sporazum. Ta faux pas je še zaostril odnose med državami na tem področju. Up
za 'politično modrost' je dala Sodba Evropskega sodišča za človekove pravice
iz leta 2006 ter Sodba Velikega senata istega sodišča leta 2008, a je ostalo pri
upu. Kljub dejstvom, ki jih sodišče navaja, ostajajo države vsaka na svojem in ni
videti, da bi kaj kmalu lahko o tem vprašanju, predvsem pa o rešitvi slednjega,
dosegli soglasje. Na žalost države tekmujejo med seboj, katera ima 'bolj prav'
(ob sodbi Evropskega sodišča je to razglašala Slovenija, ob sodbi Okrajnega
sodišča v Ljubljani pa Hrvaška), na slabšem pa ostajajo varčevalci, ki ne morejo
do svojih prihrankov. Poleg tega pa 'politično aferaštvo', ki se odvija o(b) tem
vprašanju gotovo ne pripomore k rešitvi nastalega problema.
Poskus predsednikov vlad Slovenije in Hrvaške, da bi zadevo začeli ponovno reševati v Baslu se ni odvil, kot sta predsednika vlad pričakovala, Pandorino
skrinjico pa vse bolj odpirajo tudi zadnje odločitve sodišč v Sloveniji – Ustavnega ter okrajnega. Kaj se bo iz tega razvilo ter ali bodo države sposobne najti
rešitev, ki bremeni predvsem varčevalce, ki so banki zaupali svoje prihranke, pa
(zaenkrat) še ne ve nihče.
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Historical Introduction
In order to analyse the events in the last two decades, when family is concerned, a longer historical view backward is needed. Namely, as what existed two
decades ago in Yugoslavia varied very much and a few instances of family organisation went back, almost to time immemorial, whereas other instances indicated a pattern typical of Western Europe. Thus, family organisation could be
considered a divisive factor in Yugoslavia before its dissolution.
The "Yugoslav family" had been the topic of extensive scholarly attention
in early history of the social sciences in the region, in fact before the establishment of the first Yugoslav state. This attention was brought about initially by
domestic scholars (Vuk Karadžić, Valtazar Bogišić) as well as Le Play1. The former two spoke of the "zadruga" among South Slavs, whereas Le Play wrote only
of working class families in Slovenia and classified his Slovenian monograph
example as "disorganized". Whereas the former two were focused on traditional rural family, Le Play was interested in industrial society, all three working
around the middle of the 19th century.
Possibly, Karadžić's influence was of greatest importance, because he introduced the term "zadruga" into his benchmark language dictionary as a term
launched into scholary use and popularity. The attention paid to the study of
the zadruga was great and major scholars of the family invested their efforts
in its depiction and explanation (for an extensive analysis of scholarship see
Hammel,2 for the best empirical investigation see Erlich3). Hammel and Erlich agree on the substance of the zadruga, as do most scholars. Hammel writes:
"familial zadruga is basically a product of patrilocal extension and virifocality".4
This would mean that a community of male ancestors of a male progenitor
remain within a single familial household, bringing their brides into the households, while marrying their daughters into other families. Males would never
leave the familial household. It is also often held that this family had joint and
inalienable real estate.5
The origins of the zadruga remain unclear. They have been associated with

1
2

3

4
5

Pierre Guillaume Frédéric Le Play, Les ouvriers de deux monde. Tome IV (Paris, 1857).
Eugene A. Hammel, "The zadruga as process", in: Household and family in past time. Comparative studies in the size and structure of the domestic group over the last three centuries in England, France,
Serbia, Japan and colonial North America, with further materials from Western Europe, ed. by Peter
Laslett and Richard Wall (Cambridge, 1972), 335–373 (hereinafter: Hammel, "The zadruga as process").
Vera St. Erlich, Family in Transition. A Study of 300 Villages (Princeton, 1966) (hereinafter: Erlich,
Family in Transition).
Hammel, "The zadruga as process", 339.
Erlich, Family in Transition.
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South Slav/Balkan way of life in general, giving the institution a uniqueness. It
would be kin to the Russian myr, also an extended family. Others associate it
with feudalism and resistence to feudal taxation, to Ottoman rule, to Austrian
rule and the organization of the military frontier against the Turks. It is evident
that in the 20th century this organization withered away, although Hammel
asserts in 1975 that the alleged modern decline is described "serously defective/ly/ and superficial/ly/"6, allowing for its existence at the time. However,
Hammel's stress is, however, on the zadruga never having been a reified immutable instituion, since its consequences would have brought soon about "a Patriarch (with a family) of Biblical proportions"7. Namely, the analyses of Ottoman
and other censuses do not give clear confirmation of the zadrugas existing in
an ideal typical form, which can not be explainable only by high mortality and
accidental situations. The zadruga is, according to Hammel, a cyclical phenomenon, bringing about splits among brothers. Hammel8 and particularly Todorova cast serious doubt as to the Balkan zadruga in recent centuries ever been a
dominant family form among any of the Slav Balkan peoples particularly Todorova9. Todorova believes zadruga was essentially the vision by traditionalists of
"a local and unique institution that would save the peculiarity and uniqueness
of the peoples vis a vis the disruptive modernizing influences of the West, by
promoting virtues such as solidarity and mutual aid."10
In fact, the famous M. Mead wrote zadruga was "a vision of scholars hypnotized by by the use of a Balkan term for a Balkan institution".11
Empirical investigations of the Serbian past (village Orašac in 1863), however, disclose of 13 % true zadrugas (frereches), 31 % nuclear families, the rest
being other forms of extended families12.
Socially and culturally, it was a preeminently patriarchal institution. Males
monopolized authority and of esteem. It is even mentioned that the Balkans
were the most extreme form of patriarchal societal organization. Backer goes
as far as denoting the Albanian Kosovo segment of this type as "the most patri-

6
7
8

9

10
11
12

Hammel, "The zadruga as process", 372.
Ibidem, 370.
Euegene Hammel, Some medieveal evidence of the Serbian zadruga, pp. 100-116 in The zadruga.
Essays by Philip E. Moseley and in his Honor. Ed. by Robert E. Byrnes. London: University of Notrer
Dame Press. 1976.
Maria N. Todorova, Balkan Family Structure and the European Pattern. Demographic Developments in
Ottoman Bulgaria (Washington, DC, 1993) (hereinafter: Todorova, Balkan Family Structure and the
European Pattern). Cf. also Hammel, „The zadruga as process".
Todorova, Balkan Family Structure and the European Pattern, 163.
Quoted in Todorova, Balkan Family Structure and the European Pattern,157.
Joel M. Halpern and Barbara Kerewski-Halpern, A Serbian village in historical perspective (Prospect
Heights, IL, 1972).
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archal in the world".13 The patriarchy has to do not only with decision making
and authority, but strict codes on proper behavior, on division of labour, spatial
organization of the house, practically depriving women of any rights (particularly property and succession), but women do have their own, separate sociability within the extended family.
Was the zadruga equally dispersed throughout the former Yugoslavia? The
answer to this question is negative. Although it was Serbian scholars who did
the most to promote the idea of the zadruga, Croats following14, it is evident
that the extended family system was most developed, institutionalized and
longest lasting in Kosovo among Albanians (by the name of fis). Backer notes
that 50 odd members of such an extended family were common in rural Kosovo during the 70s of the 20th century.15 Somewhat later the investigation by
Rrapi in the 80s indicated the same, noting that extensive families with more
than 40 members were "rare".16 Beside that, in relatively recent times, there
have been reports of a 60 member zadruga among Serbs in Bosnia in the 60s17
and in Macedonia in a more systematic report of a significant proportion of
households being of this type in the 70s, of 18–25 members, although their
size was diminsihing relative to the pre- World War II state, when they often
numbered into 40s18. On the other hand, there are practically no traces of the
zadruga in Slovenia (this is stated explicitly by Mosely in the volume on the
Zadruga)19. Slovenia's traditional rural family type was the conjugal nuclear
family within the German type feudal system, with the feudal lord allowing a
farmstead to gain a new head by matrimony, after the position became empty
(owing to death or inability of the former head, usually father), with the possible care provided for the new head's parent(s)/ as preužitkarstvo (an unfo-

13

14

15
16

17

18
19

Berit Backer, Behind stone walls. Changing Household Organization among the Albanians of Kosova,
ed. by R. Elsie and A. Young (Peja, 2003), 46 (hereinafter: Backer, Behind stone walls). Retreived http://
www.elsie.de/pdf/B2003BackerBehindStoneWalls.pdf, 11 June, 2011.
Franjo Nimac, Mara Hećimović-Šešelja, Vjekoslav Jurmić, Mato Matašin and Stjepan Janjić, Seljačke
obiteljske zadruge I. Izvorna građa za 19. i 20. stoljeće (Zagreb, 1960) (hereinafter: Nimac et all.,
Seljačke obiteljske zadruge).
Backer, Behind stone walls.
Đerđ Rrapi (Gjergji Rapi), Savremene albanske zadružne porodice na Kosovu (Beograd, 1995), 32
(hereinafter: Rrapi, Savremene albanske zadružne porodice na Kosovu).
Olivera Burić, "The zadruga and the contemporary family in Yugoslavia", in: Communal Families in
the Balkans. The Zadruga. Essays by Philip E. Mosely and in his Honor, ed. by Robert F. Byrnes (South
Bend, IN, 1976), 127 (hereinafter: Burić, "The zadruga and the contemporary family in Yugoslavia").
Burić, "The zadruga and the contemporary family in Yugoslavia", 127.
Philip E. Mosley, "The distriibuton of the zadruga within South Eastern Europe", in: Communal
Families in the Balkans. The Zadruga. Essays by Philip E. Mosely and in his Honor, ed. by Robert F.
Byrnes (South Bend, IN, 1976), 64 (hereinafter: Mosley, "The distriibuton of the zadruga within South
Eastern Europe").
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urable situation)20. This brought about a much later entry into matrimony,21
a large number of children born out of wedlock22. After the emancipation of
serfs in the second half of the 19th century, the authority to allow matrimony
and thus headship of the farmstead was transferred to the father, owner of the
property.23 This did not change the basic pattern of late marriage, significant
number of solitaires and significant portion of illegitimate children – as a live
father would be unlikely to enter into the unfaovurable position of preužitek.
Although there are reports of zadrugas throughout Croatia, and even of a
draft legal code on them, empirical reports on the zadruga in Croatia indicate its small strength in regulating social relations, in comparison to the other
regions24. In Serbia also, the zadruga was difficult to find in full pattern and to
define empirically, although efforts to its assertion sprung particularly from this
environment.25
Thus, the most preserved instance of the extended Balkan family, present
to the latest, is the Kosovo Albanian extended family. Erlich, writing as the
undisputed dean of Yugoslav anthropology, conceded so in a sort of self-critical tone (in comparison to her life opus). The zadruga prospered and asserted
itself in its classical form (at the time of the last writing, approximately 1970)
among Kosovo Albanians only26.
In Montenegro, zadrugas also existed, although they were integrated into
another social system: the tribe, making th cultural scene somewhat different.
Beside Kosovo Albanians, it was the Serbs of Bosnia and Macedonains who
cultivated this family pattern to the most.27 Zadrugas were less pronounced
among Bosnian Muslims, although they did exist, including such composed of
brothers with plural wives.28

20
21

22
23

24
25

26

27
28

See Sergij Vilfan, Pravna zgodovina Slovencev (Ljubljana, 1996), 485–495.
Early entry into matrimony being untypical of Western Europe in general is noted by Peter Laslett,
„Introduction: The History of the Family", in: Household and family in past time. Comparative studies in the size and structure of the domestic group over the last three centuries in England, France,
Serbia, Japan and colonial North America, with further materials from Western Europe, ed. by Peter
Laslett and Richard Wall (Cambridge, 1972), 3 (hereinafter: Laslett, „Introduction: The History of the
Family").
Jože Hudales, Od zibeli do groba (Ljubljana–Velenje, 1997).
Majda Černič Istenič, "Prelomi in kontinuitete v zgodovini družine (Spremna beseda)", in: Reinhard
Sieder, Socialna zgodovina družine (Ljubljana, 1996), 367.
Nimac et all., Seljačke obiteljske zadruge.
Reports to the effect of a weak presence of zadruga: Hammel, "The zadruga as process", and Todorova,
Balkan Family Structure and the European Pattern.
Vera St. Erlich, „The Last Big Zadrugas: Albanian Extended Families in the Kosovo Regions", in:
Communal Families in the Balkans. Essays by Philip E. Mosely and in his Honor, ed. by Robert F. Byrnes
(South Bend, IN, 1976), 244–251 (hereinafter: Erlich, „The Last Big Zadrugas: Albanian Extended
Families in the Kosovo Regions").
Mosley, "The distriibuton of the zadruga within South Eastern Europe", 65.
Ibidem, 67.
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The entire discourse on the zadruga has been overcast by romanticism and ideology, as pointed out by Hammel (alleged onherent "peaceful
cooperation")29, and by Burić (alleged "democratic spirit" and "equalitarianism" criticized by Burić as unrealistic)30. The zadruga debate was extended into
a discussion on types with more features of the family and less geogrraphic
exclusiness. The East European type would be more prevalent as one travelled
east, although neber exclusive.31
This model needs to be set into a wider context. Let us note some of the
features of the Eastern/Central Eastern historical family types as summarized
by Laslett (1972):32 very high proportion of multigenerational households, very
high proportion of complex-multi family households, very high proportion
of frereches (households of brothers with their nuclear families), married servants irrelevant, absence of foster children and of illegitimaze children. Kinship
structure is patrilinear. Landed property of females did not exist traditionally.
The penetration of Christian doctrine of the primacy of the conjugal bond (in
comparison to patrilinearity) was joint to both, but according to Laslett and
Litterauer the influence of the Eastern Church on everyday life was weaker,
allowing for patrilinear organization.33
Modernization began to change uproot all these traditional norms and
patterns. This began in the end of the 18th century, but it gained momentum
with monetary economy, doing away with serfdom and the ensuing fragmentation of lots and farmestead, due to loans and defaults by farmstaeds, i.e. its
heads, to industrialization, general elementary schooling in the 19th century. It
would pursue that this process was slower to the European East.34
Further, modernization in this aspect received particular impetus by Communist rule. Communists brought the idea of equality and dignity of women
with men if not into reality, at least made part of the official culture, making
a sharp turnabout. Although elections under them cannot be considered
democratic, women were given the same status as men and numerous women
took political positions in almost all regions within the Communist system.
Schooling of girls became widespread, as did schooling to the highest levels.

29
30
31

32
33

34

Hammel, "The zadruga as process", 335.
Burić, "The zadruga and the contemporary family in Yugoslavia", 17.
Mikolaj Szoltysek, "Three types of preindustrial household formation in historical Eastern Europe",
The History of the Family, Volume 28 (2008), 223–257.
Laslett, "Introduction: The History of the Family".
Michael Mitterauer, "Historical family forms in Eastern Europe in European Comparison". Retrieved
http://dmo.econ.msu.ru/Data/mitterauer.html), 22 July 2011.
Erlich, Family in Transition; Hannes Grandits and Siegfried Gruber, "The dissolution of the large complex households in the Balkans: Was the ultimate reason cultural or structural?", History of the Family,
Volume 1, Nr. 4 (1996), 375–399.
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On Lake Ohrid – Macedonia (Vera St. Erlich, Jugoslavenska porodica u transformaciji (Zagreb, 1971),
str. 33)

(Kosovo significantly lagged behind). In 1987 women overtook men in the
proportion among higher education students, without reversal of the trend.
After World War II, divorce was institutionalized in Yugoslavia (previously
it existed primarily in parts with Hungarian law before World War I, with slim
possibilities within the Orhodox Church). Institutionalized, relatively attainable judicial divorce was, along with employment of women, were major pillars
of women's emancipation and democratization of the family.
These changes and other superimposed changes and trends in conjugal
and family relations, one may expect, were appropriated in the environments
of the former Yugoslavia, pursuing the strength of the zadruga. Thus, one may
expect conjugal and family relations and structure to be most modernized (or
most "post-modern") in Slovenia, and least so in Kosovo. Macedonia, Montenegro and Bosnia and Herzegovina could also be considered strongholds of
patriarchal family organization, although not as much as Kosovo.

Structure and Pattern of Conjugal and Family Relations Today
It is a general trend for households to diminish, but what we are attempting
to trace also the transformation of family structure. The number of household
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members is often taken as proxy in the study of family structure, particularly its
compexity.35
In 1921 the average Yugoslav household size was 5,1, to diminish in 1948
to 4,37 (based on official statistics)36. These numerals are not large, but it should be taken into consideration that both pertain to the immediate post-war
periods.
To study the issue more in detail in the period at issue, the period since the
dissolution of Yugoslavia, see Table 1.

Table 1: Average household size, by units of former Yugoslavia37

Year

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Montenegro

Croatia

Kosovo

Macedonia

Slovenia

Serbia

Average

1986

4,48

4,59

3,96

8,02

5,05

3,80

3,96

4,60

1990

3,98

4,23

3,70

7,00

4,67

3,13

3,83

4,09

2008

3,17

3,51

3,07

4,90

3,96

3.17

3,19

–

The data in Table 1 indicate a general diminution in household size during
the period before and after the dissolution of Yugoslavia, in all observed countries. But, in the period observed, the drop is highest in Kosovo, the environment with originally the largest household membership, in fact well beyond
any European country at the time – where the average size has dropped by 39
%. In 1986, in Kosovo, according to Rrapi, who undertook his empirical investigation at the time, extended families among rural Albanians prevailed as family
pattern (not in urban environments and not among Serbs) in Kosovo38 was
significant. This was reflected in the average number of household memebrs,
which is sometimes taken as a proxy.39 But in 2008, the data for Kosovo do not
allow much to ponder on the existence, even less efflorescence of an extended
family, although one cannot exclude some relationships, particularly those of
solidarity and authority amongst relatives, may have remained.

35

36
37

38
39

Todorova, Balkan Family Structure and the European Pattern; Laslett, „Introduction: The History of
the Family"; Burić, "The zadruga and the contemporary family in Yugoslavia".
Burić, "The zadruga and the contemporary family in Yugoslavia", 119–139.
Source: 1986 KB, 1990 LOL, 2008 EVS. For 1986 and 1990 Vojvodina and Serbia proper were recoded
as single entity. In 1990 it was explicitly stated to count in also temporariy dislocated persons (students, recruit soldiers et sim.)
Rrapi, Savremene albanske zadružne porodice na Kosovu.
Burić, "The zadruga and the contemporary family in Yugoslavia".
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Table 2: Average number of respondents' children, by units of former Yugoslavia40
Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Montenegro

Croatia

Kosovo

Macedonia

Slovenia

Serbia

Average

1986
age
31–50

2,48

2,64

2,07

4,43

2,57

2,07

1,93

2,40

1986
age
51 and over

3,60

3,38

2,36

5,16

3,35

2,40

2,16

2,79

2008
age
31–50

1,48

1,61

1,69

2,24

1,57

1,50

1,57

2008
age
51 and over

2,07

2,46

1,87

3,11

2,12

1,97

1,79

40/42

41/27

18/21

49/40

39/37

28/18

19/17

5

4

6

1

3

Year

%
of
diminution
rank in GDP

2

7

–

The data in Table 2 address a parallel phenomenon, the average number
of children (in this case by respondents, divided into age cohorts), again for
the same historical period. We are again confronted by a diminution, which
was also observable by the age cohort comparison. The drop for the younger
cohort is always greater, with the exception of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
diminution is smallest in the case of Serbia and Croatia and Slovenia, for in
1986. Again (similar to household size), we find that the younger cohort in
Kosovo indicates a dramatic drop, it has practically halved, this age group at
the latter point being close to those of the same age in 1986 in Slovenia, Croatia and Serbia.
We did not carry out a systematic study of relationship between the number of children and economic development of the entity, but we can note
that there is no linear relationship e.g. the lowest birth rate in economically
most developed entity and vice versa (see Table 2). The highest birth rate was
always found in Kosovo, the least economically developed entity, within a

40

Sources: KB for 1987 data. For 1986 Vojvodina and Serbia proper were recoded as one entity. EVS for
2008.
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Grandmother with
her grandchildren –
Bileća, Herzegovina
(Vera
St.
Erlich,
Jugoslavenska porodica u transformaciji
(Zagreb, 1971), str.
417)

situation of disparities in GDP 1:7,5 in 1987.41 The lowest number of children
in 1986 was found in Serbia, slightly above the Yugoslav average as to GDP.
In 2008, the ranks in economic development remaining the same, the lowest
number of children is found in the relatively underdeveoped, but also war
stricken Bosnia and Herzegovina, whereas in the older cohort, it is found in
Serbia.42
If we compare the diminution in the number of children, known to be
a pan-European phenomenon (Booth and Crouter 2005), with EC 12 (EU)
countries, we find that in the period 1990–2008 the diminution was substanti-

41
42

Statistički godišnjak – Jugoslavija 1918–1988, ed. Dušan Miljković et all. (Beograd, 1989), 105.
http://projects.ff.uni-mb.si/cepyus/?id=3&lang=en.
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ally smaller in relative terms. In the younger cohort the average fell from 1.85 to
1.58 (by 15 %), whereas in the older it fell only by 9 %.43 In both cases the initial
averages were smaller than in the case of the (former) Yugoslavia. However,
comparing 1986 Yugoslav entities to EC 1990, 5 of the 12 EC countries did surpass Serbia, the republic indicating the lowest average at the time, as to number
of children in the younger cohort. This reflects significant diffrences in averages
not only in Yugoslavia, but also in the EC.
The issue is relevant as the former Yugoslavia demographic were very uneven, the Kosovo Muslims, and other Muslims, having significantly higher fertility rates. These demographic imbalances could also translate into more general
and political imbalances, of relevance to the break up of Yugoslavia. As Rrapi
notes, demographic growth in Kosovo during the 70s and 80s was marked, but
this was primarily to decrease of infant mortality.44 In the period 1953–1983,
the general level of fertility in Yugoslavia dropped from 3,81 to 2,10, and it dropped in the same proportion in Kosovo, but still remained double the Yugoslav
average (4,29)45.
This is part of a more general trend of higher Muslim fertility. In the period
1991–2001, in European countries the general rise of population was 3.16 %,
whereas in Turkey, the largest Muslim country, it was above 15 %. The development had a negative trend in many post-communist countries, due to post-communist transition.46 It is of ineterest for us to see, whether the same basic
mechanisms were operating in the countries of the former Yugoslavia.
We need to bear in mind the differences in economic development, in the
differences in armed conflictuality during the 90s, and cultural differences.
However, we were not able to analyse all these, themselves complex variables
as predictors.
The phenomenon of the diminution of bearing children along with economic development, observed in Table 2, is widely known, although explanations vary. Socio-economic explanations, tying the drop in births stress that
in pre-industrial society children are a small invesment, while being a major
profit, primarily as work force. In modern and post-modern society this changes, children becoming a major investment, while not bringing tangible profits
to parents.47 Even if the assertion held, it certainly does not hold linearly: thus,
according to Lawson and Mace, the very poor make the difference between the
43
44
45
46

47

Data source: EVS 1999–2008.
Rrapi, Savremene albanske zadružne porodice na Kosovu, 32.
Ibidem, 34.
Recent Demogrpahic Trends in Europe (Strasbourg, 2001), 16. Retrieved 15 Sept. 2011, http://www.
coe.int/t/e/social_cohesion/population/Demographic_Yearbook_2001.pdf)
John C. Caldwell, A Theory of Family Decline (New York, 1982); James Coleman, Formulation of Social
Theory (Cambridge, MA, 1990).
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first and the second child, whereas the rich consider every further child a grave
expense.48 On the other hand, there are findings as to richer having less children.49 Theories stressing previaling values and socialization, underscore secularization, individual choice and hedonism. Individuals placing great value on
career and possessing luxury goods tend to have smaller number of children50.
Adsera finds that regarding religiosity, it is attendence in church which forms
behavoral and normative pattern51, not belief itself, particularly in monoconfessional countries, among developed countries52. All these variables as predictors fit into the more general construct of societal modernization.
We were not able to study the issue from all relevant aspects (those mentioned above and those not), but we did try to examine the issue from the point
of view of of the variables available from the EVS dataset (see Table 3).

Table 3: Regression analysis, predicting number of children, by units of former Yugoslavia53

Bosnia
Herzegovina

Education
(q110)

Income
(v353m_pp)

Traditionalism I
(q42I)

Traditionism
II
(q21v103)

Β

Β

Β

Β

Religiosity
(q36)
R2

Β

Age
31–50

-.23**

.06

.02

-.10*

.10*

.08

Age
51

-.22**

.07

.09

-.17*

.10

.11

Age
31–50

-.16*

-.07

.04

-.01

.19**

.07

Age
51

-.19**

.04

-.01

.04

.08

.05

Croatia

48

49

50

51

52
53

David W. Lawson and Ruth Mace, "Optimizing family size", Human Nature, Volume 21 (2010): 39–61
(hereinafter: Lawson and Mace, „Optimizing family size").
James Weeden, Michael J. Abrams, Melanie C. Green and John Sabini, "Do high status people really have less children?", Human Nature, Volume 17 (2006): 377–392 (hereinafter: Weeden, Abrams,
Green and Sabini, „Do high status people really have less children?").
Duane F. Alwin, "From childvearing to childbearing: The link between decline of fertility and changes
in the socialization of children", in: Fertility in the United States: New Patterns, New Theories, ed. by J.B.
Casterline, R.D. Lee and K. Foote (Population and Development Review. A Supplement to Volume 22)
(New York, 1996).
Alicia Adsera, "Religion and changes in family size in developed countries", Review of Religious
Research, Volume 47 (2006): 271–86.
Weeden, Abrams, Green and Sabini, "Do high status people really have less children?".
Source: EVS 2008.
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Kosovo

Age
31–50

-.16**

.02

-.01

.02

.06

.02

Age
51

-.09

.05

-.20**

.03

.17*

.09

Age
31–50

-.15*

.05

-.01

-.04

.15*

.04

Age
51

-.13*

.06

-.02

-.08

.01

.02

Age
31–50

-.17*

.23**

.03

.02

.12*

.05

Age
51

-.02

.04

.02

.03

.22**

.05

Age
31–50

-.18**

.01

-.02

.07

.11*

.04

Age
51

-.14*

-.01

-.07

-.13*

.13*

.08

Age
31–50

-.16**

.00

.05

.05

.15*

.05

Age
51

-.27**

.03

.02

-.02

.12*

.10

Serbia

Slovenia

Macedonia

Montenegro

Note: * p<.05, ** p<.001
Notes: Format: q110: 1–20; v 353 Monthly household income (x1000), corrected for ppp in euros,
pro-trait direction; v42I (traditionalism I) (sharing household chores): 1= very important, 3= not very
important (counter-trait direction), "When jobs are scarce, men have more right to a job than women"
(Traditionalism II): 1= agree, 2 = disagree, counter-trait direction; q36 (religiosity): "How important is
God in your life": 1= not important at all – 10: very important, pro-trait direction.

The regression analysis, carried out for each country and for the two age
ccohorts within it, enables significant insight, although the R squares remain
always low. We were not including such important events, processes and structured phenomena as the war and other conflictual situations, the transition,
gender, various demographic variables and variables on origin and social participation. We limited ourselves to choosing some available and theoretically
relevant variables.
Education always has a negative impact, although seemingly less among
the older cohort. Only in a few instances the impact is without statistical significance. Income has an impact of significance only once, in Slovenia, with a high
magnitude among the younger cohort and in the positive direction. Otherwise,
it seems of little relevance, which is in line with usual findings.54 Traditionalism,

54

Lawson and Ruth Mace, "Optimizing family size".
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by both measures, indicates the expected impact (negative values theoretically
expected, as they indicate traditionalism), in the less economically developed
environments. We find religiosity significant in all environments, although not
always in both age cohorts.
Thus, we find not results which would be unexpected from a point of view
of modernization, including structural and cultural components. Probably, the
result in the Slovenia younger group indicating a positive impact of income
reflects the modern comprehension of children as expense, but giving joy to
life (Obradović and Čudina).55

Conclusion and Discussion
One could assert that differences in family organization were the greatest of all
cultural differences in the former Yugoslavia, not less relevant than the confessional and ethnic ones. These differences set apart Slovenia in a distinct manner
even from Croatia, although these differences were not so clear cut to be able
to speak of clear frontiers in family pattern zones.56 The major exception was
Slovenia. The other ethnic groups had various forms of traditional extended
families in conjuction with nuclear families and households.
Our findings are basically a dramatic confirmation of the trend of "contraction of the family" Durkheim spoke of, in conjunction with modernization,
and of assertion of egalitarian understanding of partner relations. The last may
be somewhat under the influence of social desirability, but the trend is beyond
doubt. The changes in Kosovo are the most remarkable ones. In 1990 the average household amounted to exactly 7 members, taking into account ethnic
variety and rural-urban differences, the average Albanian rural household was
in the two digit zone. In 2008, the situation has radically changed.
We are confronted by a finding which may, at first sight, be surprising. The
post-Yugoslav entities indicate a common trend in the development of the
family. Cultural factors, such as Islamic belonging do not present an obstacle to
the development of a common family pattern.
The common family pattern may be discerned at three levels:
The formation of a nuclear family (and further evolution of the family)
where previusly extended family could be found, at least in rural areas,
The diminution of the number of children, most prominently in areas with

55

56

J. Obradović and Mira Čudina, Child bearing attitudes in Croatia: a countra pssing throught the
modernization process.Journal of Comparative Family Studies, 2011, 42, 77-93.
Erlich, "The Last Big Zadrugas: Albanian Extended Families in the Kosovo Regions" in Byrnes ed.pp.
244-52.
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A group of women – Kosovo. In Albanians' patriarchal society, women are generally placed in subordinate roles (www.everyculture.com/A-Bo/Albania)

previous highest fecundity (Kosovo, Bosnia and Herzegovina)
The transformation of the husband – wife relationship in the direction of
equality and parity. This was evident from the data on traditionalism in Table 2,
but we will give a better insight by contrasting answers to an almost identically
worded question in 1986 and 2008.
In Table 4, we are able to follow changes in views regarding the position
of women in society – women's employment vis-à-vis men's being an acute
indicator – in the period under consideration. We may not allow too much to
attribute to a shift in social desirability, as women's "emancipation" was a high
value prioroity under communism, not only at lip service level. The data are
comaparble, although the wordings slightly differ. We recoded the format to fit
for comaparability. The picture is stark. In all observed environments, the normative average of 2 in 1986 is well surpassed, indicative of favouring husband's
"work", if "only one is employed", further indicating of a shortage of jobs. The
situation is reverse in 2008, in all envrionments this is rejected when averages
are observed, Croatia being highest in denying this attitude, flanked by Slovenia, and Kosovo being lowest, but still well above the 1986 low of Slovenia.
In fact, now Macedonia, marks highest agreement with jobs reserved for men,
flanked by Bosnia and Herzegovina and only then followed by Kosovo.
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Table 4: Mean agreement with "Husband holding the job is more appropriate", by units of former
Yugoslavia57
Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Montenegro

Croatia

Kosovo

Macedonia

Slovenia

Serbia

Average

If in a
marriage
only one
is employed, it
is natural
that it
be the
husband
(v265)

2.78
(.61)

2.88
(.45)

2.73
(.66)

2.73
(.64)

2.51
(.85)

2.52
(.81)

2.64
(.75)

2.67
(.72)

When
jobs are
scarce,
men
have
more
right to a
jobs than
women
(v103)

1.68
(.91)

1.45
(.79)

1.29
(.66)

1.61
(.87)

1.79
(.88)

1.34
(.72)

1.54
(.85)

1.53
(.84)

Legend: for item in row 1: 1 = disagree, 2 = neither, 3 = agree; for item in row 2: 1 = disagree, 2 = neither,
3 = agree.

We have found strong support of an assertion for the family to be evolving along same routes and patterns, after the dissolution of Yugoslavia. In spite
of the often cited repression of women and women being the main targets of
unemployment, as well as of general retarditionalization, we found strong
support for an modernizational view, in spite of all the obstacles. Changes can
be observed both at the structural and at the cultural level. Changes are most
radical in those parts of Yugoslavia, which were most "backward", in Kosovo,
Macedonia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This finding surpasses the usual
findings on transition lowering procreation, as we are evidencing changes
in family type, the diappearnce of the extended family under societal duress,
which surpassed transition.
The mechanism of steps in the change of the family seem to differ significantly among the countries observed. Mostly they coincide with variables
which are indicative of modernization. The finding for income, for the younger
Slovenian cohort, out of line with all other findings regarding this variable, may

57

Source: for item in row 1: LOL91; for item in row 2: EVS 2008.
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indicate a historically new situation, one of superseding classical modernization, although this sole finding is insufficient to judge on it.
However, our study of family structure changes was very limited. There are
numerous issues of marriage and partnership, childbearing and family organisation we did not enter into. Such are issues of divorce in the family of origin,
number of siblings (on the part of the candidate parents), various rational choice patterns58, a host of other values and attitudes59.

Sergej Flere
SODOBNA ZGODOVINA POST-JUGOSLOVANSKE DRUŽINE

POVZETEK
Jugoslavija ni bila enotna glede vzorca družine, ki je obstajal v različnih
območjih ob nastanku te države po 1. svetovni vojni. Medtem ko je bila v
Sloveniji skoraj izključna nukearna družina (omenjajo se izjeme na Primorskem in Beli krajini) z odmaknjenim vstopom v zakonsko zvezo, je v ostalih
delih obstajala tudi razširjena balkanska družina s skupnim premoženjem in
izrazitim patriahatom. Prisotnost tega vzorca je bila prevladujoča na Kosovu,
v Makedoniji in Bosni in Heregovini, drugod pa manj izrazita, manj trdna in
manj vplivna v družbenem življenju. Razširjena družina se je umikala ves čas
obstoja Jugoslavije, da bi ob razpadu te države bila še prevladujoča oblika na
kosovskem podeželju in opazna na makedonskem in bosanskem podeželju. Še
v 80ih letih so na Kosovu zabeležene družine, ki so imele nad 50 članov. Analizirani podatki kažejo, da je ta oblika izginila tudi na teh območjih, umikajoč se
pred procesi modernizacije in individualizacije.
58
59

Lawson and Mace, "Optimizing family size".
The new population problem: Why families in developed are shrinking and what it means, ed. by Alan
Booth and Ann C. Crouter (Mahwah, NJ, 2005).
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Zmanjševanje obsega družine je v opazovanem obdobju 1986–2008 izrazito v vseh območjih nekdanje Jugoslavije, v relativnem smislu še najbolj na
Kosovu in v Bosni in Hercegovini, tako ko gre za število otrok kot za velikost
gospodinjstva.
Poleg tega je zaznati izrazite spremembe (v obdobju 1986–2008) v stališčih
glede razmerja med zakoncema: v vseh opazovanih območjih se kaže prehod
od patriarhalnih stališč k stališčem o enakopravnosti soprog (opazovano je
samo primerljivo stališče /KB 1986 in EVS 2008/ do zaposlovanja), vendar gre
očitno za širše spremembe v stališčih, ki se lahko opazujejo v raziskavi EVS,
vendar niso primerljiva s spoznanji iz leta 1986.
Različni modernizacijski dejavniki pojasnjujejo upadanje števila otrok,
opazovano prek regresijske analize, vendar se to po opazovanih deželah kaže
dokaj različno. V Sloveniji pa višji dohodek v prihodnjih letih napoveduje večje
število otrok.
V bistvu gre za poenotenje vzorca družine po razpadu skupne države,
čeprav ostajajo jasne razlike v stopnji modernizacije družine.
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Avtor: VAMPELJ SUHADOLNIK Nataša
Dr., izredna profesorica
Univerza v Ljubljani, Filozofska fakulteta, Oddelek za azijske in afriške študije
Aškerčeva 2, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

UDK 7.032(315)
726.821(510)

Naslov: INTERPRETACIJA DVEH BITIJ S SONCEM IN LUNO V GROBNEM SLIKARSTVU DINASTIJE
HAN
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 11 (2011), št. 1, str. 9–30 , 36 cit., 8 slik
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Grobno slikarstvo, dinastija Han, Fuxi, Nüwa, sonce, luna, kozmični sili yin in yang.
Izvleček: Na osrednjem ravnem delu stropa v grobnici Qianjingtou iz Luoyanga iz poznega obdobja dinastije
Zahodni Han (206 p.n.š.–9 n.š.) sta v zaporedni kompoziciji nebeškega sveta poleg sonca s črno ptico in lune
z zeleno krastačo prikazani dve bitji s človeškim obrazom in kačje-zmajevim telesom. Podrobna analiza ostalih stenskih poslikav v grobnicah dinastije Han (206 p.n.š.–220 n.š.), pri čemer je bilo v domeno raziskovanja
vključenih vseh 61 grobnic s poslikavo iz dinastije Han, ki so jih kitajskih arheologi odkopali do leta 2006, razkrije, da sta sonce in luna tudi v ostalih grobovih pogosto povezana z dvema bitjema, ki ju ali zaobjemata s
kačjima telesoma ali jo z obema rokama dvigujeta nad glavo. Kdo sta ti dve podobi, ki v rokah držita sonce in
luno ter kakšna je njuna vloga v grobnem slikarstvu dinastije Han, je osrednja problematika pričujočega članka.

Avtor: ZADRAVEC Dejan
Dr. zgodovine, arhivist
Zgodovinski arhiv na Ptuju
Muzejski trg 1, SI – 2250 Ptuj, Slovenija

UDK 94(497.4Podčetrtek))"1670/1686"
347.236(497.4Podčetrtek))"1670/1686"

Naslov: (NE)VSAKDANJE DOGODIVŠČINE NA GOSPOSTVU PODČETRTEK MED LETOMA 1670 IN
1686
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 11 (2011), št. 1, str. 31–52, 79 cit., 3 slike
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Zgodnji novi nek, kmečki upori, plemiška družina Tattenbach, gospostvo Podčetrtek, 17.
stoletje.
Izvleček: Prispevek prinaša pogled na gospostvo Podčetrtek v času, ko ga je upravljala notranjeavstrijska dvorna komora in kasneje posebni petčlanski svet, imenovan judicium delegatum. Sodelovanje lastnika gospostva
Podčetrtek Ivana Erazma grofa Reinstein in Tattenbach v neuspeli protihabsburški zaroti je namreč privedlo do
tega, da je gospostvo cesar 22. marca 1670 vključno z ostalimi grofovimi posestmi zaplenil in predal v upravo
notranjeavstrijski dvorni komori, avtor pa prikaz dogajanja zaključuje s 17. aprilom 1686, ko je judicium delegatum gospostvo Podčetrtek prodalo Ignazu Mariji grofu Attemsu. Podčetrtškemu gospostvu je v tem času ustaljen
vsakdanjik zmedlo kar nekaj večjih dogodkov. Najprej so se začeli poskusi vnovične pridobitve 14 podložnikov,
ki jih je zarubil baron Gaisruck zaradi nepovrnjenih terjatev še prejšnjega lastnika gospostva, v letu 1672 pa je
tukaj potekal (čarovniški) proces proti kmetu Jakobu Novaku, obtoženemu čarovniškega zdravilstva.
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601 Elm, Soba 622, USA 73019-3106 Norman, Oklahoma, ZDA
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27-789.32(497.451.1)"175/179"

Naslov: LJUBLJANSKE FRANČIŠKANSKE KNJIGE IN NJIHOVI UPORABNIKI V ČASU
RAZSVETLJENSTVA
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 11 (2011), št. 1, str. 53–78, 20 cit., 21 slik
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Ljubljanski frančiškani, zgodovina matematičnih ved, Žiga Škerpin, Theophil Zinsmeister, Kastul Hieber.
Izvleček: Škerpin je nabavil izredno veliko število uporabnih sodobnih in starih filozofskih knjig za svojo
knjižnico ljubljanskih frančiškanov. S svojimi napori je utrl pot svojim bavarskim sobratom frančiškanom Zinsmeistru in Hieberju, ki sta uspešno pričela s sodobnim poukom matematično-tehniških ved v Frančiškanskih
šolah domala pol stoletja po Škerpinovi smrti.

Avtor: SVOLJŠAK Petra
Dr., docentka, znanstvena svetnica
Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, Zgodovinski inštitut Milka Kosa
Novi trg 2, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija
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Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 11 (2011), št. 1, str. 79–110 , 72 cit., 4 slike
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Gorica, prva svetovna vojna, vsakdanje življenje, uprava, obnova
Izvleček: Razprava obravnava življenje mesta Gorica v času Velike vojne. Primer Gorice predstavlja fenomen
v zgodovini velike vojne in mest, saj je bilo mesto v središču bojev med ognjenima črtama avstro-ogrske in
italijanske vojske. Preplet dogodkov je po eni strani odsev kronologije prve svetovne vojne in soške fronte, z
notranjo dinamiko, ki je bila značilna za nacionalno mešano mesto na robu državnega ozemlja. Začetek vojne
je goriškemu prebivalstvu prinesel izkušnjo mobilizacije in vračanje prvih ranjencev ter neposrednih bojnih
novic v mesto. Nov mejnik v mestni prvovojni izkušnji predstavlja 9. avgust 1916, ko je mesto zasedla italijanska vojska. Po umiku italijanske vojske po 12. soški ofenzivi se je pod pokroviteljstvom slovenskih županov
in odborov začela akcija obnove porušenih krajev, kar je zagotovo edinstven primer obnavljanja porušenih
mest še v času vojne, ter vračanja beguncev v domovino. Konec vojne je Gorici in njenemu prebivalstvu utrnil
kanček upanja na svetlejšo prihodnost, saj je oblast v mestu prevzel Pokrajinski odsek Narodnega sveta v Ljubljani, skrb za varnost pa 2. gorski strelski polk. Toda premirje med Avstrijo in Italijo je določilo, da v veljavo
stopijo členi Londonskega pakta, mesto je prevzela italijanska uprava in bodočnost mesta je krenila v boj na
obnovo in narodnostne pravice.
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Naslov: ŠKOF IVAN JOŽEF TOMAŽIČ (1876–1949) IV LUČI KORESPONDENCE S P. MICHAELOM
HOFMANNOM (1860–1946)
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 11 (2011), št. 1, str. 111–136, 50 cit., 6 slik
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: nemški (izvleček nemški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Slovenski škof Dr. Ivan Jožef Tomažič, P. Michael Hofmann S.J, Collegium Canisianum, korespondenca, Maribor, Innsbruck, prijateljstvo.
Izvleček: S pričujočo študijo bomo osvetlili življenje slovenskega škofa dr. Ivana Jožefa Tomažiča (1876–1949)
in njegovo prijateljstvo z jezuitom p. Michaelom Hofmannom (1860–1946). Študija temelji na njuni – v večji
meri prvič objavljeni – korespondenci, predvsem iz 30-tih let 20. stoletja, ki jo hrani Nadškofijski arhiv v Mariboru (Slovenija).

Avtor: TORKAR Blaž
Dr. zgodovine, kustos
Vojaški muzej Slovenske vojske,
Engelsova 15, SI – 2000 Maribor, Slovenija

UDK 355.40:94(436)"1939/1945"

Naslov: AMERIŠKA OBVEŠČEVALNA SKUPINA "DANIA" IN NJENO DELOVANJE MED SLOVENSKIMI
PARTIZANI MED DRUGO SVETOVNO VOJNO
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 11 (2011), št. 1, str. 137–146, 8 cit., 2 sliki
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Druga svetovna vojna, Avstrija, obveščevalna skupina, Office of Strategic Services (OSS), Secret
Intelligence (SI).
Izvleček: Prispevek obravnava medvojno delovanje ameriške obveščevalne skupine "Dania", ki jo je Urad za
strateške službe (Office of Strategic Services – OSS), nameraval poslati v Avstrijo. Skupina je po nesreči namesto
v Avstriji pristala v Dravski dolini blizu Vuhreda. Njena naloga je bila prodor v tretji rajh oziroma Avstrijo in pridobivanje obveščevalnih podatkov iz njenega ozemlja. Dva člana skupine, Alfred Rosenthal in Wood George
Gerbner sta vzpostavila stik s slovenskimi partizani, pošiljala poročila o partizanskem gibanju in nazadnje
bila evakuirana s pomočjo partizanov. Medtem je tretji član skupine,George Mitchell, padel v ujetništvo, uspel
pobegniti in nazadnje dočakal konec vojne v Avstriji. Skupina je kljub pristanku daleč stran od dogovorjene
točke, na ozemlju druge države, pošiljala obveščevalne podatke o partizanskem gibanju, ni pa uspela prodreti
v Avstrijo in poročati o stanju odpora na njenem ozemlju.
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Naslov: O
 DVZEM CERKVENEGA PREMOŽENJA Z AGRARNO REFORMO PO LETU 1945 NA PRIMERU
ŽUPNIJ DOBROVNIK, LENDAVA IN BOGOJINA
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 11 (2011), št. 1, str. 147–184, 83 cit., 5 slik
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Rimokatoliška cerkev, komunistična partija, agrarna reforma, Pomurje, župnijski urad Dolnja
Lendava, župnija Dobrovnik, Lendava in Bogojina.
Izvleček: Avtor na podlagi preučevanja arhivskih virov in literature obravnava zakonodajo in izvedbo agrarne
reforme po letu 1945 ter sistem dodeljevanja odvzetega cerkvenega premoženja na primeru župnij Dobrovnik, Lendava in Bogojina. Z izvedbo agrarne reforme si je takratna povojna oblast skušala utrditi vodilni
položaj istočasno pa je z izvedbo agrarne reforme, predvsem Rimokatoliški cerkvi odvzeti materialno zaledje
za njeno vzdrževanjem in jo s tem "narediti" ekonomsko in politično odvisno s strani vladajoče elite.
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Naslov: J
 E VPRAŠANJE DEVIZNIH VLOG VARČEVALCEV LJUBLJANSKE BANKE d. d., LJUBLJANA
POLITIČEN ALI (MEDNARODNO)PRAVNI PROBLEM?
Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 11 (2011), št. 1, str. 185–214, 82 cit., 1 diagram
Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)
Ključne besede: Ljubljanska banka d.d., Ljubljana, devizne vloge varčevalcev, Slovenija, Hrvaška, Bosna in Hercegovina, nasledstvo.
Izvleček: Članek obravnava pereče vprašanje deviznih vlog varčevalcev Ljubljanske banke d.d., Ljubljana, ki se
pojavlja kot problem v odnosih predvsem med Slovenijo in Hrvaško ter Slovenijo in Bosno in Hercegovino,
ki zaradi določenih razlogov še vedno nista pristali na načelo teritorialnosti. Analiza obstoječega spora kaže,
da pri tej tematiki ne gre le za pravno, temveč tudi politično vprašanje, ki pa ga vpletene države ne rešujejo
primerno. Še več, pogosto se to vprašanje zlorablja v dnevnopolitične namene oz. se z njim onemogoča primerne mednarodne ekonomske odnose, od katerih bi imele vse države koristi. V pričujoči analizi avtor analizira
pomen in učinke nerešenega spora na dvostranske odnose med Slovenijo – Hrvaško ter Slovenijo – Bosno in
Hercegovino in ugotavlja, da je ta spor bolj akuten na Hrvaškem kot v Bosni in Hercegovini in posledično tudi
bolj omejuje gospodarsko sodelovanje med državama.
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Ključne besede: Družina, gospodinjstvo, razširjena družina, nuklearna družina, 'zadruga'.
Izvleček: Struktura tipov družin v bivši Jugoslaviji se razlikuje tako po velikosti, vzorcu in družinskih razmerjih. Prispevek prinaša zgodovinski pregled ter sodobno študijo razvojnih trendov ter osnovnih dimenzij
družinskega življenja v post-jugoslovanskem obdobju. Zaznan je razvoj modernih družinskih oblik, še posebej v tistih delih nekdanje Jugoslavije, za katere so bile do razpada le-te značilne razširjene družine (Kosovo,
Makedonija, Bosna in Hercegovina). Tam razširjene družine skoraj ne obstajajo več. Raziskava prinaša razlago
različnih vzrokov zmanjšanja števila otrok, še posebej v nekdanjih najmanj razvitih delih nekdanje Jugoslavije.
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Uredniška navodila avtorjem
1.

Studia historica Slovenica (SHS) je znanstvena periodična publi
kacija, ki jo izdaja Zgodovinsko društvo dr. Franca Kovačiča, Koroška
cesta 160, Maribor. Revija objavlja članke s področja zgodovine in osta
lih humanističnih in družboslovnih ved, ki mejijo na zgodovinsko zna
nost.

2.

Revija Studia historica Slovenica izhaja v treh številkah letno. V dveh
številkah objavlja prispevke v slovenskem jeziku – s povzetkom (sum
mary) v angleškem, nemškem, italijanskem, francoskem ali ruskem
jeziku in izvlečkom (abstract) v angleškem jeziku. Ena številka je tuje
jezična in je namenjena objavam prispevkov domačih in tujih avtorjev
v enem od svetovnih jezikov – s povzetkom (summary) v slovenskem
jeziku in izvlečkom (abstract) v slovenskem jeziku.

3.

Prispevek, oddan ali poslan uredništvu, lahko obsega do 30 eno
stransko tipkanih strani s po 30 vrsticami na stran (52.750 zna
kov). Prispevek mora biti oddan na disketi (praviloma z urejevalnikom
Word for Windows) in v iztiskani obliki. Slikovni material v obliki
laserske kopije ali v elektronski obliki (PDF ali TIF format) mora biti
opremljen s podnapisom in navedbo vira.

4.

Avtor mora navesti naslednje podatke: ime in priimek, akademski
naslov, delovno mesto, ustanovo zaposlitve, njen naslov in morebitni
naslov elektronske pošte (e-mail).

5.

Oddani prispevek mora biti opremljen: s povzetkom (30-45 vrstic),
izvlečkom (6-10 vrstic) in ključnimi besedami.
Izvleček mora biti razumljiv sam po sebi brez branja celotnega besedi
la članka. Pri pisanju se uporabljajo celi stavki, izogibati se je treba slab
še znanim kraticam in okrajšavam. Izvleček mora vsebovati avtorjev
primarni namen oziroma doseg članka, razlog, zakaj je bil napisan, ter
opis tehnike raziskovalnega pristopa (osnovna metodološka načela).
Ključne besede morajo odražati vsebino prispevka in biti primerne za
klasifikacijo (UDK).
Povzetek mora predstaviti namen prispevka, glavne značilnosti in
metodologijo raziskovalnega dela ter najpomembnejše rezultate in
sklepe.

6.

Besedilo prispevka mora biti pregledno in razumljivo strukturira
no (naslovi poglavij, podpoglavij), tako da je mogoče razbrati namen,
metodo dela, rezultate in sklepe.
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7.

Opombe morajo biti pisane enotno kot sprotne opombe pod črto.
So vsebinske (avtorjev komentar) in bibliografske (navedba vira, upo
rabljene – citirane literature).
Bibliografska opomba mora ob prvi navedbi vsebovati celoten
naslov oz. nahajališče: ime in priimek avtorja, naslov dela (ko gre za
objavo v reviji ali zborniku naslov le-tega), kraj in leto izida, strani
(primer – monografija: Jože Mlinarič, Studeniški dominikanski samo
stan : ok. 1245–1782 (Celje, 2005), str. …; primer – revija: Darko Friš,
"Banovinska konferenca Jugoslovanske nacionalne stranke leta 1937 v
Ljubljani", Zgodovinski časopis 59, št. 1–2 (2005): str. …; primer – časnik:
(avtor), "Volitve v mariborski mestni zastop", Slovenski gospodar, 27.
november 1873, št. 48, str. …; primer – zbornik: Vasilij Melik, "Vprašanje
regij v naši preteklosti", v: Regionalni vidiki slovenske zgodovine : zbor
nik referatov XXXI. zborovanja slovenskih zgodovinarjev, ur. Peter [tih
in Bojan Balkovec (Ljubljana, 2004), str. …), nato pa se uporablja smisel
na okrajšava (dalje: Mlinarič, Studeniški dominikanski samostan, str. …).
Pri navajanju arhivskih virov je treba navesti: arhiv (ob prvi navedbi
celotno ime, v primeru, da ga uporabljamo večkrat, je treba navesti
okrajšavo v oklepaju), ime fonda ali zbirke (signaturo, če jo ima), števil
ko fascikla (škatle) in arhivske enote ter naslov navajanega dokumenta
(primer: Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor (PAM), fond Pavel Turner, škatla
7, pismo Davorina Trstenjaka Pavlu Turnerju iz Starega Trga, 7. junija
1889.)

8.

Prispevki so recenzirani; recenzije so anonimne. Na osnovi pozitivne
ga mnenja recenzentov je članek uvrščen v objavo.

9.

Za znanstveno vsebino prispevka in točnost podatkov odgovarja
avtor.

10. Uredništvo prejete prispevke lektorira, avtor lekturo pregleda in jo
avtorizira. Uredništvo posreduje avtorju prvo korekturo prispevka,
ki jo mora vrniti uredništvo v roku treh dni; širjenje obsega besedila ob
korekturah ni dovoljeno. Pri korekturah je treba uporabljati korekturna
znamenja, navedena v Slovenski pravopis (1962), Slovenski pravopis 1.
Pravila (1990). Drugo korekturo opravi uredništvo.
11. Dodatna pojasnila lahko avtorji dobijo na uredništvu.
Uredništvo SHS
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Editor’s Instructions to Authors
1.

Studia historica Slovenica (SHS) is a periodical scientific publication
published by the Historical association of Franc Kovačič PhD, Koroš
ka cesta 160, Maribor. The publication publishes historical articles and
other humanistic and sociological articles that adjoin historical science.

2.

Studia historica Slovenica is issued in three volumes a year. The first
two volumes publish articles in Slovene language – with summaries in
glish, Ger
man, Ita
lian, French or Rus
sian lan
gua
ge and ab
stracts in
En
English. The third volume is a foreign language volume, which is intended
for publishing articles written by local and foreign authors in one of the
world languages – with summaries and abstracts in Slovene language.

3.

An article, delivered or sent to the editorial board, can comprise of at
most 30 one-sided typed pages with 30 lines per page (52,750
print signs). It has to be delivered on a computer diskette (edited in
Word for Windows) and in a printed form. Image material in the form
of a laser print or in electron form (PDF or TIF format) must be equip
ped with subtitles and the source quotation.

4.

The author must submit following data: name and surname, academic
title, occupation, institution of occupation, its address and e-mail.

5.

Delivered article must be equipped with: a summary (30-45 lines), an
abstract (6-10 lines) and key words.
Summary must be understandable by itself, without reading the artic
le as a whole. In writing whole sentences must be used, less known
abbreviations and shortenings should be avoided. Summary must con
tain the author’s primary goal and the purpose of the article, the reason
why it was written and the description of research techniques (primary
methodological principles).
Key words must reflect the content of the article and must be adequa
te to classification (UDK).
The abstract must present the purpose of the article, its main cha
racteristics and the methodology of research work as well as the most
significant results and conclusions.
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6.

The text of the article must be clear and intelligibly structured (chap
ter titles, sub-chapters) for the purpose of clear recognition of article’s
aim, work methods, results and conclusions.

7.

Notes must be uniquely formed as footnotes, which can be contextual
(author’s comment) and bibliographical (source quotation, quoted lite
rature).
On first quotation, a bibliographical footnote must contain an enti
re title or location: author’s name and surname, title (review or miscel
lany title when published in it), place and date of issue, pages (example
– monograph: Jože Mlinarič, Studeniški dominikanski samostan: ok.
1245–1782 (Celje, 2005), p…; example – review: Darko Friš, "Bano
vinska konferenca Jugoslovanske nacionalne stranke leta 1937 v Ljub
ljani", Zgodovinski časopis 59, No. 1–2 (2005): p. …; example – paper:
(author), "Volitve v mariborski mestni zastop", Slovenski gospodar, 27.
november 1873, No. 48, p. …; primer – miscellany: Vasilij Melik, "Vpra
šanje regij v naši preteklosti", in: Regionalni vidiki slovenske zgodovine:
zbornik referatov XXXI. zborovanja slovenskih zgodovinarjev, ed. Peter
[tih and Bojan Balkovec (Ljubljana, 2004), p. …). On following quota
tions logical shortenings are used (Mlinarič, Studeniški dominikanski
samostan, p. …).
While quoting archival sources, the archive must be stated: archive
(whole name on first quotation, on following quotations use a shorte
ning in brackets), name of fond or collection (signature, if given), num
ber of fascicle (box) and archival unit, address of quoted document
(example: Pokrajinski arhiv Maribor (PAM), fond Pavel Turner, box 7,
letter Davorina Trstenjaka to Pavel Turner from Stari Trg, 7. June 1889.)

8.

Articles are reviewed; reviews are anonymous. An article is placed for
publishing on the basis of reviewer’s positive view.

9.

Author is responsible for article’s scientific content and accuracy of
data.

10. The editorial board arranges the lectureship, which is reviewed and
authorized by the author. Editorial board sends the first correction
to the author, who has to return it in three days; enlargement of text while
correcting is not permitted. While correcting corrective signs, as stated in
the orthography, must be used. The editorial board performs the second
correction.
11. Additional explanations are available at the editorial board.
Edtorial board of SHS

